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(Editor "PractLal and Amateur Wireless.")
F. J.
Wireless Terms and Definitions stated and explained in concise, clear language by one of the best known and most popular
desigoers and wetters of the day. Profusely illustrated. A veritable treasury of wireless knowledge and literally invaluable
to all who are interested in the science whether as amateurs or experts,
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The August "POPULAR FLYING" contains a detailed review

of all that is new in air warfare. It also includes never-beforepublished photographs of new types of aircraft used by the R.A.F.

-

Apart from service flying there is a fully illustrated description of
the Empire Flying Boat which is revolutionising air transport, and
numerous artidcs on aviation at home and overseas.
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D.:
THE NATIONAL AVIATION MAGAZINE
of all Newsagents and Books jails. or by post 7d. from the
Pub1ishr. C. Arthur Pearson. Ltd., Tower Huaso. Southampton
Sireot. Sirand, London. W.C.2.
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Switches and Switching
SWITCHES are amongst the most
important parts of a modern receiver,
and in too many cases the set-builder is
content to obtain the cheapest corn j,onent
without consideration for the actual work
ìwhicli it has to carry out. AccordngIy he
is faced with trembles almost from the start,
and in many cases a defective switch can
ntrodueo difficulties which are very hard
to trace. There are so many different types
of switch that the beginner might well be
pardoned for failing to understand the
differences, and on page 492 this week we
endeavour to clear up some ofthe difficulties
by explaining the various purposes for
which the switches are used, together
with illustrations showing the circuits and
types of switch which are most suitable.
It should be remembered, however, that
where exposed contacts are employed, they
hould be kept clean but not oiled, as this
Will result in a bad contact. Furthermore,
ny cleaning which has to be carried out
ahould be on the lines indicated in the
article so that metal dust does not find its
way into moving parts of the receiver and
thereby give rise to further troubles.

"Next Please"

WORLD

of

part of this u ill be broadcast in the Midland
programme on August 9th. George Gibbs,
the Wolverhampton baritone, who has
frequently broadcast, is in charge of the
camp entertainments, as well as being
Hon. Sec. of the Public Secondary Schools
Cadets' Association, and there are over a
thousand cadets attending this particular
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Fats " Wailer

Northern programme On August
10th, a gramophone recital of the works
of this coloured pianist will be given. He
has a large following in this country,
although he is known only by his records,
and musical experts differ in their opinions
concerning his work. Listeners will be able
to form their own opinions after hearing this
programme.

Camp Fire Concert

THE Public Secondary Schools' Cadets
close their camp at the Hunting Butte
Farm, Choltenham, with a sing-song, and

-

August

ltíh

1937.

WIRELESS

to any seat of alarm and protect the
animals. The microphones were the very
small Brush components, ideally suited for
such a purpose.

Football Broadcasts

THE B.B.C. announces that it has now
been agreed that running Commentaries on certain association footbalj matches
will be given during the 1937-1938 season.
Moscow's New Broadcasting House
The Council of the Football Association
IT is claimed that the main studio at have agreed to the reeotnmenation that
Moscow, now nearing completion, will broadcasts of the following évents take
be the largest in the world. It will have an place: The Final Tie for the English Cup,
on pril 30th, 1938; the International

AHIGH-SPEED variety programme will
be heai'çl in the National programme
on August 4th, and will have the title
"Next Please." It will include old and
new artists and an important featurh is that
the supporting orchestra will be the new
combination formed for Stage purposes by
Bram Martin, who has been associated for
a long time with the Holborn estaurant.
600 square yards and
This will be the first radio appearance of area of approximate1y
will be 3Oft. high. .It wil1 accommodate an
the new orchestra.
orchestra of 250 performers, together with
an audience of 350.
"

IN the

No. 255.

camp.

.

-

VOL. X.

-

.

.

.

.

.

.

match between England and Scotland, on
April 9th, 1938; and the FA. Charity
Shield match in October, 1937. In addition,
permnissioi in principle is also granted for
commentaries to be broadcast on mid-week
International matches and replayed semifinal Cu1) Ties. Commentaries on other
replays of Cui) Ties during the season will
be broadcast with the consent of the clubs

coneernea.

Week-end Away
QN August 12th, in the series entit!ed
"Week-end Away" a motorist, a
cyclist and a walker will give some routes
for those who are leaving Truro to explore

the surrounding countryside. This popular
series of talks in the Western programme
has proved particularly useful for holidaymakers, and centres already dealt with
include Bristol, Bournemouth, Swindon
and Exeter.

Music Items
's

4USIC plans for the remaining part

IVI of the summer season include the

followine main features. An eight-weeks'
season of Promenade Concerts will be given
as usual in the Queen's Hall from August 7th
FROM America we hear of another to October 2nd. The B.B.C. Symphony
adaptation of the microphone and Orchestra, with 90 players, will be conducted
amplifier circuit. This time it is being by Sir Henry J. WOOd.
In light music two series will be devoted
used for the protection of foxes on farms
where these animals are reared for their to (a) dance music of the sixteenth, sevenpelts. To prevent the destruction of the teenth,eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,
young by other animals, microphones of the entitled respectively "At the Court," "On
crystal typo were erected in the various the Green," "In the Theatre," "In thè
nest houses and a central listening post Ballroom"; and (b) music by violinists of
provided. This eliminated the necessity the seventeenth, eighteenth, nineteenth,
of an attendant continualiy patrolling the and twentieth centuries, from Tartini to
farm and enabled him better to go quickly Heifetz.

Radio and the Foxes
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FOLLOWING the B.B.OE's invitation to
interestedlisteners to join in criticising
INTERESTING and TOPICAL
a serie of six fortnightly Cinema Talks,
NEWS and NOTES
a large and repÑsentative panel has been
formed.
The response to the invitatidn was
I
immediate and enthusiastic, and more than plays sleigh bells, and Austin Jowett,
a thousand persons in widely differing who gives accordion solos. These two
walks of life w ill provide what should artists also play piano duets, and Austin
iirove a valuable cross-section of public Jowett is arranger for the orchestra.
opinion. Two talks
have already been
given, und the. subre-

August

si± popular orchestral compoaitions which
the B.B.C. Scottish
Orchestra will play
-

-turc

"Ruy Blas" ther-

29th:

Ballet

-

dones.,,

Two Seaside
Orchestras

from

Music

Faust, by Gdun1;
and "The London-

-'

d.crry Air" and
"Shepherd's

Hey,"

by Grainger.

"Green Fingers"

-

by Mendelssohn;

"Moto Perpetuo" by
Johann Strauss; the

Graham Greene.
September
12th:
William Fa.rr.
September 26th:
Miss C.A.Lejeunc.

RADIO-REVUE
on Gardens and
Gardeners
entitled
"Green Fingers," has
been adapted from
the book of the same
name by Beginald
Arkell, and will be
produced by Francis
Dillon on August 9th
in the Western Programme. The book
and lyrics are by
Reginald Arkell and
Dorothy Worsley, and
the music by Mai

w

under Kemlo Stephen
on August 9th. The
others will be the

:F.

tiA

(Continue)

Popular Classics for Orchestra
SCHUBERT'S "Unfinished" Symphony
(No. 8 in B minor) will be one of the

15th
Andrew Rice.

August

197

7th,

theradio programmes when Frank Newman
was organist there. He has now been
succeeded by John Bennett, one of whso
recitals there will be broadcast for the
first time on August 12th in the Midland
legional programme.

quent dates and
speakers are as
follow

August

Coltness 'Works
Band
QNE of the oldest

-

o

brass bands in
Scotland,
Coltness
Works Band, will
- broadcast
a
programme of four pieces
on August 14th, under
the baton of George
Hawkins. It will play
a march, "Kiinberley," by an anonymous
composer;the overture
to" The Magic Flute"

--

POPULAR orchestras ith popular eón.
ductors and leaders are to entertain
the Northern radio audience on August 8th,
when both the Whitby Municipal Orchestra
and the Scarborough Spa Orchestra are
"on the bill." In the case of the concert
by the Whitby players, conducted by
Frank Gomez, the audience will, in fact,
be far bigger than an ordinary Northern
one, for this lunch-time concert is being
taken by the National programme. The
orchestra at the Spa, Scarborough, which
will be heard-this time by Northern
listeners only-in the evening, is conducted
by Kneale Kelley, who needs no introduction to B.B.C. listeners.

appear..

Concért from Plymouth

i

LW T
PROBLEM

No. 255

Jones bought a ,noving-eoil speaker having
i amp. field winding. Having an old
transformer on hand with an output winding
rated at 6 volte, i to 2 amps, he decided to use
this for energising the speaker field winding.
Why were results unsatisfactory? Three
books will be awarded forthe first three correct
solutions opened. Address your solutions to
the lditor, PRACTICtI AND AauiTETiut Wisp.i.p.ss, Tower House, Southampton Street,
Strand, London, W.C.2. )nvelopes roust be
marked Problem No. 255 In the top elf-hand
corner, and must be posted to reach this Office
not later than the first post on Monday,
August 9th, 1931.
a 6 voIt

ACONCERT party presented by Harry
Benet from the Alexandra Gardens,
Weymouth, will broadcast in the Western
programme on August 10th. The Cosmopolitan Band, directed by Cyril Dawson,
will play.

Orchestral Concert. from Boumemouth
TACK GREENSTONE and his Orchestra

will broadcast from Bright's Restaurant,
JBournemoutih,
on August 10th. Jack

Greenstone formed this orchestra three
years ago, and limits himself to playing
popular classics and light music by British
composers. Two members whose work
attracts attention are Frank Senior, who

(Mozart); "Kirk-

connel Lea "(arranged
by G. J. Grant); and
a Rhapsody," Lord of
the Isles " (Rimmei-).
John Arnott will play the trombone solo in
Cinèma Organ. Recital
THE three-manual Christie organ which ." Kirkconnel Lea;" and in the same prowas specially designed for the Plaza gramme C. Archer Mitchell (entertainer)
Theatre, Rugby, was frequently hoard in will

s/ia/i have music wherever she goes" appears to be the molto of this resident at
Kingsgate, Kent, who has devised this unread idea of attaching a portable wireless set lo her
baby's perambulator so that she can enjoy music while taking the baby out for wa/ks in the park.
She

-

-

-

ACONCERT by Foden's Works Band,
with Harry Moreton at the organ,
will be broadcast from the Guildhajl,
Plymouth, on August 12th in the Western
programme.

The "Fol-de-Rois"
1'OLLOWING the great success last year
I ofthe broadcast given bythrcedifferent

companies of the Fol-de-Rois in ono programme, Harry S. Pepper is arranging a
similar broadcast this year but on a
bigger scaie. The programme, which will
run for seventy minutes, will be broadcast
from Eastbourne, ,Llandudno, Sandown
(Isle of Wight) and Hastings by the
respective "Fol-de-Rois" concert parties
at these places. This broadcast will be
given in the National programme on
August 12th. -

Concert
Solution to Problem No. 254
The 1.1. valve of Spicers receiver was oscillating.
Reception seemed very good on the short-wave band
because C.W. morse signals were beIng picked up.
- The following readers successfully solvcd Problem
No. 253, and hooks are accordingly being forwarded to
theni: F. Gott, Jooneley, Pine View Eod, Verwood,
Nr, Bournemouth;
R. J. Cox, 14, Oyllyngdune
Gardens, Seven Kings, llfer,l, 1asex; W. T. Dead, 51,
Park Road, East Hit!, S.W.1&

from Leamino ton
4ILUCENT WARD, f East Retford,

IVI

Nottiingharnshire, will be the vocalist
with Jan Berenska and his Orchestra in a
concert on August 7th from the Pump
Room, Leamington Spa.. She will sing songs
by Richard Strauss, Grnian and Sullivan.
The orchestral- mubk'Will include Broisnsmith's ¿rrangenient",f " Musical Comedy

Favourites!'
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Stagés?

L;F.

of' the 'Constructor, and
By FRANK PRESTON

This Question is One Which Is Often Debated in the Mind

lt

Here Analysed from the Practical

Is

IT used to

be a common idea that the
more L.F: stages that were used, the
greater the output volume must be.
There is, of course, a certain amount of
justification for that, but the statement
calls for a good deal of qualification
Paradoxical as it may seem, it is not impossible for the volume to be reduced by

Point of

View.

ratio of about i to' 5 an appreciable voltage
step-up is obtained in the coupling circuit,
whilst the amplification afforded by
modern high. efficiency pentodes is extremely high.

Adequately Loaded

By using a pentode of this type (the
Oossor 220 HPT is a good example), the

the addition of an extra stage of L.F.

amplification. There are various reasons maximum undistorted output of that valve
for this, one of which is that if a valve is can be obtained on the nearer transmitters,
overloaded it might bepartially
' paralysed' or "saturated."
In the case, of a battery set
there is another reason, which
ïs that the batteries might.
H.EC
have an insufficient output to
J...0'
feed all of the valves properly,
with the result that none of
DET
them can operate at full
f
efficiency.
i-

But when using the simple diode in a
circuit of this nature, there is muçh to be
said for the use of two L.F. stages, as shown
in Fig. 2. A more convenient alternative is
to use a double-diode triode followed by
either a pentode, as in Fig. 1, or by a
push-pull stage, as in Fig. 3. In the latter
circuit a triodo detector is shown prior to
'the push-pull circuit, but this might well
be replaced by the L.F.-triode portion of
the D. -DT. valve.

Value of Push-pull

_____

0f the two arrangements
mentioned, the push-pull one is
preferable, for it gives better
-. quality and also permits the use
of a much larger output. When
using the pentode, the volumecontrol potentiometer shown in
Fig. 2 would be almost essential,
although it need not be used
5O0OÇ.
Calculation and Experience
2
before the push - pull stage,
MÇ
provided that another system of
The subject of valve loading
volume control were incorporated
and overloading is a complicated
in the set. It is worthy of menone. We can calculate just how
tion at this point that push-pull
great a signal voltage a valve
o-.-.- L.T+
does not-in theory, at any rato
can be given without its being
-provide any more amplilica.
overloaded; we can also calcution than could be obtained from
late the optimum signal-voltage
input and the corresponding Fig. -The most popular type of L.F. amplifier for a battery se!. The one of the valves used in a
output. But the calculations triade detector feeds a high-efficiency penlode through a parallel-fed transformer. n o r m a I transformer - coupled
amplifier. In practice, it is
are never easy to carry out,
largely because there is a Iarge.uumber of even when there is no H.F. amplification frequently found that the greater efficiency
factors which have to betakcn into con- prior to the detector. This, of course, of push-pull results in a higher gain. The
sideration. In consequence, .the average assumes the use of reaction, for this con- main advantage of push-pull, however, is
amateur constructor and experimenter finds siderably increases the output from the that the maximum undistorted output
it better to use "rule-of-thumb" methods, detector stage. When a singlo efficient which it can provide is greater than twice
ihese being assisted by the results of high-frequency valve is used before the that of one ofthe two valves; it is about
detector, the output valve can be fully 2)r times as great. Thus, if a single valve
experience.
Perhaps it will be best to take a few loaded with the signals from a fair number has a maximum output of, say, 300 millisimple examples, referring principally to of stations. In fact, it is often necessary watts, two such valves used in push-pull
battery receivers in the first place. Most to turn down the H.F. volume control to can give an output of approximately 750
of our conclusions can be applied to mains prevent overloading when listening to the inilliwatts. Take care that you do not
confuse output and amplification,
receivers, since the principles are the same. local stations.
Ifthereceiveris of the superhet typez the
It is fairly safe to say that the L.F. circuit
shown in Fig. i is the most popular to-day, detector being preceded by an IS. stage Single Stage Preferred
as fa-r as the simpler types of receiver are and the frequency-changer, a mild form of
From what has been written, it might
concerned. The detector valve is coupled A.V.C. is to be preferred if overloading is
to a power pentode by means of a parallel, to be avoided. Even when using a diode appear that a single L.F. stage is usually
fed transformer or- auto-transformer. By detector it is often possible fuUy to load to be preferred. In my opinion, for the
using a transfprmer which gives a step-up the output pentode when using the simple amateur constructor, it is, although ideas
form of L.F. amplifier vary on this point.
>- F414.wnder consideration.
(Continued overleafl
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Fig. 2-Skeleton circuIt of a douthe L.F. amplifier suitable for use after a
diode in a battery superhet. A doable diode valve is shown, but is used
as a single diode by joining tógether the two a,sodes. A. V.C. connections are
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push-pull amplifier which can tse used directly
no maUer what its type.

aftir

the detector.
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L.F.

pentode can be adequately loaded by means
of a 8imple diode, especially if transformer
coupling is employed. A few years seo
it yas held s a maxim that an iníermedie
L.F. stage was desirable after a diode, but
both constructors and manufacturers have
disproved this. It is, of course, possible
nowadays to use a double-diode pentode
as second detector and output valve, but
has this is really suitable only.. when a mode8t

but that virtually converts a battery sot
into a mains set,
One, of the bèst and most economical
methods of combining high output and high
degree of amplification in a battery set is
by using two pentodes in push-pull (same
fundamental circuit as in Fig. 3) or by using
Q.P.P., which has rather faded into the

-

There are cases, of course, where two
L.F. stages are almost essential. The
most important of these is when using class
B amplification, for a driver valve must
then precede the double output valve.
The driver can be fed by either a triode
or diode detector, the former being preferable
in a "straight" set, and the latter in a
superhet. Perhaps the most important
instance in which two L.F. stages are
desirable is when good volume and quality
are desired from a set providing only a
small amount of H.F. amplification, or
one fed from an inefficient indoor aerial.

background during recent years. It
been shown that pentodes do not necessarily give inferior quality to that provided
by triodes, but even if they do most
of the objections are removed by employing
a push-pull circuit with a resistancecapacity tone-control ifiter across the Output
transformer or choke.

I0000Ç

4r11

H.FC
;

-N1-4-

r:

And now

-.
i!

/
.4

r---

Mains Working

25
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can'

turn to mains-opératéd

J
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tor-a battery eliminator is equally suitable,
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Fig. 4.-A two-valve R.C.C. amplifier such as is t ypiJled by this circuit,
gives only about the same amplification as the circsi it in Fig. I, but has
certain advantages, as explained L

circuits, although there
is not a great deal of
difference in the technique. The circuit
shown in Fig. I,
modifledforindirectlyheated valves, is extremely satisfactory in
a "straight" circuit,
and gives adequate

output when following
a leaky-grid detector.

If

a power-grid de-

tector is used there is
still sufficient handling
capacity because of
the greater grid swing

pernussi ble with niams
pentodes. At the
saine time, however, it is often better to
use a transformer having a ratio of about
i to 3.5 instead of i to 5, so as to safeguamj
against the possibility of overloading.
Two L.F. stages are seldom required in a
mains receiver for ordinary "home" use,
because the average
mains pentode: to;
day has a maximum

H.T. SuppLy
An arrangement such as that shown in
Here
Fig. 4 is then very satisfactory.
there are two triodes after the detector,
resistance-capacity coupling being used
throughout. The first L.F. valve can be of
the general-purpose or LF. type, the output
valve being a medium-power valve. It
should be observed that a circuit such as
this does not generally give any greater undistorted output
degree of amplification than one such as in the neighbourhood
that in Fig. 1, but it is more likely to provide of 3 watts. If two
rather better quality in the hands of the stages are used it is
average user. A serious objection is that, sufficient to employ
although costing only about the same R.C.C. coupling, and
amount initially, it is less economical of by this means it is
high-tension and low-tension current. easier to obtan a
Another point which is often overlooked is large output with the

output

will

-

suffice.

When using a double-diode triode in the
second-detector position, it is found that
most pleasing results are given by following
this' with a resistance-coupled triode or
pentode, the latter generally being preferred. The general circuit arrangement
is that shown in Fig. 5. It would be
difficult greatly to improve on this arrangement, which gives the requisite ample
output without any valve being loaded to
its full extent, and without depending upon
an iron-cored transformer to provide a
voltage step-up.
lt is only when building a public address
type of amplifier that more than one stage
of amplification is required after a doublediode triode. The enthusiastic constructor
often feels that better reception would be
possible by using three or more LF. stages,
but he is strongly recommended to keep to a
simpler and less-expensive system; he is
more likely to be plcaéed with such an
amplifier after trial.
r

RADIOLYMPIA
Stand No.

10,

Ground

I

floor.

Same place, same stand number as
last gear.

that the maximum undistorted output of the minimum of distorpower valve is less than that of the small tion.
pentodo, especially if a full 150 volts H.T.
Diode-pentode
cannot conveniently be used.
This is often an important point, for it is
In a superhet
a fact that the output and amplification circuit a diode
provided by most battery sets could be second detector is
increased to an appreciable extent by using
a higher HT, voltage. This naturally now employed
entails a heavier H.T. current consumption,
it is thus wise to use either a high.
capacity HT. battery or an H.T. accumula.

lLnd

a

i Ill

O

S t

invarlaDJy,

and it is a proven Fig. 5.-One of the bs1 LP. circuits "for use in a mains superhel
double-diode triade in the detector-first LP. circuit.
fact that a modern

Return of Carroll Levis
ARRANGEMENTS have been completed by John Watt, Variety
Director, for a new series of three programmes by Carroll Levis and his Discoveries. The first will be given in the second
ccek of October and the remainder at
monthly intervals. The new programmes
vill be on similar lines to those previously
lresented by Carroll Levis, who has been
touring the country in search .of fresh
material. Although the Discoveries will be
representative of the whole country, they
will be brought to Lonçlon to broadcast.

fi)

ROC ...Ñii,'IÈ NOTES

Promenade Concerts, 1937
ACCORDING to a recent B.B.C.
announcement, 33 British composers
will be represented by original works in
the "Proms" this year. Of these, both
Elgar and Vaughan-Williams are honoured
by a whole first half being devoted to their
works (Elgar on August 10th and Vaughan.
Williams on September 14th), while Delius

with

will be played four times, Purcell, William
Walton and Arnold Bax, three, times each;
John Ireland, Gustav Holst and Stanford,
twice each; and the following will be represented by one work each: Grañville
Bantock, Arthur Bliss, Joseph iolbrooke.
Eugene Goossens, BaLfour Gardiner, Lord
Berners, Constant Lambert, Edmund
Rubbra, Frank Bridge, Rutland Boughton,
Landon Ronald, Edward German, Herbert
Howells, Frederic d'Erlanger, George Dyson,
George Butterworth, Frederic Austin, Gor.
don acob, B. J. Dalé, Armstrong Gibbs,
Peter Warlock, Alan Bush, Maurice John-.
stone, and Herbert Murrill.
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TOPICS.
it becomes ùecessary to use a
Various Sources of Power Supply AC.,
generator involving, of course, additional
the adequate supply of high- are Discussed in this Article. heavy expense. Although the supply is of
a direct current nature, on no account

item which is so often the bugON bear of would-be transmitters is

tension current.
Fortunately for the beginners of to-day.
By L. ORMOND SPARKS
the problem is not so serious as it was in
the early days when conditions necessitated average amateur, but' if serious prolonged
the use of hand generators, racks of cells work is contemplated then they would
or piles of dry batteries, all of which did not become an economical investment.
lend themselves to ideal operation or economical upkeep.
Now that the efficiency and range of
available valves have reached a stago far
beyond the pioneers' wildest dreams, it is
possible to obtain quite good worthwhile
range with cells or dry batteries, thus
allowing the less fortunate enthusiasts
who are without mains supplies to enter the

transmitting circle.
The limiting, factor with cells and dry
batteries is not so much a matter of voltage,
but current, and if one is forced to use either
of these sources of H.T. supply it is vitally
important to .design the outfit to operate
with the minimum possible current consistent with wattage desired. Actually the
problem should be considered the other way
round-sissuming upkeep cost to be an
important factor and limit the choice
and design of the circuits by the source of

-

H.T. available;
Large-capacity H.P. accumulator blocks
are, of course, more satisfactory than dry
cells, but if the station is situated in the
country many miles from the nearest charging plant, then fresh complications are
introduced.
The cells which are rechargeable from a
six-volt accumulator offer some solution to
tho problem, as it is far casier to arrange
transport for a single six-volt accumulator
than for, say, several trays of smaller cells.

-

must it be connected to the transmitter
direct. However good the supply, there
is bound to be a slight ripple present
and it is absolutely essential for all trace
of that to be removed before applying
the feed to the HT. circuits.
Fortunately, the procedure is not elaborate or expensive, the arrangement shown in
Fig. 2 usually being sufficient. The choke
Ch is of the L.F. type having an inductance
between 5 and 10 henries when the total
required current is flowing. Depending
on the nature of the mains, it is sometimes
an advantage to wire the choke in the nega.
tjve load or, better still, insert one in each
side of the mains, as shown in Fig. 2.
It must be remembered when dealing
with D.C. mains that the negative sido
must never be connected direct to earth, as
one side of the mains is always earthed and
it might be the positive, in which case a
short circuit would be produced if
the negative were not isolated from
the earth terminal of the transmittor. - It is usual and necessarythe same as with D.C. receiversFig.
-small petrol-dr ivenl generator with an osilpu to insert -a non-inductive condenser
between the actual earth and
of 200 watts.
the earth terminal, as shown
Mains Supplies
in Fig. 3.
As direct connQction is being macle to the
Where electricity supplies are available,
the whole problem-to all intents and mains for the H.T. supply, adequate
purposes-is solved, as adequate power can switching arrangements and fuses should
be obtained at a cost far below that of always be embodied. A double-pole singlethrow switch should be connected between
the mains and the fuses, thus allowing the
Cfi
transmitter circuit and fuses to be rendered
oOH.T.+
-'-QQO®Q'-.
"dead" when the occasion arises.
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ACTUAL EARTH
Figs. 2 and

3.-Circdit diagrams

of

Rotary converters, operating from 6 or
volt accumulators, provide the nearest
approach to AC. mains, as they can be
obtained with quite large wattage outputs;
they are compact and reliable, and if
reasonable care is taken with their housing
and smoothing arrangements they ar
interference free.
An even better method of supply-at
least so far as rendering the user absolutely
independent of any form of charging-is
the small petrol-driven A.C. generator
which is now on the market for radio and
P.A. work. It is capable of delivering
300 watts A.C. and 50 watts D.C., the latter
being suitable for charging if so desired.
One. of these petrol-driven units is shown
12

in Fig. 1.
The initial cost of the last two methods is,
of course, rather on the high side for the

stna,t/iing arrangements and connections.

other means, and, in the case of A.C., the
voltage can be increased or decreased by
the use of a simple transformer to meet
the needs of the apparatus in use.

Although the use of alternating current
involves greater initial costs, it has definite.
advantages over D.C. It can, for example,
be stepped up or down according to
requirements, so snaking its application
much wider or more flenible than the fixed
maximum value of direct current supplies.
The only disadvantage-if it can be considered as such-of A.C. mains is that it is
necessary to provide some means to rectify
the alternating current into a steady, ripplefree direct current.
This can be carried out by the use of
valve or metal rectifiers, typical examples
of the methods being shown in Figs. 4 and 5.
While it is, of course, vitally important to
see that the mains transformer is really
(Coasinued On nexi page)

FILTER

D.C. Supplies

The average direct
current supply is ideal
for a low-power outfit.
It presents a source
of power which, comparatively speaking, is
ready for use, but-and
this isthe reason why the
stipulation " low-power"
is used-the voltage is
invariably between 200
and 250 volts. If

higher voltage
required,

is

t he n, unlike

Fig.

4.-Circuii

-

diagram

of a

full-wave valve rectifier.

---
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cathode mercury vapour rectifiers such as
the Ediswan M.U.1, and the Osram G.U.l,
to quote two makes, which will supply
250 rn/A at 1,000 volts.
This type of rectifier has a higher
efficiency than the two-electrode thermionic
valve; its internal impedance being much
lower, thus increasing the efficiency and
producing a practically constant voltage
drop across the valve. For example, the
drop across the two types mentioned above

(Continued from prenons page)

trood in an electrical and enincering
that it is designed for the rectifier concerned,

and that both are apable of supplying the
output required, it is also of vital importance
to pay particular attention to the smoothing of the rectified current.
Rectified AC. requires more smoothing
than the normal D.C. mains, and, as much
high'er voltages are likely to be involved,

o-s

..

00IrLitNÍ1

o--o
it is essential to seo that
the smoothing equipment is selected with a
"safety" factor of at

least

50 per cent.

H1

Fig.

a

5.-Diagram

meld

rec!fier
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in the bulb, a blue glow bc-ing produced
during the process.
As they operate as half-way rectifiers, itï
usual to use two in a bi-phase circuit to
give complete rectification of the whole
wave.
One point should be noticed about the
filter circuit used with such arrangements, Fig. 6 it is usual; in order to provide

adequate and satisfactory regulation of the
rectifier, to connect a choke filter input
before the smoothing condenser, the choke
having an inductance of, say, i to 2 henries
at maximum current but a very much higher
value when minimum current is flowing.
The resistance R limits the minimum current
and serves to dischurge the condenser
completely when power is switched off.
e...

voltage-douller circuit.

A

L±

is in the neighbourhood of 15 volts.

It

is essential with a mercury vapour
rectifier to allow the cathode to reach its
correct operating temperature before the
H.T. is applied, and the makers invariably
specify the use of delayed switching.
The valve depends for its operation on the
ionisation of the mercury vapour contained

Fig.

6.-Using

two

OLYMPIA

AUGUST 25th to
SEPTEMBER 4th

-

above normal working conditions.
The smoothing or filter circuit is identical
with the D.C. arrangement, excepting
the inductance of the choke, which should
have a higher value. For rectifiers up to the
54X volt range, it will be found that 2025 henries with condensers of 4nifd.6mFd. will be quite satisfactory.
It must be remembered that the capacity
of the smoothing condensers can affect
the output of the rectifier to a marked
extent, therefore they must be chosen with
consideration for the rectifier to be used.
Double-pole switches and fuses should be
inserted in the primary side of the transformer, and the circuit should be so arranged
that some visual indication is given when
the circuit is alive.

-
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half-

wave rectifiers in a bi-phase

circuit.

High Power Rectifiers
When }1.T. voltages above 1,000 volts
required, it is now usual to use hot

S're
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Important Broadcasts of the Week
-
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¡
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Saturday, August 7th.-Orchcstral Concert
NATIONAL (261.lm. and 1,500,,:.)
from Leaminglon Spa.
4th.-Mid-week
August
¡Vednesday,
Variety programme.
Thursday, August 5th.-Murder in the NORTHER.N (449.lm.)
Embassy: A musical play by Francis lVednesday, August 4th.-Orchestrzl pro.
gramme.
Durbridge and Augustus Francel.
Friday, August 6th.-Mnsic from the Thursday, August 5th.-Pleasure °
Parade, from the Floral Pavilion, New
South: Instrumental Concert.
Brighton.
Saturday, Awjut 7th.-Promenade Con.
cart: Opening night of the forty-third Friday, August 6th.-Hawthorn Tower:
Some talle and singing from the Beaje'
season of Promenade concerts, from
Brigade Camp.
Queen's Hall, London.
Saturday, August 7th.-3fusic Hall, from
London.
REGIONAL (342.ln:.)
Wednesday, August 4th.-Murder in the
Embassy: A musical play by Francis WELSH (373.lm.)
Wednesday, August 4th.-The Royal
Dnrbridge and Augustus Franzel.
National Eisteddfod of Wales, MachynThursday, August 5th.-Concert party
lieth: Choral and Orchestral Concert.
programme.
Friday, August 6th-Northern Music Thursday, August 51h.-Sailing the Seven
Seas: Adventures of Ships and. Sailors,
Hall: Variety, from the Grand Theatre,
a Talks Featurç.
Doncaster.
Friday, August 6th.-Urchestral concert.
Saturday, August 7th.-Music Hall.
Saturday, August 7th.-The Boyal National
Ei.steddfod of Wales, Machynlleth, 1937:
MIDLANI) (296.2m.)
A Festival of SonQ,
Wednesday, August 4th.-An Instrumental
Recital, from C/eeltenham College.
Thursday, August 51h.-Forgotten Rival. WEST (285.',:.)
ries-4: Piccini-Glucic, a side-light on Wednesday, August 4th-.--Speedway:
Bristol y. Southampton.
A running
contemporary musical opinion.
commentary on part of the Provincial
Friday, August Gth.-Recital of Modern
Trophy Match, from Southampton.
Part Song.s.
-

.

efll n

Thursday, August 5th.-Naval Occasion,
feature programme from Plymouth.
Friday August 61h.-Christy Minstrel
8Oflge and choruses.
Saturday, August 7th.-Holiday Fare:
Bubbles a Concert party from the Pier,
SCOTTISH (391.lm.)
Wednesday, August 4.-Georgian Summer:
A Miscellany of Poetry with Music,
devised by James Fergusson.
Thursday, August 5th.-A Recitai of &ots
ò'ongs.

Friday, August 6th.-Landings at Lassiemouth: a programme about the teark

-

NOR THERN IRELAND (307.lm.)
Wednesday, August 4th.-A Ballad Con.

-

behind the scene-s of the fishing industry.
Sahrday, August 7th.-Gaelic Concert.

cert.

Thursday, August 5th.-Bird i# Hand, a
West Country comedy in' Three Acts.
by John Drinkwater; adapted for
broadcasting by Cyril Wood, from ¡Yest.
Friday, August 6th.-LighC Orchstrat
Concert, from the Chalet, Crawfordsburn.
Saturday, August 71k.-O rehesi rol pro-

-

floe n. lelaleefle eUSOSI CbS el oeneaaoenea,
gramme.
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V
Thus, a great man passes-one

whose name will literally reverberate
By TnermLorl
down the cenhiries, and till the crack
But, in order to set the
of doom.
matter in its true perspective, we
of which was connected to an aerial rnust remember, as he would have
and the other end to earth, that the been the tirst to admit, that tie coltuning range could be varied. Thus, lected a large amount of credit to
in two important things in con- which he was not entitled.
nection with wireless we must not
ascribe the credit to Marconi-the The Wireless Exhibition
tuning system and the, wireless valve.
MAKE a note that the Wireless
Exhibition commences on
Edison and. Fleming discovered that
the electrons emitted from the filament Wed., August 25th, for io days and
could be collected on the plate, and de ends Sat., Sept. 4th. The theme of the
Forest added the grid. Lengthy and Exhibition this year is All-World
expensive litigation followed. Latter- Radio. In the short compass of 12,
ly Marconi had directed his attention years the nations of the world have
to beam wireless, a system which is been linked by radio, and although
still short of perfection ; and to trans- the Tower of Babel still exists and
A wireless has not brought forth au
mission on micro-wavelengths.
short time before his death he suffered All-World language, neither has it
the indignity of being accredited with caused nations to speak peace unto
the invention of a ray device which nations! But that is a hope for the
could bring aeroplanes hurtling to dim and distant future, for whilst
earth from incredible altitudes, and nations contend and have their differwhich could bring fleets of motor-cars ences, there is always the possibility
to a standstill. The editor of this that wireless, by a process of erosion
journal debunked these wide state- and attrition, may wear down the
tnents nearly two years ago, and the suspicion with which one nation
accuracy of his judgment was con- regards another. But the theme of
firmed by Marèoni himself who All-World .Radio intrigues me. It is
wrote: ' The nearest thing I got to a development of the all-wave radio
a death ray was when I killed a rat theme of the previous year. Is it flot
with an intricate device at a distance rather a reflection on our own pro..
of 311." We must not forget to accord gramme that as an inducement to buy
our due measure of credit to his we have to stress the pleasures of
collaborators, Mr. G. S. Kemp and listening in to foreign programmes?
Mr. P. W. Paget, without whose Does not this desire to listen far afield
assistance in the early days Marconi ircate trouble for the manufacturer?
could not have succeeded in his Foreign programmes are intended for
experiments. Marconi conducted an listeners in the particular country
interesting and successfhl experiment from which they are radiated, and
when in March; i 930, he transmitted their transmitting gear is not necespower by beam to Australia from his sarily specially designed so that the
yacht Eleitra at Genoa, and lit 2,Ooo programmes can be received all over
lamps in Sydney, New South Wales, the world. In encouraging the desire
,000 miles away.
The survivors to, listen to foreign programmes the
I
of the Titanic disaster have every manufacturer is making a rod for his'
reason to bless him, and signified own back. He is bound to get comtheir gratitude by presenting him plaints from customers whose sets
with a gold medal. It is reported will not receive programmes from
that he believed that wireless would particular foreign stations. I do hope
eventually lead to interplanetary com- this year that we shall not see so many,
munication. He lost the sight of an elaborate engraved dials containing,
eye in a road accident in 1912. He the names of dozens of stations which
was born on April 25th, 1874, and the set does not receive, or cannot
receive free from, interference. - ,died on July 20th, 1937.
i

i
II

The Passing of Marconi THE death of Marconi leaves an
irreplaceable gap in the world
of wireless. Since that epoch-making
,çlay in igoi when three dots were
z'eceived from Newfoundland at Poldhu in Cornwall, which demonstrated
the practicability of radio telegraphy
d telephony, Marconi assiduously
and continuously applied himself to
the science which he made his life's
s&rk. Like all pioneers he suffered
misrepresentation at the hands of
free-lance journalists without techiical knàwlcdge but extravagant imagination, and the results of his
experiments were quite ofien represented to the public in burlesque
form. -It is perhaps understandable
that we should wish to surround with
à halo the man who laid one of the
foundation stonesof a new science and
a new industry, but we should also
revere and bear in memory the work
of those other pioneers who really
madç wireless possible. I am referring
to Hertz, Faraday, to a minor
degree Sir Oliver Lodge, and very
largely to Sir Ambrose Fleming. It
has always been popularly supposed
that Marconi invented wireless, and
he was always denying the credit for
this. Wireless was not invented by
any one man, and certainly Marconi
had very little to do with the introduction of radio telephony. The
discovery of electronic emission from
the filament of a carbon filament
lamp by Edison laid the foundations
of radio telephony upon which Sir
Ambrose Fleming was able to perfect
the thermionic valve. The "Edison
effect" marked the beginning of a
new era in wireless.
It was as a
director, and co-ordinator of the
efLorts of others that Marconi excelled
-not as an inventor. Sir Oliver
Lodge brought wireless a step further
when he invented the tuning circuit.
He it was who discovered that by
connecting a variable condenser in
paralleL with a tuning coil, one end

.
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Large Screen Television
THE Philips Company announce a
television development of great
importance. They have developed
a small cathode-ray tube giving
a picture 2iflS. wide which can be
magnified by an optical system and
projected on to a screen as large as
3ft. square, although for normal use
it is intended to be used on a screen
measuring 2oins. by Iflins. At this
size it is claimed that the reception
is excellent. The small high voltage
cathode-ray tube is arranged vertically, and the light beam is passed
through a system of magnifying lenses
which throw the picture on to a
mirror set at 45 degrees. The final
picture. is viewed on a ground glass
screen o! the size stated. The detail
The
is excellent, and brilliant.
picture is yellowish in colour but
a tube is being developed to give
the usual sepia tone. I believe that
a voltage of nearly 25,000 jS used,
but adequate sa!èty precautions are
included. The screen is, of course,
remote from the cabinet.

Machine that Makes Weather
BRITAIN'S worst weather conditions occur daily in Coventry
-in a glass cabinet about a yard high.
Here thc conditions can combine
g temperature of i6o in the shade
with a humidity factor of 98 per cent.
-almost complete wetness. In this
tropical atmosphere the General Electric Company test every new type
of radio set for a month at a stretch.
Ten days in the cabinet equals two
to three years' open air use in the
tropics, where thousands of G.E.C.
sets are exported every year. Buyers
in Britain also benefit, for the testing
applies to every model produced.
During and after production every
set is subjected to the most rigorous
and comprehensive system of testing
and inspection that can be devised.
Thus any set which reaches the
Tropics Department is already faultless for the home market, but only
if it passes the hot-box test is it
approcd for production. Ingenious
instruments on the box not only
reproduce the weather, but also
register' the quality of performance
and the operations of all the critical
At intervals experts
components.
scrutinise the set's own cabinet,
warping and cracking being barred.

For Dance Fans
from my post-bag that a
small number of readers are
dance fans, and- the following news
will, no doubt, interest them. The
B.B.C. aims at widening the appeal
of" dance music" and making each
programme by a dance band into a

IT seems

A-

August 7th, 1937

broadcast entertainment in itself.,
Three kinds of programmes will b9
given, all specially designed to please
a section of listeners.
First, there will be programmes,
labelled "for dancing onlv.' for
people who like to Íance
th1
wireless, and here the bands will
play in strict dance rhythm without
vocal refrains of any sort. (Does
anyone dance to the radio?) Then
there will be programmes for the
much larger section of the public
which enjoys music by dance bands
but does not actually want to dance
to it.
Here special presentation,
popular songs of all kinds, and other
ways of entertaining listeners will be
introduced. There will be no restrictions, except of quality, on the
number of vocal refrains, or on any
other way of making these programmes go over successfully. The
third type of programme will be for
the connoisseur of dance music. It will
include a certain number of records
and musically interesting forms of
jazz, and also some foreign relays.
Quite apart from programmes by
dance bands, a new feature will be introduced in the daytime, consisting
of popular songs sung as songs and
not as dance music. If this experiment
is successful, programmes of this type
will automatically be included in
evening broadcasting hours. Save
me from it, and crooners. I dislike
their execution but am in favour of it!

'o

P.M. Speakers
ofien gel enquiries concerning the
of permanent magnet speakers
in place of mains energised models.
In
most receivers designed for use in conjunction with mains energised speakers a
permanent magnet model may be substituted.
The substitute speaker must however be
filled wit/i an output transformer suitable
for matching the output valve, or valves,
in
sel. - For example, jf the output
stage of the set is of the push-pull type,
the speaker output transformer must be of
the centre-tapped type suitable for matching
the particular valve types used.
The
transformer pri?nary winding on the new
speaker must also be capable of passing
the current taken by the output valve without overheating. Another important point
has to be considered when making the
seaJcer substilulion-a choke havin2
approximately t/ze same resistance, inductance and current-carrying capacity as
the original speaker field winding must b
connected in place of the latter.
use

tl

Hallmark 4
HE majority of

commercial receivers
have the speaker field winding
connected in the commo4 H. T. + line,
the winding having a reiistance of between
2,000 and 2,500 0/uns.
It has been
mentioned in these notes before that the
speaker field winding resistançe in the
A.C. Hallmark 4
2,000 ohms, but so
many queries on this point are being received in connection with this receiver that
no excuse is made for repeating this point.
In the Hallmark 4. two 4' MP valves are
used in pus/i-pull, and therefore the speaker

Performing Right Society
IT is officially announced by the
Performing Right Society that
during the past quarter thirty-eight
composers and authors were elected
to membership.
The 'Society is
responsible for the collection of fees
due to composers, authors and music
transformer should providè a load of publishers for the public performance
6,000 ohms (the optimzan load for each of their works. The total membership
valve is 3,000 ohms). The field winding of the Society is now 1,530.
replacement choke should have a resistance
of 2,000 ohms and a current carrying
capacity of 6o mA. or slightly higher.

Defective On-off Switch
SOMEWHAT obscure fault which

A

often occurs in battery seLc is a
This
high resistance on-of switch.
trouble is seldom experienced with the old
not
push-pull type of switch, but
uncommon in the QM.B. type normally
fitted to the- volume control potentiometer.
The set may work rea.sonably well when
(his fault exists, but the valve filaments
will not be getting the correct voltage and
therefore distortion and low sensitivity will
result. When making L. T. voltage tests
the meter prods should be connected across
¡he filament sockets of the valve holder and
not across the accumulator,
is1

Halfpenny fór an Earth
WAS very interested to receive
the IoUowing details trom a radio
dealer. The facts are quite true,
strange as it may seem.
On inspecting an earth wire recently
it was found to traverse the walls of
two rooms and a long passage,
eventually entering the soil outside.
As no earth tube or similar corn-.
ponent was visible, the wire was
given a slight tug, and to amazement
and amusement came up with a halfpenny dangling on the end.
The owner explained that a friend
advised him to connect the earth wire
to a piece of copper for the best
reception, and that he noticed a
marked improvement after he did it
I

I

.
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Important Points to be Considered, Including Short-wave .Requirements, Dipole
Aerials, and Earthing Syslems, are Discussed in this Article. By 'C. V. COLLE
not generally realised that the Short-wave Requirements
transmissions were desired. It is

.

fis
more powerful a set the better the
At
aerial required to operate it.

least,thatishowmattersworkout,although
in actual fact the cycle of events is someiwbat more involved. In order to. explain
the apparently paradoxical position, namely
a better aerial for a more powerful set, it is
.

:

necessary to establish certain details as a
basis for discussion.
By the statement more powerful set "
it isintended to imply that the overall
sensitivity or amplifietion in the Hi'.
a'agas is greater. A superhet could possess
increased sensitivity by adding a further
I.F. valve and coupling, or, as is more usual,
by placing an H.F. stage before the first
detector, to operate at the signal frequency.
Additional sensitivity in a " straight "
receiver, otherwise increased amplifieaion
with respect to the aerial, can only be
achieved in the latter sense, namely, by
adding further H.F. stages. A more powerful set is therefore one which has enhanced
cnsitivity and is capable of giving an intelligible output from transmissions which
are just above the prevailing static level.
In receivers of lesser sensitivity (or overall
-H.F. magnification) such transmissions do
not or cannot produce sufficient signal
input iii the detector to allow for rectification and hence to all intents and pur.
poses their are non-existent.
There is no possibility of drawing a line
of demarcation between sets having specifled numbers of HF. stages, because much
'depends on the circuit scheme. For instance,
in receivers having Q.A.V.C. or delayed
A.V.C., the maximum sensitivity is rarely
achieved due to the limiting action of the
automatic grid-biasing system. Smaller
sets having a lesser number of HF. stages
piight dispense with A.V.C., etc., and onsequently possess an equal or even higher
initial sensitivity. On the other hand,
ifprovisionis made in the" larger "receiver
for omitting A.V.C., or its equivalent, it
possible to "reach out" and pick up
everything that is receivable.
I

i

'

.

.

.

All-wave Sets
Many all-wave sets possess this high
sensitivity, as -on the ultra-short-wavebands delayed A.V.C. cannot be tolerated,
due to necessity for counteracting high
speed fading. The system most favoured
is A.V.C. with an instantaneous action,
which allows for maximum sensitivity
in the absence of a carrier wave.
With these extremely powerful receivers
for all-wave reception the most minute
carrier wave above static level will create
a sufficient detector input. It is easy to see
that a local source of interference, which
in the normal way would be unnoticeable,
will he more than sufficient to either blot
out the weak carrier or else make listening
extremely unpleasant.
Our first deduction, therefore, is that an
aerial providing satisfactory results on the
medium and high-powered stations is not
necessarily good enough for what one might
term "DX" listening. A second point
which arises from the foregoing is that,
depending on the particular waveband to
which importance is attached, so should the
aerial be erected to give the maximum
efficioncy over that frequency spectrum,
-

All-wave sets invariably show up aerial
limitations on the short waves, and hence
it must be erected with the short-wave
requirements in mind. At the same time,
merely to regulate the aerial proportions
(such as a dipole) to some matching point
in the short-wave range is not good enough.
The essential requirement is to obtain a
large signal-to-noise ratio.
To receive weak carrier waves ithout a
background (due to local electrical
appliances or vehicles) the aerial must be so
situated that it is outside these zones of

unlikely
stich a scheme would appeal to many

readers of this journal, but the reasoning
was that if a listener is prepared to pay
something like £80 for a short-wave Bet,
then he obviously is.also prepared to take
exceptional steps to obtain the maximum
entertainment from it.
A horizontal " dipole " aerial -erected at
a good height will invariably provide
improved short-wave results and at lease
as good a performance on medium and
long waves. Its inherent noise-reducing
properties on the latter wavebands are not
interference.
Therefore, height is the usually as effective as a screened downlead
important factor and with the utmost system, but this is of little moment if the
emphasis the writer would suggest that this aerial proper (the horizontal portion) is
unaffected by electrical static,
and a suitable coupler used at
the receiving end of the twin
downlead. Although there are
theoretical grounds for claiming that the twin downlead
or feeder from a dipole aerial
cancels out interference induced into it, yet in practice,
it is necessary to arrange the
receiver coupler windings so
that they have a purely inductive coupling. This can he
achieved either by astatically
winding the primary sections,
or alternatively (or additionally) interposing an earthed
electrostatic metal screen be.tween the primary and
secondary.
A further scheme which the
writer has often advocated
is to provide a high in.
verted "L" aerial with a
screened downlead system for
wavelengths between, say, 75
and 2,100 metres, and a
separate high dipole for wavelengths below 75 metres. By
Here is a ipicd example of a modern powerful set. T/e
this means, compromise in
makers supply detailed instructions concerning suitable aerials
aerial design is avoided and
and equipment.
readers hardly need to be
be the paramount consideration in erecting reminded that "compromise" in noiseany aerial system.
proof aerials means lower overall efficiency
Recently, an enthusiastic short-wave
listener called upon the writer with a view Earthing Systems
to eliminating car ignition static on his
expensive commercial 4?s to 100-metre
The position with regard to an earthing
multi-valve set. The problem was not system is interesting
Those receivers
simple of solution, as various dipole aerials designed only for matched dipole inputs
had been tried, well away from the highway, are not usually critical to the effectiveness
and it was not possible to arrange for or otherwise of the earth. It is only when
greater separation or "staggering." the receiver input arrangement calls for
Whereas the suggestion was made that the a normal type of aerial and earth that the
aei4al system be erected at a greater height, effect of a low resistance earthing path
the final result was in doubt, as the receiver begins to be felt. A soundly bonded
possessed such enormous amplification that heavy cable, say, of 7/.029 (15 amp. electric
a non-directional dipole would still tend wiring) or its equivalent, connected to a
to be affected to some extent. Being an long earthing tube or a perforated zinc
exceptional case, and such importance mat buried in the soil, is always an asset
was attached to reception, a further sugges- and particularly so for the case quoted,
tion was made as being the only likely for the following reasons: (a) a low D.C.
solution.
resistance path to earth does not allow earth
currents to circulate in the earth wire, and
Dipole Aerials
thereby assists to guard against electrical
The owner of the set was recommended interferences; (b) it provides an efficient
to erect a number of dipole aerials, those earth point or electrode for the condenser
for the bottom end of the scale (4 to effect between aerial and earth, thereby
10-12 metres) to be of the vertical typo promoting signal pick-up; (e) the absence
with reflectors, and the remainder in the of earth resistance does nothing to reduce
horizontal plane approximately directional the effectiveness (or Q) of the aerial coil,
to those points of the compass from which
(con, inued on next page.)
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INSTALLING A POWERFUL
RECEIVER,
(Continued from previous page.)

and hence the selectivity in that circuit
is unimpaired.
The reserve of amplification in powerful
sets, plus the masking effect of. A.V.C.
systems, tend to belie the value of a good
earthing system, but it is easy to disprove
that notion by merely using a crystal set
with a microammeter in. place of the
'phones, and noting the difference in the
readings for various earthing arrangements.
Mains Aerials
One of the purposes of these notes was to
discuss mains aerials in relation to modern
receivers of a highly sensitive type. Now
that it comes to the actual point, it is well
iiigh impossible to say anything in their
favour. They are admittedly very in.
efficient, and the only excuse for their
existence is apparently that they offer
means of local station reception under
impossible conditions. Listeners residing
in modern steel-framed hotels or flats, and
who are debarred from erecting external
aerials, arc apparently the chief users of
mains aerials, but it is hoped this list does
not extend in other sphe1es where the possibilities of erecting other aerials exist. On
the other hand, it is not suggested that a

room aerial in a steel building will írove as
effective as a mains aerial-rather the

reverse,
Where one is a tenant of a flat, there is
always the possibility of co-operating with
neighbours in persuading the owner of the
property to allow the erection of a community aerial on the roof. Such an aerial
can be made neat and fairly inconspicuous,
or to harmonise with the surroundings, its
expense can be jointly defrayed, and not only
can it be made lightning- and noise-proof,
but coupled up to the various receivers
without mutual interaction, and with a
comparatively high degree of efficiency.
A mains aerial, which is connected to the
set (via a fixed condenser) or internally by
means of 'a switch or plug fitted at the
back, allows the electric supply wiring
throughout a building to act as the aerial
collector. It can introduce all manner of
static noises into the receiver created by
appliances operated from the supply.
Generally speaking, its doubtful receptivo
properties disappear if a mins filter is
introduced into the supply lóads to the
receiving equipment, due to HF. bypassing properties of the condenser filter.
An aerial scheme more likely to prove of
service under severe restrictions is one in
which a fixed or telescopic metal rod is
mounted outside a window, the base of the

SELF-QUENCHING
recently published details of
short-wave receivers utilising
self-quenching detectors, and as
a matter of interest we give below a query
raised by a reader in connection with these
circuits and the author's reply, which may
solve some difficulties met with by other
readers.
The article in question was
published in our issue dated January 9th
last. The reader says
"The self-quenching detector described
in Fig. i was built first, and quenched
quite O.K., but I could not even hear our
local 5.metre telephone station, which I
can receive on my ordinary short-wave set.
The latter, however, is very unsatisfactory
on such high frequencies due to erratic
reaction.
"I next built the separate-quenched
detectorin Fig. 2, but am unable to make
it quench. All I can hear is a sort of motorboating which decreases in frequency when
a higher voltage is applied to the quench
valve. There is also a very faint high-pitched
whistle, almost inaudible, in the backround.
One side of the quench coil has been
reversed, but to no avail.
"I heard that the quench could be
injected into a screen-grid valve, via the
screen, but the results were the same as
those previously described, when using a
triode.
"Perhaps you may be able to give me
advice concerning this trouble, which you
may have encountered during your experiWE

DETECTORS

"There are two ways in which you can
check the tuning range of your 5 m. receiver:
by building the 5 m. wavemeter I described
in PEACTICAt AND AMATEUR WmErss
dated January 30th, or by getting a rough
calibration from the receiver which does
tune in the local station and transferring
it to the super-regenerative one. Set the
super-regenerative quenching hard at about
the middle of its tuning range and then
search for the radiation from it on the
other receiver. You should hear a signal
which sounds like high-pitched 10W, but
as you may encounter harmonics, look for
the fundamental-the loudest beat. By
the way, are you quite sure your local
station is in the band? I believe you are
referring to a G.P.O. link station, and I am
under the impression they operate these
transmitters just above the 5 m. band.
This can, of course, be verified locally.
If you refer to an amateur station, it would
be advisable to have some sort of frequency
check with

him.-

Faulty Quench Unit
"With regard to the difficulty in the

The author's reply is as follows
"Since the circuit of Fig. 1 is working all
right, the reason why you cannot tune your
local 56 rn/c station is evidently because you
are either above or below the band, and
most probably the former. As you know,
it does not require much extra stray inductance and capacity to increase the minimum
wavelength in U.S.W. gear, and as no two
constructors build ahle, I think your

separate quench circuit of Fig. 2, the
trouble is evidently in the quench unit
itself-the part enclosed by dotted lines.
As I take it you are using the same quench
coils in both, and they work properly in
the Fig. 1 arrangement, the circuit values
require adjustment. This can be tried in
the following order: Increase leak-value R
to -megohm; increase feed condenser Of
to .01 rnfd. or thereabouts; reduce C2,
C3 to .0005 rnfd. A combination of these
alterations should put matters right.
"As regards feeding the quench frequency to the screen-grid of an S.G. valve
as detector, you will find this is. shown in
Fig. 3 of the same article to which you
refer in your letter. When you get the
quench unit working correctly with a triode
detector, it should function equally well in
the circuit of Fig. 3. Sorne people are using
a separate quench unit which can be
switched in for receftion of S.W. broadcast

trouble

and 20 m. 'phone, with good

ments."

The Problem Solved
P

is

here.
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rod ieing fixed and insulated at the win.
dow sill, with the rod itself tilting
outwards at about 45 degrees. Seek
an aerial is available commercially and,
while it cannot obviously compare to a
high horizontal span, it should in most
cases prove superior to a mains capacity
connection. The reasons being obscure are
enumerated th»s: (a) a mains aerial-acta
as a capacity collector and therefore
imposes a heavy damping on the receiver
input circuit. A rod aerial, with a lead-in
taken from its base, has a relatively small
capacity to earth and, hence, does nothing
to affect the sharpness of tuning, (b) the
greater input discrimination or increased
sharpness of tuning allows tunable inter.
ferences to be avoided, (o) although a rod
aerial is normally within zones of inter.
ference, the signal-to-noise ratio is usually
slightly better than with the mains version.
Most modern receivers are completely
and effectively screened and, in the
absence of aerial and earth, but connected
to the mains and at full sensitivity, are
completely silent, except perhaps for valve
hiss or slight hum. It follows, therefore,
the only vulnerable points for the entrance
of electrical static are the mains and aerialearth connections, either collectively or
individually. Having disposed of the aerial
and earth, there remains the question of
isolating the mains from the receiver from
an H.F. point ofview.
Mains Fitters
A common error is to suppose that a mains
filter should be incorporated in the receiver
as an integral part of the apparatus. By a
little thought it will be seen that under such
conditions the unfiltered mains leads are
brought close to the aerial and earth, thereby allowing the mains radiations to be
induced into the nearby leads. The proper
position for the filter is close to the local
power plug from which current is derived.
No ttempt is made here to describo the
various types of mains filters available, nor
yet the steps which can be taken to increase
their efficiency. Apart from the enormous
scope of the subject, there are numerous
firms specialising in suppression devices,
and additionally, extensive information can
be obtained from British Standards Specification, No. 613, price 2s. 2d., post free,
from British Standards Institution, 28, Victoria Street, London, S.W.I.
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THAT DODGE OF YOURS!

A Small Testing Rack

Every

Reader

of "PRACTICAL AND

WIRELESS" must hay.
E accompanying sketch illustrates the
originated some little dodge which would
general construction of a testing rack
interest other reader,. Why not pass it on
to us? We pay Li-10-O for the best wrinkle
which I have designed to facilitate home
submitted, and for every other item published
servicing a receiver chassis, and the multion this page we will pay half-a-guinea. Tur.
tude oft different tests which I have been
that idea of your, to account by sending it
in to us addressed to the Editor, "PRACable to effect by reason of the rack's adjustTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS."
ability, have certainly justified the efforts
George Newnea,. Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2. Put your name
I have put into the design and construction.
Please note
and address on every Item.
Tests can easily be arranged if the small
that every notion sent In must be ongi sat.
test panel circuit is carefully worked out
DO
Mark envelopes "Radio Wrinkles."
NOT enclose Queries with your wrinkles.
and wired up neatly with adequate precaution by way of insulation so far as the
mains voltage is concerned: All that I use
is a small neon lamp for Continuity and needed cutting. The reason for cutting the
body is that it would be very difficult to
TotRIAL
find a nut with a suitable thread to fit, for
it is metric. The porcelain body was then
cleaned to free the grease and dirt from the
electrode for sweating. The centre of the
head of the brass bolt was then drilled to
a depth of a tin. and.th diameter of the
electrode. Alter the bolt is sweated on
the electrode and the
terminal screwed on, the
component is finished.-

AMATEUR

O.

-

REGAN (Warwick).

PORCE-LAIN
t

-

oicw

a small

leakage tests, a O-30 milliammeter for
resistance and condenser tests and flashes,
proviSion being made for differential readings by parallel and series meter resistances
and under the control of two push buttons
"A" and" B" The mains control switching is effected by two S.P.D.T. telephone
key switches, the two poles of the mains
being individually controlléd, and again the
metal fitments of the panel are at earth A

A Stand-off Insulator

-

-

STEEL BODY MARIED

D'"

>-ANDCUTAWAY LEAVING

%,

testing rack.

potential.
Alisupply leads from the receiver (if of the
battery type) go to the eliminator and
accumulator, whilst for D.C. mains working
the leads are accessible for immediate
use. AC. mains working is in my ease
effected by means of a rotary converter,
the supply loads of which are interchangeable with the D.C. input leads ori the test
panel.-O. G. WENTw00D (London, E.7).

BODY

-

'-J
't

-

Gnerd

-

strong elastic bands across these, and pas.
sing them once round the cross-bar, vibration is greatly minimised.
The coil consists of two wmdings on a
2in. former. The grid winding (about 45
turns 22 D.O.e.) is first wound on the former
and then covered with a layer of Empire
tape or waxed paper. The reaction winding
(about 25 turns 26 D.C.C.) is then wound
on over the grid winding. The coil is
mounted on the case by means of two small
metal brackets.
Care should be taken to see that the
valves are tight in their holders by opening
.

the valve legs where possible. It may also
be found necessary to put cotton wool
inside the coil to keep the detector valve in
position. In the original set it was found

that grid bias

was not necessary, and the
lead from the transformer was taken
straight to LT.-. A small cell, however,
may be incorporated in the case if necessary.
that1an earth was not
It was also found
entirely necessary.
Batteries may be carried in the saddlebag, and a 3-volt dry battery may be
used for L.T. if a suitable resistance is
placed in the L.T.+ lead. The value of this
resistance may be determined by dividing
the difference between the battery voltage
and the specified filament voltage (2 volts)
by the filament current, this being obtainable from the valve data.
The aerial consists of about l2ft. or so of
flex hung over a hedge or suspended from
the branch of a tree. Over twenty stations
can be received on this little set at reasonable 'phone strength.-P. WATSON (Wealdstone).
-

-

NUT

kECTROD

ei
I,

'/2-2 BA

BOLT SwEAThI)

ONTO ELECTODL

stand-off

insulator made from
sparing-p1ug.

a

disused

A Set for Cyclists
HE small receiver described below may
T
prove interesting to those constructors who are cyclists, and would like to take

their radio with them on picnics, etc. The
set itself is a two valver and all the components are standard ones, only the coil
being home made. It is built in a plywood
case made to fit into the front of the cycle

HE accompanying sketch shows an frame, as illustrated. Small hooks are
H.F. bushing for an SW. transmitteT. fittedto each side of the case, and by placing
It can also be used for a stand-off insulator
for a chassis built set. The parts required
- are an old motor-oar plug with porcelain
BUY
insulator, if possible, an in. brass belt
'
(2BA), and a 2BA terminal nut. The
centro part was unscrewed out of the steel
2d. Every Wednesday
body, which was then marked off where it ____________________________________________
I

I

I

I

THE

These sketches show a small receiver attached to
the frame of a cyde, and theoretical circuit
diavam. Coil details are 'iven in the inset.
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THE switch is regarded by many
wireless engineers as the most
-important part of a modern wireless
receiver, and it is quite trife to state that
this component gives more trouble than
any other part of the combined apparatus.
Apart from noises, a defective switch can
produce an endless number of faults, some
of which are apparent but others of which
In
are exceedingly difficult to trace.
general, switches may be divided into two
classes-those employed in circuits in
which a large current is flowing and those

used in HF. circuits or circuits where only
a very small current is present. The requirements in the two cases are quite
distinct as will be shown at a later stage.
The various illustrations accompanying this
article illustrate not othy the particular
types of switch but also give in nearly
every case the circuit in which such a
type of switch may be employed.
The simplest type of switch is that corn-

_o

Fig.

cfi

2.-For

waz-change switching a 3-point
switch is often employed.

monly referred to as the push-pull component operated by means of a plunger
which is insulated for most of its length,
but which is provided with a metal end
(supplied in various shapes) which makes
contact with metal arms. In its simplest
form only two arms are provided, and thus
when the metal plunger is present between
those arms an electrical circuit is coinpleted and when withdrawn or pushed
clear, the circuit is opened.

will be removed by such cleaning will, in
many cases, lead to move trouble than the
original fault, and, therefore, in most
cases it is only necessary to clean the
surfaces periodically by the simple expedient of inserting a piece of ordinary
brown or other rough paper between the
contact faces and operating the switch
once or twice to remove the film caused by
the action of the atmosphere. In Fig. i
an alternative form of switch is indicated
for this position, which has the advantage
that it is totally enclosed and therefore

circuit in Fig. 3, together with an alternative switch for the same purpose, designed
on slightly different lines. This switch is
known as a Q.M.B. typo for the following
reason.

Arcing
Where a fairly large current is being

erried, if the circuit is interrupted slowly
it will be found that an- arc or spark will

take place between the open ends of the
circuit as the break is made, until the dietance between the two ends is so great
that the current will not jump the gap.
If two points are continually opened and
closed slowly to produce this arc, it will
soon be found that a small hollow forms
in the metal, or it becomes what is technically known as "pitted." The pitted
surface will, of course, offer a vety poor
-

t

FF.

CB-

_l
Fig.

3.-Here is a double-pole switch
WachaflC swi1chin

used for

free from this trouble, and also has a snap
action, pioviding a more certain contact.

'.LL...

4.-A Q.M.B. switch s/louis! be used for.
brealing a mains lead, as in an AC. receiv,Sr
Fig.

5.-Here

is

'

local-distance' switch and

a

-

the circuit arrangemsnl.

.

A third contact is sometimes added to
these two types of switch, and as the three
points are then connected or interrupted
the device may be used for wave-change
switching, as shown in Fig. 2. The circuit
shows the usual arrangement of the
contacts on the tuning coil. The third arm
is in some cases shortened, and the insulated plunger is provided with a further
metal contact so that when onerated the
connection from one arm to another may be
changed. It is possible in this way to obtain
a single-pole change-over arrangement, or
a double-pole on and off switch, and the
latter arrangement is shown in a typical

Q-

-

-Fig.

'ave-change

L.T. Switching

This type of switch is met with most
commonly in the simple battery receiver,
where it performs the function of switching
the L.T. supply on and off. The filament
current of the receiver therefore flows
through it (Fig. 1), and thus a poor contact will result either in a lowered current
supply to the valves, resulting in weak
signals, or ah intermittent supply resulting
in erratic signals or a background of noises
such as crackling. Do not clean the contact
faces of this type of switch with emery or
other abrasive unless the switch is first
removed from the receiver and afterwards
thoroughly cleaned. The metal dust hich

August_7th, 1937
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A Detailed Account of the Various Types of Switches Used
and Some of the Troubles Which Can Arise ¡ri Connection

j

Fig. 1.-Filament switching in a battery rece Ver,
end the usual types of switch which are used.

AND AMATEUR

'

T.C.
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-
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-

6.-A single-pole change-over switch of lise
Q.M.B. type, and a typical circuit in which it
is
used.

Fig.

contact, and will result in noises, apart from
the fact that tise arc will cause interference
in the receiver in the form of a crackle. The
main requirement in such cases is, therefore, to open and make the circuit rapidly,
and a switch for this purpose is known as a
quick make-and-break, abbreviated to
Q.M.B., and it is generally totally enclosed,
and of the general form shown in Fig. 4.
The left-hand model operates by pressing
the malJ knob up or down, whilst the
right-hand model has a rotary movement.
In both eases the internal contacting piece
jumps over in each direction with a " snap"
action and prevents arcing and ensures a
really sound contact. An alternative use for
a switch of this type is shown in Fig. 5,
although in most cases it will be found
undesirable to use this type of switch for
ll.F. circuits, where a much more certain
contact is required. The same type of
switch is obtainable in the form of doublepole, single-pole double-throw and other
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in Modern Wireless Receivers, Their Uses and Misuses,
=
=
.
By W; J. DELANEY
With These Components
combinations, one very common mod&
being seen in Fig. 6, where it is employed
for switching the A.C. mains supply from a
trickle charger to the normal itiains H.T.
unit. For breaking the D.C. mains supply
to a receiver both leads should be interrupted and a suitable Q.M.B. switch is
shown in Fig. 7.

I

pole single-throw su itch of the type shown
in Fig. 10. Whilst this is quite a satisfactory scheme it must be covered in to
prevent the loss occasioned by rain and dirt,
and it must, of course, be outside the house
to perform the function of a safety device.
The other component shown in this illustration is a special form of aerial switch having
a quick make-and-break action, and being

Radio-gram Switching
For changing from radio to gramophone
a single-pole single-throw, or singlepole
change-over switch is required, and this
may be of the push-pull or rotary type, the
latter being illustrated in Fig. 8. A Q.M.B.
model may be used, of course, or the ordinary
push-pull typo of component. When using
mains apparatus it is often desirable that
the H.T. supply shall not be completed
until valves of the indirectly-heated type

I
I
I
I
Fig.

10.-For

should be filled,

safely an
and

I/us

Circuit and two types

aerial-earth

switch
diagram shows Ihr

I

oJ switch.

many contacts arc required. For this
purpose some special types of switch have
been developed, and three types are shown
in Fig. 11. These have special contacts
designed to reduce high-frequency losses,
the surfitees being silver-plated for this
purpose. ,They are niado in such a manner that any number may be mounted on
a squaré section rod and all operated from
a single control knob. Thus any number
of circuits may be switched, and complicated change-over arrangements carried
out.

New Types

Fig

7.-In

¡hou!d b
swilch

a D.C. receiver ho/Ii ,ains leads
opera/cd, and a Q.MB double-pole
of Ihe lype indica/ed, should be used.

Fig. 9.-Delay switching is advisable if a
directly-healed rectifier is used, and this illustration shows a typical circuit and the switch.

provided ith a fuse to act as a safeguard in
the event of a storm.
Fig.

8.-A

single-pole change-over switch for
radio-gram switching.

have warmed up. To ensure that this
-,- will be carried out satisfactorily a delayaction switch is recommended and a
popular model is seen in Fig. 9. This
component is fed froni the 4-volt heater
winding and takes a certain time for the
contact strip to attain such a temperature
that it bends and completes the H.T. circuit
as seen frem the theoretical diagrams. It
is adjustable, but is supplied in a form which
will take approximately the same time to
operate as the ordinary A.C. indirectlyheated valves take to attain normal

Modern Coil Switching
The modern receiver utilises three or more
coils, and the complicated switching necessitated by the fact that the short waves may
be covered in addition to the two normal

broadcast wavebauds. means that

vrv

A modification of the QM.B. typçs of
switch has recently been placed on the
market and this lias only one permanent
or fixed position. The alternative position
is only maintained whilst the switch knob
is depressed, and when released it flics back
to the original position. In one model the
circuit is held closed, and in tite other model
the circuit is hold opon. This type o't
switch is obviously of most use in experimental apparatus but may be applied to
various circuits where it is necessary to
make tests frem time to time.
There are also available, modifications of
the multi-contact switch shown below, where
the contacting segments are arranged
in some forni other than a circle as shown.
Tints in one type the spindle is built up in
square section with paxolin strips, and the
contacts are supported in such a position
that the strips of metal on the spindle make
and open various combinations. In another
form, the spindle is a hat strip of paxolin
and the shorting stripe of metal are arranged
on each side. The principles of working are
exactly similar, however, and these switches
are principally employed for coil-switching
in receivers of the modern all-wave tvne.

I

emission.

Aerial Switching
It is a rule that the aerial should not be
left connected to the receiver, so that static

charges cannot accumulate in the aerial
circuit, and for a safeguard in the event of
a thunderstorm. Many listeners employ
foi' this form of switching a simple single-

efl,_., afl4

li .-Mo'ern

no
Fig.

coi! switching is lest carried out by means of a multi-contact switch oJ this type.

se

anS

I
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out a rectangularly-bounded area without
optical distortion. The screen must be
uniform in colour and thickness and free
from obscuring patches, with the glass
envelope thoroughly. tested to overcome
any risk of flaws causing implosion. Modulation of the electron stream so that the.
picture formed possesses the full black to
white range through all the half tones and

I
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New Receivers PRIOR to the opening of the Sciepee

Museum television exhibition, only
five firms were manufacturing and market.
ing television receivers on a proper commercial scale. Two more commercial sets
were addedso as to be in time for inclusion
in the television demonstrations, which
have pròved such a popular feature at
South Kensington. An eighth is also
shown in experimental form, but at
Radiolvmnia next month fourteen firms
have promised to display their sets in the
demonstration rooras. It will be interesting
to see on what lines these new models have
been developed, particularly in relation to
certain controversial features. \%ilI the
vision chassis favour the T.R.F. or superheterodyne, and what scheme will be
adopted for the provision of sound? Which
will achieve the greater popularity, direct
or indirect viewing of the picture on the
screen of the cathode-ray tube, and will
the long-promised mechanical set at last
be revealed to an interested public?
Picture size is another important item,
and countless arguments will take place
as to the merits or demerits of the 10m, by
8m., 12m, by 10m, and anything larger or
smaller than these figures which at present
represent normal practice. At the Science
Museum ScopiLony have shown a picture
24m, by 20m., but until the picture seen
conforms to the present B.ß.C. standard,
and is shown receiving the normal radiated
picture, it cannot be included in any
commercial category for comparison purposes. The next few weeks will provide
replies to these questions, and according
to reports the general public will be agreeably surprised at what the manufacturers
will have to show.

Over Seven Years Ago
over seven years ago that the
first play was televised. Called "The
Man with a Flower in his Mouth," it was
produced by Lance Sieveking; the part of
the Man being acted by Vai Gielgud. This
early effort is reca'led by the presentation
of the same pisy at the B.B.C. Alexandra
Palace Station. The contrast in both the
picture results and the method of production when compared with the thirty-line
efforts was remarkable. In 1930 the scanner
was a thirty-holed disc which could not be
panned, while the photo-electric cells (the
spotlight principie was being employed)
were fixed in position. Special scenery was
drawn by Nevinson, and only the head and
shoulders of a single player was seen at
any one time. The occasion was a meniorable one, however, as it coincided with the
introduction of the first big screen-2ft. by
5ft.-by the Baird Company; this being
bui)t up from 2,100 tiny lamps housed in
separate compartments of a honeycomb
mesh. The enormous progress made in
the past seven years, both at the transmitting and receiving ends, was shown
véry clearly by this latest B.B.C. effort,
and if the same rate of improvement is
maintained, then television of the future
will be a remarkable accomplishment.

IT was just

Offsetting Stray Effects
WREN a cathode:ray tube is operated
externally by means of magnetic
coils which focus and deflect the electron
stream, there is always a tendency for the
fields so produced to deviate from their
required paths, and in so doing bring about
a measure of distortion in the scanning
1eld seen on the tube's screen. In some
cases small ftxed thagnets are used to
counteract the passage of stray fields, but
considerable care in adjustment is generally

shown at sufficient brilliance to be observed
in a room whose lighting is normal. In
producing tubes of this nature manufacturers have encountered many difficulties,
and not the least of these is the flaking off
of the fluorescent screen during use. With
a horizontally-mounted tube these flakes
do not upset the electrode system, since the
pieces lodge at the base of the screen. In
the case of vertical tubes; however, any
portions of the screen which may becomé
dislodged find their way on to the orificed
anodes and block the electron stream if
they fall on the hole, while sometimes they
seat themselves on the cathode itself and de-

stroy the erniasion. This was
a very major

-*-

problem, but

j.
-

judging from
present-day performance this
form of defect
lias been successfully over
come
without

the binding
any of the

agent upsetting

a

screen's other
characteristics.

A Year Ago
A

SPECIAL
Committee

of the Institution of Electrical Engineers a
year ago presentcd a report
dealing
with
the interference
_______
of
electrical
apparatus
on
radio reception. Certain recommendations
were made.for schemes to cure this trouble,
and now áfter a lapse of twelve months it
is learned that legislation is being prepared
to meet the case. Why there should have
been this "lag period " is difficult to understand, and since the report was published
it has been demonstrated very forcibly
that not only ordinary radio equipment
but also television receivers are prone to
the deleterious effécts of certain specialised
forms of electrical apparatus. In very
many cases quite simple precautions taken
at the source of the offending equipment
will bring about a cure, and this is far more
effective than palliatives adopted at the
receiving end. It was proposed that the
Post Office should enforce any regulations
that may be framed, and although diffi.
cuities may arise in sorne eases the effeci
of the Parliamentary bill should be bene.
ficial .to a very large section of the
community.
I

Russell Swann
¡he
conjurer,
before the television
cameia at the Alexandra Pa ace studio.

necessary in a ease of this nature. A much
better scheme is now employed in one or
two commercial receivers for the framedeflecting unit which has a ferro-magnetic
core. A pair of adjustable laminated pole
pieces are provided, these having the
appearance of short arms at the terminating sections of the magnetic core. When
the receiver is installed on site any slight
irregularity in the scan due to stray or
misplaced, magnetic flelds is offset by
adjusting these wing arms. Most effective
in practice and simple to operate, the
scheme is a very sound one.

An Early Defect
'T7HEN the large diameter cathode-ray

VVtubes

were first used for television
some two or three years ago, they possessed
many inherent defects, the bulk of which
have now been overcome by more exact
methods of manufacture. Although sorno
of the points have been mentiohed before,
the accepted essentials of a good television
C.R. tube are worth repeating: The
production of an electron beam through
the medium of an electrode system which
also directs it towards the front screen, to
evidence itself as a small bright spot of
circular cross section and uniform in brightness over its whole area. Following on
this comes the movement of the spot in a
series of horizontal lines, so that it traces

-

RADIOLYMPIA
NOTE THE DATES
I

August 25th to September 4th.
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P E TO 'SCOTT

RUTH MASCHWITZ
He sang as well, but this brought him no
Scott and Whaley
SCOTT AND WHALEY, cross-talk increase of salary. When the circus went
comedians of " Kentucky Minstrels" into winter quarters, Whaley found himfame, met by chance. Over thirty self stranded. After much lirivation he
years ago a little, ragged, shivering boy got the job of errand boy to a dentist.
found his way into a public bar in Syra- In the evenings he augmented his py by
cuse, U.S.A. He was half-starved and was playing and singing in a public house.
trying to make a few cents by playing the From then his appearances at the dentist's
piano and doing acrobatic tricks. Serving became rather erratic, and the man j
behind the bar there chanced to be another sacked him. Ho then started to server
young coon, and that was how Scott and drinks at tite bar.
Whaley, first singers of ragtime in this Scott and Whaley, now united, worked
country, came tp meet. Since then they up an act with Scott at the piano and the
singing. They could both dance.
have stayed
Scott's parents were determined he They decided to try this Out in New York,
By
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reachedCanada,

the manager

It

absconded with
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I

leaving Scott
quite penniless.
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warned himthat
Scoli and
no tramps were
allowed. "Follow the railroad for fifteen
miles and you'll corne to another village,"
they suggested.
By doing odd jobs he eventually made
his fare to a town near Buffalo and found
work at the local theatre, where he made
good. Imagining himself well on the way
to success, he boarded a train for the
States, but here he was not so lucky and
at last was forced to return home. He was,
however, still determined to follow the
profession he had chosen, and before
! long he set out all over again.
Meanwhile Whaley had been having
¡ quite as hard a time as Scott. He, being
mad on dancing and something of an
acrobat, also ran away from home to join
a circus. Here he received half a dollar a
Iweek and was put in charge ofthe monkeys.
t

Onni-

bat

.

the circus

tramped
through the
snow to the
next village,
but here the
Ipolice sternly

pa nef.

rn'

¡

rhas,i,

standard

mod

.rT'

joined a travelling circus as a
clown. Unfortunately when
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together.latter

should become
a solicitor after
leaving High
School, but instead he learned
acrobatics, and

soing

bn

IlMa Aerial 0,1St, the lIret reofly eromioni-

8
.

.

Ilohfuorn 3248

.

-

.
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BARGAINS
ELECTRADIX
TRANSMIDfERS,
Royal

Whaley in ciiaracterislic mpod.

MORSE AMI) SIGNAL KEYS.

Alt

and as they hadn't a dime between them,
they had to reach the City by hanging
on to the backs of lorries, dropping off
from timo to time to earn a few cents
by singing at various bars. At last they
reached New York, penniless but triumphant, and their first job earned them six
dollars, which seemed princely to them.
Their next job brought them in five
times as much, but, because they were
not starred, they walked out on it. An
agent now approached them and booked
them for a road show. From then onwards they never looked back.
In 1909 they first came to England
and declare that they never wish to leave.
English audiences can't be beaten in their
estimation.

(e,
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TRAPEZOIDAL distortion which de. field; that is, one with perpendicular lines of
stroys the rectangular shape of the force over the whole of the space between
scanning field on a cathode-ray tube has each pair of plates. Plate shaping is one
been the subject of serious investigation by method used to neutralise the effect, but
many television engineers. When present another suggestion is to use a form of guard
in a receiver the effect is very annoying, ring at the deflecting plate ends near the
being due primarily, in the case of electro- accelerating orificed anode. By properly
statically operated tubes, to the lines of adjusting the voltages applied to this ring
force between the two pairs of deflector the field spread can be prevented. In the
plates tending to fan or spread outwards case of electromagnetically operated tubes
at the edges of the plates. This non- this trouble does not occur, for the line and
uniformity of the field through which the frame deflector coils used external to the
beam of electrons has to pass gives an in- tube can be so shaped, either before or aftçr
correct deflecting force, so that on the installation of the receiver in the home, that
screen the lines do not cover & uniform no distortion of the scanning field is seen
distance as would be the case with a perfect at all.
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SIMPLE

FREQUENCY METER H
An Inexpensive Unit which can be Used Either as aFrequency Meter or Mohitor is Described in this Article
IT

is surprising how many amateur
transmitting stations do not use, or
even possess, a froquency meter or
monitor. Perhaps the roaçn for this is
that they rely too much upon thé accuracy
of their crystal or crystald
.0

:

.:

-r

be seen that the valve is Fig. 1.-A gencrai view of the frequency
meter, showing (he Iwo
placed in a horizontal position,
controls and 'phone jack.
-while
the coil is aise
horizontal but at right angles to the valve. Opera'ting Details
The coil Is tuned by a .0001 mfd. pre-set
Using a valve such as the Mullard
condenser which acts as band-set, and an S4VB, and about
150 to 200 volts on the
Eddystone type No. 1045 bandspread plate, the potentiometer
about half-way,
condenser with integral slow motion.
and the unit placed a few feet from the
Regeneration is controlled by a .1 meg- receiver
which is tuned to
metres, a
ohm potentiometer which varies the screen beat note should be found40 when the
voltage. If a metallised valve is used care preset is turned. This
is
must be taken that it does not touch the mounted, it will be noticed, condenser
some way off
box, for should it do so the cathode tap the box by means of insulating
would be shorted and oscillations would Having found this heat, the presetwashers.
should
cease. The grid condenser, the connections now be adjusted until, with the lid on the
for which are less than bin, long, is of .0003 box and the bandspread condenser set
mfd. capacity, with a .1 megohm grid leak between O and 15
the beat comes
across it. A iingle closed jack has been mn at the HF. enddegrees,
40-thetre band.
included in the plate circuit, with an HF. The receiver is now setofatthe
a
freq uency
choke in series. When a pair of 'phones mn the 40-metre band and known
bandare inserted in this, the unit acts as a spread adjusted until thethe meter
is again
monitor. Two .1 mfd. by-pass condensers heard. This new reading is beat
noted, a new
known frequency on the receiver i taken,
t
pt
the meter brought into line, and its reading
again noted. This process is repeated
until enough points have been found to
form a graph of frequency against dial
,
readings on the meter. As has already
.
been mentioned, it may be found that a
short wire will have to be connected t'o the
aerial terminal on the meter to transfer
RF. from the meter to the set when using
it on the higher frequency bands.
-

-

I
2.- View of the interior of the meter showing
The by-pass
the Valve and coil in position.
Fie.

condensers have been omitted.

s

-

The apparatus required is very simple
and iñexpensive, consisting of a valve
oscillator and accompanying tuning arrangements. In the design of suçh a unit thoro
are several points which iñust be noted,
namely, 1. Complete sta1ility with inclusion of good compon&nts for accurate
calibration; 2. Complete rigidity and constant voltage regulation; an4, 3. Inclusion
of means for monitoring the transmitter.
In Fig. i will be seen a general view çf
the unit, which consists of a screening box
with tuning and regeneration controls,
and the monitor 'phone jack. The circuit
cönsists o! an electron-couplen oscillator,
which incorporates to the best advantage
all the points enumerat,eti above. The
3.5 megacycle band is used as fundamental,
as it is very stable, and also gives the best
harmonics on the higher frequencies. An
A.C. mains valve is used, as it affords an
easy means of electron coupling, and

s

Calibration

The signal in the receiver which is to be
calibrated, or whose frequency is to
be measured, must not be too strong, or
it will spread, and an inaccurate measurement will result. For 14 me/s working tise
't
Fig. 3.-The short grid leads will bs seen in this frequencies have only to be doubled for
ilhtst ration, which also shows 1/se band-set pre-set corresponding readings on the meter dial.
An alternative and more accurate way of
condenser.
calibrating this meter is to use a 100 kc/s
aie included, one from the screened grid quartz crystal, whose harmonics can 1)0
to earth, and the other across the H.T. picked out every 100 kc/s.
supply.
The meter can be operated from the
Provision has been made for h short receiver power supply.
piece of wire to act as a
pick-up for higher fre.
P,,cw( JACK
quencies or transmitter
carrier, and this is
voltage regulations arc more reliable with connected to the set
this valve than with a battery tyr)e.
through a very small
SO.1..4fFD.(
7T)I
capacity condenser, con- ..1..
General Arrangement
sisting of a few turns
A general view of the interior of the of wire wound round a
1/50
unit is given in Fig. 2, from which it will wire covered with systoflex, attached to the grid
end of the coil. This is
LIST OF COMPONENTS
t
brought out to a midget
screening box, 7m, by 5m, by 4m.
jOne
One 25 mm(d. variabk condenser, type 1045
insulator on the
'IA1o..
back of the box, as
j(Eddystone).
j
One loo ,nmfd. preset condenser (1ormo).
is also an earth conOne .0003 mfd. mica condenser (Dubilier).
$ Two .1 mId,

tubular condensers (T.C.C.).
One 5-pin s'alvehol4er (W.B.).
One 4-pin valveholder, type 1015 (Eddystone).
.1-megohm gridleak (Erie).
jOne
-' One .1 meg. potentiometer (Dubilie).
H.P. choke, type 1010 (Edclystone)s
jOne
One plug and jack (Igranic).
One coil former (Eddystone).
- Two nsidget stand-off inmlators (Eddtone).
One valve, type S4VB (Mullard).
$

-$

12Tr

nectionThe coil consists

¿f

26

turns

:.

J

i

of

22-gauge enamelled
wire on an Eddystone
threaded

former, with tite
cathode tap at the
sixth turn.

'/7-

F. 4.-Theoreticalcircuii

of

Ihe Jrequencg meter.

-
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than jiastifies the expense of the bandspread
condenser. I have specified one of l5mmfd.

nrt\Thve
C C t 11
-

capacity, and in purchasing a suitable
condenser readers should keep in mind the
Raymart product, which is capable of
modification within limits, and enables the
overall spread to be increasedf desired.

-- ')

-fot

of a Simple and Efficient Set

Concerning H.F. Chokes
Now a few remarks concerning the high-

choke. As plug-in coils are used
the Ieginner are Given in this Article itfrequency
is possible with the aid of suitable coils

to extend the tuning range of the set.

By A. W. MANN.

THOSE who are about to take an
active interest in short-wave listen.
ing view the subject from various
angles. For example, a multi-stage loud.
speaker. set may have an appeal, but the
cost may be prohibitive apart from the
limited constructional abilities of the
individua!, and the fact that a number of
spare components are on hand which he
desires to use.
Apart from the dujlication of sponsored

AIAZ

two aerial inputs are provided, and thus
it is possible to use aperiodic coupling by
connecting the aerial to socket A2, whilst
in the event of dead spots being experienced the .00005 mfd. pre-set condenser
can be introduced into the circuit by
transferring the aerial to socket Al.

It will be noted that standard low.
frequency transformer coupling is included.
Whilst the advantages of R.C.C. and
parallel feed are appreciated, the writer is

-

For example, Eddystone and B.T.S. make
a full range of coils from 9 metres to
2,000 metres. The short-wave enthusiast
will, in most instances, limit his reception
toSO metres, but later may desire to extend
the range to cover the 160 to 170 metres
bands, in order to receive top band amateur
'phone and trawler 'phones, etc. It is far
better to look ahead in this respect, and
therefore to fit one of the newS screened
tvne all-wave H.F. chokes.
he average range of choking efficiency
as stated by various makers is 12 metres

-

1/

LT+
INSULATED/'
FROM PNEL
Fig.

I

.-Theoretical circuit

of

2.-How Io rna!e up the chassis and pane!.
of the opinion that providing a good make to 2,000 metres. In some instances it is
of L.F. transformer is used, and care possible to obtain efficient choking down
exercised during the construction and to 10 metres, but in any caso should
wiring of the receiver, there is no reason reception on the latter band be desired,
why a set using this type of LE; coupling an ultra-short-wave choke and the all-wave
choke in series will enable satisfactory
should not provide satisfactory results.
Moreover, an L.F. transformer is usually results to be obtained.
Having decided to sise the circuit shown
to be fornid amongst the home-constructor's
in Fig. i as the basis of an experimental
spare components.
The inclusion of band - spreading, as receiver, the first consideration is the
shown, is a very valuable feature, and more method of constiuction to adopt.

the rCceiver described on this page.

designs and specifications, it is inadvisable
to attempt the construction of an elaborate
short-wave receiver at the start, and so
far as experimental models are concerned
the best plan is to choose a circuit which is
within one's constructional ability and
financial resources, and in addition, is most
likely to be trouble free.
There are all kinds of transmissions to
be heard on the short waves nowadays,
and whilst the beginner may eventually
specialism in listening to short-wave broadcasts, amateur phone and C.W., it is as
well to choose a circuit which will enable
him to listen to them all at the start and
enjoy more or less unlimited scope.

Figc

-

nassis

ON/OFF- SWITCH POSITION

-

Construction

BELOW BPNO SPRD AND
UNDER CHASSIS.

The writer favours

ohssis construction,

Essential Features
The most important features considered
to be desirable in a short-wave receiver

are sensitivity, selectivity, maximum
volume with low noise ratio, together with
ease of operation and stability.
A super selective short-wave receiver is
a very expensive proposition. We must,
therefore, rest content with average selectivity. Sensitivity, low noise level and
ease of operation are, however, within our
scope. The idea, therefore, must be to
make the best use of the materials available,
avoiding the introduction of complications
or original ideas until more experienced.
Fig. i shows the theoretical circuit of a
two-valve headphone receiver capable of
providing world-wide short-wave receptiom
The popular and efficient six-pin coils are
used. The numbers given being those of
standard connections as recognised by
coil manufacturers. It will be noticed that
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and in deciding on
dimensions we must
exercise care and look
ahead a little. For
example, we wish
in the interests of
efficiency to keep
wiring short and
direct, yet cramping
must at all costs be
avoided.
On the
other hand, however,
the chassis dimensions must notexceed
certain limits, as this
vill introduce longer
wiring.
When the writer
tried out the circuit,
as outlined, during a
series of experiments,
results were very
satisfactory indeed.
(Continued overleaf)
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The fact that others will use different corn-'
ponents, however, must be taken into
account, together with circuit differences
and losses in practice.
The dimensions of the chassis and panel,
as shown in Fig. 2, have been chosen vit1i
thòse considerations in mind, and will be
found to meet most requirements, and in
addition, leave sufficient space for the
inclusion of decoupling compOnents, and
an L.F.. output choke, etc., at a later
date, if desired.
Now chassis and panel assemblies are
comparatively simple to make, but it is
advisable, in order to avoid trouble later
on, to exercise caution. It is, therefore, a
good plan to carry the foil the full length
of the underside, and then fasten the end
runners in place.
Another important point concerns panel
brackets, but before discussing this, we
must first consider the panel requirements.
A heavy gauge metal panel, whilst the
most satisfactory, must in this instaniíe
be ruled out on the score of expense. The
cheapest method is to use a plywood panel,
and an aluminium sub panel, the former
of 3/lOin, plywood, and the latter of
20 gauge sheet aluminium.
Now various types of ava1ab1e shortwavo variable condensers are designed to
suit metal panels of about tin. thickness,
and, consequently, if we attempt to mount
them on the panel arrangement outlined,
it will be found that the fixing nut has only
about one thread hold, and to tighten
extremely will result in stripped threads.
The most satisfactory procedure under
the circumstances, is to drill the aluminium
C,,witZcrafl A
I

'T'

panel to suit the condenser bushes, and in
the wooden panel drill clearance 'holes of
sufficiently laTge diarneter to clear the
condenser fixing nuts. . Before doing so,
however, the sub panel and front panel
together with brackets should be set up
as a unit. After this remove panels leaving
brackets fastened to them, and mark out
the centres on the aluminium panel. Next,
dismantle and drill to individual require.
mente.
Reverting to panel brackets, etc., whip
must be a,voided, and as the front panel is
simply an overlay, it is advisable to fit
wooden blocks butting against back metal
face under chassis, and screw firmly. In
addition, by allowing an extra Mn. width,
and bending over the top edge of panel,
as at X, Fig. 2, a more rigid assembly will
be obtained.
The panel mounting brackets should
have as much bearing on the chassis face
as possible, and the wider they are in
the base the more rigid the assembly.
If, however, panel component bushes are
of sufficient length to mount satisfactorily
through the double panel thickness, the
possibilities of whip will be considerably
reduced.
It will be noted that panel drilling
dimensions are not given in Fig. 2, as dials
and condenser.s of different dimensions will
be used, so it is better that the.individuaF
constructors arrange matters to suit circumstances.

satisfactory one, which enables the wiring
between the band-setting condenser and
coil-holder to be kept extremely short.
The metal panel and chassis foil are
at earth potential, and the moving vanes
of the three tuning condensers are also
at earth potential, via the metal panel.
The earthed side of the filament is made
direct to the foil via the small bolts MB,
and same applies to the earthy end of the
grid and aperiodic coils.
The wiring up and general construction
of a simple two-valve receiver is more or
less straightforward.
It is, however,
advisable to use small washers in conjunction with mooring bolts, one to face
of chassis, one to foil face with wire in pbtce,
and another washer on top of the wire
loop.

Double nuts will ensure a satisfactory
connection, but this should not be taken
for granted, and a continuity test between
bolts and earth terminal common to foil
and sub panel, should be carried out. This
applies to every chassis type receiver,
A receiver of this type when put on test
will, providing care has been exercised
during construction, prove to be satisfactory, and a general run around the
various tuning ranges will bring in a
variety of signals.
At first the beginner should just tune
around to see what he can find, get a
geñeral idea as to the various ranges
covered, and regard learning how to operate
Layout
the set as the chief concern of the moment.
One of the most important considerations Later, calibration of band-setter and
relative to short-wave receiver construction, spreader over all ranges can be carried
is layout. The layout shown in Fig. 3 out, and DX listening to schedule underhas been found by the writer to be a most taken.
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on 56 mc/s
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Leaves

from

Wave Amateurs will carry out
a series of tests in
transmission and reception on 56 me/s on
Saturday and Sunday, August I4th-l5th.
The station, installed on Mont Tendre
(Jura) at an altitude of 1,683 metres, will
se the call-sign HB1AQ, with a power of
40 watts. The schedule has been established
as under: G.M.T. 18.00-18.15: in morse:
CQ Five de liBIA Q; 18.15-18.30, period
reserved for reception; 18.30-1900, replies
in telegraphy and telephony. These tests
will be carried out hourly from Saturday,
August 14th, at G.M.T. 18.00, to Sunday
(August 15th), finishing at G.M.T. 16.00.
A QSL card will be sent to all listeners who
forward reports on the reception of the
HB1AQ signals.

a

I

mols) is now heard
almost daily on a

Short-wave, Logi
mo/B),

-

m. (10.62 mc/s), and it has been reported
that the morse transmissions received in

the British Isles are from 750.1,000 times
stronger than those sent out from the
United States on long waves at equal power.

Japan's Altered Schedule

The station

now comes on the air
at G.M.T. 16.00. A
woman announcer presides over the studio,
and a bugle call is used as an interval
signal.

Two New South Amerkans

A correspondent informs me that he has
logged a call: TI2H, emanating from San
José (Costa Rica), on 51.75 m. (5.798 mo/s),
which appeared to be a prelude to a series
of tests çarried out from G.M.T. 03.00.
From another source, I learn that TG2,
in Guatemala City (Republic of Guatemala)
has been experimenting on 47.5 m. (6.31
mcfs), and was asking for reception reports.
This may, however, not be a new station,
but TG2X, Guatemala City, picked up
last year by many listeners on 50.51 m,
(5.94 mo/s), and stated to be operated by
the National Police Headquarters in the

In view of the present trouble in the Far
East it is interesting to note that the two
Tokio-Atagoyama stations now broadcast
simultaneously a short news bulletin in
English every evening between G.M.T.
20.00-2 1.00. The transmitters in uso are
JZK, 50 kW, on 19.79 m. (15.16 mc/s),
and JZJ, of equal power, on 25.42 m.
(lL8O mc/s). The broadcasts are made
daily in English and German, but in French
on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays
A Far-flung Call
only; they are preceded or followed by a
Prance is developing her Colonial system short concert of Japanese or Western music. Guatemalan,capital.
of short-wave broadcasts, and recently
" Mystery" Station
a4ded a further unit by the opening of a Is This Warsaw's New Station?On 31.46 m. (9.535 mc/s), announced in
transmitter at Fort-de-Franco in the
Listeners reports the reception of tests German, a station has been fruently
islañd of Martinique. The station works carried
out by a Polish transmitter on heard during the past few days, and
on 31.73 m. (9.454 me/s) daily between
OEM.T.16.00-17.00, and again from 22.15- 22.22 m. (13.5 moIs) between G-.M.T. although certain indications are provided,
During the evening a relay is 10.00.12.00, and which gives out thp the actual location of the transmitter is
23.00.
words carefully kept secret. The broadcasts, which
effected of the Paris-Colonial news bulletins. call-letters: SPAO, followed by the
"Postes et Télégraphes, Varsovie (Warsaw). consist of news bulletins and long talks on
So far, broadcasts from Poland on short
freedom of nations, is carried out regu.
America's Most Powerful S.W. waves have been captured through SPW the
lady every night after midnight B.S.T. in
on 22 m. (13.635 mc/e).
Station
German, Spanish, and Italian. War news
bulletins are included in an otherwise dull
The ne WEF, Rocky Point (N.J.)
programme. From the call, "Radio Liberstation has been installed to put over signals Lisbon on New Channel
to Europe under all conditions of interfer- ( CSW,' Lisbon (Portugal), which was tad," and the many references to local
ence such as atmospherics, fading and so testing some little time ago with a pro. topical events, the station would appear
On; its power is 200-kilowatts.- -The gramme relayed from the medium-wave to be situated in Spain, and to be oper4ed
channer used for commercial work is 28.25. National transmitter, on 27.28 in. (10.995 by the Government party.
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Wireless" Receivers
THE simplest receiver is capable of

producing remarkable results on
the short-wave bands, and provided
that it is well designed and constructed it
will provide many hours of entertainment.
In the Prefect S.W. Three a simple detector
stage with one timing circuit is employed,
and to make certain of adequate volunie
two L.F. stages are added, thus making
the receiver into a three-valve set. As an
additional point good quality is ensured by
arranging that one of these L.F. stages
shall employ resistance-capacity coupling,
whilst the other utilises a standard LP.
transformer. To keep the H.T. consumption to a reasonable figure only triodes are
amployed, but it will be found that these
provide quite a good combination and if
the constructor desires he can, of course,
replace the output triodo by a pentode.
The illustration gives a good idea of the
neatness of the lay-out and it will be seen
that only the coil, condenser and valves
appear on top of the chassis, all the remaining parts being underneath out of the way

bands, even up to the normal broadcast
wavelengths, and therefore it is possible
to tune to any desired wavelength. The
most useful band, especially for the
Subject of This Article.
It is an
beginner who is not used to the handling of
Easy-to-build Receiver Especially
a short-wave set, is the 24 to 52-metre
range. There are dozens of stations availSuited to the Beginner
able, including the 40-metre amateurs, and
when the handling of the tunine control
a length that it projects far enough to make has been mastered at the lower paît of this
contact With the metallised surface, as it range one of the shorter range coils, going
will then short-circuit the H.T. and G.B. down to 10 metres or so, may be employed.
supplies. If it is not possible when building Tuning
The Prefect S.W.

Three

___

of dust.

is

the

The main tuning is carried out on the
condenser Cl, and the small band-spreading
condenser C2 is used as a vernier device.
It will be found that by advancing the main
tuning control, say one degree, the bandspreading condenser may be turned throughout its complete range to spread out the
wavelengths covered by that one degree,
and the main control may then be advanced
one degree further and the process repeated.
The receiver should be kept just off the
oscillation point and the reaction
condenser, C3, should be kept at a
suitable setting. It will probably be
Ifound in most cases that it will
have to be advanced slowly as the
tuning condenser is advanced in
order to keep the receiver in a
suitably sensitive condition.

,

Construction
The full-size blueprint, No. PW63,
gives the lay-out and wiring, and
it will be found a very simple matter
to construct this receiver. As it
may be desirable to tune to some
very low wavelengths, the wiring to
the tuned circuit should be carried
out with thick tinned copper wire
to reduce losses azd the special
low-loss coil-holder and valveholders
which are specified should be emtoyed. It is important to note that
the terminals which are specified are
provided with insulating bushes, and
unless these are used the aerial, earth
and loudspeaker terminals will shortcircuit across the meta]lised rear strip of
the chassis. An.jmportant point to note is
that on the underside of the chassis there
are two anchor points, where leads and
resistors are joined to the head of a screw.
This screw must on no account be of such

LIST OF COMPONENTS
The Prefect S.W. Three removed from its calice!.

the receiver to find a screw which is short
enough, it should be screwed into the
chassis, removed, and then the metallised
surface round the point where it protruded
should be thoroughly scraped and cleaned
away so that when re-inserted no risk of a
short-circuit will occur.

Wavebands Covered
The special six-pin coils may be obtained
in various sizes to cover different wave5»0.

000 .a
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Theoretical circuit diagram of' th
Three.

-

One 6-pin S.W. coil, type S.P.C. B.T.S.).
One .00025 popular log tuning condenser,
type 1040 (J.S.).
One dual-ratio SM. drive, type 2092 (J.B.).
One 15 rnmfd. bandspread condenser, type
2140 (J.B.).

One .0003 mId. Dilecon reaction condenser
U.S.).
One Nictet LF. transformer (ratio 1: 5),
type D.P.22 (Varley).
Three 4-pin valveholdera, type tJ.1-5. 4 (BTS.).
One 6-pin S.W. coil base, type S.P.B. (B.T.S.).
Two Sxed condensers (.0002 mId, and .01 mId.),
type 300 (T.CC.).
Three 1-watt resistances (50,000 ohms, I megohm and 3 megohms) (Dubilier).
One S.W. choke, type H.F.3 (Wearite).
One 60 mA microfuse and holder (Microfuse).
Four type B terminals (Aerial, narth, L.S.+
and L.S.- (Selling Lee).
One 5.way battery cord (30m.) (Belling-Lee).
Three "Bow-spring" wander plugs (G.S.+,

G.B.-1, GB-2) (Belling-Lee).
OnepnirG.B.batteryclips,typeNo. 5 (Bulgin).

One Junior on/off switch, type S.38 (Bulgin).
Three component-mounting brackets (Peto.
Scott).
One Metaplex chassis (loin x 61m, with 21m.
runners) (Peto-Scott).
Three valves D.210. L210 and P.215 (Hivac),
One 120-volt H.T. battery.
One 9-volt GB. battery.
One 2-volt L.T. accumulator.
One W.B. Stentorian 36/i loudspeaker and
pair of headphones.
One cabinet.
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Prefect Short-thave

EVERYMAN'S WIRELESS
BOOK

ByF.J.Camm
Wireless Principles and Fault
Tracking simply explained.
3/6 or 4/. &y post from Geo. Newnes, Lid.,

-

-

-

Tower
House, Soul! ampion $i reel, Strand, London, W.C.2.
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The Liverpool Short-wave Radio and
Transmitting Club
HE above club now holds its meetings
T
every Monday and Thursday nights at
their club rooms above No.
Wavertree
13,

Road, Liverpool, 7, at 8.15 p.m.
it is proposed to become the Liverpool
Chapter of The British Short-wave League,
and one of the above nights will be set
aside for this purpose. The other will be for
our transmitting members. Of course, members could attend on either or both nights.
For particulars of the L.S.W.R.T.C. or
the B.S.W.L., write to the Hon. Secretary,
Mr. C. E. Cunlifiè, 368, Stanley Road,
Bootle, Liverpool, 20.

11
1k.
I

The Thames Valley Amateur Radio
and Television Society
APPRECIATING the value of close
This booklet, which is yours for the
asking, gives particulars of the many
opportunities open to trained men engaged
in the Radio industry. It also gives full
information about the specialized instruction
offered by the I.C.S.
The industry is progressing with amazing
Only by knowing the basic
rapidity.
principles can pace be kept with it. I.C.S.
Instruction includes American broadcasting
as well as British wireless practice, and
provides ambitious men with a thoroughly
sound training.
Here are the I.C.S. Courses:

Complete Radio Engineering
Complete Radio
Radio Servicemén's
Elementary Radio
Radio Service and Sales

-

observation on the five-metre amateur band from summer to winter conditions, the 56 me/s group of the Thames

Valley Amateur Radio and Television
Society have organised a listening contest
to take place over a period of six months,
commencing on August ist. Reports will
be sent to amateur transmitters active on
these frequencies, and their co-operation
in confirming reception will be appreciated.
All the members of the society's experimental group interested in ultra highfrequency work are holders of transmitting
licences. W. G. Pyke, Manager, 19, Grove
Road, Surbiton, Surrey.

-

Slough and Distrct Short-wave Club
HE second meeting of this club was
held on July 21st, at 20, Chalvey Road
East, Slough. The chairman, Mr. Paine
(G6PR), was unfortunately unable to be
Televisio*i
present. The formal business of the
Preparatory Courses for:
I.W.T. Associateship and Associate meeting, which was conducted first, consisted of the formulation of rules, and the
.,Membership Exams.
for a listening contest on the
qty and Guilds Exams. In Radio Com- arrangement
amateur bands on July 25th. Meetings
munication.
P.M.G. Certificates in Wireless Tele- will in future be held on Tuesdays.
Anyone interested in short waves is
graphy.
welcome to this club, and those who are
'LE.E. Graduateship Exam.
The Complete Radio Course covers' doubtful about joining may, by arrange.
equipment and radio principles as well as ment with the assistant secretary, attend
one meeting without payment or obligations
.practice.
Efficient Servicing is of first importance of any kind. Those interested are requested
to communicate with the assistant secretary,
to every wireless dealer and his assistants..
Jn addition to inculcating the art of selling,' J. Gilbert, 26, King Edward Street, Slough,
the Service and Sales Course provides that Bucks.
knowledge which enables the salesman to
hold his own with the most technical of
customers.
REPLIES IN BRIEF
Television will soon be a 'tremendous
follsts'jng replies to queries are given in
branch of the industry. Our Course deals
abbreviated form either beea sise of non-compitan ce
Iwith ove rutes, or because the point rassed is not of
adequately with this subject.

T

sThe

SEND FOR OUR BOOKLET TO-DAY
And, if you wish, ask for our free advice.

Our standard fees are substantially reduced during the

sùmmer months.

INTERNATIONAL

II

'

CORRESPONDENCE
SCHOOLS LTD.

Oet. 94, International Buildings,
Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

s
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general interest.
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the tetminals disconnected, and the indication is that your stray wiring
Is
not required. lt
condenser
padding
is such that the
would be preferable to endeavour to obtain the correct
with
the performresults unless you are now satisfied
ance.
F. G. P. (N.19). We regret that we are unable to
supply a blueprint for the type of apparatus mentioned
by you.
G. A. (Cardiff). No change has been made in the
wavelength of the London station. You are probably
trying to hear the station before 5 p.m. and we would
remind you that the Nationals (with the exception of
the Scottish) do not start up until 5 p.m.
C. E. B. (Shefford). Your query is replied to in the
article In last week's Issue. A good connection to the
earth side of the mains leads (or screening) will prove
ideal in your case.
B. S. (CheImsord). The unit could be used with any
other battery receiver, but would not deliver enough
S. C. (Castleford). You can leave

August 7th, 1937
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for a mains receiver. The AC. typo valves
mentioned are mains valves, requiring 200 to 250
°olts

HT.

J. B. (Beckenham). We are sorry that we cannot
publish your request. If vie did so, we should be
inundated with similar requests from other readers
and therefore we can only suggest that you take a
small advertisement In our advertisement columns for
your purpose.
J. A. B. (Coventry). We are unable to give you the
detallo required and think you would find it ditlicult
to make a satisfactory unit.
W. M. (Huddersfield). The reeeiver was designed for
use with a centre-tapped frame aerial, and it is difficult
to obtain good results with the ordinary aerial system.
The only satisfactory plan would be to rebuild the set,
but the oscillator coil swill not be of much use in this
connection.
L.M. (West Sunniside). We are unable to recommend
Individual commercial receivers, but suggest that you
obtain one or two Chassis of the type indicated on
approval in order that you can make your Choice under
your own home listening conditions.
G. B. E.11). Probably the LS. RepalrServiee whose
advertisement appears in our pages each week could
undertake the work for you.
E. E. (Woodneats).
Messrs. Wright & Weaire will
still be found at the address mentioned in your letter.
W. F. W. (S.W.1l). The circuit is quite in order and
should work satisfactorily.
B. A. S. (N. 15). We regret that we Cannot supply a
diagram or blueprint of a receIver of the type mentioned.
C.R.(Clitton). A standard LP. amplifier may be
added, but we are not familiar with the coil from the
X.B. set and in any case a coil would not be required
for an LT. stage.
A. T. R. (Totnee). The transformer costs lOs. 6(1.
and the rectifier 20s., plus a slight increase due to the
rise in price of raw materials. Some difficulty might
be experienced If you try to use this unit with the set
referred to and we advise you to wait until we publish
details after we have tried the combination.
(

pC)-)

L

T.R.F.

OR SUPERHET?

HE radio side of the different makes of
T
television receivers quite naturally
have several points in common, but there

are still considerable differences ofopimon as
to whether it is better to amplify the television signal at its incoming or carrier
frequency, or use the superheterodyne
method to reduce the freQuency to a more
convenient lower level. Neither scheme is
a perfectly straightforward one, and in
the case of ordinary radio readers will
remember that it is only within the last two
or three years that supèrhets havé achieved
the same degree of popularity as the T.R.F.
The enormously high carrier frequencies of
the television signal necessitates amplifiers
of very special design. First of ali there is
the limiting effects produced by the
stray circuit capacities, while at ultra-short
carrier frequencies the valves behave in a
peculiar manner. They act as if relatively
low resistances were connected across the
electrode capacities, due to the absorption
of energy from the source of potential in
the grid cathode circuit by free electrons,
whose time of flight is comparable with the
time period of the H.F. oscillation. In spite
of these and other difficulties there are
one or two television receivers available
whose vision set operates directly at the 45
megacycle carrier frequency. With super.
hets the amplifier operates at the inter.
mediate frequency, and while similar to the
T.R.F. amplifier is certainly free from
some of the troubles peculiar to the T.R.F.
circuit. On the Other hand there is no set
policy for the intermediate frequency
employed.. If high, most of the advantages
of the superhet principle are not present,
while if low, precautions must be taken to
see that there is no risk of picking up comparable frequencies which will, of course,
ruin the picture. To compensate for a'
certain degree of frequency attenuatim,
correcting devices are often incorponated,
but if the measure of boosting scoured in
this way is too pronounced the picture will
show the result as hard double images looking somewhat like a stereoscopic effect.
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This will help to preserve an inter-.
ference-free output, and also ensure that
the maximum life is extr'àcted from the
vibrator.
We stated that a low-resistance smoothing
choke, type L.F.44, can be inserted in series
with a 6-volt filament supply to drop the
surplus 4 volts. They state that this
choke has a resistance of 6.1 Q, and, therefore, the correct load current should be
passed to obtain the necessary voltage drop.
500 Q.

The Editor does flot necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents.
Ali letters must be accompanied by the name and addresi of the sender (not necessarily
for publication).
,N orth America.-VE5HI, 5JG; W5DUK,
An Old Rule Modernised
6AL, 6AM; 6BGH; and 6GCT.
SIR,-With reference to the letter on 6AH,
Centra America.-CO7VP; HuM, 5X;
'the above subject which recently K4ENY
and 4SA.
appeared in your journal, I would suggest
&iuth America .-LTJ1Q4, 6KE; CE1AO;
several better methods of expressing the HK4AG;
equation: "Ohms in thousands" or Brazilians. YV5AE, HUJW and nine
Ohms divided by 1,000" or
Asia.-VS2AK and YI2BA.
Volts
Auetralia.-VK2HF and 3AL.
Milliamps x (Ohms/1,00O)
The
point of DX conditions
I would add that I make no claim of recentlyoutstanding
is
great increase in strength
originality for the E/I X R formula, which and numbersthe
South American stations.
I know was published many years ago in The receiverofthe
is an o-v-1 employing a
various papers, but merely for the intro- 66ft. outdoor antenna.-A. P. L. CAsLIRG
duction of the mnemonic or key-words, (Hale, Cheshire).
EItheR or ERI:c.-D. ALDOUS (Ilford).
-

A Mains-less H.T. Unit
Our Free Service Dept
\YJTE wish to point out a printer's error
SIR,-May I express my appreciation of
the help you rendered mein completing "V in our list of parts for the "Mainsthe "Gladiator All-Wave Three" set, and Less H.T. Unit" in our issue of July 17th.

on severul other occasions in the past,
when your valuable advice concerning my
difficulties has always proved of real worth.
I got reception for the first time this
afternoon when I was very much struck
:with the purity of tone. In comparing
the tone with my late model, "The AllPentode Three," I am quite satisfied that
the new onp is superior, and with an old
J)Ortable three-valve, which I keep to
fall back upon, there is no comparisons
I do not wish to bring a jarring note
into this letter of thanks to you, but I
must mention the carelessness of some
makers of repute who claim to sell tested
components and charge top prices for
faulty material. This is a sure way of
sending old custothèrs tothe cheaper agents.
-J. MARSH (Derby).

A Novel Pocket Torch
THE accompanying illustration shows a

novel torch which has been invented
by Mr. J. Wearham and which will
prove of great interest to radio receiver
constructors. As will be seen from the if lustration, it incorporates a portable inspection
device, Taut unlike previous ideas modelled

CUT THIS OUT EACH WEEK.

Time

tion of the articles by "The Experimenters," which I enjoyed reading. I am
a new reader of about five months'
standing, and I have a very high opinion
of PRACTICAL AD AMATIIUR WIIUILESs.
Some of the articles, however, I found
were too technical for me.
With the advent of the new series for

'J

HR3A, HK4AG, YI2BA and SY1KE.V. H. ThORNE, Homerton Street,Cambridge,

-

would like to express my apprecia-

beginners, however, I think you have
forged the missing link, which hundreds like
myself will appreciate. I sincerely hope
that you will continue to print such articles
by The Experimenters-and I herewith
offer a suggestion that the subject for a
future article will be" The Straight Three,"
with general couments. It might also
interest you to know that I am expressing
the sentiments of several of my friends
regarding the above-mentioned articles.Anrnua P. Sixs (Dinas Powis, Glam).
A 14 mc(s Log from Cheshire
QIR,-I herewith append a log of the
stations heard here during the past
three months on the 14 me/s 'phone band
Africa.-SU1CH, 1DB, 1KO, 1RO, iSO,
CT2AB, OQ5AA,
FT4AG,
FA8GT,
EA8AE and CN8AM.

A. S.W. Log From Cambridge
QIR,-As I have not seen a S.W.log from
L) Cambridge in PRACTICAL A'1D AMATEUR
WIRELESS I enclose mine. The receiver used
is a 5-valve battery superhet. 'Phone stations
heard during the past few weeks are:
OA4AL, VK2VB, 211F, K4ENY, CX2AK,
VO6L, PY1EW, SAM, 2FF, 2AJ, 2CK,
2ET, YVSAE, SAN, SAY, SABE, NY2AE,
W6CQI, 6NNR, 6AL, CO2WW, LLII6KE'
LU2CA, LU7AG, U3BO, CE1AO, 3DW,
VU2CQ, SU1SG, iCH, FT4AG, 4AN, 4AA,
SP1HH, LY1J, ZB1H, HB9A, HA8N,

The H.T.V.2, which is of the non-synchronous type, is not suitable for the circuit. The H.T.V.1 model must be used.
Messrs. Bulgin state that as a reservoir
condenser we have employed a capacity of
4 iF, also on the smoothed H.T. side we
as
have employed 4 pP instead of S
recommended by them.
They think our readers may also be interested in a - method of improving the
smoothed output of the unit, this beingconnecting in series with the .01-pF buffer
condensers, resistances having a value of
100 £, also connecting in para1el with the
.ipF low-tension bufibre, resistances of

The Experimenters'" Articles

S"4

-

-THAT

i
f

glass may be used s a substitute for ¡
¡
ebonite in panels and so on.
-THAT special anti-interference chokes are
obtainable for inClusion In the aerial lead to a
receiver.
-THAT H.F. interference can be Carried to s
receiver through the mains leads.
-THAT an aerial must be kept well clear of
any earthed body especially metal gutters and
pipes.
-THAT the earth lead must not bs permitted to
come Into contact with other earthed bodies and :
should preferably be insulated.
-THAT a fixed condenser across a switch will i
somettmes prevent trouble and nois, due to

arcing.

ft/se Editor will be teased to considei' articles of e
practical nature suitable for publteatson iFs PBACTIC&i
AMATEUR WIRELESS.
Suc/a articles shosstd be
of the paper only, and should contain
the name and address of the sender. Whilst the Edit
does not hold himself responsible fo, manuscripts, every
effort will be made to return them sí a stamped and
addressed etsvelove is enclosed.
All correspondence
intended for the isditor should be addressed: The Editor,
j'lshcTIcAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS. George Yewnes.
AND

written on one side

Ltd. Tower House, Southampton Street.

Cuing

to the

rapid progress

Strand, lV.O.2
in the design of wireless

apparatus and to our efforts to keep our readers in touch
wsth the latest developments, we give no weirranty I/sat
apparatus desiibed isa our columns io not the subject of
letters patent.
-

torcia in

use, aisd enlarged view showing
removable (ens holder.

¡lie

round this arrangement, this is in addition
to the ordinary function as a torch. The
torch is built up in the following manner:
A small bulb holder is provided with a
reflector, to which is attached an expanding
ring which is of such a .size that it may
comfortably be slipped over the finger.
The reflector acts also as a shield and thus
when clipped to the finger the bulb may be
inserted into various corners of apparatus,
such as a wireless receiver, in order to carry
out inspection work without the light affecting the eyes. A flexible wire is attached to
the bulb-holder, and this terminates in a
screw adapter which is inserted into the
normal bulb holder on the torch or battery
container, and the flex is of sufficient length
to enable the device to be used under many
different conditions. To enable the torch
to be used in the ordinary way the bulb
shield is recessed to pass Over- the screwed
plug and the usual lene is mpunfed on an
extension which is of sufficient length to
accommodate the bulb and shield. The flex
is wrapped round the finger ring after the
bulb is placed into position, and the torch,
therefore, assumes a normal appearance,
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B L U E PRINT SE RV IC E
Blueprint, bd.

Bliibpiinls, Is. each.
lxperlmenter'u Short-Wave Three

Three-valve

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
No, of
Dok of Issue, liy.eprtnt.
CRYSTAl. SETS

-lVfl Crystal Receiver

..

..

STRAIGHT SETS. Battery
One-valve Blueprint, is.
AU-wave Uni sen (Pentodo)
..
Two-valve
lueprints, is. each.
Four-range Super Mag Two (0,
..
Pen)
Tise Signet Two
Three-valve Blueprints, is. acb.
Tise Long-Range Exirese Three
(SCv, D, Pen)
Seleetone Battery Three (D, 2 LP
-

-

...... -

(SG, D, Pow)
The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LF (RC and
Tise

.

PW31A

......

:

--------

PW2

24.4.37

I'WlO

------ 22.3.37

rW34A

PW4O

l'Itt

.........

PW,L
PWS3
PWSS
PWOL

PW62

-

...... 0.1.34
-.......
"Limit" All-Wave

(SG), LE, Cl. B)
Fury Four Super (SG, SO, D. Pen)
Battery RaU-Mark 4 (Hi, Pen, D,

Push-Pull
F. J. Camme
Four (HF Pen, D, LF, P)

..

2O.03O

Mains Operated.
Two-valve Blueprints, is. each.
AC. Twin (D (Pesi), Peu)
A.C.-D.C. Two (SG, Pow)
Selectone AC. Radlogram Two
(ti, Pow)
Three-valve Blueprints, is each.
iioubie-Dlode-Trlode Three (HF
Pen, DDT, Pen)
DC. Ace (SG, D, Pen)
A.C. Three (SG, D, Pen> ....
7.4.34
A.C. Leader (HF Pen, D, Pow)
31.3.34
D.C. Premier (HF Pen, D, Pen)
28.7.34
Ubique (HF Pen, D (Pen), Peu)
Armada Malus Three (11F Pen, D,
Pen)
F..!. Camm's A.C. All-Wave Silver
Souvenir Tisico (HI' Peu, D,
11.1.35
Peu)
"All-Wave" AC. Three (D, 2 Li
17.8.15
(RC))
A.U. 1936 Sonotone (HF Pen, HF.
Pen)
Westactor,
....
Pen,
Mains Record AU-Wave .3 (11F
5.12.36
Pen, D, Pen)
Four-valve Blueprints, in. each.
SG,
(SG,
D,
Pen
Fury
Four
A5C.
A.C. Fury Four Super (SG, SG,
Peu)
AC. Hall-Mark (HF Peu, D, Push24.7.37
Pull)
Universal Hall-Mark (HF Pen, »,
9,2.35
Push-Pull
SUPERH ETS.
B!ueprints,
is.
each
Battery Sets
.. 3.6.37
£5 Superhet (Three-valve)
F. J. Camm's 2-valve Superiset
13.7.33
Two-valvF. J. (lamm's £4 Superhet
F. J. (lamm's "Vitesse" AU-Waver
27.2.37
(5.valver)
Mains Sets: Blueprints, is. each.
AO. £5 Superhet(Three-valver)
1.12.34
D.C. £3 Superhet (Three-valve)
Universal £5 Superhet (Three

-

PW'64

........ ........
........
-

......

-

:

PW72

pW4

EW1L

........ 16.1.37

-

-

.

-

.

Lurerne Ranger (SG, D, Trans)..
Cossor Melody Maker with Lucerne
colis
Mallard Master Three with

PW.16
PWG7

-----.

PWI9
PWI3
PW2.S
PW2O

PW33C

P\V358
PV36A
PW3S
PWSO

PWjI
PV5O)

PW7O
PW2O

PW4S

-

,

AW4LO

AW412

-

AWII4
AW435

-

-

........

...... -

........ ........ -

-

PW52
J'W58
PW7S

-

-

:

PW43
PW42
PW44
PW5t)
PWOO

PW73
-

PW38A

'

.

......

:

EeonomA.C.Two(D,Tratss)A.C.
Unicorn AC-D.C. Two (D Pen)
-

-

'

W.O.2.

Blueprints, la. each.
Rome-Lover's New All-electric
Three (SG, D,Trans) AC. .. S.G, Three (SG, D, Pen) AC.
AC. Triodyne (SO, D, Pen) AC. 19,8.33
AC. Pentaquester (EF Pen, D,
Pen) A.C.
23,0.34
Mantovaul AC, Three (11F Pen.
D, Pen) A.0
£15 lIs. 1936 AC. Badlogram
(HF, D, Pen) ....... Jan. '36
Three-valve

-

AW383

-

,AW39(l

-

AW399

------

AW439

.......

WM3II
WM4O1

Four-valve Blueprints, is. Gd. each.
All-Metal Four (2 SG, D, Pen) July '33

WM3±6

Harris Jubilee Radiogram (HF
Pen, D, LF, E)
..
.. Muy '35
Battery Sets

SUPERHETS.
Blueprints, is. Gd. each.-

WMSSO

-

..... .ModernSuperSenlor
Varsity Four
Od. '31
The Bequest All-Waver .... June '36
1935 Super Five Battery (Superhet) ............
Mains Sets Blueprints, Is. Bd. each.
1934 AC. Century Super A.C. ..
Eeptode Super Three A.0 ....iIay '34
"V.M." Itadiogram Super AC.
1935 AC. Stenode
.... ApI. '35
:

WMSTS

......

WM395
WM407
WM379

:

J.W425
WM3IU
WM3USI
WM3135

PORTABLES.
Four-valve Blueprints, is. Bd. each.
MIdget Class B Portable (SG, D,
LE, Class B)
20.5.33
Holiday Portable (SO, D, J.F,
Class B) ..........
3,7,33
Family Portable (HF, D, RC,
Trans) .......... 22.9.34
Two 11F. Portable (2 SG, D,
:

......

AWS8O

AW393
AW447

SHORT-WAVE SETS-Battery Operated.
One-valve Blueprints, is. each.

.

PW4O

3fnpo,lu,

AW4IO
AW422

'

........

-

QP2I) .......... June '34
Tyers Portable (SO, D, 2 Trans) ..
-

Trane)
AW437
All-Britain Three(HF,Pon, D,Pen)
AW448
"Wlrelevs League Three (HF
Pen, D, Pen) ....... 3.11.34
AW451
Transportable Three (SG, D, Pen)
WM271
£6 os. Itadiogram (D, RC, Trans)
WM318
Simple-tusse Three(SG,D, Pen)
June'33 WM327
Economy-Pentode Three (SG, D,
Pen)
Od. '33 WM337
\V.M." 1934 Standard Three
(SG, D, Peu)
WM3S1
£3 Is. Three (SG, D, Trans)
.. Ma,-. '34
VM354
Iron-core Band-pass Three (SG, D,
QP21)
WM362
1935 £6 Os. Battery Three (SG, D,
WM371
Pen)
l'TP Three (Pen, D, Peu)
.. June'35 WM398
Certainty Three (SG, D, Pen) .. VM393
)linitubc Three (SG, D, Trans) .. 0cL '35
WM396
All-wave Winning Three (SG, D,
Pen)
13cC. '35
WM400
Four-valve: Blueprints, is. Od. each.
65v. Four (SG, D, RC, Trans) .. AW370
"Â.W." Ideal Four (2 SG, D, Pen) 16.9.33
AW402
211F Four (2S0, D, Pen)
..
AW42t
Crusaders' A.V.C.4 (2 HF, D, QP21) 18.8.34 AW445
(Pentode and Clays B Outpute for
above: Blueprints, 6d. each) .. 25.8.34 AW445A
Sell-contained Four (SG. D. LP.
Class B)
WM331
Aug. '33
Lucerne Straight Four (SG, D, LF,
Trans) ...........
WM350
WM381
£5 5g. Battery Four (HF, D, 2LF) Feb. '35
The HK. Four (SG, SG, D, Pen) Mar. '33
WM384
The Auto Straight Four (HF Pen,
WM404
HF Pen, DDT, Pen) ..
.. April'36
Five-valve
Blueprints, is.. Gd. each.
Super-quality Five (2HF, D, BC.
Trans) ..
..
.... May'33 WM320
Olass B Quadradyne (2 SG, D, LT,
ClassE)
..
-. Dee. '33
WM344
New Class-B Five (2 SG, D, LT,
Class B)
Nov. '33
WM3IO
MainsOporated.
Two-valve Blueprints, is. each.
AW403
ConvoelectricTwo(D,Pen)A.C..
.

.....

4d
78d

ÄW417

AW423

Lucerne Colle ..
..
£5 Ss. Three
De Luxe Version
(SG, D, Trane)
19.5.34
Lucerne StraIght Three (D, RC,

PW 18
PW31

SETS.

Midget Short-wave Two (D, Pen)

....
....

Model(SG,D,Pen)

-

:

het4
"Qualitone" Universal Four
SHORT-WAVE
Two-valve: Blueprint, is

......

Class B)
25.11.33
£5 58. S.O.S (SG, D, Trans)
.. 2.12.33
1934 Ether Searcher: Baseboard
Model (SG, D, Pen)
1934 Ether Searcher: Chaesis

PW340

PW47

......

......

PW:14B

.......

valve) ..
F. J. Camm's A,C, £4 Superhet 4 3L737
F. J. Cansin's Universal £4 Super-

-

Twenty-station
Loudspeaker
One-valver (Clase B) .....
AW449
Two-valve Blueprints, is. each.
Melody Ranger Two (D, Trans)..
AW388
Full-volume Two (SG dot., Pen)..
AW392
B.B.C. National Two with Lucerne
Coil (D, Trans)
AW377A
Big-power Melody Two with
Lucerne Coil (SO, Trane)
..
ÂW338A
Lucerne Minor (D, Pcn) ..
..
A\V420
A Modern Two-valver .....
WM409
Three-valve Blueprints, is. each.
Class B Three (D, £rans, Clases B)
AW386
Itew Britain's Favourite Tlsrec
(D, Trans, Class B)
.... 15_7.33 AW394
Home-built Coil Three (SG, D,
Trans) ............
AW404
Fan and Family Three (D, Trans,

PWI7

PW34D

-

-

:

PWGO

........
........
......
.......

PW12

'

PW6G

-

:

...... -

PWT7

-

:

-.

Send (preferobly) a p0,/ui order to coree the coat of the
blueprint sod the mese (stump, over ed. un,ceeptoble), to
PRACTICAt AND Asume,. Wlnur,poo Blueprint Dept.,
(Seo. Sienne,, Lt.L, Toan,- House, Soulhs,optoo Street,

Strand,

...... -

-

-.

Wireless Megnam,
.. 1/3
-,
-The Indes lettera hlch precede the blueprint Number
Iadk,ute the periodical in wisieh the deucription appear,;
thou FW refer, to Pns,rIcAt Wosetous, AW to .A,,,oleOr
Wireless, FM to ¿'rorsieslj JfecCe air,, W.5j to II ls-eles,

PWO5

:

........

Rucleon

PW74

(1 valve)
PW4SA
AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS MAGAZINE
CRYSTAL SETS.
Blueprints, Gd. each.
Four-station Crystal Set
.. 12.12.30 AW427
1934 Crystal Set
AW444
150-mile Crystal Set
....
AW450
STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.
One-valve
Blueprints, i s. each.
B.B.C. Special One-valver
..
AW887

PW48

.......

........ Class B Pour (SG, D

SW. Converter-Adapter

PW3O
PW4L

20.5.37
12.6.37
16.3.35

Pen, D (Pen), Pen) (All-Wave
13.4SF,
Three)
Genet Midget (D, 2 LP (Trane)) .. Jwse '31
Carneo Midget Three (D, 2 LP
8.0.31
(Trans))
1030 Sonotone Three-Four (HF
17.8.31
Pen, HF Pen, Weetector, Peas)
Battery All-Wave Three (D, 2 LP
(RC))
The Monitor (UF, Pen, D, Pen)..
The Tutor Three (HF Pen, D, Pen) 21.3.36
The Centaur Three (SG, D, P) ..
The Gladiator AU-Wave Three
.. 29.8.36
(HF Peu, D (Pen), Pen)
F. J. Camm's Record All-Wave
Pen,
D,
Pen)
.. 31.10.30
Three (11F
The "Colt" All-Wave Three (D
.... 5.12.36
2 LF (RC & Trans))
Four-valve: Blueprints, is. each.
1.5.37
Sonotone Four (SO, D, LE, P) ..
.. 8.5.37
Fury Four (2 SO, D, Pea)
Beta Universal Four (SO, D, LP,

dB)

-

MISCELLANEOUS.

PW33
PW37

8.8.34

1'\V63
PWCS

4d. PoSt paid

.

Amsteur Wirole.,
Practical Meebume,

:

-

.........

(Trans))
Sixty Shilling Three (D, 2LF
(RC & Trans))
..
Leader Three (SG, D, Pow)
Summit Three (EF Pen, D, Pen)
All Pentodo Three (HF Eon, J)
..
(Pen), Pen)
..
..
HaU-mark.Three(SG, D, Pow)
Rail-niarle Cadet (D, LP, Peis(RC)
1'. J. Camm's Sliver Souvenir (HF)

PORTABLES.
Three-valve Blueprints, is. each.
F. J. Comm's ELF Three-valve
Portable (RE Pen, D, Pen)
Parvo Flyweight Midget Portable (SO, D, Pen)
.... 19.8.37
Four-valve Blueprint, is,
Featherweight Portable Four (SG,
D, LP, CI. B) -------- 15.5.37

pW3011
1'W76

29.8.30

-

........

:

11.834

P'IV3OA

Trans)) ...........
7.8.37
Btndsprcatl SW. Three (11F
Pen, D (Pen), Pen)
.. 29.8.30
Tele-Cent" -8.W.3 (8G, D (SO),
Pen)
30.1,37

PW7I

9.1.37
Operated.

of Practical Wireleas
-

WM285
WM39L

WM363

WM3OT

:

SW. One-valvorconverter(Price Osi.)SW. One-valve for America -. 23.1.37
Rome Short-Waver
Two-valve Blueprintu, is. each.
Ultra-short Battery Two (SG dot.,
Pen)

AW329
AW429
AW452

........ - '36

a

WM402
AV.'440

Feb.

Home-nsadecoiiTwo(D.Pen) ..
Three-valve Blueprints, is. each.

World-ranger Short-wave 3 (D,
RC, Trans)
AW3IS
ExperImenter's 5-metre Set (D,
Trans, Super-regen)
.. 30.6.34 AW438
Experimenter's Short-wave (SG,
D. Pen)
Jan.19.'33 A%V403

......
.

-

.........

TheCarrlerShort-waver(SG,D,P) July '35
Four-valve Blueprints, is. Od. each.
A.W. Short-Wave World-Beater
(HF. Pen, D, RC., Trans) ..
Empire Short-Waver (SG, D, RC,
Trans)
Standard Four-valverShort-waver
(SG, D, LF, P)
.... Ms',-. '35

WM3941

:

AW436

........

WM313

Superhet Blueprint, is. Od.
Simplified Short-waver Super .. lies'. '35
Mains Operated.
Two-valve Blueprints, is. each.
Two-valve Maius short-waver (D,
Pen) AC.
Band-spread Short-waver
(D, Pen) A.C.-D.0
"\V.M." Long-wave Converter ..
Three-valve Blueprint, is.
Emigrator (SG, D, Peu) AC. ..
Four-valve Blueprint, is. 6d.
Standard Four-valve AC. Shortwaver (SG,'D, RC, Trans) .. Aug. '35

WM383

:

WM397

:

...... ..... -

:

.

AW413
WM3r,8
W51380J

WM351

:

WMSOI

MISCELLANEOUS.

Enthusiast's Power Amplifier (1/fi) June'85
Listeners' 5-watt AC. 'Amplifier

......... -

(1/6)
Radio Unit(2v) for WM392

..

.........

harrIs Electrogram (battery ans-

Nor. '81

plifier) (1/-)
Dec. '35
De-Luxe Concert AC. Electrogram
Mar. '36
I(cw-Style Short-Wave Adapter
(1/.)
.June '35

WMS87

WM332
W313D8

WM3Ss

........
WM403
........
WMS8y
TrickleCharger(6d.)
.... Jan. 5, '35AW462
.

Short-Wave Adapter (1/.)
.. Dec. 1, '34 A W456
Superhet Converter (1/-)l
.. Dee. 1, '34 AW457
B.L.D.L.C. Short-wave converter
(1/-)
May '36 WM405

........

WilsonToneMaster(1/.)
.. June '35 .WM44J(
The W.M. AC. short-Wave Converter (1/-) .....
..
WSI 408
.

-
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Auoiratic Bias

'UIflhIS

-1

B.B.C. WavJength Changes

"I

-

Receiving Short Waves

"I

have a battery S.G.3 and wish to
a shortwave set externally, so
I should like you to recommend a set of.
components or ready-made set tor this
purpose. "-C. S. (Sandown, LO.W.).
S the ieceiver employ8 an H.F. stage
you can add a short-wae converter.
We have deagribed several different types;
and bluepriñts áre available for some of
-these. Proba1ly. the. most ¿o'nvenient unit
is that shown' on Blueprint PW48A, as'
this is aTt alt-purpOse device suitable for
battery 'o mains operation, and alsó may
be used eithei' a an adapter or converter.

attach

A

Three-range S.W.

have lafely found that I. canno
get the Welsh station, and there seems
to be a jumb!e after 5 o'clock which
w'as not there before. Nobody in our
street can now get the old results in the
afternoon, and I should like to know whether
there have been any changes In the stations."
-B. L. and others.
CERTAIN changes have -recently been
made, and the position is as follows:
firstly, the Western National transmitter
has ceased to exist a such;- and the programme is now radiated from Washlord
Heath on a wavelength of 285.7 metres:
As this was oi'iginally the waveienth of
the Scottish National this transmitter has
now ceased to use that wavelength, and
now uses the common National wavelength
of 261.1 metres. A further complicatiot,
and the one which is apparently affecting -

T
inserted jii the ILT. negative lead
and, therefore, In your case the H.T.

negative terminai of the eliminator should.
be disconnected from your receiver isid
the resistames pjaòed between the t'tsò
pieces' of apparatus. We cannot give the
values as these depend upon the current
flowing. If you wish to bias more than one
valve you will havé to use separate reistor
to make up the total value required for the,
output valve (maximum bias) and the,
values of the separate resistors will have
to be selected so that tappings may be taken
from the junction points to pnyv'ide the
necessary voltage. The value ofthe
resistance is calculated by dividing the
voltage required by the current flowing,t
and this is the total current of your sot.'
If you do not know the value you will'
have to insert a milliammetor in the H.T.
negative lead in order to find it.

Hi-Q

Coil

'e wls1todraw
f3ct that the Qu

9-1h

Wegh4ws

Mains-less H.T. Unit
' I have the parts to make the mains-less

H.T. unit, but the transformer is the M.T.5.
The set I want to run Is a 3-valve battery
set at 150 volts 12 milliamps. I have been
told I can get 150 volts by a resistor in the
positive lead and a bleeder resistor across the
positive and, negative to reduce the surplus
in the circuit. Is this correct?
W.
Manchester, 10).

"-I.

-

j'OU can adopt the scheme me'ntioned,

and the values of the resistors will
have to be carefully calculated. Less
current is supplied, actually, by the M.T.5
transformer than by the lower-voltage
component, so that theoretically a series
resistance alone is all that is required.
You will have slightly over 150 volts to
dissipate at 12 to .15 ipA. and therefore
require a resistance of approximately
13,000 ohms. The wattage would be
approximately 2.

rr's attention to the
ice i f ntended only
lems or difliculties

jetlon of receivers.
ì arttcles appearing
al wireless matters.

robviousreasona-'
07

cóiipicte

(1) Supply ¿ii

irdb

(2)

or modifications pf
In our cqntom-

(3)

multi-valvi
suggest all
receivers
poraries.

Sugget all

or módiflcations to

rflfflmploI,,

s:

U,ant Interviews to quèrISt
iamped addresSed envelops must

(5)
,&

be

enclosed for the reply. All sketches and
drawings which arG sent to us should boar
the lLante nnd addeee pi the sender.,
Reqdsts for Biuepr4nts must not be enclosed
with queries as they are dealt with by a

"I

tivity device, cat. No. W.76."-W. J. L.
(North Finchley).
¡N the receiver referred to it is possible
I to utilise any type of dual-rango coil.
1.f.you adopt the coil you refer to you will
not, of course, require the pre-set or fixed
condçnser in the aerial lead which was
referred to by the Exiierimenters in the
article in question.

sohtlofl

arising from tb
described In our
lt our pages, or

Experimenters' One-valver
should like to know whether I could
use in the Experimenters' One-valver the
coil known as Teisen Dual-range Aerial
Coil with the incorporated variable selec-

Coil Unit
have obtained one of the Lissen
Hi-Q Coil units and should be glad if you
could recommend one of your receivers
into which I could build this. I do not wish
to use more thañ 3 valves in the interests 0E
economy."-V. G. (Deal).
HE only set in which we have used the
coil unit in question is the Tele-Cent
Three, a short-waver employing au S.G.
aperiodic R.F. stage, S.Q, detector and a
ilarries Output valve. A blueprint is
available for this receiver, No. PW47,
and it was described ici our issue dated

"I

In a recent issüe you published a letter
from a reader who had built the Simplest
Short-waver incorporating a triple-range
short-wave coil. I should be glad to know
the name of the makers of this particular
compoisent, as I would like to use one.'-J. B. (Airdrie),.
E coil was a Lissen component which
fH is no longer obtainable. A special
switch was .supplied by the maker for
wave-change purposes, and the coil could
be mounted on the switch to reduce external
wiring. We believe the coilmay still be
obtained from certain stores which deal in
manufacturers' surplus and similar goods.

i

" Will you please tell me the way to make
my battery set work without grid battery?
What, condensers and resistances aré
required for G.B. 3 volts, 4jvolts and 12
volts? My set is -operated from an
e1iminator."-. S. (N.19).
¿
HE resistancés for biasing must b

separate department.
I

I

SteS sont qeerlei' to 1h. Editor. PRACTICAL AID
AATEUu WIRELESS. (Ieore IlewneI, Ltd., Toet
Hou.., 55.thampton Str,,t. Striod, Loado,, W.C.2.
C,upon. muit be enaJoeid with Yeti query.

o

you most, is that the remaining National
transmitters are closed down every day
until 5 p.m., but the Scottish National
transmitter is on daily until that hour,
although it does not always radiate a
"national" programnie. On some days
it takes special school and educational
programmes, whilst other days it takes a
local programme.
A.C. Gramophone

"I am desirousol constructing an A.C.
gramophone. I possess an M.C. speaker,
motor, turntable and pick-up. Kindly
inform me if you have a blueprint and/or
back numbers describing a suitable apparatus."-T. S. V. R. (Tulse Hill).
YOU do not indicate the power you
require and ve are therefore unable
to make a definite recommendation. A
good 5-watt amplifier is shown on Blueprint
WM392, but the issue of the "Wireless
Magazine" describing the construôtion is
out of print. A Power Amplifier (10 to
15 watts) is shown on Blueprint WM387and is described in the" Wireless Magazine"
dated June, 1935, a back number of which
may still be obtained. You could also
probably adapt the Harris Electrogram
or, the A.C. Electrogram, blueprints
WM399 or WM403.

-

.

T

January 30th last.

Speakers

"I

in

Phase

am building a large radio-gram, and
I have three old loudspeakers of different
sizes. I have tried these out temporarily,
and am very pleased with the balanced
effect which they give. L have intended to
incorporate all three in a large cabinet,
and have drawn up tentative designs. A
friend has somewhat upset me, however,
by telling me that results will be bad, due to
the fact that the speakers may-not all be-in
phase. I wonder if you could tell me what
this means and whether Z could make use of
them in the manner I have outlined."G. F. E. (Finchley).
THE point your friend was referring to
was the relative movement of each of
the cones. It is evident that if they aro
just connected up as they are at present,
there is a possibility that when switched on
one cone may be dri,ven forward whilst
one of the others may move backward.
They will both give rise to the same sound,
but as they are close together the-move-

¡

ment of the air round each speaker will
cancel out, or tend to cancel out, the air
movement of the other. It is necessary,
therefore, to arrange that each spaker
cone moves out at the same moment.
and this may be done by r versing the connections to the speech coil, where it is round
necessary. 1f you are unable to follow he
movement of the cones when receiviñg
.a signal, connect a flash-lamp or other small
battery across the speaker transformer.
The coupon on page 304 must bé
J.
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Miscellaneous Advertisements
Advertisements are accept.d for these
columns at th, rate of 3d. per word. Words
in black face and/or capitals are chaìged
double this rOte (minimum charge 3/ per
paragraph). Display line, are charged at
6/- per line. All advertisements muet be
prepaid. All communications shou!d be
addressed to the AdvertispÌent Manager,
"Practical and Amateur Wireless,"
Tower Houe., Southampton Street, Strand,
London, W.C,2,

WIRELESS

I

I

I

I
I

GP.O. Telephones (microphone, receivor, switch).

Guaraflteed, 41- each. Bargain.-Electromícrp,

PREMIER

I

TOURIST ATLAS of Great Britain and

VS

SUP

ORES

guaranteed psriect; carr. paia over 5/..
under 5/. postage 6d. extra.
ALL POST ORDERS TO JUBILEE WORKS,

AND

167,

RD.. LONDON, E.5.
Amherst 4723.
CALLERS, AS USUAL, TO 165 & 165a, FLELT
ST., E.0 4 (Next Ioor to Anderton's Hotel),
Central f833.
Nc
Branch : 50, HIGH ST.,

-.

LOWER

CI.APTON

'Phone

Surplus, Clearance or Seciindhand, etc.

CLAPHAM, S;Wç4 (MacaulaY 2381).

had.r

Have you
GIANT ILLUSTRA TED
CATALOGUE AND YALVE LIST? Send
4d. IN STAMPS FOR THIS BARGAIN
LIST.

lIAR

SHORT-WAVE MANUAL

It.4-.

Short-wave Catalogue only
price lId., post free.
1937

44,

(3

NEW 1937 l-VALVE SHORT-WAVE RECEIVER OR ADAPTOR KIT. 13 to 96 Metreo without coil chooning. Con,plotr
Kit 'and Circuit, 12/6. VALVE GIVEN FREE t DE LUXE
I6ODEI, 14 to 110 Mcjree, completo Kit with ChemIe, 4 CoIte
orni ali

-e'

BIRMINGHAM

1937 2-VALVE.L W. KIT, 13 to 96 Motree withOut coil
Complote Kit orni CIrcuit. 1910. VALVES gIVEN
FREE. DE LUXE MODEL. ¡4 to lito Metre,, compleTe Kit
ChotoIt. 4 Coil. und oil port, 25/. VALVES GIVEN FREE.
3-VALVE SW. KIT, 5.0. Dot. end Fern. 42/-. VALVES

NEW

ciecoglog.

GIVEN FREE.

Summer Sale now proceeding at our
premises. All lines previously adverused stilt in stock.
1)10
CLEARANCE,
03, HIGH HOLBORN,
RA
W.C.1.
'rel.
hoi. 4631.
ALL goods previously advert.isetl are standard
lines, stili available. Post card for list free.
UTILITIES, 101a, Strand, \V.C.2.

l'empio Bar

SHORT-WAVE COflE. 4- nod SpIet traes, 13.911. 22.47.
41'94, 78.170 tartres. 1/9 roch, o ill, circuit,
Speciol cet of
5W. Collo, 14-lIli mOteen. 4/- ccl, wIth circuit. Fernere
it-tened
Stmplllieo
8W. Coli, il-21, 19.41. 48.911 corteo'.
SW. rooeltcr conetructiou. tottebte ony typo circuit, 26.
I

'te.

iil.

loo-tono
COIL PORMERS tuo Oneot pl000tte material,
robbed, 4- or O-pis. 1/- each.
'or..,.
The N'eri "Prsmjer" Short Wn,e CONDENSERS. with
Trolilsi inusiatfos. Certified sopor1or to Ceramic. All.broo,
(lonotreoctlos. 11 mudd., 514; 40 mml,;.. 1/7 ; 101) musId.,
1/10; lOo) mmtL, 250 osmioS., SS. 0W. H.?. Choke,, ed.;
,00,,esrd. 1/5. Ail.Bros, 0W Condenoer, oith Integral 010w.
motion, .00015 TonIng, 3/5; .00015 Reaction, 3,3.

r-.

Famous EUROPA MAINS VALVES. 4 o-. AC. and 20 V. .10
Usi vero,,;, All ,tondor,l typo,, 4/e. I H. Pento,le, onoi F.W.

P338.

E,orll0oro, 5/e.

pONVERSION UNITS for operating D.C. Recelyers
i'rom AC. Mains, iniproveti type, 120 watts
output at £211010. Seuo! for our comprehensive list
of speakers, resistances and other components.
40, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
WARD.
Telephone:Molborn 9703.

"

REPAIRS to Moving Coil Speakers, Cones and Coils
Prices
Fields altered.
fitted or rewound.
Quoted Including Eliminators, Loudspeakers, itopaired, 4/-. LT. and Speech Transformers, 4/- post
Guaranteed. Satisfaction.
Trade invIted.
I'roinpt Service. Estimates Free. LS. Repair ServIce,
Battersea 1821.
5, Italhain Grove, London,

-.free.
-

'':'

11E largest stock of eomponìst.s in England, over
'f 50)) lineo, new catalogue now ready I
Ilearfield, 105, Upper Street, London, Nl.

d.-J.

B.'-4',,

List free. Ail new goods
AC/D.C. 5v. naperhet chassis complete Mullards
tutti MC. speaker, £411010. Halcyon SW. converters
with valve AC., 20/-. Large stork sets- aliti componenia. BuLb, 6, Stanford Avenue, Brighton, SL

CONDENSERS, British Manuflucture, fixed paper in
usietal eases; 800-volt wkg., 4 mlii. 3/0 ; 2 mfd. 2/-;
mid. 1/8; 500-'eoltwkg., 4 unId. 2/C,; 2 mOl. 1/6;
imiti. 1/-. 400-voitwkg. 4 mid. 1/Il; 2mfd.1/.,l nid.
Sil.; guaranteed; poot or c.o.d.-Mentono Radio
Stores, 364, Fulliam Road, London, S.W.10.
1

BATTERY VALVES, 2 colto, It.?.. L.F., 23. Power, Sopor.
Powvr. IjO. lOG.. Vor.Mu-5.O., 4- or i.pi, Pontones,
HF. Peno.. V-mu.5i.F. Pen.., 9/-. Close B, 5'-.

o.-.,.

AMERICAN VALVES. (lenoise Anoeriron HYTRON on,;
TRIAD ilrnt-grode Volee,. 3 month, gosrostee.
All type.
iso stock, 9/0 each,
'lie cud 250. 8/8 roch. New Metol-GIa,n
Valve, oil type,, 0/8 rook. (leu,,lne American DUOTRON
Volve,, oli typeo. 1/5 undo. Voice holder, for oil above
t)pe,, Od. roch. OCTOL boon,, Od. roch.

3-WATT &C, AMPLIFIER. S'stare for mike or pick-up.
Cmopioto kit of porto with 3 valve,, 40/-. Wirr,; od Tooted,
02(16/0,
7-WATT AC/D.C. AMPLIFIER, 3.gtogr tolgh.coto, push.
poli ootput. Complete kit ol poet. with O opecislIy motoloed
valvee. £4 4. Completely Wired and Tested, £5,5 'O.
COSMOCORD PICK-UPS, with to,,eorrn

10/6 cant.

B8(10ER AND BETTER VALUE IN AMERICAN

VALVES, 8/- any popular type. 6/- each, 210,
250 and 81. Variety of Octal Bisse, Tubes, 3/- to 4/-.
All types transmitting tubes in stock. Majestic and
Spartan Types, 4/6 each-Radiographic, Ltd., 06,
Osborne Street, Iasgow, Cl. Bell 848.

RADIO BARCAIS
ELIMINATORS AND CHARGERS. StanWIth charger, 25/-. Charger
Details free-P. and D.
Radio. L (Inodinge Road. N.7.

dard Outputs, 18/-.
ÁLc0
7/6. Year's guarantee.1

md vol,wra control.

PICK-SIP HEADS o,tly, 4,8 mel,,

PREMIER MAINS TRANSFORMERS. wired-end type s,th
icreened primat-lee. topped 200-210 y. Ce,,tre.topprd
Fttauient,. Goaro,,teed one year.
HT. S & S or H.T.10
with 4 y. 4 a. O.T. m,,d 4. I o. CT.. S'O. 250-250 s-. 60mo..

4v.li,4v.1i.,indlv.ln.,,,IIC.T.S,6.
120
of

350.350v.

mo..4v.lo.,4v.2a.,mrnlle.-Io.,oliC.T..I1/.. Any
Jtel and 24F. tnr,oh,als
1.3
4
500-500
150 mi. 4
2-3

these transformers with engraved

1/ti

extra.

s'.

rø LONDOI sould get Nownes Handy
VISITÒKS
Pócket Atlas and Street Guide to London, Edited
by John Bartholomew st Son, Ltd., IS coloured Maps.
General Index to Streets nOd Railway Stations. 2n.
from all bookìtalls.-Oeorge Newnes, Ltd., Tower
House, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
FOR THE ÏsIAN-IN-TRE-3100N,"
by oulumbua and DecIbel, 2s. Od. nct.Writing about tho book the "Mldlsiid.Daily,Telegraph" says "It is both good fun and sound theory.
all booksellers and Librarie, or troia George
Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Soutjiampton Street,
Strand, London, W.C.5.

wiRíS1

"rUE

OUTLINE OF WflLLESS," by *alph

Stranger. Flfth edition,- 8s. Ott. net.-Ttuis
O be
which covers tite subject from A to Z,
recommended to ail who desire to mister the theory
0(31 oderp Wiretèss. At ill Booksèllere und Newsageiits.
I
book,

'1,8

._'Ge&ga Nev'nes, Ltd.. Totter Bouse, Southampton
Street, Strand, London, \V.C.2.

w.,

o.,

w.,

s..

4

s-.

o., 4 V. 1.4 a,, oS CT., 37/S SPEcIAL OFFER PHILIPS
ISAINS TRANSFORMERS.
210-210 y or 100-100 V. at 80
rna., 4 n. 5 w, CT.; 4 e. 1 o. Topped Primary 100-250 volt.,
6/11. 450--110 V. at 130 ma. Or 500-1100 V. 100 rn.,,. 4 s',

ADICTIONARY OT WIRELESS THK1S, by
Ralph Stranger. A Wireless Work o Reference
t liai should be on the bookshelf of every keeñ us tour.
Compiled by a master of lucidity, it gives the meanings
of all Technical terms in general Ilse. l'rlce 2s. (i/I.
from all Booksellers and Newssgents.-t2eorgeNewaes,
Ltd., Tower House. Sonthampton Street,' Strand,
London, W.C.2.
FIFTY TESTED WIRELESS CIRCUITS, by F. J.

Cotmm, s. (Id-TItis handbook contains every
uutodern circuit complete with instructions for assentioling, component o aines, and' noteo on operation.

Obtainable at all 'Booksellers and - i'lewsagerits.George Setenes, Ltd., Tower House, 'Southampton
Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
401110 THRILLING THAN FI('TION.-Newnca
Vorld Library couitoina the iineoot truelife travel and adventure béoka, great literature and
exhilarating reading. Each 2s. lid, net from ail
Bookseibers.-George Newnes, Ltd., Too-er flouse,
Sosttbaunpton Street, Strand, London, W.V.2.

IVIWide

PERPLEXITIES

tinti

TANTALISERS.-' The

Strand Problem Book" io tite finest collection of
puzzles of ali kinds ever assembled, mathematical,
geographical, literary-acrostics and costeo. Joy W. T.
Williams (Tantalus) and G. H. Savage. Only 2e. 014,
net from toil Booksellers,-George Newnes, J,tol.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand. London,
W

,C.2.-

TELBVISION.-Newnes Television and Shortwave flatidl,00l,, by F. J. Camm, deals antliotitotively with Scanning Systems (Drums, MIrror
Seres-e, Thsco, etc.), Neon Lamps, Tite Cathode-Ray
Oscillograph, How to build Short-wave and Ultra.
short-wave Receivers. Fully illustrated, 3s. 64. not.
From your bookseller.-Geore Newnea, Ltd., Towcg
House, Southampton Street-, Strand, London, W.O.2.

3.2

o. nod 4 e. 3 s. Screened Primary.
TappesS
e., I2S. AUTO TRANSFORMERS, step
7/6; 100 watte, 10/..
SMOOTHING
CHOKES 20m,.. 2/9; 40mw. 4/. 414) rna,, 5/S. 150 mo.,
10/6. Sproker Replacemeot Choke,,, 2,100 ohms, 00 mo.,
5/8.

w CT. I V.
lopot 300.250
4

FREE ADVICE BUREAU

COUPON

,.p or losen. 60 ss-otto,

Electric SOLDERING IRONS,

VALV ES

Channel Itlands, with liidex to the principal Motoring
and Cycling centres and dIstances 2v. Ud. from all
Booksellers-George Newue5 Ltd.. Tower House,
Southaniptois Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

oo,l

i

SP1 Hotoorn

Over Decoy's the Booksellers,
VAUXHALL

porto, 17/8.

SIIPERBET CONVERTER KIT. 15M. De Lune Model, 186.
8.W. SI3I'ERHZI CONVERTER KIT, for A.C. Merlu, Ercolver,,
20/-. AC. Valve given FREE i

times enlarged)

HOLLOWAY HEAD,

RoutPGuide." EdIted by JOhn Bartholomew
"NEWNES
Ltd., 120 pages of fully coloured contour maps
for the whole of England. Scotland, Ireland and
& Son,

-at

iìfinat1n and circuIto
mains and battery receivers, including straight,
superhet and 5-metre transmitters, modulators, etc.
3iìptmation on transuaitting licences, aerials, Class B
ainpllilcations, neutralizations, supethct alignusent, etc.
The most comprohensiwe manual published, written
by practical engineers, price 611. post free, 7d. l1'cekd with short-wave

0viudlug catalogue.

1937

75, MasI,ro' Road, W.14.

All goods

R DIO

7th,

MISCELLANEOUS

.11

-

RECEIVERS, 00M PONEN1
ACCESSORIES

August

200.210

e., A.C./D.C.. 23.

SPECIAL OFFER LISSER TWO-OA,N0 SCREENED ALL.
WAVE COILS, 12 to 2,000 ,,tetre,, eomplot with ats'Itrhtng
and wiring diagram,, 5/11 por art.

This coupon Is available untIl August 14th,
1037, and must be attoched to all letters containing queries.
PRACTICAL AND AMATEU1L WIRELESS,
7/5/37.

Specie] Otter RPM Esergised Movisg Coil, ltjts. dias,. 3,610
ohms field Power or Pentocle transformer (state which),

14/6.
KOLA lotet type P6 .... iaL. R. & A. mains
ohms field, 10/6 roch Jessen P.M.,, 1016.

enertced 2,i00

WU. 1936 STENTORIAN SPEAKERS. Stamloed model
(lIst, 82/6), IllS. Brand new in origimsi ,calrd cactos,.
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS for l'omeT or rentode.
Moiti-Ratio, 4/6.

2/6;

TUBULAR CONDENSERS. non-Incloetive oli vaine, np to
5 mid., lid, each.
i Watt Resistors, lid. 4 Watts, 1/-.
All

Good, prevIously advertised, tIll ovoiloble.

Üdd

50/-WEEKLY

Charge accumulators in your Spare

¡

time.

Complete Charger, incorporating
Westinghouse Metal Rectifiers.
Wilt charge 84 accumulators weckly.j
Price £4.4.,O
or BI- monthly.

Send for fall particulars

M.P.R. ELECTRICAL CO.. 252, Victoria Rotici,

Romford, Essex.
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Something Entirely N E W!

MCCA I1?1FIIW

A.MJ.Mevb.E..

LM.LC.E..
A.M.I.E.E..

°
-

P!7OtESSOP

Radio

Acre,

A.M'LOW

s
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vith9B.V.A.

valve,.)

band.

I'ool,lO,'ders float t,ecrosaed and currency regiolercd.

NEW
TIMES SALES
i56 (Pr.W.27,) Ludgate Hill, London,

12.8

-33,

29

80, 199- 553,

©BULGN
BULLET! NL

Special Competitions

2000

8OO

Illuminated dial with prncipal Station
Separate coloured light, for each wove-

Every Monih

Ciomit io Briel.-Aeriot input to pro-noirotor airvuit. rodio freqann.-y
onpililer, lateot type triudn-brno,Io trovjievry charnier. 2
pori I.F.T. maple.! LOP', mp!Ulern, double dido detector. LOP'.
apttiter, prffired traarulor.oer-coopled puab'puIl triodo output
giving t wutti,
Pinent oonipoovnta yard
Heavy vdrniurri'plutrd rtel vharnl.
workmanship throughout.

CO.,
E.C.4.

-EST-1924

-

wavebandu

metre,.
name,,

-,

.

PHOTOGRAPHS

(Complete

4

..

Booklet to.

McMICRAEL, PETO-SCOTT AND ZONO.
PRONE.

'PRIZES For Your

-

I

,tx-'0;-'1-'i---.

fon' free

day describing in full, with
actual photographs, the "3-in-l" ShortWave Kit and 4 other entirely new
N.T.S. Bargain Short-Wave Kits and
range of Short-Wave Components.
SEND FOR BIG LIST OF BARGAIN
SETS BY ATLAS, BRITISE RADIOB.T.S.,
P R O N E.
KB., LISSER.

I.

ax,

condenser.

Writ.

F REE

I

s,.

O e

218..

liii PRACTICAL MOTORIST'S ENCYCLOPjEDIA, by t'. J. Camin, 3s. Id. net. A lucid
exposition of the principles, upkeep and repair of
every part of the car. 442 illustrations. From booksellers everywhere-George Newitee, LW., Tower
Rouse, Southampton Street, Strand, London, \V.C.2.

-

t

Show.motioii
hosd,pread
tuning
WORLD
RECEPTION I
Air-spaced bandspread
nod tank condoner,.
SPECIAL ANTI-BLIED - SPOT
CONDENSER.
3 craIe, rolibraird degree, sod tenth,.
The lIT.5.
2-m-1" Short-Waco KIL I. entirely unique
In stmort-,errve teehni,iur. Thin amarine rombIno! Adaptor.
CvCrier- See.ivrr i. ollered pou for the tient time . - . atan
astvslsh,,cIv lo,r pelee.
KIT "1 " comprises el'ery tart for assemble,
Wolusllmrg I 4-oia coil,, ,,Irin
and assembly
inutrrictlon,. les, valse ont» tholi or 0.0.0.
(3srr. Pd. Sk/., or 2/fl dsw and 10 monthly
pavmento 2.6.
Kit "2." WItt, BritIsh vahee, £I'S,O, 0e 2 6
'toron ,nd 11 nonlhly l.a3ntrs,ts
If .v.T.S. hradpo one. reqo j,rd, add 7.6 io Cn$5
Peter. a, S'i. lo depo.it os,,! ee1, oseiMo pey,es'el.

VERYMAN'S WIRELESS BOOK, by F. J. Canim.
3s. lId, net. .A
invaluable book of reference,
explaining the operation, upkeep and overhaul of all
types of. wijeless receivér. 200 illustrations. From
tali Booksellers and Iewsagants.-Goorge Newnes,
Ltd., Tower House, Soutlianipton Street, Strand,
London, \.C.2.
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The Oùtstanding Work For All eiectricai& Wireless engineers

SPRACTICAL
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING"
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Electrical Engineering, advancement and success
corne tz the man who is best equipped tp tackle and
understand the multifarious jobs áiid roblems he may
youÇto
encounter. This new ànd up-to-date work will help
acquire the necessary combination of theoretical and practical
knowledge:- It is invaluable alike to the Student and to the practising engineer. It shows the approved methods of dealing with
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every type of work, from the installation, erecton, wjriflg,afld
maintenance of an electrical plant for a small house to that of a
large factóry replete with the most up-to-dàt equipment.
In addition, the most modern applications of electri&y,
including sound-film reSroduction, wireless, etc., are fully déalt
with, and the Volumes contain a great deal of most valuable
data-which cannot be found in any other work. Send-for the
illustrated prospectus-and judge for yourself.
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AC. superhet. Two portables will also
N August 18th a big Blackpool broad- be seen.
cast is to be given from the Northern North-east Regional Station
Regional in which Reginald Dixon will be
THE B.B.C. N.E. Regional station at
heard on the Tower Ballroom organ. On
Bewclay, Northumberland, should be
the following day, Horace Finch, the ready for use by the end of September.
'well-known Blaekpool organist., will also The exterior of the transmitter is now coinbe heard in a programme of music on tuis pleted, and the installation work lias heen
instrument.
commenced. It is stated that a beaconlight is to beprovided at the head of the
Meet the McKittricks
mast in order to warn aircraft.
rJ-HE McKittricks are going to the seaside.
Open Air Television
I
family
You will know people like this
if you have ever been to a popular seaside 'T'RE first oien-air demonstrations in
arc being given
resort-they are what you might call inI London of television
the West End, where television receivers
I have been installed at the entrances to a
cinema and five-minute shows are given.

Tower Ballroom Organ

JITH only two weeks left before the

opening of this year's Radio Exhibition, excitement is growing as to
the nature of many of the exhibits. So far,
it has definitely been established that many
new television receivers will be on view,
and the majority of the receivers to be
shown will embrace all-wave tuning as the
main,tlieme. Indeed, this year the authorities have adopted all-wave listening as the
key.note of the Show, and thus every visitor
will be anxious to see the improvements
which havc been made in the design of
apparatus for short-wave reception, combined with ordinary broadcast reception.
Thermion gives, in this issue, his forecast
'of the Show, and it now only remains for
the manufacturers to release the lastminute details to enable us to pass on to
our renders in advance newsi of the
exhibits anti features which will be worth
seein this year. Next week we shall be
in a position to give some exclusive notes
concerning components and receivers which
will he exhibited, and the issue following
that will contain a Complete Guide othe
Show. Make certain of your copies and
place an order now with your newsagent
to avoid disappointment.
VV

Film Star in Radio Serial
AWELL-KNOWN American radio
company broadcasta a serial every
day of the week from one of its
high-powered stations, and they announce
that Dorothy Gish, the famous stage and
screen star, has been signed to play the
feminine lead in this serial Supporting her
!j harold Vermilyea, also a well-known
Broactway stage and radio star. This will
mark Miss Gish's debut in radio as the
star of her own programme. This programmo may be heard on 428 metres on
the medium-wave band and also from
station W8XALon 49.5 metres, at 2.45 p.m.

T
the

WORLD

the

Rad iolympia

Prize Onions

VOL. X.

wh.sci.,
W. J. DeIiey, H. i Barton
BSc., A.M.I.E.E., Frank Preston.

A
U.

Q

Big-screen CR. Television
THE first English demonstration of bin-

ADVANCEOLYMPIA

SHOW

DETAILS
and

i

!

-

I

IMPORTANT

ANNOUNCEMENT
concerning our

SPECIAL

SHOW

NUMBERS
L
inevitable. In this country we have the
Bugginses, and the McKittrieks are their
Irish counterpart. There is Mrs. McKittrick,
Mr. MeKittrick and little Artie. Their
adventure at the seaside will be broadcast
to Northern Ireland on August 20th,
beginning with the rush for the train-and
so on through the usual channels.

Whiteley Electrical to Make Sets
imagined from \VJHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO,

HIS is not, as might be
title, a talk on harvesting the
exhibition crop, but a light comedy to be
broadcast from the Welsh transmitter on
August 18th. It is a repeat broadcast of a
successful transmission carried out last
year, the author being E. Eynon Evans
and the prodpcer Dafydd Gcuffydd.

screen home television by means of a
projector-type cathode-ray tube apparatus
took place recently. The receiver, of Philips
manufacture, utilises a 20m, by 16m, screen,
which is raised when the lid is lifted. By
using a separate acreen it is claimed that a
bright picture 3ft. square may be obtained.
At the demonstration the tennis game which
was being received enabled the detail to
be clearly identified, and the ball was
visible when served froni the far court.
Li ncolnshire

Entertainment
f'WO popular East Coast resorts

will
figure in the "Lincolnshire Night's
Entertainment," a n outside broadcast
programme for Northern listeners, on
August 11th. From the Pier Pavilion,
Skegness, "The English Entertainers,"
under the direction of Leonard L.ovescy,
will demonstrate how bright and bracing
Skegneas is; and the Theatre Royal, Ch-e.
thorpes, will he the source of a variety
programme. An excerpt will also be taken
from the Pier Pavilion at Cleethorpes,
where Bob Walker and his Band will be
playing.
.1

Switidon Band Concert
G.W.R. Staff Association Silver
FH
I Band will broadcast from the Town

VV
LTD., makers of the popular W.B. Gardens, Swindon, on August 15tl.
speakers, have now decided to produce a Throughout the summer on Sundays and
range f complete broadcast receivers, certain evenings band cóncerts are given,
and accordingly have joined the R.W.T.A. and recently a new enclosure has been
The sets will be shown at Olympia and will opened. The Town Gardens are situated
include a 3-valve A.C. straight set, a 4-valve in Old Town, and provide many and varied
battery superhct, and a 5-valve Four-band walks.
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ROUND the WORLD
Where is the

"

Café Colette

"?

From the Light Operas

i

I

.

T

____

A

!

J\BIG

Blackpool programme on August
18th will bring nine outside broadcast
points into use. The entertainment will be
presented to Northern listeners under the
title of "Going up" and
among the places of entertainment which wiiho visited
by microphone will be the
Tower Ballroom, the "Areathan Follies" at the South
Pier, "Punch and Beauty"

,

-

at Feldman's Theatre, the
Tower Circus, the Pleasure
Beach Palace Theatre, and
the Cntral Pier Follies.

'

7
'.

Variety from Plymouth
VARIETY programme
will be broadcast from
the stage of the Palace
Plymouth,
on
Theatre,
August

13th.1
'

Midland Band Concert

I

t

.

'VIlE

Rugby Steam Shcd
i
Band is to broadcast
for the first time on August
13th. Thisbandwasfounded
in 18M by John Austin, n
railwayman in the service of
the L. and N.W.R. It has
been in the prize list of the
Leiccster Festival Championship Section for the last tu-o
years and has wo
the

¡
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t

p

t

-

'

,

-

i

-

I

I

h
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Gl(.Ll,

hie world-jamus

chor,

za

here seen

examining the recording wax after making some of his latest
The neto Gigli record is
records for " His Master's Voice."
"On with tise Motley" and "My husband,' Punchindlo,'
from "Pagliaccí,' on H,M.V. DB. 3156.
-

'No.

.5

/

ISTENERS who enjoyed the popular

PROBLEM
j

f

"

OLWE iiiÏÑ

be Hilda Blake (soprano), Frederick Harvey
(baritone), and the Clifton Light Orchestra,
conducted by J. Leslie Bridgmont.

MILLS (contralto) will be the
1.-.i soloist at a concert to bc broadcast
on August 13th by the City of Bristol Police
Band, conducted by Captain F. W. Wood.
Edith Milis is a native of Barnstaple, and
first started singing professionally when
she was nineteen. She gained experience
at local concerts, and won silver and
bronze medals at the Plymouth Musical
Festival. She has also been a soloist in
many London concerts.

'

F

J-...
revue feature entitled "London Pie"
may like to note that Harry Howard and

('DITH

J

j

Ocean Times"

Concert from Bristol

popular orchestra, led by Harold
Petts and conducted by Ernest
W. Cos, will broadcast from the Pavilion'
Torquay, on August
Helen Sandow
4p

'fRIS,
F

F

cal director. Alice Vaughan
will sùig a group of contralto
inlos in the interlude,

j

Torquay Municipal Orchestta

An Hour at Blackpool

bepartment Cup at that
Festival for four successie
years. E. C. Mooreis its musi-

Miss Judy Shirjey, singer of popular songs, who is
well known to listeners. She regularly broadcasts
with Harry Pepper's popular feature, ' Monday
at Seven."

(Continued)

Sydney Vivian have written a special sumznershow called " Ocean Times," a.Medirraneaiì Carouse, which Will be broadcast
in the Empire and National programmes oñ
August 27th.

.'

INTERESTING and TOPICAL
NEWS and NOTES

-

HE artists in a concert "From the
Light Ojeras," to be broadcast in the
Western programme on August 16th, will
-

WIRELESS

of

.

HYDEN, who conducts
\JALFORD
" Café
Colette " Orchestra,
recalls that the " Café Colette " Orchestra
owed its genesis to letters of abuse which
poured in when he was touring the country
with his famous Magyar Orchestra. The
abuse i'as directed, not at the playing, but
at the players, for it was felt that they
must be foreigners; no English orchestra
could infuse such a romantic and exotic
flavour into their performances. Walford
Hyden then decided that he would prove
the ability of English musicians to equal,
if not excel, their continental cousins, and
in consultation with Eric Maschwitz he
evolved the idea of the "Café Colette."
The "Café" was a colossal piece of bluff,
so successful that Walford still receives
applications from people who want to
book seats in the café itself. Letters have
come from Paris asking "dans quelle
rue" the café is situated.
Walford Hyden emphasises that every
one of his performers is British.

August 14th, 1937

256

liudge's receiver gradually developed dietortion aud when tests were eventually made
in an endeavour to trace the fault, it was
found that the anode voltage on each valva
was excessive. 'Where was thé detect 'I Three
books will be awarded for the first three
correct solutions opened. Address your soin.
tions to the Editor, PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR
WIRELESS, George Newnes, Ltd., Tower
House, Southampton Street, Strand, London,
W.C.2. Envelopes must be marked Problem
No. 256 In the top left.hand corner, and must
be posted to reach titis office riot later than
the first post on Monday, August lUth,

j

(contralto) will be the vocalist in a concert
by the orchestra on August 17th.

The Clifford Quintet
TH} programme to be gwen from the
Midland Regional on August. 16th by
this quintet will include "Green Room
Minuet," by Frederick Bye, the Birmingham
composer, his own arrangement of the
Strauss overture to "A Night in Venice,"
and four examples of music for the theatre
arranged ,by Anthony Bernard, music
director to the Shakespeare Festival
Company at the Memorial Theatre, Stratford-upon-Avon.
.
-

"From the Esplanade"

THE Weston-super-Mare Municipal Or-

I

chestra will give a concert, "From
the Esplanade," conducted by H. C. Burgess, from the Rozel Bandstand, Westonsuper-Mare, on August 17th.

"The Show Supreme"

ACONCERT Party, "The Show Supreme," will be presented by Harry
Benet from the Pavilion, Teigmnouth, on
August 19th. The cast will include:Solution to Problem No. 255
Hay Plumb (comedian). Daphne De Wit
A rectifier should have been used in conjunction
(soubrette), Billy Blackburn (jus' popped
with the 6 volt I amp. transformer.
The following readers successfully solved Problem in from Yorkshire), Tessa Newman (soNo. 254, and books are accordingly being forwarded prano), Barry Piddock (light comedian),
to them :-R. V. Jones, 7, Clinton Terr., Budleigh Phyl Sylvern (comedian), Fred Mason
Salterton, Devon; V. HarrIson, 2, Westbrook Ave.,
'reignmouth, Devon; H. Bracegirdle, 20, Maple Ave., (comedian), Alice Maude (imperonator),
and Bobby Day (and s niarlo).
Haydock, Lanes.
t
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aerial-earth system. In fact, my own
exoeriments have lead me to believe that
a et of this type can be as satisfactory
as the average superhet.
It certainly has the advantage of a
silent background, whilst it is comparatively
ensy to build and adjust; the cost is
.
relatively low. The reader is probably
wondering just what circuit arrangement
is suggested. Two alternatives for the
ILF. and detector stages are shown in
Figs. i and 2, and either of these can be
followed by a resistnne-fed transformer
t
and high-efficiency pentode, as described
last week. The circuit in Fig. i uses a
Most
Forms
of
of
the
Popular
General Review
variable-mu H.F. pentode connected to
the aerial through a modern screened
which
coil with loose-coupled aerial winding and
feeding into a triode detector through a
modified tuned-grid coil. Actually, the
to
be of
latter coil is a transformer of tho same
general form as that used in the aerial
circuit. Reaction is applied in the usual
manner by means of a vaiiable condenser.
THE detector-L.F. receiver which used a stage must be reached when the amplifi- Variable-mu control is by means of a
to be so popular has gradually been cation is such that the receiver is capable 50,000-ohm potentiometer connected across
dying out during the past few of detecting signals whose strength at a a 9-volt (IB. battery, and a three-point
years. There are many who regret the given point is no greater than that of on-off switch is used to prevent the
passing of what is still affecfionately called general "noise," or "mush."
potentiometer from draining the battery
For normal domestic use, I have always when the set is switched off. There are no
straight three," but we must face the
been in favour of "frills" on the circuit, and it effectiveness
using the minimum is governed to a large extent by the choice
number of high. of coils of sound construction or well-known
frequency valves. make.
The reason is that
evera valve intro. Tuned-anode Coupling
duces its own Due to the looseness of coupling in the
quota of noise due two tuning circuits there is available a
to the emission of degree of selectivity which is adequate for
the filament or most requirements, and the H.F. stage is
cathode. It cannot intrinsically stable. In Fig. 2 an H.F.
but be. admitted pentode is again used, but this need not
a fair
that present-day be of the variable-mu type, sinceprovided
valves are particu. measure of input volume control is
larly good in this by the variable condenser in series with
the aerial. Increased amplification is
respect, and im
measurably superi. obtained by using tuned-anode coupling
orto the older between the two valves, and therefore
types, but they do more care in design and construction is
introduce a certain required to maintain complete stability.
proportion of hack. There is no reason why the HF. stage
should not be stable if both coils are well
ground noise.
screened, and if the leads between the
" S t r a
h t " anode of the H.F. pentode and the coil,
and between the reaction winding and the
Efficiency
reaction condenser are screened. It is
What
has
been
Fig. L-A form of tuned-grid coupling, using a coil with separate
also desirable that short leads be used
might
stated
above
primary winding.
between both coils.
seem rather pointIn Fig. 2 a fixed potentiometer is used
fact that it is rarely uitc suitable in less, hut ii is intended to show that there to supply the screening-grid voltage to the
present-day conditions. By this I do not is a limit to the useful amount of H.F. first valve, but a separate lead, as in Fig. I,
mean to suggest that it is obsolete, or even amplification which can be used, and could be used instead if preferred. Another
that it is useless, but that its sphere of that it is usually better to have fewer point to note is that a fi,xed resistance is
valves operating in an efficient arrangement used in series with the reaction winding;
utility is limited.
Although the prime object in using pre- than a large number of valves, each of
(Co,uned overleaf)
detector amplification (H.F. or I.F.) has which contributes
always been to increase the useful range of only in small degree
reception, it confers the other very im- to the overall
portant advantage of increased selectivity. amplification.
In
When using any form of amplification some respects, this
between the aerial and detector, each stage is the reverse of
generally incorporates its own tuning the position when
circuit. This acts as a "ifiter," and several considering a lowof these "filters," used one after. the other, frequency amplifier,
serve to cut out all except the wanted and there will be
signals.
many who disagree
with the concluHow Much H.F.?
sions drawn. NeverIt has been argued that pce-detector theless, it has been
amplification, as such, is of little value, proved that a
since if you amplify the required signals modern, wellyou must also amplify background noises, designed set conwhich arc not tuned to any definite fre- sisting of one HF.
quency. This is an interesting line of stage followed by
thought, but the idea applies in practice a detector and L.F.
only on rare occasions. But a similar amplifier can bring
argument can be quite sound when' dealing in all the wojthwith the degree of amplification which can while stations if Fig. 2.-Tuned-ancde coupling, which gives greater amplification, alilwuJz
usefully be employed. It is evident that connected to a good
it requtres more care in design to avoid instability.

Vre-L)etector..
,

Amplification

-

-

A
will
High -frequency Amplifier Circu its,
the More Experienced
Main .Interst
Gqnstructors.. By FRANK PRESTON
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this frequently helps to "smooth out"
reaction control. At the same tizne, it will
be understood that a compromise could
easily be made between the two circuits
in question without difficulty. Perhaps it
should be mentioned that if it were proposed
to use a potentiometer for the SG. and another for variable-mu control, a four-point
on-off switch would be required.

A.V.C. and H.F.,

-

Automatic volume control is generally
preferred in a set which is to be used for the
reception of a large number of stations, and
this could not very satisfactorily be incorporated in either of the two simple circuits
dealt with. To ensure a reasonable measure
of control it is necessary to have two H.P.
stakes, and this brings us to the circuit
in Fig. 3. In this case a double-diode
valve is used (as a single diode) for detection
and A.V.C., and reaction is not employed.
If the set is suitably designed, reaction is
iot required, since the degree of amplification is adequate without it.
Although employing two H.F. stages, it
is not difficult to obtain complete stability.
To assist in this, two different forms
of coupling are used-between the two
amplifiers, and between the second H.F.
stage and the diode. Tuned-anode is employed after the first amplifier, and tunedgrid after the second. A three-gang condenser, with trmers, is suggested for
tuning, and this renders operation very
sinpIe. All three coils may be of similar
pattern, and the tuned-grid circuit could be
similar to the arrangement shown in Fig. 1,
if preferred. Accurate ganging of the three
tuning stages is essential if full amplification is to be obtained, and given this the
range should be at least equal to that of the
alternative circuits previously considered;
the loss of reaction is compensated for by
the extra ILF. stage.
0

Band-pass Filter
So far there has been no suggestion of

using a band-pass filter, but that would
be desirable in the two-valve circuits if
good-quality reproduction is considered as
being of great importance. The question
arises as to the most suitable position for the
band-pass ifiter. It is usual to place this in
the aerial-input circuit, but that is not the
ideal arrangement. A better method is to
use the single-circuit tuner there, and to
include band-pass between the HF. valve
and the detector.
The' reason for this assertion is not -.
hard to see. If a band-pass filter precedes
the first valve it limits the band-width of the
signals applied to the seèond tuning cireuit
and 'if this is slightly off tune-as -it might

August 14th, 1937

wide. The band-pass filter then narrows the
width to, say, 9 kc/s,with the result that tac
maximum permissible frequency range is
passed on to the detector. There is one
objection to this scheme, which is that
reaction, if used, must be applieto the
second circuit of the band-pass filter, and

this might tend to throw the tuning slightly
"out of balance," although the effect is not
great if differential reaction control is
employed.
rin this article we have dealt only with
high-frequency pre-detector amplification,
so the various superhet -arrangements
remain to be considered' Space does not
permit of that this week, but it is proposed

-:
_________ _______________
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and 1,500
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Wednesday, August
1 lth.-Promenade
Concert (Bach), from Queen's Hall,
London.
Thursday, August 12th-S OS, a play by

Taffrail.
Friday, August 131h.-Promenade Conceit
(Beethoven), from Queen's Hall, London.
Saturday, August l4th.-Sonata Recital.

REGIONAL

(342.1 rn.)

Wednesday, August llt/i.-Orcheetral programme.
Thizrsday, August 12th.-lJyde Park: a
dramatic narrative by Jonquil Antony.
Friday, August l3th.-S O S, a play by

Taffrail.
Saturday, August 141h.-Proihenale Concert from Queen's Hall, London.
MIDLAND

(296.2

in.)

-

Wednesdati, August 11th .-English Song
Writers-" Rutland Boughton": u
recital.
121h.-Roc/c-a-bye
Thursday,
August
Rhythm.
Friday, Augu8t l3th.-Band Concert.
Saturday, August I4th.-From the Musical
Comedies: orchestral programme.
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3.-S&eIeion cirazit for a iwo-HF. and diode ¿elector arrangement with A VC.
be at certain settings of the tuning condenser to tackle the subject in a later article. It
-tuning might well be so sharp that dis- in unquestionable that there is much to be
tortion would result. On the other hand, if a said for the superhet, and even though the
single-circuit timer is used in the aerial- simpler circuit has been advocated here
circuit, this is damped to some extent by the the superiority of the superhet for many
aerial so that the band-width of the signals purposes has been amply proved by a
ipplie'd to the first valve, and also to the number of receivers which have previously
second tuned circuit, is comparatively been described in these pages.
0

0

Importañt Broadcasts of the Week
NATIONAL

-

0

0

0:

WEST OF ENGLAND (285.7 in.)
Wednesday. August llth.-Instrumental
programme.
Thursday, August l2th.-Band Concert
from Plymouth.
Friday, August I3th.-Variety programme
tizorpes.
from Palace Theatre, Plymouth.
Thursday, August 121h.-The Rydal Sheep
Dog Triais: Running Commentaries,. Saturday, August I4th.-Bridgwater Flower
Show and Band Festival.
from the Vale of Rydal, Westmorland.
Friday, August I3th.-A Day at Blackpool: SCOTTISH (391.1 m.)
a Lancashire sketch in dramatic form by Wednesday, August lIth.-Coneert Party
from the Winter Gardens, Rothesay:
Tom Simm.
Saturday, August l4th.-The Buxton Lawn Thu rsday, August I2th.-Consert of
Farourite Scots Songs.
Tennis Tournament: an eye-witness
Friday, August l3th.-Men and Matters:
account.
a Talk, from Edinburgh.
Saturday, August I4th.-For Men lIu8t
WELSH (373.1 m.)
Work.' a play by William H. D. Jo-ss
Wednesday, August lIth.-Choral Conand George Fields.
cert, from the Gorse Hall, Swansea.
Thursday, August 12th.-The Fruits of the NORTHERN IRELAND (307.1 in.)
Eicteddfod: Review of and readingi Wednesday, August llth.-{Thamber Music
Concert.
frthn some of the successful compositions
Thursday, Auguet 12th.-Promenade Conat the National Eisteddfod, 1937.
cert, from Queen's flail, London.
Friday, August 13(h.-An organ recital
Friday, August 13th.-Variety Programme
from Christ Church, Llanfairfechan.
from the Ritz Cinema, Belfast.
Saturday, August l4th.-Abery.stwyth,
Fifty Years Ago: a LVelah Talks Saturday, August l4tJe.-Prothenude Concert, freon Queen's Hall, London.
Feature.
Ia II

NORTHERN

(449.1

in.)

August llth.--Lincotnshire
Night's Entertainment, from the Pier
Pavilion, Cleethorpe-s, The Pier Parilwn,
Skegness, and the Theatre Royal, Cies-

Wednesday,

-

-

-
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Loyalty
¡ OFTEN receive letters from overseas readers who tell me of the
- i
difficulties they sometimes experience
in purchasing this journal. These
difficulties. are in no way due to our
Publishing Department, which unfailingly distributes the paper over the
whole world. But, occasionally, ther
is a keen fan who resides in the wilds
remote from the usual sources of
communication, and it is often the
case that he has to wait a month for
the current issuer So loyal are thesé
readers that they are willing to make
very lengthy journeys through the
jungle in order to obtain their copies,
and very frequently they have to pay
as much as is. for a copy: It keeps
them in touch with the home country,
and it is a fine thing to reflect that
they can still maintain enthusiasm for
a hobby which they must practise
under severe handicaps. They cannot
purchase components round the corner, and they have to make do with
home-made apparatus of a practical
'yet crude kind. I often receive pictures
from them showing the difficulty
under which they work. It is always
a source of ulcasure to me to read
letters from my overseas readers.
They do not grumble at their lot,
and their letters breathe, loyalty to
the old paper, to the staff, and to the
hobby. Delays in delivery
bè
expected in foreign parts, but there
is no excuse if PRACTICAL AND
AMATEUR WIRELESS is not available on
'your breakfast table evely Wednesday
morniñg. 'Now and again' I hear
instances of ,newsagcnts who dó not
-seem to carry on the traditions of the
trade. Listen to this from T.- K., who
reides in Ormskirk. He says that
he used to gèt his copy at a local
newsagent's, 'but as the latter did not
deliver it until Saturday each week he
'cancelled his order and gave it to
another newsagent. The copies then
arrived regularly for a little while,
and theñ the newsagent got careless,
-

,

dication is that the commercial programmes are at last palling on them.
It is interèsting to note, however,
that there are 95 different models
of radio-gram combinations on the
American market, made by iB different firms. Almost half of.these
instruments are fitted with automatic
record-changers, and the cabinet
styles vary considerably. I note that
the sale of gramophone records is
nearly eight times that of 1931, and
one manufacturer with de-luxe radiograms priced over $i,000 is reputed
to have sold 3,000 during the last
year, and sales for this year show an
increase to date.
All-Wave Tuning Coils
IAM glad to find that so many
component manufacturers are
now turning their attention to the
production of all-wave timing coils Lor
the constructor. There have been a
few coils of this kind available fdr
a year or two, but most of them were
far too large for my liking. Some of
the new units that I have examined
arc extremely compact and include.
their own wavechange-switch system.
By using these new coils it is going
to be a comparatively simple matter
to convert many existing broadcast
receivers to all-wave models. I am
glad of this, because it will give a
still larger proportion of listeners a
chance to "sample" the short waves,
which always provide something of
interest. During the recent weeks
when hours of daylight have been so
numerous,- I have almost confined
my DX activities to the higher frequencies, and have been rewarded by
a quiet background and' only slight
'fading.
The new coils give another instance
-of the advantages of home construc-tion: thosc'who have built their own
sets can readily modify them, whilst
users of commercial models would, in
nearly every èase, ffnd it impòsible
to effect the alteration. Their .only
method of keeping up to date is' to
buy a completely new set.
i

-

and started to deliver a few days
late. So this reader has been cornpelled to cancel his order again and
find another iiewsagent. Our Publishing Department has taken up the
matter. I should be glad if readers
who experience the slightest diffIculty
in purchasing this journal would get
into touch with me.
At The Show
ILEARN from the Editor that we
shall offer, as in previous years, a
further twenty-five loudspeakers in a
simple competition to be set in the
first special Show issue, to be 'published next Wednesday w'eek. The
Show seems to come round more
swiftly each year. It will see me with
a few more grey hairs, and fewer
hairs as well. Fifteen years of my
life have been spent amongst wireless
pretty useful portion of it, too.
The blush of youth may hàve left me
but my enthusiasm is still as boundless
as the schoolboy's. I was looking
through some files of my writings the
other day, and am really surprised to
see what a colossal total it makes.
Like the compiler of the Eneyclopdia
Britannica I am entitled to say " Did
I really do all that ?." Some really
interesting components are going to
be on sbow tEsis year, .ancl tne constructor will not he neglected. For
me the main interest will be in the
television section, and I am hopeful
that prices of television receivers will
'show a marked reduction and 'that
'comp'oriens for constructors 6f television receivers will be available. The
designs are in this office awaiting the
:pi-oduction of the necessary cornpònents.
Graophones in U.S.A.
ISEE from a recent American
magazine that The American
¡ublic are beginniig to go hack to
'the gramophone, or at least to -the
grâmophone record, for theirentcr- What Next?
QUOTE the following without
:tainnient I ijo not know whether
this indicates that they arc now disany. comment, a I am sure that
satisfied with the reproduction from anything I said woúld spoil your fun
the radio stations,. or that the. inWith the return of popular interest

-a

-

-

:-
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in self-created music, a new musical
tool has been made available for the
music-lover-again a gift of radio!
This new musical aid is the radiovalve amplifier which makes it possible
for the i elatively weak tones of any
instrument to be built up in volume
to any desired loudness, yet still
retaining all the quality and richness
of the original sounds.
Simply a miniature "public-address" system hooked on to a particular instrument-such an amplifier
has enabled stringed instruments in
quartets to be reinforced in volume,
until the impression given is that of
many performers playing similar instruments. For several years viols and
violas in dance orchestras have made
use of these amplifier devices to give
added volume. A microphone pickup is placed under the strings, and
the amplification is depended upon
to give any desired loudness.
Viols, violins, mandolins, guitars,
banjos and other stringed instruments
have already been equipped with
radio-valve amplifiers with great success. In some cases, the instruments
themselves have been specially designed or modified for amplification
pick-ups. In other instances, special
compact amplifier units have been
provided, with a microphone which
can be slipped under the strings or
into the sound-box-thus making any
ordinary instrument an amplified
device at will.
And now the piano has been added
to the list of radio-valve devices.
The present strong trend to smaller
and smaller uprights in the piano field
and the recent rapid decline of larger
uprights and grads since the intoduction of the miniature pianos, have
lowered prices and improved furniture
values, due to the cute small designs.
But with each decrease in piano size,
the tone had become worse and

Valve Tests
is surprising the number of readers
fT who
still thin/c that jf a valve shows

filament continuity it must be in good
order. A filament test is certainly useful
and is the first test 1/ial should be made
when a valve is under suspicion. A valve
can be quite useless, however, even though
its filament is intact. This is especially
so in the mains type. In a battery type it
is generally the filament that becomes
defective, but in mains valves the filament
or heater very seldom burns out. ínsulalion trouble or loss of emission is commonly experienced after about 12 months'
use, however.
The home constructor can
easily test the emission by connecting a
milliammeter in the anode lead when 11. T.
and L. T. voltage is being applied. The
reading obtained can then be compared
with the manufacturer's figures and the
emission condition of the valve decided.

Insulation Tests
TIO)'T tests are more difficult lo
however, and f a valve is
suspected of leakage due lo bad internal
insulation it is advisable lo have it tested
by the manufacturers or by a reliable local
radio engineer. Poor insulation is generally
indicated by crackling noises. Intetmittent
signais are also commonly due to a valve
defect.
¡f a certain valve (usually the
output valve) is suspected of causing
intermittent reception the best procedure is
to lip a substitute if one can easily be
proc'red-the majoz'ity of valve-t;slers
cannot be relied upon to indicate a fault of
this nature.

JXSULA
,nake,

Vitesse A.V.C.
had a letter from a reader the other

worse.

day concerning the Vi/esse which
we had serviced for him. He was very
pleased with the performance but thought
Tone of Concert Grand
BUT now adapting the principles of the automatic volume-control was not very
radio-tube amplifiers and con- effective. He comp lamed that distant
trols, these smaller pianos can be stations still faded at times. Like many
given finer tone and greater volume more listeners, he was under the impression
than even a concert grand, though that A_V.G. should keep signal strength
still using the compact small designs. from every station at the same level. This
Already seven or eight piano manu- cannot be done, of course. If a station
facturers are hringig ¿ut such new fades to inaudibility A. V.G. cannot control
it-the inaxinium signal strength of a
"radio pianos"
Others are developing small key- station can be reduced but the minimum
boards and string sound boards with cannot be raised.

microphones, which can be plugged
into any home radio set, thus affording
the humblest home a piano of unsurpassed tone and volume, at little
cost.

Meanwhile, the progress in home
electric organs goes on. These corn-

An Ideal Book for the Beginner!
Everyman's Wireless Book
By

F.

J.

CAMM

3/6. or 4/- by post from George Newnes, Ltd.,

Tower House, Southampton St., Strand, London.
W.C.2.
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pact instruments have lately been
provided with player-roll operation.
The next step in this field may be the
incorporation of the compact organtone generator and keyboard directly
into radio sets of the better console
type, so that a music-lover----failing
to find "on the air " music to his
liking-can pull a chair up to his
radio-set "organ keyboard ' and
play his own arias and fugues.
And Still It Worked!
HERE is yet another example of
one of the freak results whib
often happen at a fire.
It concerns "His Master's Voice "
High Fidelity Model 800, which
suffered considerable damage when
the owner's house caught fire, hut still
gave lair resuits alterwaras.
The instrument was sent to
E.M.I. Service, Ltd., at Hayes, by
a dealer in the North of England
for them to estimate the possibility
of repair.
In common with all
ipstruments admitted for this purpose
it was given general routine electrical
tests, the first of which is "the
will it work ' test." Only two
valves needed replacing, as these
were so affected by heat that the
glass envelopes had become detached
from the bases, thus. disconnecting
the internal wiring. The mains,
earth and aerial were fixed and the
instrument switched on-it worked!
One can imagine the severity
of the heat from the fact that a
record melted.
Perished pick-up
rubbers made it impossible to extend
the test further, though the automechanism was still in working order.
ucn a periormance is ruiy consistent with the general workmanship and quality of materials employed by "His Master's Voice"
and is a matter for congratulation.
B.B.C.Stands at Radiolympia
WE understand that 111e main
B.B.C. stand this year will
demonstrate the Empire broadcast
service. To enable the public to
see the various times at which the six
transmissions from Daventry take
place, and to appreciate the enormous
areas that are covered by the service,
there will be six maps which will be
illuminated in turn, and a clock
above them showing when broadcasting is actually going on from
London.
Another feature of the stand will
be the B.B.C. Empire Broadcasting
journal. Specimen copies of the
journal, for which subscriptions may
be taken out by members of the public
desirous of keeping their friends
abroad in touch with the broadcast
programmes, will be on view.
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once the magnitude of the received signal
has been ascertained the degree of amplification required in the receiver can be
settled and left. Similarly, the focus of the
picture, once the whole receiver has warmed
npthoroughly, should not drift, and another

-

control is thereby eliminated. The two
controls which may need occasional adjustment are contrast and brightness. Some
viewers prefer a very bright picture, while
No. 63
VoI. 3
August 14th, 1937
others are content with a lower overall
brilliance. Again, just as some listeners
JUDGING TELEVISION RECEIVER PERFORMANCE.
show a preference for listening to a speaker
A Large Number of New Television Receivers will Shortly Become Avail- which is almost overloading, so some viewers
able, and it is Useful to Know Exactly How to Judge Their Performance. like to watch a picture in which the blacks
and whites are over.accentuated (soot and
year's Radiolympia will herald devices are often incorporated in the set. whitewash is the colloquial term). As
of This is quite satisfactory for boosting certain long as these two controls are within easy
market
appearance
the
the
on
THIS
many new television receivers. It is frequencies which would otherwise be reach for adjustment when desired the
essential, therefore, to know what points attenuated. If this correction scheme is modern set can have the other knobs hidden
to look for in judging television receiver carried too far, however, the picture will front sight, for use in emergency or alterperformance. No attempt will be made bear evidence by exhibiting what has been natively adjusted by the service engineer
here to cover all the points, and further- popularly termed the "ringing" effect. on installation, then locked away to prevent
more, the order in which they are taken is Sharp black edges such as a man's evening tampering. The use of one picture standard
dress coat or a woman's dress will exhibit has removed the necessity for time base
not iiècessarily the order of importance.
The original opposers of cathode-ray on the right a white outline giving the generator switching at stated intervals.
tubes for picture reproduction on the screen appearance of a double image. This is Furthermore, the prbIems of synchronising
at the large face end gave several reasons objectionable, and must not be regarded as have been so thoroughly overcome that
,hy in their opinion this device would be a satisfactory alternative to partial lack of once set up on site the picture will remain
unsatisfactory, and foremost among these detail. If too wide a frequency band is locked in both the line and frame scan
was the statement that there was inadequate
directions so that these
picture brilliance. Observations on set
'
controls need not be oper-----:
performance soon disproved these stateated. In judging modern
J
meats, but then followed the argument that
receiver performance, there¡
for viewing purposes the room had to be
fore, examine carefully to
f
coripletely darkened, and this prevented,
whether the set is left
activity
being
j
undertaken
any other form of
Liflattended during a promembers
of
the
in the same room by those
gramme period or whet-her
family not particularly interested in the
the operator is compelled
programme. Recent research, however,
to make frequent adjustin
manutube
and marked improvements
ments. The best set front
facture arc meeting this objection, and when
this standpoint will then
performance
judging modern set
careful
be obvious.
notç should be taken of picture brilliance.
tubes
whose
At least oile firm can produce
Interference
resultànt picture is so brilliant that either
One of the principal diffiin daylight or with the normal room lighting
associated with
culties
viewing can be undertaken without the
reeiver installation has
slightest degree of difficulty.
been the question of interThe working characteristic of the tube
ferenee. Motor-car ignition
has been arranged so carefully, that
systems, and certain types
whereas in the old type tubes increasing the
of electrical equipment,
screen brightness destroyed the degree of
lieve played havoc with
signal modulation which could be handled
picture and sound in unwithout distortion, the new tubes are m
favourable situations, sLich
no way affected. Be careful to observe
as those in close proximity
then whether with maximum brightness
to main roads, ór near
the range of contrast between full black and
hospitals using diathermy
full white is reduced, giving a picture which
t
apparatus. The suppression
___
appears to be 'either half built or sadly
of these extraneous noises
lacking the half tones so necessary for real
on the sound side and the
picture quality. If the signal volts which The Marconiphone Television Receiver, for which the malers supp.'y elimination of the white
have to be applied to the modulator
splashes or wide bright
a specid acrid lo ensure thai the best results are obtained,
electrode of the tube for full picture range
bands on the picture has
are too high, the degree of brightness which encompassed by the receiver there is a engaged the attention of all the television
can be secured is generally of lower intrinsic possibility that high frequency mush will firms, and there is no doubt that in many
value than thoe tubes which need a smaller become apparent on the picture screen. II cases, if not eradicated, the degree of
value, and operating the brightness control not too marked, however, this is lost on the interference observed and heard has
will soon settlo this point to the satisfac- observer when he watches the picture at the been reduced to a very low level.
tion of the would-be purchaser.
minimum viewing distance of approxi- Special aerials and feeder systems, and a
mately six feet, but, where possible, steps careful choice of the aerial site, has done
Picture Detail
should betàken to eradicate this eventuality. much to help in tisis matter, but in
The degree of picture detail is a function
addition, the sets themselves 'can now
of the frequency characteri8tic of the Controls
incorporate devices which play their part
amplifiers used in the receiver's vision - Many people are under the impression also in helping to remove one of television's
chassis, if it is assumed that the signal as that to operate a television receiver atis- biggest problems. In judging a receiver's
radiated from the Alexandra Palace factorily demands a,' degree of skill not performance, therefore, the assessment
embraces the full 2.5 megacycles modula- possessed by the user until be has had weeks should include a careful observation of the
tion frequency possible in a. 405 line 50 of practice. This feeling may have been type of environment, that is, whether in a
frame, interlaced picture. For adequate engendered by the imposing array of control vçritable hotbed of electrical interference or
picture detail, therefore, the set must be knobs which characterised the earlier whether the locality is a "quiet" one. The
capable of amplifying this ultra-high signal models of cathode-ray tube receivers. It amount of interference, if any, can then
frequency without any stage introducing was soon found, however, that although be judged in its proper relation to performamplitude distortion. This calls for the available for operation these control knobs ance ami a decision arrived at concerning
Since the steps which have been taken to cope
most careful design and skilful chassis were touched only occasionally.
layout, otherwise the finer qualities of the there is only one transmitting station, with this problem in a satisfactory manner.
picture vill be lost on the observer. In tuning on both vision and sound can be In some sets a device called a "black
achieving this object, however, correcting pre-set on installation. At the same time, spotter" is included. This functions in
-
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PRACTICAL TELEVISION

hard or soft valves aro quite capable of
producing true linear scans when fhe design
been carried out correctly, and any
sireh a way that it converts the strong has
to conform to this stndard is a
white interfering signal to a black one. failure
on the debit side of the set.
This is regarded as less annoying to viewers, point
Another form of distortion is brought
but at the best can onEy be regarded as a about
if the scanning spot does not remain
palliative and not a cure ter the trouble.
in correct focus over the whole of the available picture field. Those areas not in
Distottion
lijcus will reveal themselves as somewhat
The effects of non-linearity in the move- hazy patches and be in sharp contrast
ment of the scanning spot produced by thè with the lines of uniform thickness building
time-base generator circuits are not always up the picture in the remaining areas. As
immediately apparent to the observer. A a nile, this defect can be remedied without
slowing down of the trace spéed towards any drastic alterations to the set, but an
the end of the line or frame trace jriods assurance is necessary that there will be
makes the sean close up somewhat. If no recurrence. Even illumination over the
present, it will show most marked on whole picture must be looked for. This
worded captions, and is a sure sign of bad may arise from the fluorescent screen thickdesign inthis section of the completereceiver. ness lacking unifonnitv
At the thick
Moderq time hase generators using either sections of the screen sonie of the picture
(Coni ,nued fro.

previous page)

Lack of Co-operation
N the United States there are
I
three leading firms u ho are
concentrating on the develounent

brilliance will be lost. Again, unless the
screen grain is particularly fine, the picture
detail will be partially destroyed. Seo
that the tube face is not too bulbous, or
if enlarged by lenses that the picture does
not "round off" at any of the mask
corners. This will produce a distortion
somewhat like a reflection in a curved mirror,
and becomes rather trying when watching
programmes for any lengthy period.
Several other features could be mentioned, such as accessibility of controls,
angle of view, correct picture height and
the absence of any interaction between
the sound and vision chassis which shows
as a pattern of wavy lines on the picture
screen. but sufficient of the major points
have been detailed to enable the er tieni
viewer to draw, up a satisfactory rejort
on the perfornianee of any receiver he is
able to see demonstrated.

A Multiplier Modification
application of the principles

óf electron multiplication to
photo-electric cell working is well
known. Not only is the magnitude
of the output signal increasd
enormotsly but the signal to
unwanted noise ratio shows a
material improvement also. Three different
types of multiplication principles are used,
these being duc to Zworykin, Weiss and
Farnsworth. In the case of the last named,
however, where the electrons oscillate
between two cathode surfaces placed at
opposite ends of an evacuated glass cylinder,
the device can be modified to extend its
applications.
By having perforated
cathodes behind which a re solid collector
plates, the electrons can he made to surge
to and fro, and seine of these pass through
the perforations to be collected by the
plates. When these are connected externally to some form of tuned circuit, and
rwovided the cathodes are kept in phine
opposition, the device can be made to act
as a generator of sustained oscillations.
This is particularly useful in transmitter
circuits, and quite large oscillatory powers
have been obtained by Farnsworth when
working in this way.

Televiews

of television, namely, R.C.A.,
Farnsworth and Philco. Each
have their own particular type of
acanner, which incidentally is
wholly electronic in action, and also
different forms of receivers, although
cathode-ray tubes aro in each ease the
final iicture reproducers. The standards
of picture definition employed by t liese
firms are not unified at the moment, and the
combined effect of this situation is that any
pictures radiated by one company through
their ultra-short-wave iadio transmitter
cannot be received by the other company.
This apparent lack of co-operation will not
assist the television industry as a whole in
that country, and prospectivo American
viewers, as well as the large number of
experimenters, are hoping that an acceptable scheme can be propounded for a pooling
of resources to expedite development, and
the inauguration of a public service.
-
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themselves, but also with visitors to that
country. It has also enabled a considerable
amount of research work to be undertaken on the question of propagating
signals at television frequencies along cables.
It is possible that the expensive coaxial
cables of low capacity may ultimately be
dispensed with for this specific purpose,
but in any ease the erInans are to be
congratulated on their foresight in undertaking a service of this nature. Not
content with linking these two cities only,
the Minister of Posts has now niade it
known that this service is to be extended
to embrace four other large towns, namely,
Frankfurt, Kiel, Hamburg and Munich.
The significance of this is very apparent, for
not only will it have a novelty appeal to
the general public, but business men will
avail themselves of the service to carry out
High Speed Scanners
certain transactions which the ordinary
BIG screen television shown through telephone cannot do, because the person
the medium of mechanical scanners has being spoken to can be both seen and
Italy Looks Ahead.
been in the news again of late, and many heard.
ramiers have expressed interest in the speeds
FOR. some time now the Italians have
at which the moving members of m&hanical A C.R. Tube Suggestion
been experimenting with television,
scanners have to rotate. In the case of the
and developing a system of their own for
Seophony receiving equipment of the QINCE the modern cathode-ray tube is transmitting and reception purposes. That
) completely exhausted in order to give the work undertaken lias been of a satisScience Museum the standard of picture
definition is 241) lines, 25 frames, 25 pictures the best picture reproducing results in factory character is borne out by the
per second. For this purpose two inter- television reception, the glass envelope has announcement that three television centres
related scanning members are used. The to stand very high pressures-from one ton are to be established at Romo, Turin and
first is a thin stainless steel polygon having upwards according to sie. There is always Milan. A wavelength in tho neighbour20 facets round the edge, and this has to the risk, therefore, that an implosion may hood of se'en metres is to be used for the
revolve at the enormous speed of 18,000 occur, although with modern methods of radiated signals, and the cities are to be
revolutions per minute. The other scanner, manufacture and testing t.his is very re- linked by coaxial cable having the requisite
very much larger in size, but having the mote. To still further reduce the risk, low attenuation of the video frequencies.
same number of reflecting surfaces revolves however, proposals have been brought for- Programme distribution will in this way be
at only 75 r.p.m. Supersonic light control ward to make a tube whose body is con- settled satisfactorily, while the receiving
and split focus are employed to modulate structed of metal, and the face of glass to sets are known to be incorporating cathodçthe light source-a standard 100 amp. allow visible spot fluorescence. The main ray tubes as the picture reproducers. The
cinema arc-and in this way 80 elements difficulty is fusing the glass and metal radius of the signals has yet to be ii seerof the picture are employed simultaneously. together so that there is no undue strain at tamed, and the station powers settled, but it
In the smaller type receiver a similar optical the join. An intermediate cylinder having is stated authoritatively that at the earliest
system is used, but the light source is a half the same coefficient of expansion as glass can possible moment tiìe service will be extended
kilowatt arc of the microscope type. It is be interposed between the glass face atad the to other cities so as to provide the maximum
hoped to replace this last named, however, metal body, and it 'sill be interesting to coverage thi-oughout the country.
with a high pressure mercury arc which it see whether a commercial scheme of this
is claimed will give a two to tour times nature can be brought to fruition. The
increase in light vahe.
suggested advantages attaching to a
scheme of this character, apart from the
question of minimised breakage risks, is
A German Extension
No. 10
E television telephonic service which that repairs or electrode assembly replacePI has been in operation for such a long ments can be undertaken at a very small
Same.. Stand
Same Spot
time between ßerlih and Leipzig has proved cost, and this could offset any high first
very popular, not only with the Germans charge that may accrue.

RADIOLYMPIA!
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"Practical

of

Wireless" Recélvers- 3
this series of articles we are giving the

main constructional features of reIN coivers
which are available in blue-

rint form, but in respect of which the i Three Receiver are Descri e in
issues describing construction are now out
of print. Blueprint P.W. 64 shows the
wiring for
simple three-valve receiver L
which is admirably suited to the beginner,
as it is a simple baseboard assembly calling this type. When the pick-sip is connected,
for very little constructional work. It radio signals will be considerably reduced
resolves itself, more or less, to the mero in volume should the receiver be adjusted
wiring of a few parts, all of which are fitted to a point where a signal is received.
with terminals for connection and which Therefore, to guard against a background
therefore only calls for tho use of a screw- of radio whilst a record is being played,
driver and a pair of pliers. The few items all that is necessary is to turn the tuning
not so provided are the resistors and fixed condenser to a point on the dial where only
condensers, but these have wire ends which, a weak signal is obtained, or to a point
in the case of this receiver, arc ample in where signals cannot be heard. In some
length to permit of their being attached eases it may be found useful to have this
to terminals on the components associated radio background as, for instance, when a
with them. As will be seen fro, the record of a play or similar feature is being
theoreticiil diagram, the circuit incorporates used, and the radio ril then provide a
an SG. valve followed by a triode detector quite musical background.
which feeds an output triodo
through an L.F. transformer. A
pair of matched tuning coils are
employed, although these are
not ganged together. A two. ! B]L1t.JiEPJR1iIN'1['
gng condenser is, however,
employed for tuning purposes
and the wave-change switchChage.over Switching
ing is controlled by a singlo switch.
If, of course, it is thought desirable to
Main Features
cut out the radio entirely, it is an easy
It will thus be seen that this is a very matter to fit a simple change-over switch,
good recoivQr for general homo use by non- such as was shown in our issue lust week,
technical members of the family and it The connection to the (letcetor vulvelends itself admirably to a first effort in holder grid terminal should be removed
home receiver construction. Connections and a single-pole change-over switch
for a gramophone pick-up are provided mounted on a braeket.at tite rear of the
in the second stage, and the receiver will chassis. The ends of condenser C6 and
herefore give adequate volume .from resistance Rl should them be joined to one
'normal records when a good standard type contact on tite switch, whilst the arm or
o pick-up is employed. It will be noted, moving pole of the switch should be joined
however, that no provision has been made to the grid terminal of valvehoider V2.
for a change-over switch for radio or The wire at present joined from the
gramophone reproduction, but this is not pick-up terminal to the valveholder should
a very important point with a receiver of then be joined to the remaining contact

]IiV

on the switch, and the modification is
complete.
A point of importance in connection with
the coils used in this receiver is that they
are the new type Unigen coils, and these
are, in outward appearance, very similar
to the older Universal or Universal Type A
coils. Unfortunately, these are not all
interchangeable. Tn the ease of the Universal coils, there is no connection to the
centre of the primary winding and terminal
8 is missing. In place of this terminal
is an earthing connection, and therefore
the two coils cannot he used indiscriminately. Make quite certain that you obtain
the Unigen models, therefore, and we must
remind readers that we cannot give instructions for modifying this, or any other
receiver of our design, to employ alternative
parts. We have had several requests in
the past for instructions for using the
Universal coils, but it should be remembered that the Unigen model lias been
produced by the makers to provide an improvement upon the
original Universal models, and
it is obviously in the listener's
interest to make full use of the
which is obtained
j improvement
by the modified design and the
tapped primary winding.

64

Additional Selectivity
It will be noted that the primary winding

of the H.F. transformer is not switched,
and this is on account of the difficulty of
arranging a satisfactory switch to bridge
contacts 8 and 5, and it has been found
in practice that the results in this particular

receiver are quite satisfactory without
switching in tite second transformer. If it
is felt desirable to obtain the additional
selectivity, a four-pole switch will have to
be used and two of the contacts will have
to be joined to terminals S and 5 of the
coil farthest from the panel. The long
leads will, however, probably destroy the
slight gain obtained by the switching.

. --OF

r,»'- LIST
Two

COMPONENTS

"Unigen" coils (Wearite).

Ì One Baby .0005 mid, two-gang condenser
! (Ci and C2) (J.ß.).
One Airplane Dial U.B.).
One Dilecon .0002 ¡nId. geaction condenser
$

(C3)

(IB.).

One 5.1 L.F. transformer (L.T. 150) (B.T.S.).
One .5 mId, tubular condenser (C5); one
¡ .1 mid, tubular condenser (C4); one .0001
mid, tubular condenser (C6); one .0002
i
mid, tubular condenser (C7) (Dubitier).
One 2-megohm grid-leak (Rl) (Dubilier).
One Sve-way (30m.) battery cord; three
t,,rminal mounts; -six Type "R" terminals
(A, E, LS, LS, and two P.1.).) ; three wander
plugs (Bossspring) G.B.+, I and 2 (Belling

'J

¡

.!

4

I
J
i
_________________
-OB-2

The sir!witq of the Cen latir

T/i,-c

is

andLee).

One three'point wavecbange switch (SW!)
(B.T.S.).
Oneon.offswitch (SW2) (B.T.S.).
Three component-mounting brackets (Peto. i
Scott).
One Microfuse (100 mA) (M,croiuse).
Three Vibrolders (Benjamin Electric).
One Metaplex baseboard, 12m, by 9m,
(Peto-Scott).
ACcESSORIES
One S.G.215 valve (VI); one D.210 valve
(V2); one P.220 valve (V3) (H,vac).
One Rola type FSB. PM-268 Loudspeaker.
One i-LT. battery (120-volt) (Siement).
!
One L.T. accumulator (2.volt) (Exide).
One 9-volt GB. battery (Siemens).
1

apparent from titis theoretical diagram.
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perhaps fitting that a critic should be
invited to delve into the realm of
vaticination, and to suggest what
Radiolympia is likely to reveal. Apparently,
the principle is that if you aro able to
criticise you must be able to forecast. If
you are able to say why a thing is wrong
you should be able to anticipate so that it
cannot be wrong. In a word, you should be
able to look into the future through the
mirrors of the past and the present in the
hope that coming events may cast their
shadows and' their reflections before them.
In any case it provides me with an opportunity of saying, "I told you so," if my
forecast comes off, and if it does not, I
am able to tell you how mistaken everyone
is, and why my forecast did not prove
correct. Not so many days will elapse
before you are able to judge what sort of a
prophet I am. There are those who may
wish that I shall be a better prophet thon
I am critic. If that is possible I must be a
very good prophet indeed-I hope
Now most of the prophecies I read n the
Sunday papers are based upon a reading of
the stars, and as I have rio astrological
attainments I have to use a more practical
basis for ¡ny forecast. I am more accustomeci to giving stripes than reading stars,
and my remarks must, therefore, he based
upon what I have gleaned in my peregrinations round the trade. For a couple of
months before the Show the average manufacturer is about as open regarding his
plans ai a paralytic clam. They suspect that
journalists may spill the beans, and forewarn their comp&itors. My optics are more
than usually observant, and it is not necessary for n manufacturer to say much providing that I äm permitted to see.

Increased Prices!
Therefore, I envisage, and with some

justification, a general increase in the price
of wireless sets and components. Large
quantities of metal are absorbed by the
radio trade each year, and I cannot believe
that they have discovered some method of
purchasing metal cheaply which the bicycle
and motor industries have been unable to
find. The prices of bicycles and motor-cars
have been increased by five per cent.,
owing to the shortage of material and the
rise in costs of labour which our armament
programme has forced upon us. Therefore, I
si.y that ve must expect a price increase
of at least five per cent., and I hope that in
that particular case I am a bad prophet.
Although it is my opinion that wireless sets
have become too cheap and that a price
increase can be justified, I think to some
extent the price level could be maintained
if the manufacturer elected to cut the
quality, but this I do not think he will do.
It is better for him to increase the price.
It is possible that where large stocks of
raw materials are already in hand no increase
will be made, but in other cases increases
may vary from 2 to '15 per cent. This
applies to components and sets.

August
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Therm io
variant of all-wave radio. It is a resultant
of it. It was one thing to design an allwave set, and quite another to make it so
efficient that it would reach out to the
stations it was designed to receive. This
year I believe that commercial sets will
live up to their title of all-wave sets and
all-world sets. Next year I expect to see

neuj'G.E.C. receiver in which novelty

is

found

in the colour-scheme.

ÎOUR. STAND
No1O
f

GROUND FLOOR!

greaier proportion of sets which will tune
to the ultra-short wavelengths, for, whilst
everyone may not by that time possess a
television receiver, many will wish to.
listen to the sound portion of the programmes. A large proportion of the allwave sets to be offered will not tune to the
ultra-short wavelengths. We may, therefore, expect to see some surprisingly original
all-wave tuners on the component makers'
stand. The screened Triogen coil of
Wearite and the new B.T.S. unit have
already been disclosed, but I know that
many others are being kept hush-hush
until Olympia. In conjunction with these
tuners new drives arc needed to obtain
The
the necessary vernier movement.
Polar people are redesigning the Microhorizontal dial to give a 50 to I and a
10 to i ratio with the usual knob.
Cabinet design seems to supply designers
with the greatest degree of latitude for the
play of their imagination.
There is a
distinct tendency to copy the American
style. I observe that some manufacturers
All-world Radio
have kept in mind the requirements of
It will be observed that the theme the owners of small houses, fòr radiogram
of Eadiolympia is to be All-world Radio, cabinets are smaller. You may expect
At first blush this may appear to be a to see automatic tuning arrangements, and

JargeF speaker openings to avoid resonance,

and special cabinets designed to fit in
corners, or close .UJ) to easy chairs, will be
seen.

Television
,,,
it,e

i,
i.
gniLu-b auvariuc wiu
Ou

manifèst m the television section. I have
always held that some optical system
enabling the picture to be projected or
enlarged instead of relying upon the end
of the cathode-my tube, which must limit
the size of the picture would eventually
arrive, and such will prove to be the case.
For apart from the simplification in tho
control of television receivers due to the
pm-setting of adjustments by the makers,
big screen models will be on view utihising
the cathode-ray tube. Great interest will
centre in the Philips receiver, which gives
a picture much larger than those formerly
obtainable. Intei'est will also be aroused
by the exhibit of another company which
up to the present has been rather in the
background, although widè claims have
from time to rtime been made for its
system. It is too much to hope that the
component section will fornì ii separate
portion of Radiolympia, and the constructor my therefore, have to wade
through a lot of exhibits in whieh he is not
interested. I do hope that next year the
components will be in a separate part of the

exhibition-no matter how small.

There will be nothing staggeringly new,
yet a vast amount to interest every listener;
the hobby will always be greater than the
apparatus, and I have no doubt that
thousands of radio constructors will
gravitate to Olympia as a matter of course.
There are still many tens of thousands of
home constructors, and the trade would do
well to remember that in toto they spexl
moro per capita than the average purchaser
of a complete set. This is not a prophecy,
but fact. I hope I shall see you there
!

:1
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THAT DODGE OF YOURS I

A Record-selector System

\YJHILST reconstructing my radiogram
VV
it occurred to me that I might

more advantageously make use of the
spare section of the cabinet for stacking
NAAEPtATE
BRASS

BRASS STRIPS

Every Reader of

AMATEUR

es1.e,ee.e.nsaøa

RUBBER ßUP1ER

I utilised an old metal-ease type torch,
and after a little trouble I managed to cut
this in half and mount same on a metal
bracket in the position indicated, thus
providing the illumination' for the bakelite
disc on which I previously marked the
respective station settings for both the
.0003 mfd. condenser employed in the unit

FASHIONED END

IOEMIAGE WITH
RECORD

-

'

i

OIT'

a complicated mains set to examine,
òvercame this difficulty by making a pair
of flexible ones. These proved so successful
that they are now used in preference to the
rigid type. To make the prods, as illustrated, cut a 6-in, length of spring-type
curtain rod and straighten out the first
spiral. At the other end twist or solder
a length of flexible wire tightly in the
spirals, and tie a double knot in the flex
just above the join. Next, slip on the
spring the red tops of six disused or broken
banana plugs. Stretch the spring slightly
and, holding it in this position with the
blade of a knife pushed between the coils,
fi a banana plug on the straightened end.
When the knife is removed the spring
should tighten just enough to hold all
straight. The other prod is made in a
similar manner but using black tops.

hays
must
dodge which would

originated some little
intérest other readers. Why not pass it on
to us? We pay ¿1.10.0 for the best wrinkis
submitted, md for every otheritem published
on this page we will psy half-a.guinea. Turn
that jdea of yours to account by sending it
in to us addres,ed to the Editor. "PRAC.
TICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS."
George Newnes, Ltd.. Tower House, South.
ampton Street, Strand, W.C.2. Put your name
Please note
and address on every item.
that every notion sent in must b. or,g,naL
Mark envelopes "Radio Wrinkles." DO
NOT enclose Queries with your wrinkles.

(BILLIARD CUE TIP)
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ordinarytest prods. The writer, having
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PACRIN( BETWEEN
BASE 0E UNIT ANO
CABINET 10 ATTAIN
CORRECT MOVEMENT
ANO MINIMISE PLAY

DEGREtS ALLOCATED
IO COMBINED SETTINGS

(Edmonton).

A Set-cleaning Device

1.JERE

is a simple device
for cleaning sets and
components, which can be
made quite easily with a
cycle pump, a "footbafl
THIN PIECE
friend" connector, a length
8AEuTh of rubber tubing, and a piece
of glass tubing.
Into the
end of the cycle pump is
screwed a football friend
I
connector, the ball valve of
whicWis removed. To the connector is fixed a suitable
length of rubber tubing into
I
which is pushed the "tool."
This is simply a short piece
SLOT FILED FOR
of glass tubing (as used in
SC RE WDR WER
chemical experiments) which
SETTING.

-

ACROSS HEATER TERMINALS

VIA SWPTCH"S-

-A. DAvIE

FOR STATIONS

/

A novel record filing and selector system.

I I

-

records, but I realised that the only
possible method for safe filing would be
in the incorporation of felt-lined sections.
I therefore constructed the base as ifiustrated. At a later date .1 had an idea
that a "selector" systeth would be rather
novel, at the same time facilitating the
extraction of a record, say, from the middle
of the closely filed batch, and this necessitated the perfection of a number of individual movements. Finally, I adopted the
method illustrated, and its simplicity
possibly supplies the reason for its efficiency.
The rocker strips are prevented from
sliding along the brass rod by a turn of
copper wire "W" each side of the converted nuts" N," and 8oldered to the rods.
The four brass guide strips are individually fixed by small brackets to the
cabinet sides, and likewise the rods; in
their case, however, collars were first
soldered to the brackets to accommodate
the ends of the rods. The control plunger
(B) for each mechanism was fashioned
from a length of wood rod
añd finished with a coat of
HUSSEL
R
enamel. S.

I

ADDITIONAL CAPACITY
FOR REMOTh CONTROL
(OOOrnFà

'

evenly heated at the
required point by holding it
in a gas jet and revolving it.
When the glass is red hot, it is drawn out
and broken off at the required diameter by
nicking it first with a file.
Several shapes of these tools
may be made by bending them
in the gas flame.
The pump is placed in a vice
is

Geiieral arranqemeni of a remo/e-con/rol conde sse,

and the .0005 mfd. condenser in my
receiver.
The sketch, I hope, will sufficiently show
the principle adopted.-W. E.
WESTON (Wïthernsea).

Flexible Test Prods
ITis not always possible when
testing a set to reach t
various components with th

1101/.

CYCLE PUMP

-

'FOOTBALL
FRIEND"

(1.tedcar).

Remote Control Con.
denser Unit
¡ HAVE just made up a

I two-station remote control
condenser unit, having been
encouraged by your recent
article on this subject, and
whilst assembling the apparatus I decided to make use
of t h e semi-transparent
nature of thin bakeIit The
accompanying sketch shows
the resultant fitment.

TUBE.

A handy cleaning

f
simple

method

of

flexible tesi prods.

moling

/

sTRAIGHTEND 10 AT
ND PLUC

deoice for

d115i

eis.

horizontally, and is worked with one hand,
while the other holds the tool, directing it
upon the components to be cleaned. A
powerful jet of air issues from the end of
the nozzle, and it has proved invaluable to
me whilst c1aning two very dusty sets.H. A. BENTLEY (Walsall).

-j
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HE present vogue in receiver design
that termed commonly "al!is
wave."
As we have 1inted out
before, however, this isa mis-nomer as
the modern reeciver does not tune on all
waves. It indicates to the modern listener
that the receiver covers a short-wave
range (or in some cases two short-wave
ranges), in addition to the normal broadcast medium and long waves, and the
majority of receivers now in use are
designed for the latter bands only. Therefore, in order to bring such receivers up
to date it is necessary to include shortwave tuning circuits. Luckily, with the
apprdach of the Radio Exhibition certain

'aee.e.s,alea.Wsa.e. eta.e,

Suggestions for Bringing Old. Receiv
Inc luding
tains its Own tuning devices. This arrangement, although very popular, is often
objected to on tite ground that it increases
the space required for the receiver, and
also that it has to be connected and disconnected in order
to give the receiver
the normal adjustments. For instance,
-.
the short waves may
only be required late
in the evenings and
the receiver may have
to be left during the
dayfortheremaining
U
members of t h e
ji
- family lo use for
II
broadcast reception.
lt is possible to fit a
switch to make the
over, but we
change
below, the theoretical
are hardly concerned
in this article with
methods such as these. We really wish to
show how a set may be converted so that it
follows the normal modern trend of tuning
on all waves with the single tuning control
I

',;;

I

-
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a Short-wave Tuning Rangt
or used as a single coil. Quite good results
sliould be obtained in ordinary straight
receivers by a simple replacement of the
tuning coil. By straight receivers, we
refer to the detector or detector-LF. sets,
and in sorno eases to the HF.- Det..L.F.
type of apparatus. In the latter case,
however, it may he necessary to carry out
some slight change in the method of coupthig the H.F. to the detector stage, There
aro three or four normal methods of H.P.
coupling met with in ordinary receicrs,
and these are shown in Figs. 2 to 5. Iii
the first case a normal 1I.F. transformer
is employed, tite primary being joined in
the anode circuit of the H.P. valve and the

I

L
f-

HFC

-i

-

I

Fig.

-1.-The

all-wave coil and,
circuit employed in il.

new Wearile

1

I

which is now fitted.

All-wave Coils
At the niornent there are three or foùr
very good constructor-typo all-wave coils
available in which the necessary switching

Thus, thce may be used
in place of an existing broadcast coil
retaining the ordinary .00O mfd toning
condenser for the short-wave tuning range,
The latest coil o! this type is shown in
Fig. 1, and it will be seen that it is screened
and may be assembled in ganged units
is incorporated.

J

L

L
@k

.k
(

components are becoming available to the
home-constructor, with the aid of which
it is not a difficult proposition to convert an
old set in order to make it tune on the
desired ranges, although it is not essential
that the receiver wiring should be altered.

Using a Converter
One of the oldest schemes for obtaining
short-wave signals on an existing set is
by the uTse of a short-wave adapter or
converter, a piece of apparatus which is
connected to the receiver and which con#1.7*

H.FC

t

SONE interesting new superbets are
announced by Ferranti, and the
accompanying illustrations show Model
1137, together with a detailed illustration
of the special magnascopic dial which is
fitted to the receivers. The illustration of
Model 1137 shows that this part of the
tuning indicator is a separate section,
arranged above the normal scale, which
is divided into two sections. The mediumwave scale, marked in wavelengths and
with many station names engraved in

green occupies

Fig.

3.-In

this circuit Me transformer is

parallel-fed.

secondary in the detector grid cfrcuit
A inodilicatioii, using the same type
of coupling component, is shown in Fig. 3,
where the transformer is parallel-fed.

NEW FERR
is

extended, in effect, to a length of over

six feet..

-

A Magnified Dial
As wilt be seen by the diagrarnnmtie
illustration, the magniflcaticn is carried out
by means of a small bulb, biu.es and mirror,
so diposcd as to direct on to the back of

the upper segment
of the scale round

the top edge
of which the

Fie.

)I

5

2.-The

normal HF.
coupling.

transformer

short-wave band is
marked in wavelengths. The bottom
of the dint carries
the long-wave ¡mmdications and stat iou
naines. Apart from
the circuit design
and chassis lay-out.,
the most important
detail of these receivers is the Magnat
scopie dial, in which
the short-wave scale

!1I

LI

ns__i,__ aee_
Tisis is

lime

±r

Magnascopic dial, which

as

is

fit/ed lo the lates! Ferranti sel.
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rs into Line with Modern Practice by
By W. J. DELANEY

e
i

Here an H.F. choke is joined in the anode
circuit and the transformer primary is
joined between the anode and earth.
When the primary is taken away the tuned
circuit becomes known as a tuned-anode
circuit, and again it may he employed
direct or parallel-fed, as shown in Figs.
4 and 5. Conseuuentiv. it may be necessary, in view of the type of coil which is
adopted in the all-wave tuner, to modify
the wiring so as to make full use of the new

ganged tuning condensers are sufficiently
well designed to warrant their uso in a
short-wave tuner of the types referred to,
where the minimum wavelength does not
go lower than, say, 12 metres. The additional wiling to switches and other
components, however, prevents a lower
range being effectively covered without
more drastic modifications and the use of
special short-wave components, but as
we are dealing with a direct modification
these need not worry us at the moment.
The wiring to the coils should, however,
be kept as short as possible, and a heavy
If a
gauge of wire should be used.
simple detector stage is employed, make
certain that the grid leak and condenser
are joined as close as possible to the
detector valveholder, and make quite
certain that this component is of good
quality. If the receiver is very old, and
an old bakelite valveholder is being used,
change it for one of tho modern paxolin
or ceramic components.

it entirely, but this will have to be tried
out when the receiver is tested.

Trimming

-

The trimmers on the majority of ganged
condensers may be found to have rather
a high minimum, and in the Triogen coil
at least it is advisable to remove the
trimmers entirely from the condenserthe makers of the coil having thoughtfully
provided special trimmers on that component for matching purposes. Where a
single coil is used, of course, the trimmers.
wilt not he of much importance, although
they should not be screwed right down as
they will increae slightly the minimum
wavelength to which the coils will tune.

,__-H.Tt

flg.

5-Tlic

f

I

parallel -lcd

-: coupling.

luned

:ande

H.F. Choke

Fig. 4.
which

-A
is

tuned- anode HF. coupling
not employed. venj often in
modern receivers.

Obviously, each receiver must be
considered on its merits, and thc changes
carefully carried Out.
coil.

Short-wave Components.
The majority of modern .0005 mfd.

In some cases the detector H.F. choke
may prove unsuitable for short-wave
reception, and it should be exchanged for
one of the modern all-wave components.
An alternative is to obtain a good modern
short-wave H.F. choke, and join this
between the anode and the existing choko
so that the two are in series as shown in
Fig. 7. Make certain that the shortwave component is joined next to the anode
and, if possible, connect it right np close
to the anode terminal on the valve.
holder. In some circuits it may he
desirable to modify the capacity of the
anode by-pass condenser or even to remove
-

a ground-glass screen the markings on
a circular transparent scale carried by the

main condenser spindle. This is marked
in wavelengths, the markings
being divided up and subdivided to form a very effective
tuning dial. A hair line iii the
centre of the window serves as
an indicating point, and thus
tuning on the short waves is
¡nade even simpler than the
ordinary broadcast tuning. The
tuning pointer is double-ended
to enable the single dial to
indicate the medium or longwave stations, and in certain
models a separate indicator is
fitted to show to which band
the receiver is adjusted.

L

I
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ki
Fig.

6.-The

normai

H.F.

IlL
chole a.

employed for reaction purposes.

To remove tise trimmers on the ganged
condenser simply unscrew the trimming
screw, nona up ne 1op mecas piare wumea
will thereby be exposed, and take away the
disc or strip of mica which will be found
beneath it. Do not replace the scrow or
bend back the top plate or you will shortcircuit the condenser section.
It is obviously nnpossible to deal with
every type of receiver individually, but the
details which are given should enable anyone with a standard type of receiver to
incorporate the all-wave feature with very
little trouble, and thus obtain many more
hours of enjoyment from their existing
apparatus at the minimum of expense.
u

H.FC

jLLL:

READY SHORTLY!
Wireless Coils, Chokes and

TRANSFORMERS

Ferranti Mode!

)Se1

1137 receiver.

seas 5lleSeeeleesue,a

and How to Make Them.
2/6, by post 2/IO from
CEO. NEWNES, LTD., Tower
House, Southampton St., Strand.
London, W.2.

Fig.
wave

7,-For

all-wave reception, o hortchoke shovid be joined between
the anode and the ordinary choke.

HF.
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of a triode and au ordinary SG. valve,
both being likely occupants of the spares

s

box.
The triode is used as an oscillator, the
S.G. as a detector, and the combination
lends itself to easy operation, good selee-

I

(.ti (j) f)

tivity and sensitivity.

The timing or grid condenser Cl should
have a capacity of .00015 mfds., while the
reaction control C2 has a value of .0003
A TWO-VALVE S0W. CONVERTER rnfds. The values are not
too critical,
In This Article, Specially Written for Beginners, providing the coil-winding details are
to suit any variation.
For
the Construction of An Efficient Unit From adjusted
example, a .0002 mfd. reaction condenser
Spare Parts is Described by RADIO ENGINEER. is used, itifmay
be necessary to add a turn
or two to the reaction winding before a
efficient short-wave 'converter is
The adapter, on the 'other hand, is the satisfactory effect is produced. If a larger
of those pieces of apparatus most simple arrangement possible, but as tuning condenser is employed, fewer turns
AW one
which should form part of every it only utilises the broadcast receiver must be used for the grid coil, and so on,
constructor's equipment.
from the detector stage to the output, but don't go to the extreme and use, say,
It does not follow that it is necessary
a .0005 mfd. condenser.
for one to be a most enthusiastic shortCoil Windings
wave "fan" before one makes up and uses
such gear. Even if the interest is only a
The details for the coil windings are
passing one, or if short-wave reception is
given with the illustration, and it will be
required only for one month a year, the
noted that there is nothing difficult about
apparatus takes up very little room, does
them. Should it happen that other twonot cost anything to keep, and is inepencircuit S.W. coils are available, there
sive to build.
is no reason why they should not be used,
With the great increase in programme
so long as the values of Cl and C2 are
value of the world's S.W. stations, those
selected to suit. It should be noted, at
many odd times when the long and medium
this stage, that the whole secret of the
waves have nothing tempting to offer,
circuit depends on smooth and satisfactory
need no longer be idle moments for
reaction being obtained, otherwise the
the receiver, providing that one has an WINO/NO
triode circuit will not be maintained in the
efficient SW. converter or adapter ready
required state of oscillation.
to be put into action.
Two high-frequency chokes are required,
Apart from programme matter, conone wound foi S.W. work, and the other
siderabla interest, amusement and
a normal broadcast type. The first, if
OR W00ô
instruction can be obtained from S.W. cORe
not found in the spares box, can be wound
\
0/SC SCREWED
reception, and such reception need not, as To aq5'EßogRo
D,SC TO F-/I
in the manner advised in the details of the
rIc#-1rLy IN
so many peopie think, necessitate special
"One Valver for America," published in our
COIL POV4&
aerials, earths and other accessories.
issue for January 23rd, 1937, while the
Fig. 2.-Details of ¡he coil
latter can be of the screened or unscreened
Types of Units
WIN1ÌTNflS
type for medium and long waves.
There are two types of S.W. units which
The other components need no exGRID. Distance Reaction 34 S.W.G.
Wavewill enable use to be made of a normal lengths 22 S.W.G.
Coy.
Enam. & Cotton
planation- as they are standard, but it is
X
broadcast receiver for the reception of
advisable to adhere to the values shown
4 Turns
the short waves. They are usually known 24-40M 3O Turns
and use a triode valve of the HL. type and
Turns
5 Turns
r
8 Turns
as (a) an S.W. Converter, and (b) an S.W. 35-75M lo Turns
r
a screened grid of the "straight" variety.
Adaptei. It is possible to combine both
types in one unit; but that does not concern it is, naturally, not so selective or sensitive,
and the results obtained might not always
us at the momenti.
0-.
If you have been using an adapter
The converter works on the superhet be good.
00/ MId
and you are inclined
method, and is designed for use with any
to condemn short
type of receiver employing one or more
f _...
waves because of the
/17W results you did or did
tze
Io ol
CR57I
ROgO
not get, I would say,
¡0
01
have another try with
/IFC.
the unit described
t3:::::::13
below and then corno coo o
pare notes.
Some converters use
Lo_0I
a single triode valve as
IMÇI.
a combined detector
(
C5
J_
and oscillator
two
functions necessary in
T7
/M
this type of unit-and
although such an arrangement is cheap
H.T- and simple, it is far
from perfect in 'operation. A better method
I
5(
makes use of a heptode,
..J..
or a heptode and a
COO MÑ
triodo, but once again
L T
the constructor runs
Fig. i .-Theoreticd circuit of the 2-val Ver. The connections B, D, F, up against cost, and
and G are made to the coil by crocodile clips or flex wire,
more valves for stock,
so the heptode must be
stages of high-frequency amplification- ruled out on that score.
a superhet receiver being included. I
possesses the following worth-while features: An Alternative Circuit
-An alternative system-which can be
it has a good degree of selectivity-very
C3
C,
,..-'
essei%tial nowadays on the short waves- used without any loss of efficiency-is
and it forms, in conjunction with any good shown in Fig. 1, which is the circuit of the
unit under discussion, and whith makesuse Fi2. 3.-Su9gesled layout of baseboard and panel.
receiver, a very sensitive outfit.

Li

J

.j

$
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SHORT-WAVE SECTION
(Continuéd [roui previous page)

Operation

-

-

With the valves and coil in position, the
batteries all connected and switched on,
connect the actual aerial to terminal A
and the output (terminal O) to the aerial
terminal of the broadcast receiver, after
making sure that the receiver is switched
over to the long waves. The broadcast
receiver is then switched on and the volume
or reaction control set to, say, just below
maximum output, care being taken to see
that the circuit is not oscillating or unstable.
The reaction condenser C2 of the
converter is then adjusted until the circuit
sounds alive or when a steady rushingbut not whistling-sound is produced,
after which the tuning condenser Cl can

be rotated-very slowly-through its travel
or until a station carrier is heard.
Be careful and patient with the tuning,
as it is so easy to pass over transmissions
on the short waves without being aware
of their existence if the tuning is adjusted

519
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-New 5-valve ALL-WA

too quickly.
It will be found that it is possible, by
adjusting the aerial series condenser and
the H.T. feed, to find a setting of C2
which will hold good for all settings of Cl
for the coil concerned, thus allowing onedial tuning to be obtained. Once a station
is received the volume can be adjusted
by the rection and/or volume controls of
the broadcast receiver.
Providing the existing aerial is not longer
than, say, 6Oft. and a long lead-in is not
used through the house, it will be quite
satisfactory for use with the converter,
though one that is well clear of all obstruction and having a good height will,
naturally, be more efficient.

SUPERHET

A.C.

V-

CHASSIS

with $
Britisl

Valves.

-.

.r

4

I

Dimensions

¡O' high, Cati, or C.O.u.
wide: 83" deep. Core. Paid
3 Wn,etia,sdg : 18-50. 200-550. 900-2,000 metres.
matis volume control cc 2 stages. ßnndposs ou all stages.
Ctreait, Aerial Isssissctively conpied to londpnns lnpsst to Triods

Il

Aule.

Ifexode as Detector and OscIllator, banripans tronstorfilel
oossplvd te Variable-sss. lIP. l'nntodo so LP. AmpS/her. 1F.
sta9e bandprns teanslonoer coupled to Donsble-Dlode-Trlosls
for second doteetlon, AyO, and lot LP. uns1shiflcattofl.
Tr/oslo section res/alune, Cai'oettp coupled to i,lgls elopt
output pentode. 4 pocotson srswerlsangc cc-Itch (o.' 3 t'ondi
sosi ceussso.
Each. band separotely dial tgtsteut.
Provision
for extension speaker. Combined on-nfl switch and volons,
control. Separate tone control, t9ab chascia tested.. Pos
A.0 Moins, 200-200 volts. 50-100 cycles. Outluot3 c-otto,
With I eitiah Valve,, s'ea.ly lo play. $5/39/9,
or lOI- doc-o and 11 monthly payn,enju of 11/-.
if ressulrod with Blob-Fidelity Fleld-Energlaed 9' cone MovIng Colt Speaker, add £11716
to Cashs Price oc 2/6 to Depo-ot and 2/7 to cools
monthly payment.

and South American broadcasters, a bugle
Mexico City on the Air
XEWW, a transmitter with a 10- call denotes an interval in the programme.
kilowatt output inställed at Mexico Belgrade's Allotted Cal I-sign
City (Mexico), may now be heard
So far, of the numerous European shortnightly at good strength from midnight wave stations, that of Belgrade (Yigo-

onwards on 31.65 rn (9.48 mets). The coil siavia) was the only one without callin Spanish includes the slogan La Voz letters.
has been allotted to the
12 Months' Guarantee with Each Chossia'
dj Amerjea Latina (The Voice of Latin transmitterYUA
on 49.18 in. (6.1 moIs). The All Postal Ordei's usual be croosed and curreney registered
America). As an interval signal the studio daily schedule for August and September PETO-SCOTT Co. Ltd., Established.
noes four chimes on a descending scale.
is OEM.T. 06.00-08.00; 11.30-13.30; and
77 Pr.W.47), City Road, LONDON. E.C.I.
Clissol,1 9875-6-7
17.00-23.30, when the station closes
Stockholm Tries Out New Channel from
down. The call heard is: Ovde Radio
In addition to the two frequencies used Beograd (phon: Bay-o-jrard), and a musical
for the relay of the Swedish national pro. box melody (Serbian Folk song) may assist
gramme, tests are also now being carried in its identification. The power of the
out on 15.155 me/s (19.80 m.) for which transmitter will shortly be increased to
the call-sign is also SBO. As this trans. 2.5 kilowatts.
mission is purely experimental, listeners
desiring the full Stockholm radio entertain. Eiffel Tower Television
ment must turn to 49.47 m. (6.065 mc/s)
Television transmissions from the Paris
and 25.63 m. (11.705 mc/s) as per published Eiffel Tower have been resumed on 42
With 3 BRITISH VALVES
schedule of.times.
me/s (7.14 m.), with sound accompaniment
LISTPRICE4r4rO
BARGAIN
on 206 m. (1,456 kcfs).
SCREENED:

BARG

INS!I

S.G.3 CHASSIS

Rio de Janeiro on Short Waves

Through PSE, Marapicu (Brazil), yo
may, from time to time, listen to Rio de
Janeiro on 20.07 m. (14.935 mc/s). This
commercial transmitter is brought into
action for the broadcast every Friday at
G.M.T. 21.00 of a news bulletin issued by
the Brazilian Ministry of Propaganda.

LATEST
GRID CIRCUIT. Corn.
prising
Screened Grid
H.F. DetectOr and Pen.
Output
tode
Valves.
Screened wave-wound
coils.
2-Gang Air.
Condense r.
Dielectric
Metal Chassiy.
Only
9 m.a. H.T.Consumpl,on
Illurninated and Wave.
length Calibrated Dial.
Wave range 200-2,100
Complete with
metres.
Valvea, black escutcheon
and all knobs. -

Trujillo City Comes Through Again
During the past week broadcasts from

CaM or
C.O.f).

HIG, Trujillo City (Dominican Republic),
'
on 47.74 m. (6.28 mc/s) have been regularly
1
picked up from G.M.T. 22.30 onwards.
k..
The station, which gives out its call in both
ilEnglish and Spanish (HIG, as in Germany,
and Achay-ee-hay en Ciudad Trujillo).
% .1
may be heard closing down as late as
Cuban Broadcaster Settles Down
$ 4.
COGF, Matanzas (Cuba). previously re. G.M.T. 02.30. At present, this is the only
,. jis
e
ported on 27.8 m. (10.79 mc/a), is now Dominican Republic transmitter appearing
nonderfal chord, alU bring yoa
Thin
_________
carrying out regular daily broadcasts on in our log.
Wide choie,
Entlieh and foreign programmer
25.45 m. (11.79 mo/s) until the early hours PRA8, Pernambuco, Definitely Closed
with onmeing purity of tone und remurk,ble
atoniehing bargain
volume. Avadable at
t
Correspondents report
of the morning.
price only from N.T.5. 2/6 doua aecurea
Down
talune,
12 monthly paymeotu of
reception of these musical programmes
S a
As
Aleo available with
Comor Volves at
the
transmitter
placed
at
disposal
the
until G.M.T. 06.30. As the transmitter
down and 52 monthly paymenta of 4/3.
relays the CMGF medium-wave programme, of the Radio Club of Pernambuco, on
ni. (6.028 mc/s), has now been taken
the full call given out is as follows: Emisora 49.76 for
other duties, special broadcasts by
Write tor tree Booklet to-day
CMGF onda larga (long wave) y COGF over
F R E E describing
with actual
in
onda corta. (short wave) en Matanzas, this organisation destined to listeners over
photographs,
a 4-calve Bandspread S.W. Kit and
seas
are
now
transmitted
at
irregular inter.
Repubhca dc Cuba. The channel adopted
4 other entirely new N.T.S. Bargain Short.Wave
Kits, and range et Short-Wave Components.
seems to be the one already used by a vals through PSG, Marapicu (Brazil), on
SEND FOR BIG LIST OF BARGAIN SETS BY
station COKG, of Santiago de Cuba, which 27.88 m. (10.76 moIs), a commercial station
ATLAS, BRITISH RADIOPHONE, B.T.S., K.B.,
adopts the slogan: La Voz de los Provincias usually handling trafflo with the United
LISSEN, MCMICHAEL, PETO.SCOTT AND ZONOP H ON E.
Cullura Nacional (The Voice of the States.
Provinces and National Culture). Another
All PostalOrdeíe mut f becosgggd «nel currrnelj registered.
newcomer recently logged is COBO,
WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR'S
Havana, working on 32.22 m. (9.31 mc/s).
ENCYCLOP/EDIA
Here again the station has been heard
s
Ñewtlfun e.
5/- or 5/6 by post from
between G.M.T. 04.00-05.00, giving its
56 (Pr.W.28), LUDGATE
HILL, LONDON, E.C.4
George Nwnr.Ltd., Tower Ho,,w, Soulha,npgon Ss.,
address as Apartado Postal (P.O. Box), 22,
Sgrond, Lo,,don, W.C.2.
EST. 192%
Havana. Similarly to many other Cuban _____________________________________
-
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is with the deepest regret that we
haye to announce the death at the
early age offifty ofMr. W. R. Bullimore,
Managing Director ofA. C. Cossor, Ltd., who
passed away on the evening of July 27th.
Mi'. Bullinsore had a very distinguished
eareerin the electrical and radio industries.
Born iss Australia, he. caine to London as
a boy on the death of his father, a Whitworth scholar who had been sent to Austra lia
to lay the first trams for the City of Adelaide.
On leaving Technical Collego 30 years
ago he joined the X-ray tube manufacturing concern of A. C. Cossor, Ltd., and
soon after acquired tise controlling interest.
From early work on X-ray, cathode-ray
tubes asïd surgical lamps, it was a logical
step to the niatau.facture of wireless valves,
an4 3h-. Bullimore svas the inventor of the

i

RUTH MASCHWITZ

By

I

jDavy Burnaby
:
many stage and radio stars
¡
Davy
Burnaby
!
is a victim of the
autograph hunter.
A
short.
while ago, when walking along the street
he
was
!
recognised by a crowd of small
who surged round him with books sboys pencils.
¡and
He obligingly signed his
! name a dozen times or so, and tison
noticed that one of the boys whose book
¡ he had already autographed presented it

[iKE

I

I

!again.
I
" But I've given you one signature " Davy.
I
jprotestcd
know," said the youngster. " But1
if I can get three of them I can echange
for one of Tommy Handley's "
I
-ithem
Since childhood Davy's ambition had
on the stage, and at the age of.
Ibeen tohegowas
acting in amateur theatri-Iseven
cals. His first professional appearance
was an auspicious one, for lie played William in " The Crossways " at a1
!

I

o

!

I

I

I

command performance given by Mrs.
Langtry which Icing Edward attended. He then went with the same play for a
I
On his return
¡ tour of the United States.
! he toured with George Edwardes' coin1903 appeared as Roderick I
Il)any, andinin "The
Flood Tide." SinceI
O'Gricff
! then he lias appeared in numerous shows,
including " Sugar Bowl," " Belie of
¡Brittany," " Hullo, London," and inI
1914 again went to America svitls " ToNight." Back in Londonl
I sight's the
in the same show success followed success,
! including,
" Yes, Uncle," " Baby II Bunting," " 0h, Julie," and " The Co¡ Optimists." In 1933 he broke into filins,
! and the following year made his début
as Widow Twankey in
Ipantomime
i " laddin."
!
Davy is one of the earliest broadcasters I
faet, he was heard over the air two
i-in
i years before tise B.B.C. was formed. He
- broadcast from a place in Dean Street to Ithe Eagle Hut, where a charity eñterta inOn that meinori ment was being given.
! able occasion listeners paid
ten shillings Ifor headphones for ten minutes of radio
He has always been intensely interested
Iin wireless, and was one of the first exIperimenters in short-wave listening. After
his performance in " Thé Co-Optimists " I
Ihe used to tune in every day in hisdressingiroom to the Pittsburg Tea Hour.
was one of the first people to listen
to a broadcast from tise Levialiwn, 500Imiles out at sea. In fact he organised enormous party packed with celebrities j
Ian
- to hear one of her concerts.
Unfortuni ately just as the audience had assembled,
Í and was waiting with bated breath for the I
! performance to begin, a telephone message
i Came through to say that there was a
jstorm at sea and a broadcast wasp
jinnossjble
!

-'s

_i

-

o

/

n
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I

!
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Let the dictionary
be,,g ueary
or
constant,
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CONDENSERS
'

IVÍAIjY have been the makes of
condensers... all good co look at.. . some good
performers-for a time. ' Why aren't they on the
market now?

Because they lacked the quality of

permanence... Inadequate experience, doubtful

materials or unskilled workers left the job in
some way incomplete . . . they failed in the
test of time,
T.C.C. Condensers are the product of over 28
years' specia!isation In condenser design and
manufacture. That experience-that solid fouitdation is behInd every T.C.C. Condenser. The
result is a range second-to-none plus a reliability
that is re-m.oeflt. For safecy' sake use T.c.c.

.

The

late

Mr. W. R. Bullimore.

first Cossor valves marketed, his new
hooded anode and arched filament patents
making a revolutionary advance in radio
technique. He was also responsible for
the idea of the constructor's kit of parts,
known as the Melody Makers, which did
much to popularise radio.
Mr. Bullimore took a deep interest in the
welfare of his workers, and under his
guidance the company grew from a small
family concern to one of the largest radio
manufacturing concerns, and one of his
last works was to put into operation a
pension scheme which particularly recogssised those who had worked with him for
many years.
In addition to his steadfast character
he combined the qualities of a first-class
commercial usan with those of an able
engineer and scientist, and his demise
creates a gap which will be difficult to fill.
Mr. Bullimore leaves a widow and one
son, aged 14.
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ALL-WAVE Radio, the theme of the
Radiolyinpia Exhibition, has influenced the production of the Philco
receivers for sonic time. In the present
range of Philco receivers there are no fewer
than 28 different models, 'ranging in price
from £6 to 120 guineas. There are two
important additions included in this range,
the Empire Five, and Empire Twenty-Two
in several different models. It will be noted
from the accompanying illustration of
Model 2258 RG that a new design in
cabinets has %en introduced. This partieiilar desirm known as the "Bunkingham," follows more closely Americh
practice, and, apart from the large open
style adopted for the speaker opening, the
automatic dial is the most interesting
feature. An important point with all of the
new Philco models seems to be the placing
of the controls on the cabinet front instead
of having them covered as in the majority
of. modern radiograma. This does, of
course, permit the lady of the house to
place a bowl of flowers or electric lamp on
the cabinet top without the annoyance of
having continually to remove it in order to
tune to a station.
Automatic Tuning
This particular form of tuning has been
perfècted in the Philco laboratories, and it
is as simple to use as the ordinary telephone.
Foreign stations ale located accurately
by the aid of this device and the station
numbers are placed at least six times as far
apart as on most sets. The receiver ¡huatratet! is a 22-valver and the tuning covers
five wavebands: 145-350 kc/s, 520.1,600 kc/s,
1.5-4.7 mc/a, 4.5-11.6 the/s and 11.5-18.2
inc/s. The reproduction is effected through
three speakers, a single 14m, model coupled
to two additional high-frequency
tweeter" models. The output is rated
at 18 watts, obtained from two triodes in

OF
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Class A push-pull. The power suppiv is
obtained from two separate power units,
and ample storage space is provided for

grathophone records.
In addition to the particular cabinet
style shown, this model may also be
obtained in two other styles, the Windsor
a.nd the Balmoral, the prices of these
models starting at 120 guineas. The
Balmoral cabinet is particularly ;jnteresting
in view of the fact that the customary
loudspeaker opening has been fitted with
sloping louvres across the lower part of the

521

cabinet, and at the eides thin slots have been
cut, thus lending not only an attractive
appearance to the complete assembly, but
also something out of the ordinary. The
tuning dial and foui controls are, in this
model, mounted at one side of the cabinet
front, the top portion above this being
fixed, but the remaining portion of the top
being hinged to expose the gramophone
turntable and record-changing
mechanism.
The Windsor is not quite so large and the
record-storage cupboard occupies
a
section of the front, although in this
model the louvre-covered speaker fret is
also fitted.

w

j
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Model 2258
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"Budingharn"

Cabine!.

Fete is to be held. The Flower Show is one
of the largest and most famous in the
country with £1,600 in cash prizes and
numerous cups and trophies. It was
begun in 1875, and in fifty-five years
(no show was held during the War) the
takings have totalled over £366,000. It is
the only show in the provinces at which
concerts are given by Massed Guards Bands
of 120 players. The present programme
includes "Vivat! George the King," by
Peter Rex; the Finale of Tchaikovsky's
Fourth Symphony; and Finlandia, by

Powerful Radio Station for a Russian the caravan of vessels for which she may
be acting as convoy. A special receiving
Icebreaker
and transmitting station will be provided
WE are informed that a powerful radio for use by expeditions. It will be portable,
station is being designed and con- able to work on any range, and to be fed
structed for the giant icebreaker, Joseph by any machine, including a hand-operated
Ñalin (the largest icebreaker in the world), one.
soon to be launched by the Baltic OrSibelius.
jonikidze Shipyards. The icebreaker will Orchestral Music
be a floating radio contre, and in power of
radio equipment she will surpass any of the
vessels of the Soviet civil fleet. She will
bave a short-wave radio transmitter of
1 kilowatt capacity for long-distance conimunications, which will enable her to
maintain direct communications with Moscow, and any of the polar centres from any
point of the Northern Sea Route. A second
long-wave transniitter of 2-kilowatt capacity
will be installed for the purposes of the
meteorological service, and for communication with ships sailing the Northern Sea
route. By means of this transmitter, the
Joseph Stalin will be able to maintain
telephonic communications with the
stations of the Northern Sea Róute, and
through them with other centres of the
Union. The icebreaker will also carry a
distress transmitter of small capacity for
communication with the nearest ports and
coastal stations in the event of mishap,
tso to be used -for communications with

QN August 22nd (Regional) May Harrison will be the soloist in Max Bruch's
Violin Concerto, with Julius Harrison
conducting.
Warfl ick Braithwaite. the
conductor from Sad 1ers' Wells, will conduct the B.B.C. Orchestra on August 23rd
(National) in a programme including three
excerpts from Cha brier's ' Le Roi malgré
lui," and Constance Willis will sing arias
by Mozart, and other songs. On August 25th
(Regional). Arnold Trowell, the New Zealand 'cellist, will play the Symphonic
Variations, Opus 23, by Boellmãnn, with
the Empire Orchestra, conducted by Erie
Fogg.

Tennis At Scarborough
THE well-known tennis writer, E. J.
Sampson, will be at the Leeds station
on August 21st, to give an eye-witness
account for Northern listeners of the
Scarborough Lawn Tenths Tournament.
The Scarborough Tournament is one of the
big events in the North of England tennis
calendar; there is a good entry and play
should be of a high standard.

Potted Opera

THE
i

experiment of broadcasting an
opera completo on gramophone
records has been tried more than once from
Massed Bands from Shrewsbury
Northern Ireland and has proved successE Midlands will provide a concert ful. The programme on August 18th is
T'l for the National programme on of" Manan," by Massenet, and the extra-cts
August 19th, given by the Massed Bands of given will include some of the most famous
the Irish uard, Welsh thiards, and Royal arias, duets and choruses, while tho story
Air Force from the Quarry, Shrewsbury of the opera, told by a narrator, will link
where the Shrewsbury Musical and Flota! up the records.
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ELECTRADIX BARGAINS
TELEPHONES for HOUSE, OFFICE. GPRAOE. nd FeId Sport..
Tsbk, Woli owl W4esrooi l'ortoSio, from 10/-. Hoadphonr.
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MICROPHONES
"W.W."

A e.4endld Microphone for
Bokrlite cene. cont.olniog e lin. tranomitter
ond trooclormer on bronue ede.tal, deL,cl,eblc Switch end plug.
Umrvalled loe qoelity and price. 11/-. Other type,: Loutre
No. 108 Fede,tei. lOin, high. 12M; Lenti, Superior No. 128E
Ring 141e. Pedrotel, 1816. Rood Mike, io lin. ceoe. No. li et
6/8 ; Superior typo No. 110, 7I6. Bottone, 1/-, E,juef publie
oddreor and rood Mike lReiez principle). 55/-. Aok for illuetreted
311ko LIk ' 2V" of 25 uodelc.
No.

11 TABLE MIXE.

H.M. V.

apeech and mo,Ìc.

Peter Dawson has recorded "Invictus"
Head is Bloody But Unbowed, I
Am the Master of My Fate." Having
settled Fate's business satisfactorily, he
sings on the other side of the record" Give
Me the Spice of Life "-H.M.V. B 8600.
Two very charming ballads, one American
and one English, are sung by Derek Oldham,
who was so successful in the United States
during the recent tour of the D'Oyly Carte
Opera Company that he has been invited
to return when his engagements permit.
The songs are Oley Speak's "Morning"
and Graham Peel's successful setting of
"In Summertime on Bredon" on HM.V.
B 8603.
The Comedy Harmonists have chosen
"Congo Lullaby't from the Robeson ifim
"Sanders of the River" for their latest
recording on H.M. V. B 8602. It is coupled
with "Love Me a Little Today."
Other film numbers are "Blue Hawaii"
and "Sweet is the Word for You," sung by
Al Bowlly 6n H.M. V. BD 440, and "They
Can't Take That Away from Me" (" Shall
We Dance ") coupled with "Where Are
You
(" Top of the Town "), sung by
Hal Yates on H.M.V. BD 436.

AND PARTS

liu,Pi
SsO.

MAINS RECEIVERS new 1.v.slve AC. chassis nets. Band pam
gircuit, very seIea!tave. Complete less raiceo at the low Clearance
price 01 301- each. Leallet free.
TWO RAmO-eRAN CABINETS. Vertical console type, olee
condition mohos. ami e.Irnst, 22 ii roch. CarrosSe cost paghisag at
cost.
2-VALVE METAL B. CHASSIS. Drilled and fitted 2 valve holders,
transformer, coil, etc. 26 racla.
SLOPE FRONT TEAR CABINETS. New, make fine instrument
panel, 10 a 7 a 15. 1/- each.
OAK CABINETS Sor fibort-sssve Battery Reeeivreo, 2 or 7 vaf,'e,
polished Jacoboass finish, lojIn. a 71°. a 011as. dreg, osai trout.,
crackle black olmashlano, panel fitted trasved .0002 natal, condenase,
srith ornai, dial. 3.w.sja coil switch and a sIngle plate coesde,seer.
Sliding bacI sanaj 20 jasscolstol ltttil,. new, monaloctuees s llapaste.tloo stock, 15/-.
PANELS. Ahaolulsmr. 16 anal IR sataNe, roe side eor.mel. 101o.
lIla. z 181°. 5,6. lias. Ebonite, 201°.. n Olin., 5/fi.
as lIlo.. 3/-.
RXPERIMEN'ERS 150 WATT"TRANSFORMERS. ISO n'otto.
Foe soy itsIst or output dale, to 300v. 19 taps, fitted 2 panela
with 11 stud switch, 45/-. Other transformera to Il Kw.
PROJECTION LANTERNS, osa Stand, with 250-watt fogata bulls,
25!.. Are sauge, slide basteros. lilao projevstoro, sud aoand heads

cheop.

30 rn/A, holds lloro.. 2/S.
SOLENOIDS lar s-emote work or relay, 4 and S volts, ib, stroke
nod loo, pull. 11k coneonl eoil. ,lwtol frurne, 318.
MOTORS, DYNAMQS, BLOWERS & FANS

'AC. ELECTRO-MAGNETS or 1710 volts

GRAMO-MOTORS

RAD IOLYMPIA

dro.no. Reordlnr Motor, with 12m. turstuhie,
83(10/O. Stondurd AO. Oro,00-motor, ond
voltC,
turntubin. 25f- amI 50/-. GARRARD RECOI1D CHANGER
AND GRAMO-MOTOR, AC.. £5 /7/6.
Vibrutor type otto metal rectifier for 2e.
UNIT,
HT.
NO-MAINS
DO to 80v. DC; 37/.
Send for Rodio-E lecirl cal-Scientific filos. List "Nj' Free
UNiVERSAL
2001230

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218,

Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4
Telepi one

e

Central

"-

B 8604.

-"My

Our Fornece PARTh foe making cour Own ulke. (irorbon Orenule,
he loee copante: (frode No. 2, 1)..; No. 3. fine, 118; No. 4. entre
line, 2/- ; (r1en borie Block,. 44, ; t'lul,hrop,no, thin carbon,
Pd.; Botton In hie, bord wood ecee with 2m, mica droph., 2/8;
01001e Button Mike,, 1/.,
O3itte. mi/outed on perleolel, 38
30.1 Treenolo,neere chemie type (Philipul. 119.3 Rotin Output
troo,Iormero 13, 14 und 31 to I. O. Weot. Eleo. itt' choke.
for 'rnteeferenee unito, ele.. 9,5, FOin. Hot Flete,
lin. X
tor 110 y., 7/8. Electric Wuietcootu 12v. wa,h-Ieother. 7/6. For

rlmets,

..

ROBESON
with Lawrence
Brosn at the pI'ano has this month
"
maue a recoru in alu o! ae .Dasque
Refugee Children's Fund. It consists of
wo songs.,an as k o poem.
e songs are
"Sometimes I feel like a Motherless Child"
and "The Wanderer," and the poem is
Langston Huges' "Minstrel Man
AUL

l°"to °°
mp
'.-y Stod S'°tri'
up.
1/9. iO-,.oy D.?. ,onite a.om,tod. 5 ompo. 5/6.
oso elsoolto. 3/6.
ditto, i orno.. 4/-. Arriat
MAGNETIC SWITCHES. MINIMUM os OVERLOAD CmCWT
BREAKERS. A,tomatio. 2 Io 4 OO,L,. 7/6; 6 ampo.. 10/-;
10 ,ompo.. 12/-; 15 amp,., 14f-; 10 ampo., 16/-, He!.ya for
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Vivian Ellis is represented by "A Little
White Room" from the new musical show
"Foodlight," and a short medley from the
same show on H.M. V. BD443, while
Reginald Dixon continues to explore the
possibilities of the B.B.C. organ in" Cloister
Shadows" and "The Lost Chord" on
H.M.V. BD 441.
The imposing array of twenty-two new
titles prove an interesting contrast in the
treatment of "The Merry-go-round Broke
Down" by Roy Fox and Eddie Duchin.
Both are good, but Roy's imitation of the
steam organ of the roundabout is original.
This list includes ' Fifty Million Robins
can't be Wrong," and the " Merry-go-round
Broke Down "-H.M. V. BD 5239, and
"Blue Hawaii" coupled with "Sweet
is the Word for You "-HM. V. BD 5230,
both played by Roy Fox and his Orchestra.
Orlando and his Orchestra at Gleneagles
Hotel play "A Sailboat in the Moonlight"

and 'Love is Good for Anything that Ails
You on H M V BD 5236 Jack Harris
and his Orchestra play Wake up and Live
and I ni Gonna Kiss Myself Goodbye r.
5.i4
anu rats -Waller and his
Rhythm play Sweet Heartache and
k
7
ac

UP

henry acques

on

.

.

r

Jir1Lam s dilampion Uancer

of 1934.6) and his Correct Dance Tempo
Orchestra have recorded four titles, "The
Greatest Mistake of My Life" and "1 Saw
a Ship A-sailing "-11M. V. BD 5234, and
"Broken-hearted Clown ' and "A Sailboat
in the Moonlight "-11M. V. BD 5244.
Among the new swing numbers the
Quintette of the Hot Club of France have

recorded "Body and Soul" and "A Little
Love, a Little Kiss" on H.M.V. B 8598,
and Tommy Dorsey and his Orchestra
"Black Eyes" and "Blue Danube" on
H.M. V.

B

8592.

Decca
GERALDO'S "Music Shop" features
have for a long time been one of the
most popular of radio entertainments
and in his latest record-Decja F 6436he has succeeded in getting six of the.
outstanding hits of'the moment.
When Gracie Fields was honoured with
the fréedom of Roehdale, she broadcast
during her programme "Will you Remember." In response to many requests she
has now recorded this number on Decth
F 6426. It is coupled with "On a Little
1)ream Ranchs'
The "Merry-go-round Broke Down" is
one of the No. i hits of America, and Lew
Stone has recorded this number on De,cca
F 6434. It is backed with "Carelessly,"
a tune which is rapidly finding favour.
Arthur Tracy, better known as "The
Street Singer," has recorded two new hits
on Decca F 6438. "In a Little French
Casino" is paired with "Will you Remember." What new can one say of Charlie
Kunz? On Decca F 6440 is another of this
popular pianist's medleys played in his
usual unimitable style.

New Brunswick Labels
IWOULD draw your attention to an

innovation in which lam sure you will
ne interesrea. i. reier Ix)TnenewrecOras
of Bing Crosby and Grace Moore. Mtcr
some weeks of experiment the Decea
Company have produced a new type of
label. These new labels take the form of
scenes from the film in which the artist
sings and the actual picture shown coincides
as nearly as possible with the singing of the
recorded song. So, besides the recorded
voice, the purchaser has interesting portraits
of their favourite stars as they will
remember them in the ifim.
Of the two artists featured on these new
labels we have Bing Crosby singing numbers
from his new film "Waikiki Wedding."
"Blue Hawaii" and "Sweet is the Word
for You "-Brun.ewick 02444, and "In a
Little Hula Heaven "and "Sweet Leilani"
on Brun.stckk 02443. The other artist,
Grace Moore, sings "Serenade " and "Visai
D'Arte "on Brunswick 0136. Both of these
songs are from her new film "For You
Alone."

t-
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American Valves and Circuits, the Jones Exciter, Tritet and 12A7, and Unusual
Rectifier Circuits, are Dealt with in this Article
By L. ORMOND SPARKS
-

CERTAIN American valves are very
popular with amateurs, and while
admitting that their low price is
responsible in many instances for their
use in preference to British products, it
does not follow that such considerations
apply to every user. If one examines the
range of characteristics, it will be noticed
that there are certain types which have no
British counterpart, though certain manufacturers are now producing valves which
have very similar specifications. It is,
no doubt, in connection with transmitting
work that the American valves find most

-

indicated on the usual diagrams for the type
concerned. In such instances, the extra
pins should be ignored as it appears that they
are there purely for manufacturing convemence. Rather different from our manufacturers' methods.
One other item,
remember that the H.T. supply is always
known as the "B" battery or supply;
the L.T. as the "A," and the GB. as the
"C " supply.

A Simple Tritet Transmitter
I have aready mentioned the Tritet

oscillator, but as I have been talking about
American valves, it is a good chance to
give the details of a simple Tritet arrange.
ment which makes use of the 6L6 valve
(Fig. 1).
There is nothing complicated about the
layout; in fact, it can be made sufficiently
compact to be portable, providing, of
n.t+.

Fig.

I

.-A

Trite! circui! using

tile

6L6

Va!V..

favour, although the constructors of power
L.F. amplifiers use them extensively. At
the risk of the remark being thought- Fig. 2.-This the Jones Exciter circuit in which
by some of the more experienced usersi/se 53or 6A6 valve
used.
quite unnecessary, I would advise all
beginners, when substituting American
valves in an existing circuit, or building a course, that the required R.T. supply is
circuit round one or more of the valves, available. The circuit can be operated with
volts or 350 volts, the latter giving the
to pay particular attention to the operating
conditions required by each valve, the typo higher output, but I would suggest that 250
of valveholder necessary, and the correct volts will be ample for the initial expericonnections for the various valve pins. ment s.
A simple "end fed" aerial will be quite
Don't overlook the fact that the filament
and heater voltages are different from the satisfactory, so long as it is cut io the
normal British types; with A.C. valves correct length for the crystal used.
it will be necessary to use a special heater
transformer, or have a suitable winding The Jones Exciter
embodied in the mains transformer. The
Anothér very efficient circuit, and one
following values will give some idea of the which gives even greater output than the
general filament and heater requirements. Tritet, is the Jones Exciter-named after
Two volts at .06 amps., 2 volts at .12 amps., its designer. This arrangement has been
6.3 volte at .3, .6, and .9 amps., 5 volts at developed around another American valve,
.25 amps., and 7 volts at 1.25
for which, at the time
amps. These do not cover all
types; for instance, no mains
rectifier voltages are given in
the above figures. The lettering
on the Americhn literature may
cause a little confusion, though
the majority of the connections
are designated after our style.
There are, however, several
which will be new to the
beginner, for example, "Sup" j J
denotes suppressor grid, "D.P."
diode plates or anodes.," S.H." iti.
shield-the metal envelope of the
valve which is always connected to valve pin No. 1,
means no connection to
the pin thus marked. It is
ho
rather interestinc to note
that some valves may be pro- Fig. 3.-A low-power IransmiUe,
using the 12A7 ValVe.
vided with more pins than those
Fig. 4.-Bridge
is

is

r,ïJ

.

of writing, there is no British àounterpart.
It is the 53 valve, which has a 2.5 volt
filament, or the 6A6, which requires 6.3
volts on the filament.
In plain terms, these valves are really
mains operated Class B valves, the cathode
being indirectly heated.
One triode section is used as a crystal
oscillator, while the other is made to fune.
tion as a "doubler." The circuit, Fig. 2,
can be compared to our 2 Watt Transmitter
the chief differences being that the 240B
is a battery operated valve, and that one
triode is used for modulating.
Another valve which is unobtainable in
the British types is the 12A7. The actual
arrangement of the electrodes sounds
rather peculiar at first, but it is quite satisfactory; in fact, the valve lends itself to the
development of a simple low-powered stand by transmitter. I understand that it is
quite widely used for such purposes in
America.
The circuit, which is shown in Fig. 3,
shows that it is nothing moro than a pentode and a half-wave rectifier assembled in
one bulb. When using the 12A7, it must
be remembered that it is designed for use
on the average American supplies, i.e.,
110 volts A.C.,therefore it will be necessary
to insert a suitable transformer between
the heater circuit and our 200/250 volt
mains.

Unusual Rectifier Circuits
As one's transmitting station develope,
and as the power rating is increased, the
question alu ays crops up of how to obtain
the required increase in H.T. power, without involving a considerable outlay.
It is rather interesting to note how the
Americans get over the difficulty by using
various arrangements of, comparatively.
speaking, low-powered rectifiers. It must
be remembered, when considering the circuits shown, that the rectifiers mentioned
can be secured for a matter of a few shithngs
against the relative high. cost of a large
single rectifier.
The circuits shown are suitable for the
type 83 rectifiers, buttheie is no reason why
they should not be modified to suit valves
having other characteristics.
Thesystemusedisknownasthe" bridge"
method (Fig. 4), and apart from the advan(Co,itir:ued on

nexi page)

ftT.+

HI+
-

rectifier cirwit with three t/pe 83 Val Ves.
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-transformers must

giving, say, 500E.volts in normal connection,
could be used in series to provide i'i output
tages ofthe arrangement which have already near the 900-volt mark. rn this methodbeen mentioned, it allows two distinct even more than the " bridge " arrangpmont
voltago supplies to be available for, say,
one circuit requiring high voltage, and
artother requiring only medium or low values -

be selected-with per-,
feet insulation, as one of the H.T secondaries has to stand higher voltages than for
which it wa designed.

-

(Continued from previou page)

-

____________________

I

____________________

+HT.
D.C.

-

ot'H.T

The mains transformer must, of course,

-

-

be provided with the necessary windings
and taps, while it is essential to see that all

insulation is beyond suspicion.

Series Connection

-

-

-

Another system often used over the other
side, is the "series" connection of rectifiers
(Fig. 5), the object being to connect two
medium voltage rectifiers in series to pro.
vide a total output voltage of approximately double their normal output. Aetually the final figure will be slightly under

Fig.
cuit

5.-in

Ihis cir-

the rectifiers are
connected in series.

.

-

.

.U[jT.+T1T+.
_______

-

-

that.

For example, two rectifiers capable of
listeners in your district you can not
only form an interesting social club, but by
an interchange of vijts to your individual
listening posts you can learn much regard
ing constrution and listening. Mr. R. West,
of 3, Grosvenor Avenue, East Sheen, S.W.l4,
is anxious, in this connecton, to get into
touch with other listeners in bis district with
a view to forming a local club.
-

THE
1-

BRITISH LONG DISTANCE
LISTENERS' CLUB

Verification Cards
ALARGE number of members still
apparently experience dissatisfaction
regarding the acquisition of verification cards and there are one or two
voints which we should like to make clear
again. It is the aim of many listeners to
cover the wall of the listening or èxperimeriting den with an array of the cards,
and it must be admitted that some of these
cards are most interesting pictorially.
Experience shows, however, that these cards
are nOt sent out indiscriminately. Many
listeners send off a report of reception imme(liately they hear a call-sign, and expect to
receive a card by return of post. In a large
number of cases they address an envelope
to us with the request that we re-direct the
report to the station in question, as they are
unable to trace the address. It must be
remembered, however, that we do not hold a
complete directory of all amateur and broadcast stations in all parts of the world and in
very many cases we ourselves are unable to
locate a transmitter from the call-sign which

cases provide some useful clue regarding the
transmission, and therefore, you must not
be disappointed if you fail to obtain a reply
or a verification card, but must look to the
drawing up of your future reports.

Empire Transmissions

-

-

writes: "Experiences relative to the reception of Empire transmitters produce peculia r
effects and are interesting; CISC, OSE are
examples. Usually they skip us here in
this location, at others äre weak for some
hours and strong later for a while. During
this year the following effects have been
noted in daylight and towards dusk using
O-v-1 and O-v-2 sets. With aerial due sothwest but clear signals, readjustment to due
north produces a 25 to 50 per cent. gain in
some instances, which appears to show that a
long path directional signal around the globe
is received, not ground wave. Volume in
such instances can be swung for increase and
decrease at will by revolving aerial. The
same effects have been noticed on 2XAF
du ring darkness, also 2XAD at dusk.
"With reference briefly to 25 and 19
metres bands, directional effects are greater
on one or another transmission within both
bands, always showing greater effects than
the rest at one time. On 16 metres and
below the increase is most marked."

A.E.L.
Remember that- you can still obtain the

All Empire Listener's letter when you have
received verifications from five continents.
Send to us the five cards proving your
successful reception, and we will by return
send you a confirmatory letter from the

Secretary "conferring" the A.E.L. upon
you. This may be framed and pinned up
along with your cards to add prestige to your
listening post. It is a more interesting detail
of your short-wave listening if you classify
your cards. For instance, suppose you are
just starting serious short-wave listening,
and have only a modest receiver for the
purpose. Draw up a neat circuit diagram,
date it, and, if possible, have a photograph
taken of the receiver. Placo this in ono
corner of the wall, perhaps along with your
Certificate of Membership, and as the cards
' a,.
place them round this corner. As
In addition to this difficulty, many of the arrive
as the receiver is modified, draw up a
stations do not reply unless some unusual soon
diagram, with another picture of the
fact emerges from the listener's report. fresh
Some stations are received so well in this set, awl place this
a fresh position,
cOuntry that. it is of no interest to the owner in
ving a space so
that another English listener has succeeded lea
art
when cards
in hearing him and he accordingly ignores that
as a result
the report. If, theréfore, you are anxious received
work with the
to get such cards you must be able to of
set are pinned
supply the station with very complete data, new
it will be
and if possible endeavour to provide some up
piece of information which is unlikely to possible to see
be given by other listeners. Remember to at a glance the imgive atrnospinric data, such as wind velo- provements which
resulted. Jn
city, cloud heights and similar details which have
G
might be of great use to an enthusiastic this way you will
a very peramateur tranSmitter who is compiling some have
manent record of
data regarding his transmissions.
the range covered
_
by the different
Signal Strength
Do not be too casual in yotir reference to apparatus and the
signal strength. A mere "Signals at R5" collection will take
is not a!ways reliable.. One histcne may on an added imjudge a signal to be 115, whilst another portance.
w-óuld only givethe signal R3, and, thereif sorne comparison can be made n-t the Local Clubs..
'%._-_
Remember that --same linie it wilFbe el added value. Fading
and details of. the station with which the by get.ting int.o The acquisition of QSL cards maIes a ,trost interesting
ar of importance lo your den.
transmitter is working might a!so in many touch S'ith other
.

-

-

Mr. A. W. Mann, in reporting on the
results obtained with his directional aerial,

.

-

.

ç

.

I

.

-

side-Line and lends an
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WELES mention is made of
YV5RI, "La Voz de la Esfera," on 6,250
ke/s. I first logged this station on May 8th
ÁMÂTE

-

-

-'

-

-

e ers rom

As a regular and enthusiastic listener to
the Latin-American short-wave broadcast
stations, I mention these points in the
hope that they will be of some interest to
other readers.-J. R. GARRETT PEOGN

(Chesham, Bucks).

-

The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his córrespondents.
All lettersmust be accompanied by the name and address of- the sender (not necessarily
for publication).
-

reference to the new Cuban station COGF.
Although this station has apparently not
yet been reported to you, I have personally
heard it since the early part of June, and
a friend of mine first logged it some little
time before that. Incidentally, this station
operates on 11,800 kcjs, and not on
10,790 ke/s as stated. I have received a
verification from them which confirms the
frequency as 11,800 kc/s, and also gives
the following details: COGF relays the
long-wave station CMGF, and is located
at Gral. Betancourt 51, Matanzas. The
power of COGF is 1,000 watts, but no
schedule is given. However, I have heard
this station as early as 22.00.G.M.T., and
it usually appears to sign off at 04,00

A Valve-testing Panel

your various articles on the
SIR,-In
construction of meters, oscillators,
wavemeters, etc., you have covered practically all the requirements of the keen
experimenter, and, indeed, the service
engineer. I beg to suggest that you add
to this list of apparatus a mains valvetesting panel. Something that would
test, say, half a dozen of the most common
valves. The average commercial unit, excellent as it is, is, lam sure, rather too much
for the average pocket, and I feel sure that
a home-constructed unit would be welcomed
by many readers.
Thanking you for an excellent magazine.
H. E. CH&3IBERLAIN (Farnborough).
[What do other readers thinL of titis

G.M.T.
Some weeks ago a reference was made
sugge8tion 7-En.]
in your journal to the power of another
Cuban station-COCQ, and doubt was
Back Issues Wanted
as to the truth of a report that
\YJE have a request fora copy of Amateur expressed
VV
Wireless dated March 31st, 1934, con- they were increasing their power to 25
taining particulari of the "One-Valver for kilowatts. This statement would appear
America"; and also for a copy of Practical quite feasible, as, according to a verification
Wireless datèd July 15th, 1933, containing card sent to me some ten months ago, their
particulars of a "Radio Robot." Will any power has always been 4 kilowatts.
Incidentally, a new Cuban station is now
readers having these bopies to spare kindly
forward them to our office address given at working on approximately 9,350 kc/s,
using a call which appears to be COBO.
the foot of this page?
This station is heard quite well in the early
A Short-wave Log from Abercarn
mornings until 05.30 OEM.T., at which time
SIR,-I have seen many letters on this théy usually close down. It is located at
pago from readers giving logs over Havana.
In the July 31st issue of PRWrICAL AND
different periods, and I now give mine
over a period of two hours, between
21st,
B.S.T.,
July
1937.
01.30 to 03.30
CUT THIS OUT EACH WEEK.
I logged 44 amateurs on 20 metres, and
out of the nine land divisions of America I
received eight, represented by WIBLO
(working G6BW), W2,JT, W3EWW,
W4BYY (working' GW5KJ), W5BVA,
W6AM. W8KVJ. and W9AJS. Of the
-THAT ordinary hih.res)stance headphones
five divisions of Canada I received four,
may be joined in series with a low-resistance
namely: VE1LR, VE2EE, VE3SM, and
speech coil, with a sharting switch to enable
VE5NY. I may say that out of 150
L.S. signalsto be heard.
-THAT a neon lamp may be used as a con20-metre amateurs I have not yet received
denser tester and fault-finder.
i
¡
a W7 or VE4. Six months ago I built the
-THAT modern all-purpose valve-testers often
untuned 1-v-1 circuit out of Newnes' Teleinclude a neon lamp as an additiona! faultlocator.
vision and Short-wave Handbook, and it
the tapings on the primary Side ol i
is giving excellent results. I can recom- ii -THAT
mains tranitormer provide useful low-voltage
mend it to anyone who is looking for a good
AC. ranges ter test purposes.
-THAT smoothing may be improsed in a mains
short:wave circuit. I made my own coils
by adding additional smoothing chokes,
and chokes. My aerial is an ordinary j receiver
but the H.T. voltage will be modified by so doing.
inverted-L type. This is the second time
-THAT tor H.F. screening polished metal is
preferable to the frosted or matt type.
this year I have received over 40 20-metre
amateurs in a period of two hours2'.te Editar will be pteased to conider articles of i
W. R. BURToN (Llanfach, Abercarn).
practical nature suitable for publication in PRACTICAL
AND
\V,IRELESS.
Such articles should bd
Our Short-wave Log: A Few Correc- writtenAMATEUR
on one side of the paper onijj, and should contain

-

REPLIES IN BRIEF
Tise foflowin'g re-pUes to ç'ueries are giren in
abbreviut ed form either tecaese of non-compliance
with our rules, or beca use tile point raised i8 not of
general interest.

E. T. (Bollan). We regret that there is no book ¡n
our serles dealing with the subject you mention.
C. D. B. (Bournemouth). The 51F. receiver will
obviously have greater range, but there may be
difficulty due to overloading of the output stige.
The O-V-2 would, therefore, be the most effective.

especially for a beginner.
L. S. B. (Stratford). We regret that we cannot
supply a blueprint of a ear-radio receiver. The
Listener's 5-watt amplifier (\VM 392) would seit your
other requirements.
I. F. van A. (Buckhurst Hill). The transformer in
simply anordinary aerial colt, consisting ofan aperiodic
aerial circuit and grid circuit. lt is the same as an
51F. transformer.
G. S. C. (Machen). There can be several causes o'
the trouble mentioned. The HT. or 4gB. batteries
may need replacing; a valve may have become
defective, or a component. A stage by stage test is
indicated.

J. R. (Leigh). We do not reconmnsend the fitting of
new coils, and these would be unlikely to cause the
trouble mentioned. A component soci, as a resistance
is probably defective. The makers are Clinsax Radio
Electric, Ltd., Brent Crescent, North Circular 1l.oad,

N.w.lo.

G. M. (Wick).

The receiver In question is a ra-valve

battery-set of the superhet type with separate triode

oscillator and double-diode second detector-k.V,C,
L.F. valve. The output valve is a peiitode with tone
control of tue panel-adjusting type across the speaker.
. H. J. (Bsttws-y-Coed).
The meter would not be
suitable as it has too high a reading. You need a i
mihllamp. meter for the purpose mentioned.
N. E. (Wailsend).- We do not know what set you are
using and therefore cannot state whether it is a peculiarIty of the design or a local fault. An IF, image
suppressor is often fitted in a modern set to prevent
the trouble mentioned, but it can also be caused by
local earthed metal bodies near the aerial. We lo
not advise the use of phones in conjunction with the
mains receiver of this type.

-

e

ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS, THEIR
PROPERTIES, DESIGN AND .PRACTICAL
USES. By Philip R. Coursey, B.Sc.,
M.I.E.E., F.Inst.P., etc. 172 pp. 112
illustrations. Published by Messrs. Chapman
and Hall, price lOs. 6d.

its title implies, this book deals with
all aspects of the modern electrolytic
condenser. The increasing use of this
AS

component in wireless apparatus and other
electrical equipment has- led to much
difficulty due to failure to understand the
principles upon which it is designed, and
many of these misunderstandings will be
cleared up after reading the book. It
explains very clearly how the different
types of electrolytic condenser are designed,
the uses to which the different types
should be put, the precautions to take in
special circuits and other similar details.
The nine. chapters are well illustrated and
¿he name and addresu of the tender. Whilut the Editor
tions
include such details as the method of
not hold himself responsible far manuscripts, every
S]B,--Being a regular reader of PSAÒTICÀL does
effort wilt be ,nade lo rcturn them if a stamped and testing these condensers, the differences
AND AMATEUR WIRELESS, and taking addreuned envelope is enclosed. AU correspondence between the wet and the dry condensers,
for the Editor nhaould be addressed: Time Editor, the electrical characteristics and so on.
special interest in your short-wave features,. intended
l'ItACTICAI. AND AMÀTEIJR WIRELESS. George Newnes.
perhaps I may be allowed to point out one Ltd.,
Tower House, &uttwraptcmts Street, Strand .W.C.2 The book is reasonably free from comOie'ing to lite rapid progress in the desIh of wi retest plicated mathematical data, but includes
or two small errors which I have recently.
ond to otte efforts to keep our readers ist touch aU the necessary calculations which are
noticed in "Le'i.ws from a 'Short-wave apparatus
with the latest develop menis, we give sto warranty that
Log."
-.
apparatus des 'ri/med in our columns
not the subject al introduced in the design and manufacture
of these components.
In your issue dated July 24th I see a -('tIers patent.
-

it
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and Amateur Wireless

-,

Thec bIueprnt are drawn full aize.
Coplea of approorlote lasues contuisslar drueriotlonu of
theno neto con Iv lome mees be nu3splied et the following
sieev, ,,hid. are oddiOseol f,, fese rouf nf 55e e(oepeint. A,
d.*vh before the Blueprint Number isodjeute, thuS the lunue ta
eut ei print.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

No. of
Date of Issue. Blnepriest.

CRYSTAL SETS

alueprint, 6d.
1937 Crystal Receiver

STRAIGHT SETS.

..

0cc-valse Blueprint, 1v.
All-wave llnipen (Pentode)

9.1.97
Baftvry Operated.

PW71

..

:

..

-

PW31A

:

..........
......

PWSGB

PW76

:

......

PW2

........ -

-

PW34A
PW3S
PWS7

P39

......

PW41
PW48

PW49

PHi

PW51
PW53

........ --

PW55
PWG1

-

PW62
PW64
PW66

- -

PWGO

PW72
PW4
PW11

...... ...... -

......

-

PV19

PW25
PW2O

PW35C
PW35B
PV30A

PW38
.

PW5O

17.8.33

P\V5

-

.........

PUll)

i'W5
PW7O
PW2O

PW34D

........

24.7.37

PW4S

......

0.2.35

PW47

5.0.37

PW4O

Universal Hall-Mark (HF l'es,, D,

Puzh.Pull

SUPERHETS.

Battery Sets Blueprints, is. each.
..
£5 Superhet (Three-valve)

F. J. Gamms 2-valve Superhet

...... -

.......

-

"valve)
F. J.
F. J.

........ 31.7.37..
-

Camm'sA.C. £4 Superhet 4
Camms Universal £4 Super.

het4

Qualitone" Universal Four ..

16,1.3v
SHORT-WAVE SETS.
Two-valve; Blueprint. is.
Midget Short-wave Two (D, Pen)

.

......
BIg-power Melody Two with
Lucerne Coil (SG, Trans)
Lucerne Minor (D, Pen) ....
A Modern Two.valver
Three-valve: Blueprints, 1$. each.
Class B Three (D. Trans, Class B) Twenty-station
Loudspeaker
One-valver(ClassB) ....
Two-valve Blueprints, is. each.
Melody Ranger Two (n, Trans)
Full-volume Tu-o (SG det., Pen)
B.B.C. National Two with Lucerne
Coil (D, Trans)

PWO5

PW77

PW52
PW58
PW7S

PW43
.PW42
PW41
PW5O

PW6O

PW3
PW3SA

PW12

AW449

:

-.

-

New Britain's Favourite Three
(n, Trans, Class B)
..
15.7.33
Dome-built Coli Three (SG, D,

-

Trans) .........
Fan and Family Three (D5 Trans,

.........

Trans)
Al1-BrltainThree(UF,Pen, D,Pen) "Wireless League" Three (HF
Pen, D, Pen) ....... 3.11.34
Transportable Three (SU D, Pen) -

-

£68s.dioam(D,RC,'Frans)

AW38S
AW392
AW377A

AW338A
AW426
W31409

AW380

Three-valve Blueprints, Is. each.
Home-Lover's New All-electric
Three (SG, D, Trans) A.C. ., S.G. Three (SG, D, Pen) A.C...
AC. Triodyne (SG, D, Pen) AC 19.8.33
AC. Pentaquester (HI' Pen, D,
Pen) AC
23A.34
Mautovani A.C. Three (HF Pen,
D, Pen) AV
Lis 15s. 1036 AC. B.adiogram
(HF, D, Pen)
Jan. '36
Four-valve Blueprints, Is. 6d. each.
AU-Metal Four (2 50, D, Peni July '33
:

......
........
......

Harris Jubilee 11.adiogram
Pen, D, LT,

AW394

AW4IO
AW412

AW417
AW41D

AW422
AW423
AW424

AW433

AW437
AW448
AW451
WM271
WM318

Simple-tune Three (SG, D, Pen)
VMS27
June'33
Economy-Pentode Threo (SG, D,
Pen)
Oct l3
VM337
"W.M." 1934 Standard Three
(SG D, Pon)
wrst
£3 Sa. 'Three (SG, D, Trans)
,. Mar.'31 WM354
Iron-core Band-pass Three (SO, D,
QP2I)
vM362
1935 £6 Ils. Battery Three (SG, D,
WM37I
Pen)
p'ri' Three (Pen, D, Pen)
WM389
Jesse '35
Certainty Three (SG, D, Pen) .. WM393
Minitube Three (SO, D, Trans)
Oct. '35
W11390
All-wave Winning Three (SG, D,
Pen)
Dec. '35
WM400
Four-valve: Blueprints, is. Ed. each.
OSa. Four (SO, D, RC, Trans)
AW370
!' A.W." Ideal Four (2 SG, D, Pen) 16.9.33
AW4OZ
211F Four (280 D, Pen)
.,
AW421
Crusaders' A.V.Ò.4 (2 EF, D, QP21) 18.8.34 AW445
(Pentode and Class B Outputs for
above: BlueprInts, Ud. each)
25.8.34 AW445A
Self-contaIned Four (SG, D, LF,
.

-

........
-

.

......

........
.

.

,

-

........
.

.

-

-

........

Aug, '33

LucerneStraightFoux(SO, D,LF,
Trans) ........... £5 Ss. Battery Four (HF, D, 2LF) Feb.'53
The HL Four (SG, SO, D, Pen) Mar.'35
The Auto Straight Four (HF Pen,
.. April 36
HF Pen, DDT, Pen) ..
Five-valve Blueprints, i,. Gd. each.
Super-quality Five (2HF, D, itO,
Trans)
May'33
Class B Qundradyne (2 SO, D, LF,
Class B)
Dcc. '33
New Class-B Five (2 SG, D, LF,
Class D)
....... Nov.'33

WM331

WM350
WM381
W31384
WM404

........

WMS2O

......

WM344

Maint Operated.
Two-valve Blueprints, is. each.
Consoetectric Two (D, Pen) AC...
Eeononsy A.C. Two (D, Trans) A.C.
Unicorll AC-D.C. Two (D Pen)..

P)

'

-

AW383
AW390
AW309

-

AW439
WM374
WM4OI

WM326

(UI'

..

May '35

. -

SUPERH EIS.
Battery Sets Blueprints, Is. Cd. each.
Modern Super Senior
..
:

-

......
,

Varsity Four
Oct. '35
The Request All-Waver .... June '36
1935 Super live Battery (Superhet) ............ -

Mains Sets Blueprints, Is. Gd. each.
1934 AC. Century Super AC. ..

Super Three A.C... Mey '34
Radlogram Super AC
-

WM386
WM375
WMIO5
WM407
WM370

:

ReptaSe
-.

.... Api. '35
PORTABLES.
Four-valve
Blueprints, is. Gd. eacs.
Midget Class B Portable (SG, D,
LI', Class B)
20.5.33
Holiday Portable (SG, D, LI',
Class B)
1.7.33
Family Portable (11F, D, RC,
Trans)
22.9.31
Two ES, Portable (2 SG, D,
QP21)
June '34
1985 AC. Stenode

......
........
........
........

AW425
WM359
WM366
WM3SS
-

:

AW4O&

-

,

Send (preferobir) a po,tal order to cover the met et the
btueprtnt send the Issue (dump, ever Gd. mueceptahle). te
Fwaev,euz. Airs AnATera %vlaaLnes BlueprInt Dept..
Ges. Neo-neo, Ltd, Tower buce, Soutbumpton Street,
Strand, W.C.2.

PW74

-

-

4d

Moga:iee

:

Class B)

13.7.35
Two-valve
F. 3. Camm's £4 Superhet
F. J. Camm's "Vitesse" All-Waver
17.7.37
(5.valver)
Mains Seta Blueprints, is. each.
A.C. £5 Superlset(Three-valver)
1.12.34
D.C. £3 Superhet (Three-valve)
Universal £3 Superhet (Three

PW63
PWGS

-

......
......

11.5.35

5.12.30

PW3OA

S.\V. Converter-Adapter (1 valve)
PW48A
AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS MAGAZINE
CRYSTAL SETS.
Blueprints, 6d. each.
Four-station Crystal Set ..
-. 12.12.33
AW427
1934 Crystal Set .....
..
AW444
150-mlle Crystal Set
..
AW4SO
STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.
One-valve
Blueprints, Is. each.
B.B.C. Special Ouc-valver
..
AW387

........

.

-

......
MISCELLANEOUS.

Class B)
....... 25,11.53
£5 5v. S.G.3 (SG, D, Trane)
2.12,33
1934 Ether Searcher: Baseboard
PW34B
Model (SG, D, Pen)
....
PW340 1934 Ether Searcher: Chassis
Model (SG, D, Pen)
PW4U Lucerne Ranger (SG, D, Trans)..
CossorMelody Maker with Lucerne
PWO7
Coils
- Mullard
Master Three
h
Lucerne Coils
PW18 £5 Sa. Three: De Luxe Verolois
1'W31
(SO, D, Trans)
19.5.34
Lucerne Straight Three (D, RC,

.........
........

able (SG, D, Pen)
.... 19.6.37
Four-valve Blueprint, Is.
Featherweight Portable Four (SG,
D, LT, CL B)
155.37

.

-

7.4.34
31.3.34
28.7.34

-

Parvo Flyweight Midget Port-

.....

44. PosI psid

..
..

Wireless MaCcaine
.. 1(3
.. The InsleC letters which precede the Blueprint Number
ludkste the periodical tu which the deecriptien nppeure;
thus PW refera te PeAcvscAL WrocLesa, AW to A,,,olooe
WIs'eleh, FM to ¡'ecalirol ,&lee5eeeka, WE te Wieefcus

:

-

-

......
...... --

Three-Valve Blueprints, Is. each
I'. J. Comm's ELF Three-valve
Portable (HF Pen, D, Pen)

PW17

Push-Pull
F. J. Camm's "Limit' All-Wave
26.9.36
Four (HF Pen, D, LF, P)
-

-

........
PORTABLES.

.

........

:

...... -

Trans)) ........... 7.8.37
The Bandspread SW. Three (B]?
Pen, D (Pen). Pen)
-. 29.8.36
Tele-Cent" S.W.3 (SG, D (SG),
Pan)
30.1.37

:

PW1O

,.

Issue, e! Prielieni WirelesS
Amoteur Wireless
Pruelicol Meehosie,

Blueprints, lu. each.
lxperimenter's Short-Wave Three
(SG, D, Pow)
The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LF (RC and
:

.

Two-valve Blueprints, 1v. each.
Four-range Super Mag Two (D,
Pen)
11.8.34
The Signet Two
29.8.30
Three-valve Blueprints, lv. each.
The Long-Runge Hxpresa Three
(SO, n, Pen)
24.4.37
Selectone Battery Three (D, 2 LI'
(Trans))
Sixty Shilling Three (D, 212
(RC & Trono)) .......
Leader Three (SG, D, Pow)
22.5.37
Summit Three (HF Pen, D, Pen)
8.8.34
All Pentode Three (HI' Pcn, D
(Pen), Pen)
29.5.37
Boll-mark Three (SG, D, Pow) .. 12.6.37
Hall-mark Cadet(D, LI', Pen(RC) 36.3.35
F. I. Camus's Silver Souvenir (HF)'
Pen, D (Pen), Pen) (All-Wave
..
Three) .
..
..
«enei Midget(D, 2 LT (Trans)) .. June'35
Cameo Midget Three (D, 2 LI'
(l'rana))
8.6.35
193G Sonotone Three-Four (HF
Pen, HF Pen, Westector, Pen)
17.8.33
Battery AU-Wave Three (D, 2 LI'
(RC))
The Monitor (HF, Pen, D, Pen).
The TutorThree (HF Pen, D, Pen) 2L3.3G
The Centaur Three (SG, D, P) .. 14.8.37
The Gladiator All-Wave Three
(ICI' Pen, D (Pen), Pee)
29.8.30
F. J. Cavern's Record All-Wave
.. 31.10.36
Three (13F Pen, D, Pen)
The "Colt" All-Wave Three (D
.... 5.12.36
2 LT (RC & Trans))
Four-valve: Blueprints, is. each.
SoeiOtone Four (SG, D, LI', P)
1.5.37
Fury Four (2 SG, D, Pen)
8.5.37
lieta ljsiiversst Four (SG, D, LI',
..
CLB)
Nucleon ClanS B Four (SO, D
6.1.34
(SG), LF, Cl. B)
Fury Four Super (SO, SO, D, Pen)
Battery Hall-Mark 4 (UF, Pen, D,

Mains Operated.
Two-valve Blueprints, is. each
A.C. Twin (D (Pen), Pen)
A.C.-D.C. Two (SU, Pow)
Seleetone AC. Radiogram Two
(D, Pow)
Three-valve: Blueprints le. each.
Dossble-Diode-Triode Tisree (11F
Pen, DDT, Pen)
D.C. Ace (SG, D, Pen) ..
AC. Three (SO, D, Pen) ....
AC. Leader (HF Pen, D, Pow) -.
D.C. Premier (HF Pen, D, Pen)..
IJblqne (11F Pen, D (Pen), Pen)..
Armada Mains Three (11F Pen, D,
Pen)
F. J. Camm's AC. All-Wave Silver
Souvenir TIares (HF Pen, D,
Pen)
"All-Wave AC. Three (D, 2
(RC))
AC. 1936 Sonotone (HF Pen, H.P.
Pen, Westector Pen) ....
Mains Record .&h-Wave 3 (11F
Pen, D, Pen)
Four-valve: Blueprints, is. each
A.C. Fury FOur (SUSO, D, Pen)
AC. Fury Four Super (SU, SG, D,
Pen)
AC, Hall-Mari (11F Pen, D, Push-

Three-valve

WM34O

:

TyersPortable(S0,D,2Trans)

-

-.

AW3SO

AW393

AW447
WM363
VM307

SHORT-WAVE SETS-Battery Operated.
One-valve Blueprints, is. each,
SW. Ono-valver converter (Price 6CL)AW529
SW. One-valve for America .. 23.1.37 AW429
Roma Short-Waver
..
..
AW152
Two-valve Blueprints, is. each.
Ultra-short Battery Two (SG dot.,
Pen)
Feb. '30
W11402
Home-made Coil Two (D. Pen) ..
AW440
Three-valve
Blueprints, is. each.
World-ranger Short-wave 3 (D,
RC, Trans)
AW355
ExperImenter's 5-metre Set (D,
Trans, Super-regen) ..... 30,0.34
AW433
Experimenter's Short-wave (SO,
D, Pen)
Ja,,. 19, '33 AW463
TheCarrlerShort-waver(SG,D,P) July '33 W11330
Four-valve Blueprints, is. 6d. each.
A.W. Short-Wave World-Beater
(HF, Pen, D RC. Trans) ..
AW4SO
Empire Short-VTaver SG, D, RC,
Trans)
WM313
:

-

:

........ :

........
:

........ -

Standard Four-valvcrShort-wevor
..
(SO D, LF P)
..
Superlet Bliepriet, Is. ed.
Sinapilfiod Short-waver Super
-

31st.

'35

WMSS3

Nov.

'35

WM397

:

.

Maine Operated.

Two-valve: Blueprints, is. each.
Two-valve Mains short-waver (D,
Pen),A.0
W.M. 'Band-spreadShort-wavcr
(D, Pen) A.C.-D.0
"W.M." Long-wave Converter ,. Three-valve Blueprint, is.
Emigrator (SO, D, Pen) AC. ,, Four-valve Blueprint, is. Ed.
Standard Four-valve A.OE Shortwaver (SU, D, BC, Trans) .. Aug. 35

AW453
W11368
WMS8O

:

WMIS2

:

WM3O1

MISCELLANEOUS.

Enthusiast's Power Amplifier (1/6) June '35
Listeners' 5-watt AC. Amplifier

WM387

'33

WM392
WM3

......... Radio Unit (2V) for WM392
.. Nov.
(1/6)

Harris Electrograrn (battery urn-

pllfter) (1/-)
........ Dec. '35 WM3O3
De-Luxe Concert AC. Electrogram
Mar. 3G WM403
Eew.Style Short-Wave Adapter
(1/-)
.June '35 W51383
Trickle Charger (Od.)
..
.. Jan. 5, '35AW462
Short-Wave Adapter (1/-)
.. Dec. 1, '34 AW456
SuperhetConvertor(1/-)
.. Dec. 1, '34 AW457
D.L.D.L.C. Short-wave Converter
(1/-)
..
., May
36
..
WM405
Wilson Tone Master (1/-)
,, June '30 %Y33405
The W.M. AC. Short-Wave Converter (1/-)
..
..
,.
WM1ÇJS
-

........
.......

.

,

-

AW403
WMOS6

VM39!

3
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of cardboard rings spaced equally a1ong it.

A;

(J i/ER/ES CM4

leave six paces eac
as
roughly m wide Into these spaces wind
approximately 200 to 300 turns of flue
wire-any gauge from 28 to 36. Messrs.
Telsen's present address is Fltzgeorge Street,
Collyhuret, Manchester, 9.

"I should be glad it you could tell me

price of the Cossor 4OPPA as used
the one-valve L.F. amplifier in your
issue dated March 7th, 1936. I wondered il
the new Cossor Tetrode 4020T could be
used in the place of the 4OPPA. Is this so?
The inrormation would help me considerably-in constructing my amplifier."A. H. R. (Cleethorpes).
T11E 4OPPA valve costs 18s. 6d.
-The tetrode would not, in this
particular case, be interchangeable with
the 4OPPA owing to differenees in characteristics. The bias required for the tetrodo
ja only six volts, whilst the 4OPPA
requires 25 volts. Furthermore, the load is
slightly greater for the tetrode, and if you
te

Cathode-ray Tubes

"I

recently saw an advertisement tor
very small cathode-ray tube-it was
3m., I believe. Am I right In assuming that
I could build a television receiver round
this so that I could enlarge it on to a screen
and get a big picture? Would not a small
tube like this take smaller HT, and eventually
give better results from the amateur point
of view ? "-R. F. (Enfield).
E small tubes are not made for teleÇH vision receivers, but for small testing

-

HF Instability

Ising a Tetrode

a

527.
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" When I turn my volume control just
over half on I get distortion and vibration
from the speaker. Would you please give
me some idea how to set about correcting it.
The set is an S.G. Det, Pen, and the speakeQ
a moving coil."-J. W. W. (Bristol).

Iis not possible accurately to diagnose
your trouble as you fail to state wisst
form the volume control takes. It is, hOwever, most probable that this is a variable
bias control for the HF. stage and thu the
trouble you are experiencing would appear
to be due to H.F. instability. This ma be
due to wrong voltages applied to the I.F.
valve or to a poor layout resulting in interaction between leads, etc. If, however, the
equipment of the oseillograph type. The
volume control is an LF. component, then
projector typeof tube is not identical with
the trouble seould indicate that the L.F.
modifications
made
necessary
circuit
the
these small tubes, and you would find it
stage is overloaded or some foï'm of L.F.
think,
in
this
do
not
to
suit
the
tetrode
we
very difficult to project the image owing to
instability exists. A circuit diagram is
advantage
particular
case,
that
any
decided
light loss and other factors. The voltages
indicated in order to give more accurate
wouta
zouna
practice.
ne
in
used in some of the small oscillogra.phs
information in a case of this naturé
are just as high as those in a moderñ teleThe Record All-wave Three
vision receiver. For the amateur, theré. Winding H.F. Choke
fore, it is desirable to use one of the specially.
A few months ago I built the Reçord
size of
state
the
Would.
please
you
designed large tubes for a television receiver. former, the wire gauge and number of turns Three and I am very pleased with the per-

-

Amateur Call Signs

,

I have just started listening on the
short waves and on going round the dial I
heard 'Hello, hello, this is G6IQ calling.'
After some more searching I heaid GHEW
(G8EW ?), G6IP, TS6, Z5. Could you tell
me what they are? "-F. L. W. J. (Kelsall).
T11E letters and numbers are the call
signs of various stations, and in the
case of the G index letter the letter indicates
that the station is British. A TS statìon is
situated in the Saar, but several countries
have the letter Z as a prefix, followed by
another letter. In order iïccurately to
identify a station it is essential to listen
carefully for the call sign, and in this connection it must be remembered that imateurs
often adopt words instead of the letters
in order to prevent misunderstanding. Thus
instead of saying "P," whih might be
mis-heard as "T" or "B," they may refer
to Paris or Pimlico.

Converting a Receiver

"I wish to convert my

formance.
I am afraid, however, that
selectivity is hardly good enough for me and
I should be very pleased if you would kindly
let me bave particulars of a four-valve set
using the parts that I have in the Record."
-H. J. P. (Darlaston).
Z
THE degree of selectivity in this particular receiver is due to the design of the
coils, which, you must bear in mind,
are of the all.wave type. Therefore, it is
not possible to incorporate this particular
unit in any other receiver with an improvement in selectivity. The only suggestion
we can make is that you fit a variable oon
denser of good quality with a maximum
capacity of .0003 mfd. in th aerial lead and
adjust this for the degree of selectivity
required in your particular locality.
-

-

RULES
the reader's attentiOn to the
fact that the Queries Servjce is intended only
of problems or dimcuities
solution
for the
arising from the construction of receivers
from articles appearipg
pages,
our
in
deecribd
in our pages, or on general wireless masters.
for obviousreasonscannot,
we
regretthat
We
(1) -Snply circ'uit diagrams of complete
multi-valve receivers.
(2) Suggest alterations er modifications of
receivers described in our contemporaries ......
(3) Suggest alterations or modifications to
We wish to draw

rômmercial receivers.

(4) A1,swer queried' over the telephone.
(5) Grant Interviews to querists.

etaupéd addressed envelope must be
enclosed for the reply.. All sketches and
drawitgs which are seut to us should bear
tbe name and address of the gender.
ltequestsfor Blueprints must not be enclosed
with queries as they are dealt with by a
A

Calibrated Dials

separate department.

quart, to the Editor PRACTICAL ANO
WtaELS. George N,Wrre.. Ltd.. Tower
Haare, Southampton Street. Stremi. Loados, W.C.2.
Seed your
AMATEIJR

The Coupou

tuait

he eucloard With 000TI

query.

three-valve mains

screen-gridset into a three-valve amplifier. to wind for an H.F. choke for a battery 2Can you advise me as to the alterations? valver. I should also like to know whether
Can I use the S.G. valve as an L.F. valve? Messrs. Telsen are still in business and, if so,

I want the amplifier ?or a small hail to
provide dance music."-E. T. (Lancaster).
IT may be possible to convert the receiver,
but it will be necessary to cut out the
tuning circuit in the detector stage, and to
include a bias resistor in the cathode circuit
of the detector valve. R.C. coupling would
hìave to be provided between the SG.
and detector stage and this means that an
anode resistance would have to be fitted
in the S.G. stage, and an alternative
H.T, feed would become necessary in all
probability in order to ensure that adequate
H.T. reaches that valve. It would, therefore, be most satisfactory to include your
pick-up in the detector grid circuit as this
would not necessitate so many alterations.
If you are proposing to use gramophone
records for your dance music we would
remind you that a licence is required and you
should write to the Performing Rights
Society regarding this matter.

their present address."-J. H. (Chesterfleid).

HE ordinary reaction choke, which is
presumably the component you
require to make, is not very critical. Provided that the self-capacity is sufficiently
low to prevent the H.F. from being by-passed
and that there is sufficient wire to provide
an adequafe choking effect, the component
may be made up in many different styles.
Probably the simplest from the homeconstruction point of view is to obtain a
piece of ordinary dowel rod about tin. or
1in. in diameter and to affix a ¿nimber

T

READY

SHORTLY!-

WIRELESS COILS, CHOKES
AND TRANSFORMERS,1

\JE

-

AND HOW TO MAKE THEM

I
2/6, by port 2/10 from Ste PubllsFter. Gee. Newnes. Tower Hou,e. Soul/toot gnon Sired. W.C.2
Ltd.,

Is,. 'e

"I have just bought one of the new
tuning dials with the station names marked
on it, but I find that with my Mullard
Three the names do not come in line at all.
I can get them right with the trimmers at
one point, but not at the ends of the 4ial,
and if I put them right at one end they go
out at the other. What type of trimmer will
I bave to fit to enable me to get them ali
to read right? "-G. R. F. (Ilford).
are afraid you will not be successful
VV
in getting the new dial to give
you correct indications with the coils you
are now using. The dial is designed for use
with condensers following a certain law,
arid for use in conjunction with coils Qj a
given inductance. When your coils wete
made the inductance value had not been
standardised for wireless receivers and the
condenser you arc using does not follow
the present law. Therefore, the only way
to obtain correct station indications would
be to buy a modern condenser designed
for use with the dial you 1ave boughì,
and to fit modern dual-range coils in place
of those now in use.

e,e4a4,eIenneee«r. at

¡

The coupon on page 528 must be
attached to every query.
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Miscellaneous Advertisements
accepted for these

dve,tisements are

colunans at the rate of 3d. pet word. Words
in black face and/or capitals are charged
double this rate (minimum charge 3/- p.r
paragraph). Dioplay lines ore charged at
6/- pe. line. "Ml advertisements must be

[ÑCIWEERINC OPPORTUNITII

PRE 1ER

'r,

'

prepid.

All communications should be
addressed to tbe Advertisement Manager.
Practical and Amateur Wireless."
Tower Houa,. Southampton Street, Strand.
London, W.C.2.
V

RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS AND
ACCESSORIES
V

Surplus, Clearance or Secondhand. etc.

DIOMART

All goods guaranteed perect car:, paid over 5/under 5/- postage 6d. ettra.
ALL POST.ORDERS TO JUBILEE WORKS,
167, LOWER CLAPTON RD., LONDON, E.S.
'Phone Amherst 4723.

ti

HOLLOWAY HEAD,

44,

BIRMINGHAM

i

British

goods previously
vertised tire standard
AU.linen, otill available. Post r.trd for list free.
UTILlTIJ$, liEta, Strand, W.C.2,
Over Dcnny'e the Booksellers. Temple Bar
VÂUXJIÂLL
9338.

CONVERSIO7I UNITS t'or operating D.C. Receivers
Iroin A,43. Maine, Improved type, 120 watts

Send for our comprellIlusise uit
ot' speakers, retii.stanees and other components.
WARD, 40, Farringdoii Street. London, E.C.4.
Telephone: olhorn 9703.

output at

£2/lob.,

REPAIRS to Moving Coli Speakers, Cones and Coils
Fields altered, Prices
fitted or rewound.
Quoted inoltoling 'Eliminators, Loudspeakers, Itop;tired, 1/.. L.F. and Speech Transfornier,, 4/- post
Ousranteed. Satistaction.
free. Trade invited.
Prompt Serilce. Estiuiate )rree. LS. Itepair Service,
Bulbous Grove, 'London, S.W.12. Battersea 1321.
Sale now proceeding at our
1tolI)orn premises. Ail linee previously evlvorttsed still in stock.
CLEAItANCE. 03, LIREtI EOLBO1tN,
5,

SPECIAl. Summer

R0

\V.C.1.

Toi.

:

M.P.R.

of

eomtstnetit.s lu

issand, over

lineo, new catalogue now ready
105, Upper treet, London, Nl.

500

11l.-J.

Bargains List l'ree. Ail ileir gOods.
S.(,'. portables, complete batteries,
superhets. £6. Halcyon
AC. SW. iroiivcrters. lIst. 3 gris., 20a., wIth vahe.
40 other vete. Large stock valves, components.
Stato requlreinento.-Butlin, 6, Stanford Avenue,
flurgoytie
ANUUPT

52e. Od.

4v,

Decca 1937 6v. AC.

J;rihton,

Sa.

'VALVES

.

1

HOME MECHAMC
by' F. J.

(Editor of "Practical and Amateur Wro!e,s" etc.)
An up-to-date and consptehensive gu/de to
the Mechanical, Scient/fic atad Technical
Interests of the day--with expert articles
Television,
on
Aitctaft,
Models,
Astronomy, Electricity,
Photography,
Chemistry, Woodwork,
Motor Cars,
Wireless, Home Cinema, w/th over 600
illustrations.

Only

36

net

free from the P,r1.linl,ers-flooh Debt., George
Nrwne,, Ltd. Tower House, Soot//tim pion Street,
st rand, London, W.C.2.
4f- pont

NEWNES

:

LONDON

Engineering Technology,

LI

CARBON MICROPHONE

FREE ADVICE BUREAU

:

COUPON

und 6-pin 1rpm, 13-26. 22.47.

,etof

41.94.78-170 metre,. 119 mob, uith rirr,dt. Spevh,I
t 8.W. Coil,. 14'SSU metre,. 4f. mt. .dll, elre,dt. 1,-entier
3.b.ud. 8W. CoIl. 16.21. 29.43. 35-OlI n'ct,,,. Si'nplltieo

$

ThIs eoupon is available until August 21st,
1937, and must bo attached to all letters containing queries,
PRACTICAL A ND AMATEUR WIRELESS,
34/8/37.

13W. re,.-elvee ,,o,nntr,uotlon, saltuble usy typo ,dcv,ot, 2,9.

mut,ri.l, Ill,,. Iow'lo,o

tile Ne,,- "Premier" Shod Wuvo CONDENSERS. lti,
CertiS,d superior is Cerooge. All.I'r,,.
Co,ustrortlo,,. 15 mmfd.. 3/4 40 ,mnfd., 1,7 150 ma,fd.,
lilO 160 mmfd., 239 ,amjd.. 216. 0.59. H.P. Choke,. 94.;
,,reefle.l. 1)6. All.Br,es 1W. co,de,,mr, "4h inte.et,I .10w.
mtl,,, .006li Tlu,ln5. 3;9: .00011 Remato,,. 3 3.
TrnlïtUl In.ula.tiso.

17,5100,

od

ltc,,tilleos, 5/6.

mIt,. HF.. LP., 2/3. Ponte, Soper
S'oore. 29,
5.0.. V,r.Mu'S.Ú., 4' or 5.pIo Feutodee,
15F. ye,,,., V.mu.H.F. S'ce., b,'.. Ct's. B, S-.
BATTERY VALVES.

2

VALVES.
Genuine .dmPrlc,n HYTRON und
llv,t.gde V,,louw, 3 s,ostlr, aurentee. Alt teSeo
,,tmk. 16 rook. ¶210 und 7311, s'O cud,. 3/eu )Ietol4ihm,
Genulse An,eri,,ut, DUOTROEO
Vulve, oli type,, 0'6 euch.
Volve'. oli type,. 3/II cock. Volee holder, loe II Itose
AMERICAN

TEJAD
In

64. euoh. OCTOL hume, Gd. euch.

type..

3-WATT AC. AMPLIFIER, 2.,tog. for' mike or plek.,,p.
completo kit 1 partI with 3 rulo,,, 40/-. Wired und Te,te,S,
£2j15,O.

.,

!..WATT A.C.!D.C. AMPLIFIER. 3.,l,,ge blgh.e,.tn. punh'
p,,ll output. Complete kIt of port, with b peolotlp mulched
uIVet. £4 4,, Completely SVlred und Teute,i, £5'S,J.

od

volume cootrol,
COSNOCORD PICK.UPS, will, tux,curm
lOj6 raub. PICK-UP HEADS only, 4.6 each.

--

-

-

PREMIER MAINS TRANSFORMERS. wlred.ea,l tnFj,e sOb
Centre-tapped
,ereonrd pelm,,eim. tapped t'OO-250 s.
FÌt,toent,. Gnat-anteed o,,e year. LT. S & 9
H.T.10
with 4 V. 4 a. CT. and 4V. 1 a. C.?.. 8 6. 250-250 y. 60 ma..
of

.4

r. la.,

-i

v.2,.. and

1

these trannton,aer,

1/6 ratra. 500-500v.

n.,

CT. 6,6.

4,.. Ii

,sit

4 e.

,.,t,ll CT.,

s.,

a,.

4 e.

'3-4

'2-3

5.4v.

17/6.

SIN.

E/retel, SOLDERING IRONS,

200-230

A.C./D.C..

V.,

2/3.

Special ORes STR Eaergised Moving Coils Julia, dIem. 1.6)0
olanms Seid Yea-er or Pentomle teansiormee (ntato inhlrh),

lt/I.

HOLA latest type P.M.,., 18f-. R. & A. main, eavegied
oh,,,, Ovid. 10/S each ; Jensen P.M.,, 10/6.

(list,

1936
52/0),

2,500

STEWFORIAN SPEAKERS. Stnndnrd edel
22/5. Brand raen lao original scalai carlo,,,.

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS toe Posee or

StoOd.. Od. nomi,.
Ail

S

I%,,tt Realstorn,

Good, previaa,i,'

64.

4

lt
values
Watt.,,

adveeti,e,l, alitI

Booksellers.-George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.V.!.

TO LONDON should get Ecteitos handy
Pocket Atlas sud Street Guide to London, 'Edited
VISITORS
by John'bartholomew k Son, Ltd., 18 coloured Mais.
General Index to St-reels and Ba'dw;uy Stations. 2u.
f rom all bookstills.-George Newnee, Ltd., Tosser
Moose, Southampton Street, Strsnd, London, W.V.2.

IVIIIIELESS FOR THE MAN-IN-TUE-MOON,

W by Coultimbus anti Decibel, 2s. M. net.%rltin about the book tIse "Midland 1)aily Telegraph "sayo:
is both good fut, and sound theory."
alt booksellers ,,ud Librmariea, or front George
Newfles. Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street,
Strand, London, W.C.2.

"It

-At

OUTLINE 0F WIRELESS," by

iCaI1nh

Stranger. Fifth EditIon. 8e. ild. nt.-Tt,ls
moot, which covers the subject trotti A to Z, Is to bu
ret'on,ntended t-o all who desire to iinostcr the theory
otltlodern Wireless. At all Booksellers and Newsagents.
.-(ieorge Newticn, Ltd., Tower House, Sontl,atn1,to,,
Street, Strand, London, W.C.R.

ADICTIONARY

OL" WIRELESS TERMS, by
Ralph Stranger. A Vireleos Vork of Ileterenro
l,e on tIte bikshelt of every keen ainOta'lLr.
Complied by a master of lucidity, it gives t-lie nicanliige
of all Technical terms in general use. Price 2s. Od.
from ail BookOeliers and Sewsagetits.-George Newnes,
Ltd., Tower louse, Southampton Street, Straud,
London, WC.?.

FTY TESTED WIRELESS CIRCUITS,

by

F. J,

FJ Camrn, 2u. lid-This handbook coot-slits every
modern cireuit complete with instructions for assembling, component values, and notos on operation.
Obtainable at all Booksellers and Newoagento.George Iqewnes, I,td., Tower Rouse, Souitltatinpton
Street., Strand, London, WC.?.

2/6;

Penatodo,

MoItI-RatIo, 4/I.

TUBULAR CONDENSERS. nnn-lndartive

TLASof Great Britain and

k Son, Ltd.,

that should

SPECIAL OFFER LISSEN TWO-GANG SCREENED ALL.
WAVE COlLI, 12 to 2.000 metre,, no,aplote will, nwlt.uhlae
aud wri12 diagrama, 6/U per net.

W.H.

Route fluide.'
NW'°"R'
pages

Edited by John IGartholornew
120
of fully coloured contour mapo
for tite whole of England, Scotland, Ireland anti
Ojlsannel Islands, with 'IrG.teE GO tite principal MotoPiug
and Cycling centrep arid distances, 2e. Gd. from all
o

550-350v.

6.T.. 11/-. Any
It?. tenninain

tb engraved panel and
150 ma. 4V, S-3 a., 4

SPECIAL OPFER PHILIPS
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. 256-Sao V. 0e 0mO-300 V. at 80
tow., 4 r. 3 a.. O.T.; 4 V. 1 n. Tapped Prin,ory 100-230 -BIt..
Sm)O.500 n-, 100 'a,.,. 4 y.
or
430-450
at
150
ra.,.
6/11.
y.
Tapped
4 a. 0.1'. 4 s. 4 a. wad 4 y. 3w. Sureo,sed Prin,nrv.
AUTO TRANSFORMERS, step
input 100.250 v. 12/6,
SMOOTHING
nap or dans, 6f) vatta,, 7'S; 100 wattS, 10,'..
rn.,.
00
nia.,
5/6.
150
to.,.,
23
20;
40
ms.,
4/.
CHOKES
Spenker Repl,oement Choke,, 2,500 oSan,. 60 ra.,.,
10/0.
2-3

G

MISCELLANEOUS

EUROPA MAINS VALVES. I r. AC. und 90 e. .18
1W.
All otondurd typet, 4)6. 3.11. j'eotodeo

ljujver,ul.

4v.la..4v.2a..00d4V.

ENCYCLOPEDIA
CAMM

-

NEW 1937 2-VALVE SW. KIT. 1? to Mi Metr,o wlthosi ci
4e( 1(9
,,d Clrosit. 19,0. VALVES GIVEN
FREE. DE LUXE MODEL. 14 to 199 Mete,',. ,om,pIeis Kit
end Che.,,,. I Coil. nod II port., 29/.-. VALVES GIVEN FREE.
ren.. 42/.. VALVES
3-VALVE SW. KF?. 10. Det.
GIVEN FREE.

120

BIUt4ER AN» BETTElt VALUE iN AMERICAN
VALVES, 31- any
pular typo. 0/- each, 210,
E/O and Si. Variety of Octal Base Tuben, 3/- to 4f-.
Ail types transmitting tubes in stock, JSlajest.Ic atiot
Spartan Types, 4/6 each.-Itatliogris.liir, Ltd., Uil,
)orne Street, Glasgow, Ci. Belt 848.

The

SVPERRET CONVERTER KIT. 12!6. De Lutto MOÜI. 18'S.
S.W. SUPERHET CONVERTER KIT,tor AC. Mai00 ltecelrea,
20/-AC. l'alec gives FREE t

COIL FORMERa i,, Sneut pluotlo
tibtovl. 4. t 5.p( 1f- euch.

of

V

The'udeal microphone for all PA.
ge
wor'k. and transmitting.
Higla sensitivity. with excellant frequency response.
Microphone in chromium-plated case.
conspiete with 4 suspension spi-ings.
Price 1 5/-.
Send for Juli puriicolara
M.P.R. Electrical Co., 252, Victoria Rd.,
Ronaford, Easex.

NEW 193? 1-VALVE SHORTWAVE RECEIVER OP. ADAPTOR KIT. 13 ta 96 lWet,'e. eitbout coil chanCing. Complete
KIt mi Cireolt. 12'S. VALVE GIVEN FREE t DE LUXE
MODELlI to IM) MetreS, complete Kit ctttt Chacota, 4 Cotto
asti cli ¡uts, 17/e.

Bol. loIti.

THE largest stack
Bearfleld,

Institute

409, Shialteapenre House, 17. IS. 19. Stratford Pl..

LIS T.
-sit-

4.

A.M.z:w.T..

Motor, Aero, Radio and Television En.
gineering, Building, Government Employment, etc. Write for this enlIghtening Handbutov
to-day FREE sod post tree.

Hait, you had our GIANT ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE AND VALVE LISV? Send
4d. IN STAMPS FOR THIS BARGAIN

SUORT-WAVE COILS.

A'TM
A.M.I.A.E,,

A.M.I.R.E., aed elmilar qualiflra.
Itose. WE GUARANTES-' NO PASS-NO
PEE." Details are gIVen of over 150 Diplonc,
Courues in all brauchea oC Clvii. Mech.. Elec..

CALLERS, AS USUAL, TO 165 & 165a, FLEET
ST., E.C.4 (Next door to AtttleytOtl'C itotel),
Central 2833.
New Branch : 50, HIGH ST.,
CLAPHAM, S.W.4 (Macaulay 2381).

SKORT-WIWIE !!ANWL
z,ntl circuits of

/

5

racked with short-waco Injormatlon

malus and Ituttery receivers, Inchidliuf straight,
euporhet and 5-mel re tranmlkter motlubstoip, etc.
information on tratumitting IlceuGos, aqrtal5, Clase 11
núspUficatlotis, neutralizations, superhet alignment etc.
The juosk cutniurehcnsive manual published, written
by practical engineers, price ßd., poet tree, lid. Inc1udin catalogue.
71)37 Short-wave Catalogue only (2 fAmes enlarged)
price lid., post free.

ThI/J!odL
st

SUPPLY STORES

up to

1'-.

,v,slk,t,io,

MOItE THRILLING TUAN }'IOTiOEN.-Newnc
Wide Wprld Library Cotitains the finest truelito travel and adventure books, greatBterature grid
Each 20. Od. net from all
exhilarating readIng.
Bookseilers.-tìeorge Newnee. LiaI.. Tower busc,

Southampton Street, Strand. London, W.C..2.
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flPbIXIT1S

TANTALJSgRS.-" The'
and
I Strand Problem jle,ok" in the finest collection of
puzzles of all kInds ever assembled, mathematical,
gensraphiciti,. ii twraP-acrustIcs and rosies, by W. T.
WiOlaint (Tantolut) and li. H. Savage. ,Oniy 2w. liii.
uwt li-orn all BoolcseUrrs.-Ueorge Newnm-s, Ltd.,
Tower Boute, Southampton Mt,teet Strand, London,
WM.2.

McCAi1FIF1'

'y.
J,

Radio faults are quicluly ievenled by the D.C.

OUTSTANDING
V1RYMA N'S WIE RLESS BOOK, by F. J. Comm.
-VALVE r
reference,
lid, net An Invaluable book
L.
explaining the operation, upkeep and overhaul of ali
wireless receiver. 200 illustrationt. From
FOUR-WAVE SUPERHET alltypesBuokseiler
and Newsagents.-Oeorge Newnes,
of

3w

of

Ltd., 'rower Ifouse, Southautupton Street,

For all-wave reception
at

its

Strand1

London, W.C.2.

very best

To the all-wair enthniast, this escepUolial receiver
offers a nuniher or interesting features, with quite
unusual ranas, olid power outpUt. Prie receivers zut
present on the u,zarket eon claim so high a stAhidard
of design and prtormane

12
GNS.

AvoMinor. No guessing? No calculation,?
Thirteen meters in one, this accorate instrument

ShortJ, Camn, dealt authoriSystems (I)runls, Mirror
Strews, Dises, etc.), Neon Lamps, Thin Catiio4eRay,
flow to buird Short-wave and UltraOuwillograph.
short-wave Receivers. Fully Illustlated, Is. Ud. net,
Frodi your booksehler.-iIeorgr Newnes Ltd., Tower
Itosise, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

-

TELIVlMWN.-Ness new Television und
wave Handbook, by

tatively

with

L

gives direct reading, ôf current, voltage and reniatance,... MiIIIs,sp rances for test,ng all Valve,
and apparatus Veil, io, LT., HT.. Crud Bias,
M a i ns and Eliminator
Voltages i Ohms for ail
resistance tests. A radio
test-bench in a s,ngle
instrumentl in case

F.

lead,, testing

with

'.

w.
\,,,,/

,"

Meatubing

prods, crOcodile Clip,
and instruEtion booklet.
13

CURRENT

Metcr3

-

-

O- 6OiIIil5E

in ONE

o-u2o

a,

-

VOLTAGE

.

HE PRACTICAL MOTORIST'S ENCYCLOPEDIt, by F. J. Camnu, 35. 64. net. A lucid
I
exposition of the principles, upkeep and repair of
every part of the car.. 44 illustrations. From booksellers everywhere-George Newnes, Ltd., Tower
house, Southanipton Street, Strand, London, W CL

-

teSuSToNcClocro

-

-

term,
leriraJ

The D.C.

sosto

o-a

0,1,100,

O-.IoO

Deferred
if

o-

oso

aR/FISH ,u,D(
-

ro-

AVOMINU1I.

PRIZES For Your

a

Write for descriptive pamphlet

AUTO?,OTIC COIL
lNDuu O ELICTRICAL RQuIPM(NTCO. LTh.
Wl,d,, N,,., Caija, Sir..,. 10,50,, s.w.u.p,.0: Voos., 34044

PHOTOGRAPHS

-"t

he fi,,isl,ed
I,,,
,Fuorl-tave set, Plait,
a satisfied air,
sad," Tluat'sghat."
Fuit hIs .frieuzd said,

.4,
-

Special Cömpetitions

(Complete

wuth9 E.V. A.

Every Month in

,

,'alves.)

With

"Dear

-

wavebauds: 12.8-33, 29- 80, 190.550, 800 -2000
metres. Illuminated dial with principal station
naines. Separate coloured lights for each wave4

j

bawd.

The HOME

os.piotes1 otro! cbaaois.

workmanship throughout.

house

application.

AC. models ready for immediate delivery.
A.C./D.C. models also in prodtiction, and will br
evailable for delivury shortly.

IMPORTANT

THE HELPFUL MONTHLY
FOR AMATEURS
spIe

6D

t

Deferred tePma on aplicatIôn, or
throiah London
Radio Supply Co.1 ti,
Oat Lane. E.O.2ru
Gss!t

wit!, order

dayt' af,f,,po/l.

Øfl

4j

illustrated catalogue ofco,nleie range of at! McCdrll,y
receivers.

.

M C CAI1

-

'"

IC

Liu.
44a, Westbourne Gtov, London W.2
I

Telephme: Ba,wa(ey 3201f2.

Aulomotic Coil Winder and Electric.! Egnipenent
..
Inside Bark Cour,
Ce., Ltd
. .
528
Engineering Technology
Briiah Institute
522
Etoc$oeolis Podioe
lnoÇdr
Ceceo
,.
F)uir, hoi.
5fl
London Rodio Soppry
MJ'J!. Ekeirki.) Co.
Inside Ilerk Croe,
MrC,thp Pndn,
5l9
N00 Tin-rs 5.1ro Co
W)
Prun-it Co.. Lid

wheel,

lis

FLUXITEb0t

simple--with

l,ttle pressure places
the r,tht quantity on
the right spot añd one
chargi.,g lavis for ages.

-

'

-

,

..........

.,.,....
Lid,.,..
........
........
.

,

Yasir wheel, will NOT

I

is als' aya ready to put
Fluatte on the soldering ob instantly. A

Pate

1

CYCLiSTS

h.'

THE FLUXITE GUN

ADVERTISEMENT INDEX

.....

speêdy

IMPORTANT..
MONTHLY

Royi')y rannen).

All McCarthy receieers sopplied complete wit!, valve,,
k,mb,, pilot ¡draps, leads, estajan cable auj plug. 12
snont!,,' gaarde?lre,

loge:

¡(cep ranod 05d true, unie,, the spokes ore )ied
with the line nuire at the cro,sing, AND SOL
DERED.
Tisis maltes a much strasper

The prives at nbir
McCciso Chassie are advertise)
iorfode Mactoni Rnyattio.
'Practico) ant Amaties
Wireless" readers shoot d, toe their own protection, make
mcv b toce purchasing any receiver that (be quoted reloj

jested,, ihr

-garage-workshop-wherever

TO

Ist of roch month of all
Ncwsagentv and Baokslolls, or
the Publisher, George
post
7cd.Lrom
td. Tower Honte, Senil,New,,,,
ampia, Si., Strand, London, W.C.2.

0n

lucky

,olulerinr is needed, Used for 30 years in
government works and by leading engineer?
and manufacturers. Of Ironmongers-in tins,
4d., td., 1/4 and 2/8.
Ask to see the FLUXITE SMALL-SPACE
SOLDERING SET-compact but substantial
-complete w,th full instruct,on., 7/6.
Wr.te for Free Book on the art of " soft"
solder,ng and ank for Leaflet on CASEand TEMPERING
HARDENING STEEL
TOOLS with FLUXITE,

DE LUXE MODEL 14 GNS.
Many additional rellnemcnts-fuU particulars on
of the receten i. the number of Independent
controls tltte,t, coating it estremely intrecoting to cprratc. There
(jetudo: urnaitlolty control (varying blu. on R/I etage). llAVe.
,nuting
control, inst witt), (or tntvr-etatio,, noire
nanuat
with
5-posItion save-change ans) grnsoopbone rottob.
visppressloo.
Proareasive surtout tone control operative no radio and gram.

be

FLUXITE is always by you-in the

See ubut

Finest comporseoto asid

Controls-A feature

FLUXITE,

lace;

You'll

Cjmait in BrieS_-Arrial ipst to pre.neleetor Clresit, rodio Ireqorizoy
ampliller. latent title Lnlodo-hnoodo lrrqornev Ch5nrrr, 2 baraipass I.P.T. rooplr'l J.C. asnp'ifirr,, doable diode detretor, LI'.
pamired traaisiorouer-eouplrd port-pull trlod, output

,rse,

You've no

.

ALL-MECHANICS

.

.

Preno,er Supply Stores
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Tekgy5ph Cor.denscr Co., Ltd

520.

-
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THE OUTLINE OF WIRELESS
By RALPH STRANGER
A book which coyers

-

-.

-

8/6 net (9F)

-

the theory and practice of Reception from A to Z..

WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR'S ENCYCLOPJEDIA
By F. J. CAMM
5/- net (5/3)
The whole field of wireless construction is covered, in description and diagram in this book.

THE

MATHEMATICS OF WIRELESS

By RALPH STRANGER
5/- net (5/5)
A simple introduction to arithmetic, algebra, geonietry, trigonometry and calculus as they affect
wireless calculations. 256 pages. Fully Illustrated.

NEWNES TELEVISION AND ShORT-WAVE
HANDBOOK

By F. J. CAMM

3/6

.

net (4/-)

The first really complete and authoritative work on this subject.

I.

By F. J. CAMM

EVERYMAN'S WIRELESS BOOK
-

.

.

.

-

-

3/6 net (4/-)

THE ELEMENTS OF WIRELESS
-:

By RALPH STRANGER

The whole working of wireless receivers made clear

3/6

net (3/II)

E

all.

ti

FIFTY TESTED WIRELESS CIRCUITS

ByF.J.CAMM

2/6net(2/Io)

E

DICTIONARY OF WIRELESS TERMS
By RALPH STRANGER

E
=

2/6 net (2/Io)
terms
that
caii
everybody
understand.
valuable synopsia of technical
A
Obtainable from all booksellers or send a P.O. for the amount indicated in brackets after each price
and the book will be delivered to you post free ..... write to Wireless Book Department, George
Newnes, Ltd., Tower Housé, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
-
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E
E

=
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Soht,

Strand, London, Y.C.2, and Printeel in England by
towe House,
blisbed every Wednesday by GEORGE NEWNES, LINt
THE NEWNES & PEARSON PRINTING Co., LTD., Exmoor Street, Loadon, W.1O. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand GORDON & GOTCH, LTD. South
Africa: CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY, LTD. Praef ice! and Amateur Wireless can be sent to any part of the World, post free, for 173. Sd. per annum; six
months. Sa. lOti. Registered at the General Post 011ice as a newspaper and for the Canwlian Magazine Post.
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THE

WIRELESS
By

F uil Y
iiistrated

F.

J.

CONSTRUCTOR'S

CA M M

ENCYCLOP/EDIA

(Editor "Practical and Amateur Wireless.")

Wireless Terms and Definitions stated and explained in concise, clear language by one of the best known and most popular
designers and writers of the day. Profusely illustrated. A veritable treasury of wireless knowledge and literally invaluable
to all who ore interested in the science whether as amateurs or experts,
FROM ALL BOOKSELLERS

NEW N ES

or

5/5

pest

tree trom Tower House, Southampton Street, StraM,

W.c.2.
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I
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Radio Progress Abroad
THE Cerinan Radio Exhibition has

-

VOL.

Deaney

ASECRET wireless station lias been
discovered in France by the counterrecently finished, and in this issue we
give a special report froni our correspondent espionage service. It is stated that -the
with a few illustrations of some of the station was built and operated by a dealer
exhibits. It is interesting to mite the in electrical apparatus who had been making
develooments in radio and tlevision in frequent trips to Switzerland and Cermany,
other ouutries, and it is of especial interest and messages in code had been tapped
to note that no other country has yet froni his station.
instituted a regular high-definition television programme and sells televison Short Waves and Fading
receivers to the public. An interesting
point regarding the television experiments 0FFICIALS of the Australian Commonwealth Radio Research Bureau,
being carried out abroad is that in tile
majority of cases a much higher definition workJng in collaboration with the Canberra
is being employed. i)oes this mean that, Solar Observatory, arc stated to have
in spite of the fact that we now lead the discovered the cause of fading on.the short
a sudden
.ficI(1 by having instituted the regular tele- waves. They chum that it is due t
vision broadcftsts, we shall eventually be burst of radiation from masses of hydrogen
behind in that we shall be using lower
...........................

-

I
i

--

Mthouh in America the imateur lias
much more scope and the comnieru-il
progiammes provide iccordrn, to sorno
authorities, a much higher entertainment
a1ue than our programmes owing to the
competitive element, we believe that the
general design of receivers is investigated
much more thoroughly by manufacturers
in this country, although there appears
to be a tendency to follow American design
However, the
iii cabinet construction.
Exhibition which will open at Olympia
next week will enable those who are keenly
interested in modern receiver design to
study to the full the products of the
English manufacturers.
Radio and Fire Brigade
Q HORT- WAVE transmitting apparatus

has been employed on several orensions in this country by the fire brigades,
and at a rick fire in Chippenham, \Viltsbire,
s..)

recently, tho short-wave transmitter wa
put to novel use. The pumping engine
was forced to take up its position threequarters of a mile away from the burning
rick, and the chief fire officer employed
a portable transmitter with which to keep
in touch with the mèn at the pumping engine
in order to control their activities. On
previous occasions it has been necessary
to send runners with instructions back to
the engine and the time saved by the
wireless transmission greatly assted in
getting- the fire under control with the
ufinimum of damage.
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new extension to Broadcitsting House,
occupying a further area in Portland Place,
will practically double the existing space
available. In Belfast, a warehouse ha
been taken over and a contract has been
placed for its demolition and the erection
of new offices and studios.

Lifeboat Radio

THE Clacton-on-Sea lifeboat is fitted
I witi an eficient ortb!e tranmitter

and receiver with which it 18 possible to
keep in touch with her home station when
she püts to sea. By means of this apparatus it will, of eourse, be possible to
infrrm the shore should any special firstaid or hospital facilities be needed, and thus
assistance should be available by the time
the lilèboat returns and life may thereby
be saved.

Captiin Kettle's Radio Debut

..

t3I1LIAR fl,ure in fution has so
lar not put in an appearance in the
radio programmes. The situation is to be
rectified on August 20th, when that popular
personage, Captain Kettle, will appear in
a programme entitled "To Capture an
Heiress," in the National programme.
Produced by \iax Kester, the part of Capt.
Kettle will he played b Abraham So1iier
}

i
f
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Tom Jenkins at B.B.C. Organ
THIS popular organist, who gave his
220th broadcast on the third of this
month, will broadcast in the National
programme on August 26th from St.
George's Hall, giving a recital on the
B.B.C. organ. He is'at present manager and
organist at the Plaza Cinema, Swansea,
and receives a large Empire fan-mail.

Big

Fight Broadcast

A

CCORDLNG to a recent report listeners
in this country possessing short-wayc
sets will be able to hear a "blow-by-blow"

commentary of the Farr-Louis fight in
New York on August 26th. Arrangements
have been completed by the National
Broadcasting Company for a broadcast
running account over one of the most
extensive American networks ever used for
a sporting event. This broadcast will be
New B.B.C. Offices
relayed to England by a station operating
XTENSIONS to the B.B.C. premises on a wavelength of 49.1 metres.
ar announced 1)0th in London and in
The B.B.C. will make records -which will
Belfast. In London it is stated that the be put on the air a few hours later.

in the sun'satmosphere, and a detailed
report has been sent to this country and is
to bepublished in the journal of the Royal
Society of the Institute of Physics.

E
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Promenade Concerts
ON August 31st (Regional) the pror
gramme will be devoted to Liszt
and Busoni, and the works to be broadcast
are Busoni's Comedy Overture, and Violin
Concerto in D. The soloist in the latter
will be Joseph Szigeti, who will also broadcast a recital from a studio on August 29th
(National).
Clifford Curzon will be the soloist in the
Brahms first pianoforte Concerto on
September Ist (National). On September
2nd (Regional), Isobel Baillie will sing the
"Wife of Bath" air from Dr. Dyson's
"Canterbury Pilgrims," and William
Primrose will play the "Suite" for Viola
and Orchestra by Ernest Bloch.

NEWS and NOTES.

¡

L

e
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(Continued)

Aberdeen, on August 19th. He will play
Selection, "Shall we Dance," ; "The
Stream by the Wood"; Foxtrot, "La
Barcarolle" ; Selection, " Old Timers."

Radiolympia Calling
IN a broadcast on the National wavelength
Arthur Cole is its Director. In the interlude I on August 25th listeners will hear
there will be songs by the Clef Trio, which many of their radio favourites taking part
........

'e... ..,e ....

consists of two original members of .the old
Midland Regional Choir-Isabel Tebbs and
Edith Paddock-with Dorothy Byrt.

-

in "A World of Radio," a vaudeville
ensemble from the Theatre at the sixteenth
Radiolympia. Among them will be Bobby

"Evening in Cheddar"

THIS is the title of a sound picture of
this famous Mendip beauty spot,
which will be broadcast from the Western
Regional on August 28th. The programme
will include a tour of one of the caves by a
well-known comedian.

.'

Radio Rodeo

THE

_

August edition of Radio Rodeo, to

bc presented by Harold Ramsay from

'

the Union Cinema, Kingston, and broadcast
onthe-Regional wavlength on August 11th, X

.

-

will include Occily Courtneidge, Claude
Dampiei and Billie Carlyle, Billy Oostelk
(Popeye the Sailor), the Four Aces, Rusty
Shine, und four well-known organists-

\and

.:

.-

Al Bowily, who has recently returned from America. is here seen making his latest recorJ for.
His Master's Voice" at the company's London studios. The record is entitled Carelessly '
and ' On a Little Dream Ranch" (H M. V. B.D. 434).

Music from Austria

a

(S
Navarre, the well-known mimic of stage, screen
and radio fame who lias been engaged for the
second gear in succession to appear at the
Radiolympia show. He will broadcast from there
on September 4th.

the B.B.C. Northern Orchestra,
WHEN
conducted by Arnold Perry, plays m
the National programme on August 29th,
a conce'rt of music from Austria will be
presented. Johann Strauss's overture," The
Gypsy Baron," stsrrts the programme, and
"Tales from the Vienna Wooas," by the
same composer, follows. Then come seven
Austrian Peasant Dances by Max Schönherr. The Northern Orchestra will also be
heard by the larger audience on August 30th
and September 4th, when concerts from
Manchester will come into the Regional and
National programmes respectively.

A Backpoo1 Night's Entertainment
big outside broadcast pro.
ANOTHER
gramme from Blackpool on August
2,5th will take listeners on a trip round
entertainments-land. The stops will include the Empress Ballroom, the North
Pier, and the Palace Theatre.

"Variety of Instruments ".

Howell aiid his Orchestra; Paula Green;
Vine, More and Nevard; Beryl Orde; the
Two Leslies; Sandy Powell; Eric Coates
and his Orchestra, Jan van der Gucht, aud
the Royal Mastersingers. The organists
will be Donald Thorne and Harry Farmer,
and the compère Sutherland Felce. The
programme has been devised and will be
produced by Jaçk Swinburne.

[I'E

111111

PROBLEM

No.

:

IS !

257

Distortion and motor-boating when tuned
a strong signal were being experienced on
ea1s receiver. Current and voltage tests
were made and readings were practically
normal. It was eventually found, however,
that when a wire was connected across the
100-ohm bias resistance of the IF. valve, the
motor-boating ceased. What was the fault?
books will be awarded for the first three
iThree
f
correct solutions opened. Address your solu.
¡

i

to

tlons to the Mitor,

PI1Ac'rICAL

¡

f
f

AND AMATEU&

George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
nvelopes muet be marked Problem No. 257
i n the top left-hand corner, and must be posted
to reach this office not later than.the first
post on Monday, August 23rd, 1037.
WIRELESS,

i
AHAWAIIAN trio, piano duetists, a i
harmonica
player
and
an
imSidney Torch, Phil Park (who has also personatoi- wifl be heard in the programme, i
i
written the continuity and special lyrics), "Variety of Instruments" which Robin
Robinson Cleaver, and Harold Ramsay. Russell will present on August 28th. To 3Production will be by Leon Pollock.
Solution to Problem No. 256
collect unusual instruments or unusual
The emission of thò output valve had become low,
combinations of instruments is one of the with
consequent low anode current consumption and
Military Band Music
aims of this feature, which will be broadcast high smoothed voltage.
Cheltenham Municipal Military in the Scottish programme.
The following three readers successfully solved
Band will give a popular programme
Problem No. 255, and books axe accordingly being
forwarded
Organ
Recital
to them: G. Rufid, 78, Caernarvon Mil.;
from the Winter Gardens on August 22nd.
Norwich, Norfolk; T.. M. Rawllngs, 28, Burleigh St,,
HAROLD COOMBS will broadcast on Cambridge
The Band consists of twenty-six professional
J. Shaoahaii, 22, February St., Manchester,
the organ of the Capitol Cinema, 13.
players and was formed four years ago.
..........................................................................

;
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AT the radio exhibition recently held
in Berlin some 146 firms, along

with various government exhibits,
spacious
the

filled five of.the halls in
exhibition grounds.
Although there were
complete reôeivers, the
appeared to be quite
and there were some

-

a

vy

many exhibits of
home constructor
well catered for,
very interesting
exhibits of comnonents and small parts.
Considerable progress appears to have
been made in the use of highly efficient
mouldings, and some particularly attractive
components for short and ultra-short-wave
receivers were seen. One firm was showing
a number of components, including valve
sockets and plug-in coil formers in a trans-

A Brief Account of Some

of the Chief Exhibits, by
o.Special Representative
to be released shortly, probably during
September. Most of the components to
be seen were of the stripped" type, or
manufacturers' type, thus taking up an
absolute minimum of space, and available
at the lowest prices.
'

A Novel Pick-up

have concentrated rather on the amount of
output than on the actual portability,
as the sets appear to be considerably
heavier than our small portables, although
they are mostly very sensibly designed as
regards ease of operation, the controls
being immediately available in most cases
without the necessity of opening the case.
o "suitcase" portables were to be seen.
One or two firms were showing some very
large non-directional loudspeakers for outdoor public-address use. Speakers of this
type are frequently used in Germany for
addressing political meetings, etc.

Television Receivers

There were many television exhibits,
The firm of Telefunken was showing an although not ali the receivers actually in
extremely interesting new type of gramo---__________
phone pick-up. The whole device being
very light, weighing only about 25 grammes:

-

j

NEXT WEEK

SPECIAL ENLARGEU-.

OLYMPIA NUMBER

-

Y

f

-

ELES

p

4.volti

ORDER
-

-

-

J he

clef un!efl teleVisiOn receiVer,
the tilted cathode-ray tube.

Interior of a

sho(ng

NOW!

A special needle is used which is made

of emerald and ground to an extremely fine
point.. This rneedle is fixed permanently in
the chuck, and can be usel to play several
thousand records. It is claimed that
with this instrument there is very much
less wear on the rceord owiig to its extreme
lightness. It is claimed that the pick-up
has extremely good i-espouse characteristics.

I

Portables

-

-

-

i

r

1--

-

"Magic Eye," or visual tuning indicator with
-

side contact base.

Oze or two firms were showing portable
parent material called Trolitul. lhis is not
were receiving pictures by radio as
exactly a new material, and it has been receivers, but the manufacturers seem to use
some of them were connected to the transused in this country to some extent, but
mitter by cable. Several models of com1
it seems to have attractive possibilities
plete receivers were to he seek, all working
for short and ultra-short-wave working.
on the new standard of 441 lines, and on
many of these receivers the reproduction
Small Cmponents
was excellent and with one exception free
Many compact and ingenious types of
from ifieker. Various models were showing
switches were to be seen-switches which
pictures in the familiar blue tint, although
w&uld delight the really enthusiastic set
some were in black and white. It was
builder. One particularly useful cornlearnt upon inquiry, however, that there
ponent !which should be very handy to
are no television receivers actually on sale
the constructor took the form of a very
to the public at the present time in Germany
compact solid di-electric differential con
although several different experimental
denser, ganged together with a mains type
transmitters are actually working or are
on-off switch.
In smaller receivers this
in the course of erection in various parts
is often the best type of volume control to
of the country.
use, but previously nobody seems to have
thought of combining the two controls.
Most of the current valve types now in use
in Germany use the 8-pin side contact
DINNER?'
type of socket which had a short run of
popularity in this country some time ago.
The "Magic Eye" tuning indicator was
ACONCERT party, "After Dinner,"
much in evidence and has been introduced
will be presented by George Thomas
for the, first time in many of the season's
(with original libretto and music by
new receivers.
'Hastings Mann and George Thomas) from
German valves are typically of the
the Victoria Pavilion, llfracombe, on
"European" type, and no American
August 23rd. The cast will include Pat
types were to be seen, although one firm
Crowther, Wilfred Burnand,John Lovering,
was showing a valve tester which had
Mary Jordan, Betty Winn, Cynthia Wall,
provision for dealing with American valves.
Gwen Somers, Teddy Harley, Doreen
"\To1ksernpfnger,"
The
or people's
Eyres-Hill and Ena Brouuhton. This
receiver, was mucu in eviience on. several A compact table model radiogram by the Tele- broadcast will bé 'given in the Western
stands, although a new model is expected
funken Company.
programme.

"AFTER

i
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And

Pass

on

a

Number

Received from Readers.
Circuits,

of Hints, Ideas and Suggestions
Among These are Several Interesting

and a Design

for

an

Unusual

SW.

Cóil

Fig.

ciruii

-

3.-The
in

sender

of

the

Fig. 2 asls if this

can be used to replace i/ic Ji rs!

kctor). it can.
Iwo valves (reactor and
discused condenèr. Presumably, a high-ratio slowa few short-wave circuits, and motion tuningdrive is employed to ensure
asked if readers would let us have reasonably easy tuning at the higher From that showing the front of the set
thcir "pet" diagrams. To be perfectly frequencies. The complete receiver, with- we notice that there is a large celluloid
frank, when we wrote that we had no idea out accumulator but including high-tension chart attached to the panel with tuning
that there would be such an excellent battery, is housed in a case measuring graphs for the various coils-a-good idea.
response. Anyhow, the many interesting
letters which have since como to hand
aparate Reactor Valve
provide ample proof of the wonderful
Mr. J. H. White, of Slough, Bucks,
popularity of short-wave reception and
favours the circuit shown in Fig. 2. This,
short-wtve receivers. We also feel not a
in his opinion, could not be beaten, for it
little pleased to find that we have such a
has afforded reception of six continents and
large number of friends ready to co-operate only lOin, by 10m, by 7m, from front to 54 (yes, fifty-four!) countries. To those
with us, and to send suggestions which back. Another interesting feature is that readers who are comparatively new to
will be appreciated by their fellow readers. the receiver was made almost entirely SW. work, the circuit might appear rather
One of the first points which is very from "junk-box" parts, and cost about like "double-Dutch," for there are two
evident after reading through a batch of 25sf It is used in conjunction with a 3Oft. "detector" valves, followed by a transthe letters received is that the Det.-L.F. V-aerial, this being near the ceiling of the former-coupled L.F. stage. Actually, of
/.7 Z1_______________
the two initial valves, the first js used for
reaction or regeneration, whilst the second
acts as a detector pure and simple.
Advantages claimed for this system are:
4,000fl
obo ii
OOOO M.
perfectly smooth reaction control; tuning
unaffected by reaction adjustments; better
Y
k I
rectification than is usual with an oscillating
¡.-......,
detector; better quality due to the use of a
() _±
.002-mfd. by-pass condenser between the
detector anode and earth. Our correj
i
spondent asks if we have ever seen anything
this circuit, because he hasn't.
We must conf'ess that it is unusual, but
a similar circuit has been given in these
I
pages on one or two occasions in the past.
T
L
A
_______
_______
The use of a separate regenerating valve
J
24112
is an excellent idea, however, and we share
0002
00025
Mr. White's enthusiasm for it.' This
nid
Mia.
f
fellow experimenter obviously favours the
principle of arranging the tuning circuit
Fg. 1.-Favourite SW. circuit ola Wliiiby reader. Note 1/ial the usual H.F choIe is replaced by so that there is a maximuns of inductance

THREE 'eeks ao

we briefly

7A

/

Ilike
i

T

-

---65.i

a resistance.

bedroom, where the set is installed Mr.
Streeting apparently likes to listen to the
remote corners of the earth from the
comfort of his bed. Unfortunately the
snaps which he sent with his letter are not
quite clearenough topermitofreproduction.

circuit is by far the most popular with our
readers. But that does not mean that all
of the circuits which have accompanied
the letters aro alike-far from it. In fact,
there are many variations on the theme
of "detector with Reinartz.typo reaction
control, followed by a transformer-coupled
L.F. stage."

'o.000.a
-Im .-

and a minimum of capacity, for he uses no
less than six coils to tune between 15 and
50 metres. He uses separato coils for the
following bands: 16 metres; 19 and 20
metres; 25 metres; 31 metres; 40 metres;'
and 49 metres.
The condenser used
with, these has a maximum capacity of
only .000033 mfd., and even that)s
"5 ?/,
o
/-1

7*4

-

Three.valvcr For 25s.

Where shall we start to deal with the
excellent ideas which we are glad to.
acknowledge ? It's difficult, because there
are so many, all of which arc sure to appeal
to others. However, let us commence
with the circuit seht by Mr. N. Streeting,
of Whitby; a PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR
WIRELESS draughtsman has prepared the
illustration shown in Fig. i from our corre
spondent's pencil sketch. The circuit is
simple enough, but the component values
will certainly be of interest to others.
Note also that there is no H.F. choke in
the detector anode circuit; instead, there
is a 4,000-ohm resistance, which acts as an
HF. "stopper." Mr. Streeting uses four.
pin coils, along with a .00025-rnfd. tuning

L .7+
Fig.

2.-This

circuit has a separate reactor valve, and has received stations

54 countries.

'e
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controlled through a loo: i reduction
drive. To use our correspondent's own
words concerning this tuning system,
" difficulties of tuning just vanish."
Probably there are few of us, however,
who are not too lazy to change the coil as
often as five times when covering a range
of 15 to 50 metres.

AND AMATEUR

WIRELES'S

33

S

Now, you other keen
1owes1 wavelength range-6 to 13 adantageously."
metres-is 'covered by using an ordinary short-wavers, go to it!
12-26-metre coil "less one winciing. IftiS
point is not quite clear to us, so perhaps -and the Others
We have used almost tue whole of our
you, Mr. "N. Thusiast," will give us more
I________
allotted space, although we should
details? When we
'i like to tell you more about the "pet"
b
have been employing

the

.

circuits of our, and your, fellow excircuits of this type,
\f/
perimenters.. Lest others of our
we have found it
friends who have been kind enough
better to connect a
Tuning-condenser Hint
.1-mfd. fixed condenThis letter contains a hint which we mu t ser between the
,qER/qL kV/Nt)//V6'
pass on. The .000033-mfd tuning con- detector
screening
}VRN5 '8 SAQC/'VC
denser was made from a standard .0001- grid and earth; we
mfd. component by removing a number of certainly suggest
vanes, and giving wider spacing to the that this be tried.
R/D w/N.oINa SIDE ev SIDE
remainder. In concluding his letter,
L6-19 METRES 4k2 TURNS
Mr. White points out that he does not Novel Coil Design
claim to have " designed" the set, although
Leaving circuits
/ 12531 METRES 6 TURNS
he has put in a considerable amount of for the moment, we 3
5 7VRN$
experimental work in connection with the have received a long
layout "and by now the metallised base. letter from Mr. W.
board is quite riddled with holes." Along Tucker, of Godrer
with his circuit he gives another-(shown in Graig, neai Swansea,
Fig. 3), and asks if this will work. The in connection with a
idea underlying the suggestion is that a short-wave coil detetrode valve is used for detection and sign which he has
oscillation to replace the two in the original found
unusually
diagram. Our reply is that it will operate satisfactory. T h e
satisfacte'rily and, in some cases, as veli main constructional
as the separate triodes, although it is details are given in
sometimes likely to turn out rather moro Fig. 5. From this it
'.' tricky."
can be seen that the.
t
main feature is that
L PC
P
Two Pentodes
the grid winding
of side-by. Fig. 5.-The unusual feature of this coil design, from a reader in Welcs, .is
Another neatly-drawn sind interesting consists
turns, whilst is that the aerial-winding turns are spaced, the grid turns being side-by-side.
circuit comes from "N. Thusiast,' of side aerial
winding
Phesham-why the anonymity, sir? It the
spaced turns. This is contrary to usual to pass on their suggestions wonder
comprises two pentodes, one H.F. and the has
and on the face of it one might why we have not included details of their
other L.F., in the two-valve arrangement practice,
that the coil wou'd be no better letters, let us state that it is not becauce
shown in Fig. 4. Basically, the circuit is imagine
if the aerial turns were side-by-side they lack anything in interest, but pimply
conventional, but, like all "extra-specials," than well spaced from
the grid winding, to because we cannot "put a quart into a
the details have been carefully worked out and
pint pot." No doubt we shall be able to
by trial and careful experiment. We are give very loose coupling. However, its include
their suggestions in later articles;
_________________________ /1
told that the set operates very well on all
whether that is possible or not, we are very
/
f
f
wavelengths from 6 to 200 metres, when
gratefu' for every one of the numerous
i
I
using standard commercial six-pin coils.
D1.,, 1.+
e;1i
¿r
e
t'"ti'
ai
from you, and are always ready to learn.
¿.5.
It is only by exchanging views that we can
O
make the best of the best of all hobbies.
None of us will ever have learned all that
there to learn of radio, and any one óf
you readers might be a future Marebni.
________ _________
Thanks, again, and cheerio for now.

-
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1
000iiTd.
-i.--

Fg. 4.-Two pentocle

/M,dT Ïï1_.
.

H T.-s-L.7s'

va!ves a;e employed in this circuit from " N. Thusias!," of Cliesham.

Smoother Reaction
"Super-smooth reaction is obtained by the
use of the .0001-mfd. reaction condenser in
conjunction with the 100,000-ohm potentiometer." The latter is used to feed the
screening grid of the H.F. pentode, and is
normally connected to the 60-volt tapping
on the H.T. battery. We should have
expected that better results would have been
obtained by connecting the screening grid

of the second valve to H.T.+1, instead of
H.T.+2 as shown, but this might have been
a slip on the part of our correspondent when
drawing out the circuit -diagram.

Dipole Aerial
"N. Thusiast" uses

a half-wave dipole
aerial for wavelengths up to 25 metres,

but for the higher wavelengths the earth
lino is connected to one end of the aerial
winding, a 301t. inverted-L aerial being
joined to the end other. We are told that

,.

sponsor tells us that his own extensive
experiments have proved to him that the
arrangement is far superior to the snore
usual one, and invites all short-wave
enthusiasts to "make one of these coils
and compare it with any standard coil
available, noting the difference in volume
and the number of stations received." Up
to the time of writing, we have not had the
opportunity of taking up the challenge,
but we will certainly give the idea a trial.
No doubt other readers will do 1ikewise
Mr. Tucker uses 22-gauge wire for all three
wandings, but the exact gauge is probably
not critical.
As to results, he uses these coils in the
A.W. Adapt,er, and can "tune in W2XAD
fairly regularly these days at any time from
4 p.m. onward." The last sentence of the
letter reads: "I am certain that any
reader who makes a set of these coils will
find that his time has been sient very

Join Newnes'
Practical Group!
PRACTICAL MOTORIST
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you how to repair, overhaul and
obtain the best performance from
your car.

3d.-Every Friday.

PRACTICAL MECHANICS
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Pr&detecto r Amplification
Concluded from Last Week, This Article Deals with the Alternative Sequences
of Stages in the Superhet, and also with the Choice of Intermediate Frequency
By FRANK PRESTON
and the signal oscillations are combined important that the selectivity of the IF.
with other oscillations produced by the circuits remains absolutely constant, beoscillator. When the two frequencies are cause the tuning of these is fixed.
"mixed," the resultant is a signal on a
frequency equal to the difference between
the two originals. This is known as the Different Stage Sequences
There are several other alternative
intermediate frequency.
sequences of stages, some of these being
shown in Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5. In FIg. 2, a
Multiple Tuned Circuits
The custom in present-day superhets is to H.F. stage precedes the frequency-changer,
employ a single valve for first detection and and this has the effect of extending the
oscillation, this being a pentagrid, heptode,
triode pentode, triode hexode, or similar
"double" valve. Its output is passed
through a form of band-pass filter, known as
an IF. transformer, to the I.F. valve.
This is simply an H.F. valve tuned by means
of the IF. transformer to the intermediate
frequency-generally of 110, 126 or 465 ko/e. Fig. 5.-A very simple sequence which is not
Fig. 1.-The most usual sequence of stages in a From this valve, the signal is passed
of great practical Value.
through another I.F. transformer to the
modern superhet.
second detector, which acts in exactly the
Selectivity
same manner as the detector of a" straight" useful range of reception.
set. Consequently, it can be a triode, pen- would be still further increased if a bandtode or diode; alternatively a high-ftc. pass timer were employed between the H.F.
quency metal rectifier can be employed. and RC. valves, or it would remain
practically unaltered if single-circuit tuners
were employed before and after the H.F.
'V,
valve. One useful advantage of the highfrequency valve is that a more complete
measure of automatic volume control
c:,JLLS
can be had, due to the A.V.C. voltage
Fig. 2-fn this arrangement an H.F. valve
being applied to the H.F., F.C. and I.F.
precedes the frequency-changer to give increased

¡

AST week, under the above title, I dealt

with high-frequency amplification,
referring to the different circuit
arrangements which are available. But H.F.
is not the only kind of pre-detector amplification; in fact, its use is diminishing with
the growing popularity of the superhet. I
am not going to enter into an argument
concerning the relative merits of" straight"
and superhet circuits, for that would require
more space than can here he devoted to the
subject. Nevertheless, it is probably de-

L.

JC/EL.FL5
range.

sirable that a few of the pros and cons should
be explained.
One of the important "pros" of the
superhet is that the average constructor
can generally obtain morO satisfactory
results by its use, when building a highlysensitive receiver. This will perhaps come
as a. surprise to many of those who have
always felt that the superhet was beyond
them. There is no doubt that it is nearly
always possible to ensure absolute stability
without the need for super-accurate design
when using the superhet circuit. Stability
is, in fact, one of its greatest virtues.

Selectivity and Quality
Another-and really important-factor
in favour of the superhet is the high degree

valves.
Fig. 3 shows a method of using only three.
valves in a modern superhet circuit. First
is the frequency-changer, this being followed
by a double-diode H.F. pentode, which
acts as IF. amplifier and second detector,
and the L.F. amplifier. Connections for a
double-diode screen pentode, used for I.F.
and detection are indicated in Fig. 6. In
this case, the output from the diode would
be fed into a high-efficiency output pentode
through a high-ratio coupling unit or resisFig. 4.-»fn this arrangement the frequency.. tance-fecl L.F. transformer.
changer feeds straight into the second detector.
Fig. 4 shows a sequence of.stages which is
unusual, but which is sometimes employed
Following the second detector is the usual successfully. In this example, there is ño
L.F. amplifier.
I.F. stage, instead of which the frequencyIn the typo of circuit briefly dealt with changer feeds directly into the second
there might be as many as seven tuned detector. There are many who claim that
circuits: a band-pass input filter (two); if the number of valves is to be reduced to a
oscillator coil (one); first I.F. transformer minimum without appreciable sacrifice in
(two); and second I.F. transformer (two). sensitivity it is better to use an H.P.
This fact alone is indicative of a high stage instead of the more nsual I.F.; this
degree of selectivity, but it is equally view appears to be justified by recent,
Fig. 3.-Sequence of stages in a three-valve
superhet using a double-diode HF. pentode.

j{fl

of selectivity which can be had without
making any great sacrifice of quality.
Again, this is a point with which many
readers will probably disagree; but only
those who have had little experience of
Additionally,
really modern designs.
variable selectivity is more easily obtained
with a superhet, through the use of suitable
intermediate-frequency transformers.
Schematic
As this article will, no doubt, be read by Fig. 6.
both beginners and more experienced con- diagram, which is in
structors, it might be desirable briefly to s!releton form only.
run over the sequence of operations in the showing how a doublesupersonic heterodyne (let's give it its full diode - HF. pentoe,
name for once). Fig. i shows the aimnge- can be used for IF.
ment of stages in the most-usual type of amplification and
receiver. First, there is the frequencysecond detection.
changer, which combines what is rather
vaguely referred to as the first detector,
and an oscillator. Tke signals are applied
to the first detector from the aerial system,

-
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experiments, but the matter is still open to largely because it is more suitable when the
debate and more-conclusive proof,
set is to tune to short, as well as to medium
and long waves. One important advantage
Two-valve Superhet
of 110 kc/s, however, is that it gives greater
In Fig. 5 the idea is carried a step further selectivity
with any given number of tuned
by feeding the output from the F.C. stage circuits. In consequence of this, it is to be
into the second detector, and dispensing preferredfora purely' broadcast" set having
with a pre-F.C. HF. amplifier. It would no H.F. stage and a single I.F.; it is still
be taken to the ultimate by using a double- more valuable if the I.F. stage is eliminated.
diode-output pentode valve in the second
One slight disadvantage is that it is
position and so eliminating the need for a practically
essential to employ a signalseparate L.F. valve. In this manner a two- frequency band-pass
tuner to minimise
valve superhet. of simple form is made
possible, a skeleton circuit of this being
shown in Fig. 7.
After considering .the different sequences
briefly described, the reader might feel disposed to enquire as to their relative merjts.
There can heno doubt that when selectivity,
sensitivity and volume are all required at
the same time, the arrangement shown in
Fig. 2 is représentative of the ideaj, but a
combination of the circuits in Figs. 3 and 4
might provide almost equally good results.
On the other hand, the circuits without an
H.F. stage have the merit of greater simplicity of design and preliminary adjust.
ment. What is more, a well-designed redeiver having the arrangement shown in
Fig. i is perfectly adequate for most
requirements, especially when a moderatelygood aerial is available; if only a poor
indoor aerial can be employed, and long
range combined with reliable reception is
required, an HF. amplifier is well worth the
extra trouble and expense which it entails.
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But if the I.F. transformers have to be
adjusted for maximuni selectivity there
must be a loss of sensitivity, and quality is
in danger of being sacrificed.

Trimming
Another point which cannot be overlooked by the less-experienced constructor
is that there are generally fewer trimmers
which require careful and accurate adjustment in a set with 110 ke/s I.F. than in
one with 465 kc/s IF. Thus, if we are to

Intermediate Frequency
What of the intermediate frequency? Fig. 7.-This simplified diagram shows how a supe rhet of moderate efficiency could be made by
Any figure between about 100 and 500 kc/s
using only two Valves, and without "reflexing."
can he used, and various receiver manufacturers have adopted all kinds of fre- second-channel interference. This, however, generalise we can conclude that the lower
quencies between these limits. But the cannot be considered a disadvantage when frequency is to be preferred when simplicity
constructor must use a "standard" IF. reasonable selectivity is required-and this of construction and preliminary adjustment
if he is to avail himself of single-knob is essential to-day. When using 465 kc/s, a are important, and when the set is to tune
tuning by using a readily obtainable gang single-circuit input tuner is adequate, to long and medium waves only. The higher
1condenser. In most cases the choice comes especially ifthis is combined with a simple -frequency, of 465 kc/s, is better if there is a
down to that of 110 or 465 kc/s. Which is filter, but variable-selectivity I.F. trans- preliminary H.F. stage or two I.F. stages;
¡better? The higher frequency has come formers are then desirable unless an H.F. and it is practically essential when the set
into widespread use during recent years, stage, or a second I.F. stage is employed. is to cover short waves.
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LITTLE

dial. Volume was sufficient for normal
requirements, and the tone was free from
resonance or boxiness. The price is
8 guineas complete with L.T., H.T., and
G.B. batteries.

PRINCE'PORT

A New Lightweight Portable for tuning range of the coils fitted is frons 200
to 2.000 metres. The left-hand control
All-round Use
switches the set on and off, and also
accompanying illustration gives
an idea of the neatness and compact
THE
form adopted in the B.T.S. portable,
to which the name "Little Princess" has
been givèn. The illustration unfortunately
gives no idea of the attractive appearance
of the receiver, as it is finished in a blue'
morocco-grained leatherette, and this,
together with the silvered escutcheon and
chromium bars across the speaker grille,
lend a most pleasing style to this new
receiver. A self-contained aerial is fitted,
and the receiver chassis incorporates a
4-valve circuit in which an SG. valve is
employed for H.F. amplification, followed
by atriode with reaction, which is in turn
coupled to an LJ'. valve, ibis is tèd, by
means of a parallel.fed L.F. transformer
into an output pentode of the Harries
type, and the general circuit arrangement
has been so designed that the total H.T.
'consumption has been brought to the low
value of 6.5 mA. A 'phone jack is fitted
so that headphone reception may be employed when required, and the speaker is
then automatically cut out of the circuit.
-

Tuningiscarriedoutbymeansofatwo-gang
condenser of the airspaced type, and the

new B.T.S.
Little Princess
Portable.

The

selects the wave-range, whilst the right-hand
control governs the volume. A ball-bearing
turntable is fitted beneath the eabinetto
enable the receiver to be turned easily in
order to take full advantage of the directional
- ___
properties of the frame
,

aerial.Anexternalaerial
and earth may be fitted

if desired.

Test Report

'

receiver was
tested and found to
provide
adequate

I

.1

The

volume on a large number of stations, the
twenty-five which are
guaranteed by the
makers being received
with no difficulty when
the test was carried out.
The name dial was
found to be very accurate and those stations
which were heard were
located at the exact
setting indicated on the

-

'
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Licence Applications and the "Collins Coupler" are Delt
With in this Article - - - - By L. ORMOND SPARKS
BEFOR.E discussing any other mattérs, it behoves every budding transmitter owner
I would like to mention one letter in to get busy and fill in the necessary forms,
particular which I received this week after polishing up his Morse with all
Getting the necessary
from S. S. of Liverpool, as its contents possible speed.
deal with a problem which I am frequently permission from the P.M.G. may take as
called upon to solve, and I feel that it is of long as two to three months, so don't dr/ay,

cenerai interest,
My correspondent asks if I can put him
on the right road towards obtaining the
necessary licence Wallow him to become the
owner of a radiating station.
Well, I may as well say right away that I
cannot do anything in that direction other
than offer the advice I have given in previous articles and state the regulations governing the granting of a "full" licence.
Although the reader in question has
rather exceptional knowledge and experience regarding the operation of high-power
trunsmitters, and is fully conversant with
the Morse code, I am afraid that his application for a licence will not meet with any
more success than that of a reader of less
experience nnle& he can give some definite
experimental reason to warrant the grantinc of a licence. The
reason must also
prove-so to speak
-that the experiments he wishes to
conduct are of such
a nature that they
cannot be carried
out with an A.A.

'cOIJPLER

COLLINS

cant s

Tlìeore licol circuí! diagram of

must satisfy the

Postmas terGeneral as to

their qualification
and intention to

conduct exoeriments of scielitific value or publie utility.
If scientific investigation is intended they
should be certified as competent in.
vestigators by a Government Department
or some recognised scientific body.
Authority to use wireless sending apparatus, even with an artificial aerial can
be granted only if the nature of the
proposed experiments and other circumstances warrant that course."
The chief snag in the above is "the
nature of the experiments." You see,
there aro so many tests and experiments
which can be carried out equally as sarisluctory with an A.A. as with a radiating
aerial; therefore, every applicant must use
his own initiative, and make his case as
water-tight as possible. Although the regu!ations look very stiff and-to manyimpassable when viewed in cold print, i
would mention that the officials concerned
are very human and are always ready to
give every application all possiblo attention
and consideration.

-

-

-

the regulations:i

Operation

With the coupler diconnected, the output tank circuit is adjusted for minimum.
teed, i.e., minimum plate current. The
tappings on LI and L2 are then set for
Aerial Coupling
I have had several queries lately about the the frequency concerned, and the coupler
"Collins Coupler," and thérefore,in easeother connected to the tank circuit, the conamateurs are interested in this arrangement, nectioris being made, approximately, halfway between the centre tap and the ends of
I propose giving a few details herewith.
Many coupling arrangements are designed the tank coil.
The condenser CV2 ris then set to, say,
for use with a certain type of aerial, and at a
certain frequency. Such methods, while its mid-position and, with the transmitter
being very efficient under a given set of running, adjust CVI for minimum feed
operating conditions, are often trouble- again. should it happen that the resonance
some when it is desired to use some othor point is not found throughout the rotation
forni of aerial, or transmit on another wave- of CV!, try another setting for CV2,
length. It is in such cases as these that the and, should that fail to bring about the
Collins Coupler scores, as it can almost desired conditions, fresh adjustments must
be regarded as a universal arrangement, be made to the ttppings on Li and L2.
It should be noted that when a two-whe
and one ofthe most flexible coupling systems
feeder is used, the number of turns of
known.
Admitted it is a little trouble to make up Li and L2 in ciicuit must be identical,
and once the tank circuit has been adjusted
to resonance with the coupler disconnected,
it should not be touched.
For those interested in reception only, I
would mention that the Collins Coupler is
very efficient under those conditions, especially ¡fa twin-feeder half-wave aerial system
is in use.

licence.
To quote the
vital paragraphs in

"pp

The full coil for 1.75 mets, 15 for 3.5 rnc/8, 10
for 7 mc/s, and 5 turns for 15 mo/s.

lia

"Collins Coupler."

í-.
and adjust in the initial stages, but once
it is set for any particular operation it is
an easy matter to record such settings for
future use.
The theoretical circuit is shown above.
It is advisable to include the two fixed
condensers "Cl," and "C2," as they
serve the purpose of isolating the coupler
and aerial system from D .0. high-tension.
They should be of the mica dielectric type,
and of a capacity as largo as possible. A

r[TT]

A Standard Decision
IT is learned that the German television
authorities have at last made up their
minds concerning the picture standard
which is to be employed for the publie

television programme service. The choice
is the same as the American, namely,
441 lines with a format ratio of 6 to 5.
The pictures are to be interlaccd to give
50 frames, 25 pictures per second, but
whether picture signal modulation is to be
positive or negative is not yet stated. It
will be seen that the number of lines for
picture dissection is the next primo number
to the B.B.C. standard giving the requisite
multiplication between odd harmonics.
reasonable capacity-bearing in mind cost- It has been suggested that this may eventually become an international standard,
is 0.Olmfd.
permitting an easy interchange of
The two variable condensers "CVI " thus
and "CV2" can be between 250 and 500 receiving sets.
micro-miero-farads, and for power up to, A Simple Precaution
say, 50 watts they can be of the ordinary
IT is well known that if the electron beam
good make of receiving condenser, but for
impinging on a cathode-ray tube's
higher powers properly spaced trans- fluorescent
screen is left as a stationary
mitting types must be used.
bright focused spot, the screen will be
"LI"
The two inductances
and "L2" burnt at the point of impact. Precautions
are space-wound on a 2 inch former, tap. aro therefore taken in different acts te
pings being provided every three to five prevent such an occurrence, and one of the
turns.
most interestinn to be devised concerns
For frequencies between 1.75 and 14 rn.c., electro-niagnetically operated tubes. The
Delay
inclusive, 30 turn of 16 SWG. wire will be ssmo power supply feeds the external
At the time of writing there is some little required, the winding to take up approxi- focusing coil, whose current adjustment
alters the spot's focus, the anode of the
delay in the granting of licences, and I mately 5 inches along the former.
As a guide to the setting of LI and L
final valve handling the picture modulation,
have it on very good authority that this is
entirely due to the great increase in appli- the following number of turns should be in and also the modulating electrode of the
cations since March last. In view of this circuit for the freouencies mentioned. CR. tube itself.
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him to think that hf is being specially
favoured. You can also .cure bad
little boys of the tantrums, send them
By Tnermton
to bed, or make them take the castor
oil by a suitable admonition via the
a similar box of junk at an auction loudspeaker. .
room. It consisted of odds and ends
of metal, drills, files, and a very old At the Show
accumulator. It was the latter whiçh
OFFER my usual prize to anyone
interested me, for in spite of its Ij who successfully challenges me at
I
evident age it was not suiphaled
the Wireless Exhibition-and I shall
suspected therefore that it was a play fair
Just say " You are
Groves cell-one of the earliest of the Therñion!" and if you say it to
storage cells. Examination proved. me I shall hand you a voucher..
this to be so, and my luck was indeed
in, for the plates of those early cells Amateur' Code
WE recently published in thèse
were made of solid platinum and
pages some of the abbreviasilver. My acquisition was at a time
when platinum was /J20 per ounce, tions used in amateur and commercial
and silver about 3s. an ounce. There code signallihg, and I was most
was a oodlv weight of both metals amused to note in an Australian radio
and I nad a lrge profit out 'of magazine the way in which these
that transaction. Auctioneers do not abbreviations were reported once to
have been used. Of course, many
know everything!
young amateurs incorporate these
abbreviations whenever they can, no
Vacuum Cleaners
HE maid who "does" for an doubt just to create an air of mystery
acquaintnce likes to work to when they write to other people,
I
the tempo of the weather reports or l)ut here is the little story I refer to.
anything which happens to be going On a hiking trip a few members of
when she is wearing out the carpets the party were enthusiastic radio
with a vacuum cleaner. She com- amateurs, and one of them had a
plained the other day that the set slight mishap with his luggage. He
was very bad in the mornings when was standing around expressing himshe was using the vacuum cleaner, self in no uncertain language regardbut was much improved in the after- ing me railway company wnen -one
noon when she was laying the teaS!
I think that the makers of all
domestic electric apparatus should
use suppressors. The first firm to do
so will have a useful sales argument,
and a valuable basis for its advertisements. The interference caused by
vacuum cleaners, electric fans, sewing
machines, refrigerators and the other
Fui, will, a mike.
impedimenta of the all-electric home
is a menace to listening, for it can of his friends suddenly called out
often be picked up streets away. "QRT QRM! T9 YLs 30 Metres !"
Sooner or later it will be an offence. Of course, only his friend and the
Why not tackle the problem now?
other amateuis knew that he was
saying "Be quiet-somebody is
Use a Mike
coming! Good-looking young ladies
EVERY constructor should own a about 30 yards away "..
mike. Think of the fun you can
have on Willy's birthday. No need Listeners' Views on Radio Plays
to get the B.B.C. to wish him" Many
WHAT does the public think of
happies." You can do it yourself, and
radio drama and features?
add a few remarks which will lead Three hundred and fifty men anti
L
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AUCTION sales are responsible for
bringing to light from the dusty
limbo of lofts and cellars the relics of
bygone days, hoarded by their owners
against possible use, or because they
have sentimental value. There is no
sentiment pulsing beneath the cold
exterior of an auctioneer-no responsive chord is struck with his
going
hammer. "Going .
gone," and the cherished item chánges
hands for a few shillings or pence.
A friend of mine who haunts auction
rooms in inc nope or picKing up
bargains recently staggered home
with a bath of junk, athong which
was a completely assembled receiver
minus cabinet and batteries. I had
no difficulty in identifying the receiver, which was the very first described in this journal-the LongRange Express, which was dealt with
in the very first issue. Remember it?
.

.

Right!

My friend wanted to know whether
it was worth dusting and putting in
order, so he brought it round to try
out on mv aerial. Believe it or not.

!

!

.

9

The helpful rhythm of radio.

that old rcceivr (five years old !)
burst into pleasant song immediately
it was connected to aerial, earth,
batteries and speaker. Moreover, it
lias amazing selectivity anO ropes m
dozens of stations.
My friend now ha it installed in
his den, housed in a nice cabinet, and
is most pleased with his bargain
My Big Bargain t
WHICH reminds me of the fact
that a few years ago I bought

!

!

-
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women drawh 'from all parts of the
country and from all walks of life
recently helped the B.B.C. to answer
this question. Those who took part
were asked to answer questions about
forty-seven wireless plays or feature
programmes. AltogetKer 8,000 forms
were completed. The object of this
experiment in collective criticismthe first of its kind to be sponsored
by the B.B.C.-was to help the new
policy of keeping listeners and broadcasting producers in closer touch
with one another. Press criticism and
letters froni individuals have been
found very useful, but something
more was wanted to give a fuller
"box office" reaction. Members of
the drama panel were sent weekly
questions about plays and features
in the National and main Regional
The answers were
programmes.
analysed and sent in each case to
the Features and Drama Department.
Productions covered a very wide
range. Shakespeare, famous modern
plays by Barrie and Galsworthy,
Eugene O'Neill and Tchekov, and
plays specially written for the radio.
All these very different types of
programme were given some good
points, and, from the point of view
f the B.B.C., extremely useful criticisms on details of production were
Liisht was thrown on the
given.
listener's attude towards the muchdiscussed question of music and
voice which is sometimes difficult
for the producer with a comparatively
perfect set to assess. Classical plays,
especially Shakespeare, were popular.
Listeners felt that there was a place
for Victorian melodrama, provided
that i t was only broadcast occasionally.
There was a feeling that comedy had
not been allotted a fair share of programme time. The most important
problem 'of production still to b
solved was how to make a play eas
to follow. That this is still a difficulty
is showh by the welcothe which was
given to the annduncement of sceiies
in the broadcast of "Anthon, añd
Cleopatra" and to the èrhploym
of a "speaker" to read the author's
stage directions in "Dear Brutus.,
Part of the problem is the need o
make it easier to.distingush bet'é
the characters. Listeners asked for
the selection, where possible, of
with small casts. It wâs suggested
that the characters should be announced in order of their appearance
at the beginning as well as at the
end of a play, and the B.B.C. was
urged to make frequent use of
names in dialoiies.
On the whole, listeners supported
the policy of using sound effects,
including incidental music, with re-

pls
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It seems that listeners have
to expect and grown accustomed to first-class production. The
same applies to acting.
Subjects choseh for feature programmes were, on the whole. interesting to listeners ; but the co'nstruction of these prógrammes was often
criticised. Criticism was made from
two points of view-that features
were not dramatic enough, and that
they were too scrappy and disjointed.
One programme-" Louisa Wants a
Bicycle "-was specially commended,
because it was said to avoid these
weaknesses.
Finally, and this applies to all
forms of dramatic production, there
is a real relationship between the
length of a production and its
entertainment value. 'Most people
thought that a 'production of longer
than an hour was at a serious disadvantage. Many found not only
that it was difficult to concentrate for
longer than an hour, but also that
domestic circumstances usually made
listening for much more than this
time difficult. It was frequently
urged, however, that productions, such
as Shakespeare, which cannot be compressed into an hour, should not he
abandoned on this account, but that
the play should be broken up by a
short interval as is done to the longer
symphony Concerts.
straint.
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Using Old Coils

'

-

("OILS
- are

designed over five years ago
seldom suitable for use in
modern receivers, except in the very simplest
¡jipes of set.
This is especially true
of super/let coils. The old type coil was
designed for use in conjunction with a
separate oscillator valve and cannot be
relied upon to work satisfactorily with a
pentagrid or trioa'e-hexode frequency
changer. Even
the receiver is of the
straight type having one or two H.F.
stages, the high efficiency of modern
H.F. pentode valves would cause instability.
With this type of valve very
effective screening of the H.F. cornponents is essential J optimum results are
to be obtained.
In the old type S.G.
receivers the coils were often of the unscreened type, screening being effected by
inserting a metal sheet between the aerial
and H.F. coils. This method of screening
is not sufficiently effective for modern.
H.F. valves, however, and therefore, unlesc
the coils themselves ar completely screened,
new coils of modern design should be
incorpora ted.

f

Extension Speakers
receive nurneous inquiries from
readers. coicerning tite addition of
extension speakers to mains-operated recei vers, Many of these querists are under
tite receiver is
the impression that
mains operated the extension speakér
should also be of the mains energised
type. This is quite incorrect, however-i
permanent m?ignet model is more suitable
than the mains energised type for extension
purp oses. If ah energised type is used it
must be separately energised from the
mains, and the mains are A.C., rectifying
equipment must be added, of course
When a, permanent magnet model is used
it is only necessary to ascertain that it has
the correct impedance for niatching the
receiver output valve. In some cases tite
extension sockets are joined to the speech
coil on the set speaker, and therefore the
extension speaker should be of the low
impedance type-approximately 2 ohms.
In most cases, however, a high imtedance
type is necessary-a/iproximately 2,000
When buying an extension speaker
ohms.
it is therefore advisable to obtain a type
which incorporates a switch for high or
low impedance matching.

f

New Cabinet Designs
I HAVE been looking at some novel
I cabinet designs which will be
shown at the Radio Exhibition, and
one of the latest ideas is the use of
woven libre as shown here

f

An Ideal Book for the Beginner!

EveiJman's Wireless Book
By

I

F.

J.

CAMM

by post from George Newnes, Ltd.,
Tower House, Southampton St., Strand, London,
W.C.2.

3/6, o, 4/-

i

One oJ the latest woven-fibre cabirtets for radio
j

apparatus.
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Ever,r R;der of "PRACTICAL AND
undergone a four months' test, and has
A Novel Series-aerial Condenser
ANIATEUR
WIRELESS" must hay.
proved very satisfactory. To make the
IN the operation of short-wave receivers,
originated some little dodge ,hich would
key, first of all cut pieces of ebonite, one
interest other readers. Why obt pass it on
it is often desirable to linclude a small
to us? We pay Li-10-O for the best wrinkle
tin. by 2in. by 4in., and two iin. by sin.
condenser in the aerial lead-in in order to
submitted, and for every otheritem published
by 2in. Bolt the two last-mentioned
reduce the length of the aerial, and for this
os thi. page we will pay half-a-guinea. Turc
that idea of yours to account by sending it
purpose an ordinary S.P./D.T. switch ma
"PRAC.
in to us addressed to the Editor.
be made to fulfil the duties of a sma
TICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS."
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, South
condenser and aerial earthing switch. A
anspton Street, Strand, W.C.2, Put your name
piece of paper or fibre is inserted between
note
and address on every item.
the two blades of the contact, as shown in
that every notion sent in must be or:grnal.
Mark envelopes 'Radio Wrinkles." DO
the sketch, so that the arm of the switch
WASH&RS
NOT enclose Queries with your wrinkles.
is insulated from them. The arm of the
switch and the contacts act as the plates
of the "condenser," and the capacity can An Easily. made Screwdriver for
/

Trimming

]\ /JANY readers have, no doubt, found
J. VI
the trimming of ganged-condensers
and intermediate frequency
coils rather difficult, due
&ARTH
to the capacity of an ordinary metal screwdriver. I
use a screwdriver which is
insulated, and posseses rio

EBONITE STRIP
BOLTED3O aRie
SCREWS

BACK
CONTACT

AERIALcapacity.

-

A toothbrush is taken and
sawn off near the bristles,

socî

TOACRIAL
ON RECE VER

of incorporating a
sinai! series-acrid condenser
with an aerial-earl/i switch.

be varied, by sliding the arm up or down.
%\rhen the arm of the switch is thrown over
to the other contact, the aerial is short-

Au

(Glasgow).

Adjustable Work-bench Lamp

EADERS may be interested in the
adjustable lamp holder which I have
constructed, and which I find very suitable
for work on all parts of the bench. A long,
thick pole is fixed at right-angles to the
wall, the length varying according to
requirements, and a box is nstructed with
holes slightly larger than the diameter of
the pole, at each end. The lamp holder
is then screwed to the bottom
of the box, and the box fitted
on the pole so that it slides up
and down quite easily. The cord
is fitted up as illustrated and
runs throughi screw-eyes to a
handle, which when turned
causes the light to move up or
down the bench according to the
'position required.
Connections to t h e lamp
holder are, of course, made in
the usual way, and the lamp
will be found very useful for
work which cannot easily be

R

easily-made anti-capactly screwdriver will
useful for trimming purposes.

This

A Serviceable Morse Key
NO

doubt readers of Tux

heath)

C.

PRACTICAL AND

who constructed
the recently-described transmitters, require
a cheap and efficient Morse key. This one
shown in the accompanying sketch has
AMATEUR WraELESS

LAMP sor

poY

.

moved.-J.

cheap one!

efficient

BRONZE STRIP
ASSEMBLY

Morse

key.

the celluloid handle being pieces to the larger piece, as illustrated, one
filed to the r shape of a being at one end and the other being tin.
screwdriver blade, as shown from the other end. Now cut three pieces
in the sketch.-E. REGAN of brass, two for the pivot (-ïn. by tin. by
(Bury).
Mn.) and one for the rocker arm Um, by
tin. by 5in.). The pivot pieces
are bolted Min. apart. The

circuited to earth. The aerial lead-in is
connected to the arm of the switch, and a
wire is taken from the contact not insulated
from the arm, to earth, the remaining
contact being connected to the aerial socket
of the set. The base of the switch should
preferbly be of porcelain to avoid losses.STANLEY CousToN

A

-

rocker arm is supported between
them by means of a bolt passing through a hole drilled in the
arm at lin, from one end, and
through holes drilled at a convenient heightin the pivot blocks.
A knob is fastened on the end
of the arm, as illustrated, and a
spring is made with a piece of
phosphor bronze strip, 2éin. by
in. by *in. The spring is bolted
beneath the rocker arm ori to
the b a s e, and is adjusted by
ve jounameans of a screw which forces up
the spring to the arm until the
required tension is produced.
Fix an adjusting screw on the base under
the short end of the arm so as to alter the
contact gap. The contacts consist of two
bolts,.one with a round head, which is used
for the contact on the rocker arm, and the
other with a sharp end, which is used as the
contact on the base. These should both
have a piece of silver soldered on the actual
tips.-R. Q. Haais (Boston, Lines.).

NOW READY!
WIRELESS COILS, CHOKES
AND TRANSFORMERS, AND
HOW TO MAKE THEM.

TOt.,A'NS

2/6,

or 2/10 by post from Geo. Newnes.

Ltd., Tower House. Southampton Street.
Strom!, London, WC.2.

EVANS (BlackAn

adjuskible iamp for ths radio workl,ench.

-.'.-

.-

-,

-

-
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secret. There is always a certain amount of
"hush hush" in the camps of certain of
the nsanul.ieturers, and in many cases some
products are kept secret right until the
exhibition opens. The amateur is concerned,
however, in knowing just what to expect,and
in accordance with our usual policy, we give
in advance certain of the features which
have been made public or which are so far
released by the various manufacturers.
The simplification of tuning, due to the
fact that the majority of receivers now
tune over a short-wave band in addition

on ball bearings, and is free from backlash
or involuntary movenlent. A special clutch
and tensioning spring ensure correct regis-

Advance Information

be Seen at This Y

tration and the accurate setting of the
control.

of

Components

Interference
The main bughear of modern radio
reception, especially where the shorter
waves are concerned, is interference, and
this is carried to the receiver not only
from the aerial and earth systems, but also
through the mains supply leads. Several

In the component market there will be
many new lines for the home constructorthe majority of which will be seen, as usual,
on the Bulgin stand. This firn announces
several new vibrator-rectifiers, traneformera, slicasuring units, condensers, and
otheritems totalling twenty-seven separato

o

-

-

-

-

-,

-

152.

-

V

___

-

F

..
A comprehensive interference eliminating kit.
of on di-wave aerial and mains
consisting
connector.
-

--,.

-

.

has resulted in some novel forms of drive.
The latest model is released by Ekco,
and will be seen at the exhibition on certain
models this year. It has been christened
"Spin-wheel tuning" and avoids the
usual projecting knobs which. are usual
in a modern wireless receiver. The method
of tuning is stated to he such that the
pointer may be sent right across the entire
sale by a mere flick of the finger, and permits of both rapid and fine tuning. The
Spin-wheel is l4hì. in diameter, is mounted

L

s

how
1/ic new Ekco receivers, showing
controls have been apparently dispensed
willi. Sec also the illustration on the opposite

dl

of

She

page.

-

--.-

-

to the ordinary broadoast wavelengths,

One

The increased use of
ma/erial is
ceramic
evident from this group
of rodio mouldings to
be secn on Stand No.

anti-interference aerial kits will be seen at
this years exhibition, the majority of them
designed for use on all wavelengths. Messrs.
Belling and Lee will be showing a complete
interference-eliminating kit, consisting not
only of an all-wave anti-interference aerial
system, but also of a mains set lead suppressor, and thus provides complete protection from background noises caused by
electrical apparatus.
Other all-wave
systems will be seen, together ,vith the
separate parts of this type of equipment.

components. The most interesting from the
constructor's point of view is undoubtedly
the neon output measuring unit in -hìeh a
neon lamp is used to give an indication of

re_a_a__s_aal_a:
importai
NATIONAL (261.1 ru. and 1,500 m.)

I

lVednesduy, AUgust lSth.-Palace of
Varieties programme.
Thursday, August 19t4.-Tlie Mill on the
Floss, a radio play by Janet Keith,
adapted from the novel by George Eliot.
Friday, August 2Oth.-Prornenade Concert,
frem Queen's HaU, London.
Sa:urday, August 21s5.-Running CornnseUwy on the SixteenS/s Int'rnational
Ulster Grand Prix Motor-cycle Race

j

Cabinet Designs
Apart from the new style in cabinets
many listeners will no doubt be very
interested in the new types of woven-loom
cabincta which will be seen on the Texaloom
stand. These models are available in
small console as well as in large radiogram
styles and are made up f rom coloured
woven fibre similar to the opular easy
chairs and tables which are alreaely on the
market. Certain models on this stand will
incorporate sideboards and cocktail cabinets
into which all-wave receivers are built, and
will he available in green, gold, blue or
brown. Another point in connection with
cabinet design is the elimination of the
silk backing behind the speaker opening.
Instead of this we shall see several alternative schemes. Some firms are using plaited
string in various colours, or some similar
method of making an open-work grille,
whilst others are incorporating plaited
metallic braid. (n some cases, the speaker
opening is covered with the usual gauze,
but the opening is masked by wooden
louvres in colours to contrast with the
remainder of the cabinet work, or in the
same material.
eneI 11

-

jI

j

ove,- the

$

j

j
j
j
t
I

j
j

-

.

Clady Circuit, County Antrirn.

REGIONAL (342.1 re.)
Wednesday, August lSth.-So this is
Blackpool, feature program,ne.
Thursday, August l9th.-Proncenade Con-..
ceri, from Queen's Hall, London.
Friday, August 20th-The Mill on the
Floss, a radio play &, Janet Keith,
adapted from the novel by George Eliot.
Saturday, August 2lst.--lValthanistow
Band Festival.
MIDLAND (296.2 m.)
lVednenlay, August 181h-Expioring wills
a Cycle: A Dane's English tour.
Thursday, August 101 h.-Dance music
prot/rumine.

Friday,

Asgu8t 20th-The Mill on

the

!
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;ome of the New Exhibits to

ar's Radio Exhibition
the output for use when ganging or adjusting
certain receivers. It is connected direct
in the output circuit, without disconnecting
the loudspeaker. Other items in this
particular group will be peedle scratch
filters, mains connectors, and wire-wound
resistors.
All-wave tuning coils will alsobe a great
attraction to the home-constructor, providing him with a ready means of converting
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is. often upset by the balance engineer at
the broadcasting station or in the recording
studio.
-

denser. Some of the new units are extremely interesting, not only from the
point of view of all-wave tuning, but also
from the mechanical view-point.
The
ingenious way in which the necessary
tuning coils and multi-point switches have
been incorporated in a simple unit, in many
cases no! as large as the ordinary screened
broadcast coil, will vehl repay study when
you visit Olympia. The tuners may be seen
on the stands of B.T.S., Wright
and Weairo, Varley, and other
firms.
"Feature"

-

Dials
The tuning dial is constantly being
modified, and the all-wave feature haa
rendered some of the usual dials very
complicated to read. Various maniifacturers have endeavoured to overcome this
difficulty in different ways and some novel

Circuits

So far there appears to be a relueta.nc on the part
of the majority of
set manufacturers
to incorporate
certain circuit details which might

-

J

termed

b e

"features." In the

past we have had
squelch.

.V.C.,

i

I

andsirnilararrangeruents, some of
which

have

been

dropped and ¿thers
u

r

,

Note how the manufacturer has arranged
tuning dial in this Bush receiver.

of which have been
modified and standardised. There are
now availab1occrtainfeatures which,

¿
..

A cabinet in woven /ibre
This type q
niture is in increasing demand
is
tamable in various colour sc/wines.

nilst not popular,
aro certainly worthy of incorporation,
when they can be made to function
efficiently.
One instance of a feature
of this type is the Contrast Expansion
circuit, and at the moment we äre only
able to trace that two manufacturers are

Ehe

any existing receiver, or building a new
receiver to cover the short and the medium
wavebands with an oì'dinary tuning con-

N),,_)eo4'oa)onaoe.Ial)oShIC,,
it

Broadcasts

of t1e

Week

a radio play by Janet Keith,
adapted from the novel by George Eliot.
,S'alur&zy, August 2lst.-The Making and
Flying of Model Aeroplanes, feat ere

Thursday, August l9th.-Viennese Orchestral programme.
Friday, August 20th-New Tunes for OW,
Light Orchestral programme, from

WEST OF ENGLAND (285.7 m.)
Wednesday, August 181h.-Wet from
Britôl, a prmxjramnw of songs and stories
of the JVet.
Thursday, August 1914.-Show Places:
Pendennis Castle, a talk.
Friday, August 2QtIt.-Organ recital from
the Reijal Cinema, Torquai.
Saturday, August 2lst.-Crickct Match
between New Zealand and Hampshire ai
Bournemouth-an eye-witness account.

Saturday, August 21st-concert
programme, from Scarborough.

F1088,

z

pfogs-antme.

Morecanibe.

WELSH (373.1 w.)
Wednesday, August 18th.-Prize Onions,
a play by E. Eynon Evans.
Thursday, Auquel 1914.-1 ms-strumentai programme.
Friday, August 2Oth.-CIwral and organ
programme from Sikh Chapel, Aberyst- unjth.

iSaturday, August 2let.-Saiiing the Seven
Seas, adventure stories by Sea Captais
from Liangrannog, Cardzganelisre.

NORTHERN (449.1 vs.)
Wednesday, August 181h.-So thi8
Blackpool, feature programme.

is

-

L

I

%

-

Party

-

dials will be seen on this year's models.
In some cases, the dial is of glass with side
lighting, giving the names a phosphorescent
effect; and by selective coloured lights the
names in use are separately illuminated
when the wave-change switch is operated.
In other cases the dial has been converted
into a large oval or rectangle and divided
at the rear so that only one portion at a
time is illuminated. Another firm will be
showing a receiver in which the dia.! is
moed with the wave-change switch and
this feature-known as the Rotomaticwill only expose that particular wavelength
scale and names of stations which are being
tuned. At least two finns will be showing
receivers in which tue dial is mounted in
suob
mandér that its position iay be
adjusted.

SCOTTISH (391.1 vs.)
Wednesday, August 18th.-Su,nmer Suns:
a reflective miscellany.
Thursday, August l9th.-Concert Par1j
programme, froue Barrflelde Pavilion,
Largs..
Friday, August 2014.-A Scots Concert.
Saturday, August 2lst.-'I'obermory Treasure, feature programme.
NORTHERN IRELAND (307.1 in.)
Wednesday, August l8th.-PolIed Light
French Opera, a programme of gramo-

phone records.

Thursday, August 19th.-Stop Dancing,

m

programsne of very light music.

Friday, August 2014.-The McKillricke at
the Seaside, a comedy of errare, by Harry
S. Gibson.
Saturday, Auguet 21st-Promenade Conceri, from Queen's Hall, London.

OeO)eOeOCeCeIeflSOS4fleOe4eO_DS4flfl_.aOS4eO__4P_.
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Spin-wheel" tuning deoic
One
incorporated in the E/eco receioers.
severa! controls mag be seen at
of
th
the side of She Spin-wheel.
This is the
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The ÁL(-automátic' Receñier
OR a brief period before the annual
exhibition of new radio apparatus at
Olympia the man-in-the-street spends
pinch time in speculation as to the tendency
to be adopted in the new models. Many
ìsteners, of course, believe that the new
models are simply the old receivers, with
the lay-out slightly modified and new
cabinet designs incorporated, produced by
the manufacturers simply to provide
something new to offer. Such is far from
the case, as a study of the specifications
of the new receivers will show. Each year
some new feature is incorporated in the
complete receivers which are offered, and
the improvement is always of such a nature
that it offers to the listener some advantage,
either in handling or in the results which

the user is provided with a machine which
requires no attention whatsoever.

Modern

Receiver

Design

Future Désigns
Is it, therefore, too much to expect that

Wit/i a Rejerence to Receivers to be Seen at th
Radio

Forthcoming

Exhi-

bition.. ByW.J.DELANEY
consists of a circular dial with holes similar
in form to the automatic telephone tuning
dial. This provides automatic tuning for
a certain number of stations, the method
of locating the station varying in different
receivers.

-

Motor-driven Condensers

-

-

The modern receiver has a large s!aiio n-named dial,

One form utilises a small electric motor
which drives the condenser spindle, and
round this is fitted a number of cams.
These are set by the dial on the front of
the receiver, each cam having a contacting
piece which bears against a jack connected
to the motor supply. The position of these
contacts is set by the makers of the receiver
when the set is tested in the laboratory,
and when turned the motor is set into,
motion, drives the condenser spindle and
also the cam, and when the jack is contacted by the cam (at the station setting
previously found) the motor is switched
off and the station is thus automatically
tuned in. To compensate for slight
differences in the setting an automatic
tuning circuit is generally fitted in the
I.F. stage, and this pulls the circuits into
exact tune, so that when the dial is operated
it will sometimes be found that the signal
which is heard is very distorted, due to the
fact that the circuits are not quite
in resonance. After a second or so,
however, the signal will be heard
to clear itself, as the auto.
matie tuner pulls into

are given. As has already been stated in
these pages, the main feature of this year's
rdio exhibition is the introduction of the
r' all-wave" tanino circuit in practically
every receiver. 'I'his enables the single
tuning control which is fitted to bring in
tations on certain short-wave bands as
iiell as the ordinary medium and long,
correct setting.
wave broadcast stations.
'

--

tuning is not quite such a simple matter
hs in the older type of receiver, for
several reasons. The intersnediate-fre.
quency amplifier of the Buperhet has been
improved in the past few months, and it
is now possible to offer sharper tuning
;*ithout the consequent loss of quality
which might be expected. In certain
receivèrs, special circuits are now employed
so that the selectivity in the I.F. stages
may be modified and the best quality
obtained from local stations, and mamum
'selectivity introduced when distant searchhig is to be carried out. All this has led
to the need for the user of the receiver to
bô supplied with some very reliable indication of the more easily received stations,
Td in the past two years we have seen
the transition of the tuning scale from the
simple degree-marked dial to the station.
named chart, upon which a large number
:of station names is engravect-either in
alphabetical order or in the order of
location. Even so, this i8 not a simple
'process for quite a number of people, and
the makers of certain receivers have,
therefore, introduced automatic tuning
4evices, one very well-known type of which

seen the automatic
changing
record
mechanism, which,

\
.

-

-

of an
An
example
automatic gramophone, in
which the needles are
'.
changed 6y a novel
mechanism. Seen at
the Berlin Radio
Exhibition.
'

-

Auto-grams -.
Automatic Tuning
We have already
e' In many cases it will be found that the

we shall soon see the completely automatic
receiver, which will switch on at the
required moment, and switch off when an
item has ended? Ordinary time-switches
aie quite old, of coúrse, and have been
incorporated in at least one commercial
receiver.
Suggestions have also been
made for a device whereby the tuning note
sent out by the B.B.C. stations will switch
on the receiver. But the ordinary listener
does not want the receiver to. be switched
on all the time, and may only require one
or two separate items, and therefore the
all-automatic receiver must be made
capable of discrimination. Probably the
only way in which this can be done is by
means of a microphone circuit, where the
operator will simply give the word of
command and the mains-switch will be
automaticully operated. Another method
would be by means of a photo-electric
cell arrangement, where the directing of
a beam of light from a pocket torch, for
instance, would operate the necessary
mechanism to switch the set on or off.
[t might even be possible to arrange
that a selection of stations could be carried
out by modifying the number of light
flashes directed from the torch or by the
particular code word spoken to operate
the mechanism. At the present rate of
development it does not seem that such
a scheme would be impossible, and the
incorporation of the television equipment
with the radio apparatus should perhaps
simplify matters by enabling the screen of
the cathode-ray tube to be used as the
eource from which the apparatus is put into

i

r

.

-

in addition to
changing the record, also turns
over each disc and
plays both sides.
A step further in

the

automatic

-\

-

receiver is the
automatic needlechanging mechanism, which, so far as we can trace at the
moment,isnotyettobe placed on the English market. Invented by a Frenchman, it has
been in use on the Continent for some time,
and was featured at the recent Berlin
radio exhibition. A close-up of an enlarged
model of this apparatus may be seen on
this page. When the pick-up comes back
to the rest position, the needle is ejected
and a new needle driven up into the chuck,
which is of the self-gripping type-no
locking screw being provided for the needle.
Thus the records may be expected to last
longer, due to the faet that the needle is
changed regularly after each playing, and

action-either utilising the transparency
of the glass end of the screen or utilising
the fluorescent coating itself, with some
inter-connection to the relay apparatus
which would be needed for switching the
set on and off. Who knows what the next
radio exhibition will bring to light?

RADIOLYMPIA!
Our

Staind No.

10

Ground Floor

-
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Leaves from a

j

on 19.56 m. (15.33 moIs) has been increased
to 18 kilowatts in the aerial. The station
on the air daily from G.M.T. 15.00-

V

V
V

[Shot

ave Log

ITew Jafañese Programme Schedule
DURING the months of August and
Setember the Broadcasting Corpolhtion of Japan is initiating an
extended series of radio programmes
destiñed to listeners abroad. For this
purpose the two 50-kilowatt short-wave
stations situated at Tokio-Atago-Yama are
being brought e elusively into operation;
they are JZJ, on 25.42 m. (11.8 mets) and
JZK, 19.79 m. (15.16 mets).. For Europe
a daily transmission is made from G.M.T.
20.00-21.00; for the United States and
South America from 21.30-22.30; for the
Pacific Coast, Canada, Hawaii, etc., from
G.M.T. 05.30-06.30; and for Java, Sumatra, New Guinea, and so on, from G.MT.
13.00-14.00.News bulletins will be broadcast regularly every day from G.M.T.
2OE45, in English, French, or German, and
special musical programmes have been
arranged for these transmissions. Ali
reêeption reports should be addressed to:
Oerseas Section, The Broadcasting Corporation of Japan, Tokio (J'apan).

Broadcasts from the North Pole
Correspondents report having logged
sigiials emanating from UPOL, the U.S.S.R.
Arctic Expeditionary station installed at
the North Pole. It would appear that a
chanñel in the 20-metre band is being used
as well as 17.94 m. (16.72 rods).

Interesting Broadcasts from the Arctic
Region
The N.B.C. (U.S.A.) propose to relay for
re-broadcast through the WEAF-WJZ netwörk, as well as through the corresponding
short-wave stations, a series of transmissions during the next fifteen months in.
òonnection with the Macgregor Arctic
Expedition. The first relay will be carried
out this month from the Schooner Greely on
its way to Fort Conger on Ellesmere Island,
where a meteorological station is to be
installed. Listeners may expect to pick up
through W2XAD, W2XAF, Schenectady,
and through thé Boundbrook short.wave
transmítt&s, a full descriptión of aeroplane
flights over the ice floes and details of how
a winter camp is established, while in
December, a special piogramme comprising
Christmas Greetings from the Home of Santa
Claus will be broadcast.

Changçs in Wavelengths
The following are notified: VPB,
Colombo (Ceylon), 6.11 me/s (49.06 m.), and
ZGE, Kuala Lumpur (Federated Malay
Straits), 6.23 me/s (48.15 m.). Ceylon may
iiow be heard working from G.M.T. 12.0014.30 and ZGE, on Sundays, Tuesdays,
and Fridays, from G.M.T. 11.40-13.40.

Curaçao's New Channel
the shortwave station at
has been working on 50.45 m.
(5.946 mc/s) daily between G.M.T. 23.3002.30, and it is reported that in future it
will operate on 31.25 m. (9.6 mc/s).
So far PCJ1,

Craao,

Schenectady Increases Its Power
Alterations have been carried out to the
W2XAD plant, the power of the broadcast

-6-7

Macao Calling

CQN, Macao (Portuguese China), hitherto
operating on 9.6 me/s (31.25 m.) has now
chosen a more favourable channel, namely,
1Q.1 me/s (29.70 m.). The station broadcasts twice weekly only, on Mondays and
Fridays from G.M.T. 12.00-13.30.

Watts High Éiclelity-

AMPLIFIER

P.A.

A
Super - Efficient
General - Purpose
Ampliher to earn you

°
-

extra money!

'

-

4 volvee;
A.C.67.
Triode, Resistance Tranelormercoupled to 2 triple (leid Power
Amplifier Valve,. In Push-Frill
-k.
Special
l'nO Wave Regfrfler.
precautions jsave been taken
°'
in dcwgn to avoid parasitic oscillation In eutput otage. FIxed
pleasing tone balance. Precorsi Steel ckaoei,. Topped und
Screened Main, Traodormer. Electrolytic condenser,. Volume
Control. Main, consomption opprox. 60 watts. With microphone, speech coolly beard at over 500 feet. Topped for
AC. Molos 200-220 volto. 401100 cycles. Output 0-7 watt8
undistorted. Complete with Volves
Ready to connect to microphone or
pick-np. Cads
u
Or 7/6 down and 11 Monthly Payments of 8/6.
COMPLETE AMPLIFYING SYSTEM, comprising shove Mode
A.C.67 Amplifier. Transverse Current Type Carbon Microl
phone and Trarualonoer, W Field Eoerg1etI Speaker ansi.
Transformer, Slit microphone flex
and 5011. 4-way speaker lead. Cash
or O.O.D
u
u
Or £1 down and 11 mont lily payments of 17/6.

MODEL

The WIXAL Autumn Porammes

W1XAL, Boston (Mais.), U.S.A., owned
by the World Wide Bi*adcasting Foundation, and licensed to use 6.04 mc/s (4967
rn); 11.79 me/s (25.45 m); 15.25 mc/s
(19.67 m.); and 21.46 me/s (13.98 rn), in
October will start a new series of progranimes
in Spanish, Portuguese, and English.
W1XAL is one of the only U.S.A. stations
providing radio entertainments without the
aid of advertisers. Most of these transmissions are mainly destined to South
America, and will be beamed towards the
equator. The channels most used are
11.79 inc/s (25.45 m.) and 15.25 me/s

ad

con.

HER'S NEWS!

(19.67 m.).
A

revolotioary advance Ïnshort Wars Rome Conotrssettoss.

PeOo-Scott's Short-Wave Experto have prodocdd the PILOt

THE EGYPT'S GOLD

'SHORT-WAVE EXPERIMENTER"

a booklet of Il page,, ffluotratrng end describIng 9 wonderf
new PILOT kite. Each of the,e incorpomtee u lies ce/ucd
doos,is u od joalert,. Commencing with o. uodeut bot loper.
efficIent i-valve Adaptor-Converter, you muy build thie Up,
on the um, e9o,,lg. into vain'. lonne of 1. 2, 3 and 4-vulve
Short-Wove Receiver,, compietg In steel cabinet. No abortwave faut can Oflorci to mi,o the foecisattiutg honro tItis booklet
wUl belog blm.
-Send Ild. in ttamps for free copy of this Sd. BookletAlf po,taI Orderq touai be crossed und e,erinry rrui,lncd.

WHEN this broadcast was first given in
1934 it was widely acclaimed as a
thrilling actuality feature. Listeners who
come fresh to it will no doubt agree with
this verdict, and those who hear it for the
second time, in the National programme on
August 29th, cannot fail to recapture their PETO-SCOTI Co. Ltd, Eb1shc
excitement as the dramatic story again
77 (Pr.W. 48). CIty Road, LONDON, E.C.1.
unfolds itself.
-Climold 9875-t-7.
LONDON. W.C.1.
Fifteen years ago the P. and O liner 82 'Pr.W. 48) HIGH HOLBORN.
Uolborto 3248
Egypt. carrying a million pounds of gold
bullion, was sunk twenty-five miles from
Cape Ushant in dense fog. - A certain ComFor a good job well a'one ''
rnendatore Quaglia decided against all known
precedent that it might prove possible to
.
salvage this immense fortune that lay Tour
hundred feet below the surface of the sea.
Ther is an incresing
%
A company was formed and two salvage
demandfor such a plug
vessels, the Artiglio and the Rostro, set out
'
particularly in the case of
for the supposed position of the wreck.
Q.P.P. & GB. circuits
There followed many months of dreary
where it is at times retrawling, interrupted by Atlantic gales
quired
to take two
which rendered all work impossible, before
tappiiigs from a single
the Egypt's position was established. It
battery socket.
was then necessary to penetrate through
No. 1229.
Each, 21d.
six inches of thick steel plates and inter.
locked bulkheads before the bullion room
'r1IDGET" &"BOWSPRING"
WAN DE R PLUGS
could be reached. That, success finally
Both these plugs now have
crowned the efforts of Quaglia and his inbakelitehandlesin colours.
trepid divers was only due to their dogged
%
'
Hexagon top flange to
perseverance in the face of difficulties
facilitate tightening and
that expert opinion had, up to then, con%
withdrawal. Threads unsidered insuperable.
strippable. The" Midget"
Terence Horsiev. the author of the protype has hard drawn 3gramme, has brilliantly brought out all the
COs point spring Cofltácts.
drama inherent in such an undertaking.
NO. 1295.
EaCh, 2eS.
Listeners first hear the breaking of the
The "Bowspring" type is
news; its immediate repercussions in the
of patented construction
City of London; the early plans for the
and is next best for
salvage; and, finally, the actual diving
resilience.
operations themselves. A vivid picture
No. 1112.
EaCh, lid.
of the weird atmospherç sixty fathoms
below the surface of the sea is presented;
\'
and the moment when one of the divers,
FOR EVIRY RADIO COWNICTIOPI
owing to an accident, is linked to the
4
ship only by a slim telephone line, is one of
almost unbearable tensity. The programme 1BELLING & LEE, LTD.,
rqoire
Cambridge Arterial Rd., Enfield, Mddx.
will he produced by John Cheatle.
Please send FREE pocket-catalogue; "Radio

-

;'

\\"

TOP SOCKET
WANDERPLUGS

.

,

WIRELESS

.,COHJRUCTOR'S

EP1cYcLoPniA'
5/- o 5/6 by pst fróm

George Ne'wnes Lid.. Tou,e House? Souihamplon Si. .irand, London, W.C.2. '.' 4..' 'r.;

r

Spares and Connections."
Please send catalogue, "Radio and Rlectrical
Accesseries; " Bd. remittance enclosed.

INÂ1B......................................
ADDRESS..................................
.

Pr.W. 21.8.37
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reception over extended periods. Provided
An Important Decision
programme has good enteainment
¡T is confidently expected that after the the
I stimulus to the television service which value, picture size becomes of rather

This booklet gives particulars of the many
opportunities open to trained men engaged
in the Radio industry. It also gives full
information about the specialized instruction
offered by the I.C.S.
This instruction
includes American broadcasting as well as
British wireless practice, and provides
ambitious men with a thoroughly sound
training.
Here are the I.C.S. Courses:
-

Complete Radio Engineering
Complete Radio
Radio. Servicemen's
Elementary Radio
Radio Service and Sales
Television
Preparatory Courses for:
I.E.E. Graduateship Exam.
LW.T. Exams.
C. & G. Exams. In Radio Communication.
P.M.G. ,Certifs. in Wireless Telegraphy.

will accrue following the Radiolympia secondary importance although naturally
demonstrations a decision of far-reaching more people would be attracted to inimportance will be made by the Postmaster stalling sets if the size of the picture area
General's Television Advisory Committee was increased to a certain extent. New
concerning the establishment of the first York and Los Angeles are looked upon
provincial television station. There seems as the two principal centres for American
The physical
little doubt that Birmingham will achievò television developments.
this diatinctìon, primarily because of the nature of the immediate environments in
both
cities are quite different, for whereas
Post Office co-axial cable which runs
between this city and London. Consider- the former has a number of extremely
high
buildings the latter is favoured with
able experience in feeding the television
signals along special cables has already naturally high sites for transmitter installations,
with fairly low structures and
been obtained by the B.B.C. engineers,
and the results secured have so far exceeded countrysiae.
the most optimistic expectations. In view
of the cost involved in producing
satisfactory television programmes
it seems certain that the provincial
stations will have to rely on the
London station for a fair percentage of their programme requirements, in which case distribution
problems will assume major importance. Very material improvements
in both the transmitting and Ï
receiving systems have been effected
since the original committee
made their investigation and
subsequent recommendations
as to equipment, and it M
likely that a further enquiry
will have to be made before
contracts are called for. The
question has already been
raised in Parliament as to
whether the B.B.C.'s income
is adequate for the conduct
of the services entrusted to
it, and the P.M.G's reply was
to the effect that the matter
is under consideration. Once
this lias been settled develop- The latest Baird television receiver incorporating a high-fidelity
ment will be expedited.
all-wave radiogram and automatic record changer.
-

The Complete Radio Course covers
equipment and radio principles as well as
practice.
Efficient Servicing is of first importance
to every wireless dealer and his assistants.
The Service and Sales Course enables the
salesman to hold his own with the most A U.S. Report
technical of customers.
THE Scientific Committee oft he Research
will ioon be a tremendous
Council of the U.S. Academy of
branch of the industry. Our Course deals
Motion Picture Arts &- Sciences recently
adequately with this subject.
presented its second annual report and, as
I.C.S. Courses do not cost more than those of anticipated, a considerable section was
other repùtohle schools teaching by corre- devoted to the subject of television. The
spondence; indeed, in sorne cases they cost activities in England, Germany and
less. An important consideration lies in the America were covered very fully and certain
fact that all I.C.S. instruction, books and conclusions drawn up as a result of the
special textbooks are supplied without extra observptions and analysis of this work.
charge. The students of many postal con- It was stressed that the time is rapidly
cerns have to buy the books required, that approaching when all those engaged in the
often involving an additional expenditure of motion picture industry would have to
several pounds.
acquire intimate knowledge of the chameSEND FOR OUR "RADIO" BOOKLET teristics and methods employed in the
And, if you wish, ask for our free advice. science of television. The day was foreshadowed when the two industries would
be allied in some form or another, and to
delay investigation would only be harmful
iP
to both sides. The present picture size for
II 1.
home receivers was criticised but it is felt
LTD.
that this criticism was based on home oin6
(J
work, and in view of the absence of a
televimion service in the United
Dept. 94, InternaonaI BuUdngs, publie
States the comMittee members have not
Kingsway, Londor, W.O.2.
had tiv opportunity of watching home

ii.

ÌNTERNATIÖNAL
SCHOOLS

-CORRESPONDEC

An Opportune Remark

THE very cautious attitude which has
been adopted towards television by
the radio companies in America was offset
recently by President Roosevelt's comments when he inaugurated the new
Washington Studios, which it is stated aro
to be equipped for television transmissions
at the earliest possible moment. Alluding
to progress being the watchword of science,
he stated that no obstacles must be placed
in the way of ordered development.
American radio executives are keen to
withhold television from the public until
in their opinion it is sufficiently advanced
technically to be marketed on a big national
scale. The reason for this is not stated and
bearing in mind the progress which ha
been made in certain European countries,
the Americans arO forced to the conclusion
that research is lagging in their own
laboratories.
Tho American president
continued by saying that in his opinion
television will be established in tIme home
at a much earlier date than generally
realised, and visualised the widespread
dissemination of news through this important medium.
-
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A Useful Unit for Obtaining Realistic Effects, Perfect Blending of M ¡cro phone
and Pick-up, and Adequate Amplification Without Forcing or Distortion,
is Described in This Article
By RADIO ENGINEER.

:

TillS unit is not intended as a final
amplifier, and therefore it must not
be used to feed a loudspeaker if its
real object is to be fulfilled.
In many instances, the broadcast receiver
in use does not provide sufficient amplification for microphone or pick-up work;
it does not always provide that "little
bit in reserve" which so often makes all
the difference between passable and satis..
factory results.
Again, there are times
when it is desired to use the pick-up or
microphone at some point remote from the
receiver or amplifier, and unless an intermediate amplifier and its associated output
transformer is used, results are likely to be
most disappointing.
The unit is not costly to make; probab'y
many of the parts are resting in the spares
nox.

Construction
The circuit is such that one need not he
bothered aith flTìicky details regarding
the constructional work or the placing of
the components. When it is a question of
a more elaborate circuit involving specific
'screening, wiring and components, then, of

If the depth of the box or chassis permits, instances, sufficient control is provided ori
the potentiometers can be mounted through the receiver or amplifier, therefore the
the front strip, thus keeping them clear constructor must use his own initiative
of the screening cover and making the whether it is embodied in the unit or not.
wiring neater (Fig. 2). For the two It certainly, makes the unit more completo
and likewise more
applicable to experiIiii_Q])I
si 8T?RY
__________
mental
work.
CCJÇ)
o
lo
O
__l2]
With the battery
version, but not with
a mains outfit, the
microphone tra n s°
former and battery
can be mounted on
L
the chassis, the
.J
'
M/CROPHON
.
s w i te h 82 being
"°"
.9grr,QP- used to break the
'QN' L tOCL
..
supply to the primary. When mains
R
are used it is strongly advisable to house
L1'"'
the microphone
transformer and batFig. 2.-Layout plan for the complete amplifier.
tery in a separato
inputs and the one output, I would advise box-ntal-covercd or lined for preference
the use of single-circuit jacks. For the -and keep it a little distance away from
battery model, one of the jacks, as shown, the unit, the connections being made by
can be of the two-circuit type, thus allowing screened leads the covering of which should
the filament of Vi to be earthed.
be switched off when
The screening and protection cover is
it is not in use. With made from stout perforated zinc. It is
a mains job, such pro- quite simple to make and, while serving a
cedure is both un- very useful purpose, it also adds a neat
necessary and inad- and professional touch to the final assembly
visable owing to (Fig. 1). The zinc should be cut to shape
risks of hum.
while flat and before making any bends
The tone control is it should be well rubbed with metal polish
C,

O

J

J

1

r

-

.

i

-

-

-

S'L

t

L.

j

optional. Inmany

(Concluded on page 549)

'5:000 £).

s-

-

_____

-

____

___

ro

____

___
I

FRONT

'

''

Fig.

I

.-T li'e

complete unii and
method of culling
out

I

[

the perforated

metal

screenwg
cover.

30,000

is strongly advisable to adhe
the designer's specification in all dethils.
This unit can be made up on a chassis
or baseboard, but personally I would

-

uTPUT TO

I

REC/ VER

OR 4MPt If/ER

.0

PU.JI)I T

_____

eoue,
______ it

advise chassis construction, especially in
the case of a mains.operated apparatus.
The details given are for a chassis.
It can be made from ply, or if you happen
to have a wooden box the right
example, a large, strong cigar-box-then
that wìli save a certain amount of labour,
and may prove stronger. Another very
good thing to use, providing you are handy
with a soldering-iron, is one of those oblong
biseuit boxes fitted with a flat push-on lid.
The valveholders can be of the chassis
or bascboard type, the former being neater,
but as they are not visible it is ially
immaterial.

,'

M/C

-

0/
I

tk--

MII.

________
L

'

_______

sifor

E

5 ML)

.1

aigs

LI__

25.000

4

''2

L

TI-.

Fig. i-Theoretical circuit. Jacks are employed at lije
points mar/ed J, and ¡he Valves recommended are 210
DeL at VI, and 210 HF. at V2. At point " M. Jack"
a dou6le circwt componcnl is used which comp!etes lIje
Jilamsnl circuit of VI at points XX.

cc'
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that as a result of the reliability and high
utility of the Hermes. Transreòeivers,
similar instruments are being installed at
other points on the Imperial Airways
Empire Routes.

Combined Transmitter and Receiver

The Hermes Transreceiver is a combined
transmitting and receiving instrument,
using a patented circuit incorporating a
A Brief Account. of how Ultra-Short-Wave
triode and a low-frequency pentode, both
Radio is Used in Connection with the Transof which are employed for both transmitting
and
receiving. For reception, a superatlantic Air Servicesregenerative reflex arrangement is used.
and for transmitting,
pentode acts as
THE successful inauguration of the instruments, so that complete inter-corn. the modulator, and thethe
triode as the oscilfirst two-way survey North Atlantic munication' between Control,raftand speed- lator, the radio frequency power to the
flight, in which the Imperial Air- boats can be obtained, a service which very aerial being of the order of 0.5 watt.
ways flying boat Caledonia, G-AD}iM,
and the American Clipper III, have made
the double journey dead on schedule, is
now a matter of history, to be long remembered in the annals of flying.
Much has been written about the aircraft
themselves, and their techìical performance, and much, no doubt, remains to be
said in this connection. But radio enthuL..
siasts will be interested to learn that this
memorable ffight was also noteworthy in
bemg the first occasion on which ultrashort-wave instruments, working on the
-

'

4k-metro band, have been used for corninercial flying communication, combined
transmitting and receiving equipment operating on this band having been employed
at the seadrome for control and other
purposes.

-after

Imperial Airways Flying Boat, "Caledonia," G-A DI-IM, lying at anchor at 1-fyihe Seacirome,
her historic flight from England to America Teturn.

Mains-operated Transreceiver

greatly facilitates all the numerous detailed
Instruments designed to work togethr
As a matter of fact, a mains-operated arrangements, such as passing instructions, are adjusted for a particular wavelength,
but a small trimmer condenser is fitted for
" Transreceiver," manufactured by Transre-fuelling, repairs, and so forth.
receivers, Ltd., Surbiton, had been in use
These instruments, both on test and in accurate tuning, and to correct any slight
----------------.'
service, have given variations due to valve characteristics,
an exceedingly temperatureconditions,andthelike. There
good account of is also a three-way switch with a "transthemselves,
and mit," "receive" and "off" position, a
have been operated volume control, and a calling device of the
at sea on the buzzertype.
passenger
speedOne of the portable instruments used in
boats over ranges up to 15 miles connection with the ffight, and signed by
(without screening of engines), with the Pilot, Assistant Pilot, Chief Radio
.,
a signal strength of R8.
Officer, and Assistant Radio Officer, is
't
Moreover, two of the portable reproduced in one of the accompanying
Transreceivers were taken over by illustrations, and will be treasured as a
the Calalonsato the Irish terminus, memento of an historic occasion. This
from which the flying boats took view shows clearly the simple nature of
off for the Atlantic hop, and were the controls, and the compact design of the
used with great success during all equipment.
i

-

_.J

'

i

,

-

i

I

-

-.

-

J

---j

the Hermes Transreceivers supplied to 1/te Imperial
Airways, Ltd., and used on the occasion of the historic

One

of

.

i

-

London-America return flight.

the preliminary
arrangements.
:
It is interesting
instrument, but battery operated, and
henclosed in a solidly constructed watertight to note that Imcase, was also permanenHy fitted to the penal Airways and
embarkation raft lying out in Southampton the B.B.C. used
3Vater, and equipped with a telescopic five of these Transdi-pele aerial which can be retracted when receivers on the
the plane is about to land, thus preventing inauguration of the
théaerial from fouling the wings of the first permy - halfI
penny empire iir
seaplane.
In addition, the passenger speed-boats Mail Service re- The watertight model. Hermes Transreceiver permanently fixed Io the em.
plying between the quay and the einbarka- cently broadcast. barkation raft, situated in the middle of Southampton Waler. Used for
th transmission and reception of messages on a waveband of 4 metres.
ivn raft are also fitted with similar It is understood
for sorne months at the Hythe Seadrome,
installed in the Control Room. A similar

\-
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number of meters or other pieces of

.-

A ROTARY 5-WAY PUS
THIS 'switch is constructed from odd
parts possessed by almost every
constructor, but will be found very
efficient in use, if carefully assembled.
Two ebonite plates, i and 2, are drilled
as shown in Figs. i and 2 and fitted with
lin, bushes, Plate i is also fitted with
five valveholder clips, or springy brass
contacts as in Fig. 3, and four 4BA
countersunk bolts as in Fig. 4. A spring
safety pin is pushed into a small hole in
the edge of a tin. condenser washer, and
a loop is formed on the opposite end, as
in Fig. 5.
A brass plate, Fig. 6, is made as shown,
and fitted with a valve pin. It is then
soldered to a 3m, length of +in. brass rod
as in Fig. 7.

SWITCH

Several methods ot modiiymg tuis
primary idea will, no doubt, occur to the
keen experimenter. For example, it would
holes in Plate I, thus giving a locating be quite a simple matter to gang two or
indication.
more similar units together, using for the
centre rod a length of ordinary round steel
Using the Switch
In use, turn the switch to the desired or brass, and with shoulders soldered to
location, press the knob, and the circuit prevent unnecessary movement in one
is made via the valve pin and appropriate direction. Similarly, a separate plate may
socket. On releasing the knob the circuit be drilled, and a small ball bearing pressed
will be broken by the action of the safety by means of a flattened end to the safety
pin against the holes to form a separate
pin and spring socket combined.
By fitting more valve clips to Plate i locating plate-D. H.
SAFETY

Ç8AaOLTS

b"\

Fig. 5.

i

«

I

tfl

C0NONSR
WACIIRWFTI4
HOLINDGa

ir
III

Pei

Il

«'BRA%RoD

121

F'

,

Assembly

yn

The safety pin and washer, Fig. 5, are
mounted on one of the 4BA bolts of
Plate 1, Fig. 4, together with a soldering
tag for connections.
The +in. rod, Fig. 7, is pushed through
the washer on the safety pin and the +in.
bush on Plate 1; a condenser washer is
then placed on the long end of the rod,
followed by a compression spring, and
Plate 2 is pushed over the 4BA bolts,
rod 7 is then clamped with nuts.
The plates i and 2 should be adjusted
by means of the bolts, so that the tip
of the valve pin just engages with the

Fig. 4.

_vi,$

LS

1..Y

-

4

VALVE CLIPS

/

S

Fig.

I.

3/16

erßONffE

01.6Th

Details

Fig. 3.

Fig. 2.

of construction of a 5-wag
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Illustrations ._.__.Ths handy pocket volume Contains

a

profusion

LpKE OR

of diagrams and sketches together with graphs.
Also included for convenience isa small section of blank pages for flotes
and calibrated pagea for graphs, so that the pocket book can contain
information of a particular or personal nature as well as beisg a reference
b00k of cenerai facts.

VY CO

:_T

he Pocket Book is atfongly bound ir,
It self
durable art, leather"deep red, gch1y graineci
antI embossed in gold. The book measures approximately 6} x 4 inches .ancl
has rounded corners, so that it is in the truest sense of the word a pocket
book. The peperhaa beenspecial!ychosentogivetheminimumbulk consistent with good printing, again making for convenience in handling.

The Book

*

The Electrical Engineer Pocket Book can be obtained from all good
newsagents and booksellers at 3/6 net, or in cases of difliculty direct from
the publishers, George Newnes Ltd., Book Dept., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London. W.C.2, at 3/8 post free.
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Another Snag

ffi,-I

read with interest Mr. D; D.
letter in your issue of
July 3rd, and am also interested in a set
such as he describes; although I think ho
has struck a snag in so far as the Buigin
Vibratory converter is concerned, as it is
unobtainable in this country, and the
makers will not supply direct as they have
no licence to export such a kit. I wroteto
them for particulars. I would also like to
express my appreciation of your fine weekly.

S

FPS L.
FRÖj_____

1Viggill's

-D. DANNIGAN
The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondents.
All letters must be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily
for publication.)
-

Service by the Trade

SIR,-I

have been a regular reader of
your excellent paper for the past
few years, and find its contents most
ii*eresting and helpful. I find Thermion's
articles delightful reading and very frank.
I have especially noted his article in your
issue dated July 10th, 1937, referring to
the bad treatment constructors receive
from various firms, especially inconvenience
caused by delay.

If all firms

/

were so

siderate

û

conone

well-known firm
in the trade con-

on this subject on account of my 15 years'
wireless experience.
Every keen amateur overseas looks at
such sets from two angles ; the one is the
straight or the superhet, and the other the
battery driven or the one fed from the
mains. Foi' most of the overseas listeners
the straight set is preferable as against the
superhet, because it is not so tricky in
operation and is easier to keep in order.

I

of mine passed along to me a copy of
and

PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS,

since then I have been a regular reader.
I enclose a log of stations received on your
One-valve Short-waver, which I built
from the details published in the December
12th issue. The components were taken from
an old dismantled 'set, and the coils were
home-made.
Americans. W2XAF, W2XAD, W2XE,
W3XAL, W1XAL, W8XK, and W2XGB.
Japan. JSI, JVN, JZJ, and JZK.
South America. COCH and COCQ.
Czechoslovakia. OLR3A, OLR4A and

Miscullaneous:

crlAA, 2R0,

PJ, F1QA, HAT4, and HAS3.
-

DJTN,

I have also received several English
amateurs in Coventry, Liverpool, Newport
(S. Wales), and the Isle of Wight.A. W. Tate (Yeovil, Somerset).
'

-fascinating

Heard on the Tele-cent

I have

IR,-I

s e y e r a1

occasions
returned speakers
to them for over-

.;

haul. also for

repairs

which
have been made
necessary through

n

mishaps, and

they have treated
m o remarkably
well and their

waver

SIR,-Just before last Christmas a friend

OLRÖA.

more pleasure
from their very
o n

-

-

-

structors w oui d
derive-a great deal

hobby.

(Glenroy, S. Africa)

Logged on Our Single.valve Short-

-

-

-

bave not seen a log from my
i-) district, so I submit mine. All stations
are on 20 metres and my recèiver is a
1-V-1, -SG., D., Pen. (the PRACTICAL AND
AMATEUR WIRELESS Tele.Cent), Antenna,
3Oft. indoor, well spaced from walls.
HI7P, PY2BA, VE1PR, W2EUJ,
YV5AE, YV5AVE, CElAI, LU4BH,
CO7HF, W6MR, VK4MR, CO2MT, HJABF,
K5AZ, KAIME, K7VH, K6KGA, VK2KM,
VK5IR: SIJ1CH. SU1SG. SU1RK. and
OA4AK.
All the above stations were heard on
'phones and L.S. during last month.J. WALKER (Manchester).

2GB P, operated by a reader, Mr. F. W. Gunn, of
Gosfield, Hals lead, Essex.
charges are very
reasonable.
.
Service of this kind is naturally appre. But a large number of readers overseas have
ciated by readers.-Enic SuTTo (Alford, mains supply available, and it would be
CUT THIS OUT EACH WEEK
wise to design one version for mains and
Lincs).
one for batteries.
The mains version
A Reader's Station
can be built in the set itself, and the
SIR,-I enclose a photograph of my output divided so that the currents
station in the hope that it may be of for the first two valves may be stabilised,
some interest to my fellowreaders. The which can be done cheaply by neon bulbs.
transmitter is a crystal oscillator using an
Overseas reception conditions, together
-THAT the electric eye, or tuning indicator, ma]
be lilted to any receiver employing A.V.C.
AC044 valve capacity-coupled to a with the vast distances to be covered,
-THAT automatic tuning çircuits may be fitted
Tungaram 015/400 frequency doubler, make it necessary to make use of the most
to a receiver to pull into tune alter the condenser i
which, in turn, is capacity-coupled to a sensitive and selective valves and parts,
has been roughly set.
-THAT the international distress wavelength
Mullard D024 in the PA staue.
and this leads to a division on these lines.
used for S O S signals is 500 kc (600 metres).
The receiver is an SG-v-Pjs operated As far as valves are concerned, the first
-THAT modern American radiogram cabinets
from mains supply. A selection from the valve should be an H.F. pentodo or var-Mu
are fitted with baffles, sound-amplifying chambers,
and other devices to modify the speaker response.
list of stations received on the 20-metre SG, with variable grid resistance, and
-THAT the logarithmic horn type of speaker
band between 03.30 and 04.30 G.M.T. on this valve is followed with an S.G. detector
¡ provides a more even frequency response proJuly 29th last on the above receiver is as with variable resistance in grid and anode
vided that the surroundings are suitable.
follows :
-,THAT hum troubles can sometimes be caused
for obtaining the very best working conby a microphonic Valve which is affected by the ¡
W1IFD, W2IDQ, W3EWW, W4BYR, ditions.
Precautions should be taken
vibrations from a mains transformer or smoothing ¡
W5DEW, W6EDZ, W7BST, W8LPD, against creeping of H.F. into the next stage.
choke.
W9PZH, VE1DK, VEILR, VE2NR, The amplifying stages are a much simpler
The Edilor will be pleased to consider articles of a
VE4EO, VE5NY, LU6AP, CO5HY, matter. There is a power pentode, single piartical
nature suitable for publication in PRACTICAl
VK5JB, K6DDN, and U9MF.
or ordinary pentode in push-pull, and AND AM.tTEUR
WIaELRSS. Such articles shoul4 bu
All of these, with the exception of the with the newly-designed negative feed- written on one side of the paper onlg, and shosdd couloiR
last., were on telephony.r-F. W. GUNN, back, it is the thing to recommend for am- the naine and address of the gender. Whilst the Edito,
not hold himself responsible for manuscrspto, erersj
plification to suit everybody for volume does
2CBP (Halstead, Essex).
effort will be made to return them sf a 8tamped and
and quality. The link between the detector addressed envelope is enclosed. A Il correspondence
A Five-valver for Overseas
for the Editor should be addressed: The Editor,
mentioned and this output stage would intended
PRACTICAL AND AMATSOR WIRELISS. George 1'lewneu.
SIR,-On page 381 of your July 3rd issue be a small L.F. valve, single or also in Ltd.,
Toser, House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
Owing to the rap?d progress in the desiqn of wireless
you invited other readers overseas to push-pull, but the latter is not so necessary
say what they think about the recommenda- if it has to handle the dtecthr output aPParatu8 and to our efforts to keep our readers in touch
with the talent deve1oprnents, we give no warranty that
tion of Mr. Wiggill for a five-valver for without
Porriu
distortion.-W
«pparuttes deseribed in our columna is not the subject si
overseas. I think I can tender a little advice (Nairobi. S. Africa).
fetters Valent.
A corner
-

of sfa!jon

s
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RADIO CLUBS

AND SOCIETIES
Club Reporta should not ,,xceed 200 words go tenqth
a,id should be received First POst each Moud'll)
morning ¡or publication in the lollowing week's osee.

District S.W. Club
AMEETING of this club was held at
16, Buckland Avenue, on August 3rd.
A suggestion that a morso class should be
started was put forward by J. Tuckfleld,
seconded byJ. Gilbert, and passed. It was
then decided that all members should learn
the code by the next meeting, when the
matter would be discussed further.
An interesting discussion arose from a
point put forward by F. Thorn, a new member,. on whether receiving conditions are
getting worse. Following this, Mr. Paine
suggested that a club receiver should be
built and experiments carried out on it.
A start will be made on this item at the
next meeting.
The membership is now 15, but'we still
want new members. Anyone interested
is invited to write to the secretary, J. Gilb3rt, 26, King Edward Street, Slough.

Slough and

At the conclusion of the tour of the Show,
it is hoped that members will adjourn to
a neighbouring restaurant for tea.
The secretary, F. A. Beane, 2CUB, of
Ridgewell, Halstead, Essex, earnestly requests that all desiring to be present
should write to him immediately. Any
non-members interested in the league are
invited to write to the above address for
full particulars of membership. A 2d.
stamp should be enclosed to cover postage,
etc.

ELECTRADIX BARGAINS
BATTERY PORTABLES AT BARGAIN PRICES.
Complete o tb volve, 45f-, less va ives and minor items, 50/.. Kit
rs,e i*rtty aetembled, 22/6.
PANELS. Aluminium tOnad 18-gauge one aide enamelled. Panelist

sed Ebonite, any tae, from 24m. x 24m.
2-gang variable .0002, now, 2/6
cingle, liP.
3-w, 6ft. long, Pd. 4-nay, t2ft. 1/-. 4-osp.
Oft.., with plug and soeket. 1/6. Govt. tít. m,eudpbouv cords, s,ith
plug 1f-.
COILS. R.M.V. baud-pane, 3-oave, slight deicets, Od.
Philtoc
Bupvrhet set of 3
maker, sarto,, II- seS. 6W, roIl, plug-in.
10. Ribbed former,, Od. Long-wave and B.C. 2-pin, 1/-. ReaetIon
timer,. Bd. UF, twin chokes, moine, 9d. Rugby ami other colla
CONDENSERS.
FLEX CORDS.

I

in ,tink.
SPARK COILS. 5m. 5m, and lin. Isp. with rondeesere, lOst.
Short wove epark tranomitters sor boot model control. 17)-.
SOUND RECORDING at home on
your oo-st gramo, with 4d. duc,.
The FEIGE centre geared recorder

The British Sound-recording Asso-

dation

THE association, now firmly established,
is shortly to issue the first number of
its journal, which will contain articles by
amateur and professional recordists dealing

with various aspects of sound recording.
A series of visits has been arranged, inluding a tour of the B.B.C.'s Recording
Departments at Broadcasting House and
Maida Vale one day this month. It is also
hoped to arrange visits to a film studio
and a commercial recording studio where
sponsored programmes for Continental
radio stations are produced.
A leaflet describing the activities of the
association and stating conditions of
Aateur
Radio
Society
Maidstone
membership is obtainable from the bon.
THE first meeting of the above society secretary, Jas. F. Butterfield, B.S.R.A.,
was held at Fossil House, 244, lJpper 44, Valley Road, Shortlands, Kent.
Fant Road, Maidstone, on Saturday
evening, July 31st, 1937, with six members
present.
During the first half-hour. ' various A TWO-VALVE MIXER AMPLIFIER
(Con.onoed from poge 545)
points were decided, amongst which came
the decision that the society should pur- -the 'outer side only-which will give it a
chase PaACTICAL ASiD AMATEUR V1RELESS fine lasting-polished surface.
week by week. Then Mr. D. W. Carr gave
Aiter soldering the ends, be sure ail
ah interesting talk on simple 'detectors, surplus flux is removed and that 'ail edges
the diode and triode, .dealing both with arc straight and clean. The cover fits
their evolution and applications.
inside the rectangle formed by the beading
Among its members the society has shown, and it can be held in position-if
already one full transmitting licencee9 so desired-with a couple of small wood
Mr. D. W. Carr, two artificial aerial screws driven into the beading.
licencees (2BFW and 2BMP), and two
It is a g6'od idea I/O give the exposed
membera-who are applying for licences in sides of the chassis a coat of good black
the near future.
enamel, such as Chinese lacquer or any
Meetings will be held from 6.30 till other good make of quick-drying lacquer,
9 p.m. approx. on Saturdays, at the the bottom being covered with green
address mentioned previously. A monthly baize or supported by small rubber feet
magazine containing articles of interest at each corner.
to amateurs, entitled Mars (M.A.R.S.)
is being published at the cost of 2d. (The The Circuit
issue for August is already being distributed)
and the subscription is only (Id. entrance
The most outstanding feature of the
circuit is the mixing arrangement. It will
fee and 3d. per week.
Everybody in the Maidstone district be noted that separate valves are actually
interested in radio is urgently requested used for the two inputs (Fig. 3). This
to get in touch with the hon. secretary, method has much to commenti it; not
Michael Hedgeland, 8, Hayle Road, Maid- only does it allow perfect control of the'
two inputs to be obtained, but it also
stone.
provides very even amplification of the
ti,o signals. It will be readily appreciated
The British Short-wave League
that the output of an average transverse
informal gathering of the above current microphone is nowhere near that
society willtake place at Radiolympia obtained from a modern pick-up, therefore
on Saturday, August 28th. For various it is very desirable to provide compensating
reasons, several members have found it amplification to level up the inputs. This
impossible to attend at the originally is obtained in the circuit in question by the
proposed time of 13.00, therefore the vlve VI. The tone control being fitted
following arrangement has been decided ±0 V2 is operative on the total output, this
upon
being found to be quite satisfactory for
All interested members are requested to all general work.
gather in the region of the PRACTICAL AND
The output of Vi is passed on to V2
AMATEUR WrnELESS stand, No. IO, (ilround via a low gain resistance coupling; it not
Floor, at 13.00, where they will be met by being necessary to provide a high aniplifithe secretary, and possibly other officials of cation, otherwise true balance will be upset,
the League. For those unable to arrive añd there will be the risk of overloading
there at 13.00 a second gathering will take V2, with consequent distortion.
place at 14.00, this time actually ju
The anode circuit of V2
ceives its
outside the stand of this journal. All H.T. supply through the primary of the
members are requested to wear the league output transformer T2, the secondary of
badge, and to bring along anything of which is used to connect the unit to the
interest, such as QSL cards, photos, etc. main ampliter or receiver.
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SPEAKER BARGA55S In high
erode MC. Opoakero. Ali offerrsl

,ivality reproduction.

-°

W
at

-

?.it

-
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-

lees than halt prier. Nicest

D.C. ENEROISED 9 Celeation MC. 2.100 ohm Seid. epeeds traust.,
canee, 7/0. R. .t A. gr 2.500 oho,, 7/... Mognuvofi 6. No. 144. i26.
A.C. SPEAKERS with reotitler. 100/150 V., II dia. nith tranci., h51
Jensen, 210 o,, 7 die., 22/6. 100 voit ditto, 7 10/6.
BATTERY SPEAKERS. Brown 6/12 voit, 11, 1416.
P.04. SPEAKERS. Sonoehorde Claus B with tronuf., 20/-. P.56. in
Cabinet, Hyra, Oak, 12 w 12, IraI-. Heavy Duty 5/5 watt with traceS.. 38/-. AC. Beet. Speaker. 2001250, 0 watt, cith tranci..
60/-. SosaIl Cone Speakers for ewtenoion iRonico, nsognet twiste,
1/-. H.M.V. Coos Unito, 2)0. Brousse I'J coors. for 500v.
s

roil remire. ilFILM PROIECTORS & TALKIES. Empire Norign 32mm. Pertal,Ie
100'watt projector, completely steel alad for L.C.C. nuira on any
film, ItXt. picture. Autaumutlo on '430 volt molars. Trade price

£52. Mew condition, £12.
Erneorana Progrselonaj No. 1 Projector o tir IO'anip. minor
aro lantern and Siso.. Ilari little oar atad throws u very brilliant
piston. Bargain at £10.
Zein Mirror Arc and Lantoro, reo reflector. £4. Cloephone and other
arc lantern,, 55/- each. Two B.T.P. Tonde soundbrade. itt any
projector only want photocell,. £4 each, Braun eoundhe.sds u ¡tir
reti uroplilleen and Ire. ramplets, £1?. l'ibm Cleaning Machine,
50/-. 11x867 a.c.A. l'hotoerllo. 25f- C.M.O.S 70/-.
MICROPRONES.-We ore moirer. and
carry tire largest and most varied stock
in London. Pitees arc low and there are
mridrlo for all pnrpo,es.
For honre
Table Model "W,W,11."
sit
brrlartraotlng. Bukellie nqrrare body on
1125$
bronze base, containing tesosionorr,
trottola und plugs, Is a marvefloun pro..
,II
duction at a low price. Worth S gaines..
Only 15/-. bredln No. lOB Pedestal, litio.
.
high, 12/6. L.sdLn Superior No. ISBN
King, lujo, pedestal, 18/C. Ilond mikro
at 5/0. Superior type.
in list. euer. No.
Mollo, 7/6. House mlcroplrone No. II n
a
solo generul'laurpoøe robust nolte,
i
- ,js
with solid takelite body, back ternsiaulo,
iront metal grille, harad,or sling design, 5/6.
ORAMO-IIIOTORS fir RECORD CHANGERS. Oorrord Ussivereal
A,C.JD.C. ,rlth turntable azud auto so itch, £3110. B.T.H. Universal
model YM, turntable und aoiostop, 45/-. AC. Gramo motor, and
tosniable I1.M.V. 110 volts, 25/-, 23(1 voit,, 37/5, motor only 50f-.
B.T.H. Golden Dloe. 37/6. Record Cltangern. Oarracd S.C. Automatic liecord Changrro for Gramo, 25/7/6.

°di
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i

s

-

Il

-w.""

Auto Scicctor Sos-itches. 25 way,, C uno,. SIS,
10 amp. MIn., 15/-. N.C.S,,3t) amp.
CraS-ley litio amps. 45,.. Stud swlteltrs, 90 on olute panel.
5/6. PANS, PUMPS sod COMPRESSORS cheap.
PARCELS ei experimsatal odd eolio. nruynele. cr-ire, shokee.
co,sdoamr., switches, terminada. etc.. poet lare SO tn, 7f- 7 lb,.
SWITCEGEAR.

H.ttrry Aoto'Cutout,. Dia
55/...

1,000
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Three blueprint, are drawn full cire.
Copie, oi appropriato rieurs containing de,rrloüon, of
these set, con lu some eases be ,uppned at the tollowtoe

priva. s-CbS are sddillooe4 lo lee cosi o' 15e Sto.-pei,.t.
daala hebra the Blueprint Nnnul,ee indicates that the tame
PRACTICAL WIRELESS
Date of Issue.
CRYSTAL SETS

Blueprint, 6d

IÇo. of

Blueprint

-

-

:

,,
All-wave Unipen (Pentode)
Two-valve Blueprints, i s. each.
Four-range Super Mag Two (D,
11.8.34
Pen)
29.8.36
The Signet Two
Blueprints,
Is.
each.
Three-valve
The Long-Range 1xpress Three
........ 24.4.37
(SG, D, Pen)
Selectone Battery Three (D, 2 LP
(Trans))
Six' Shilling Three (D, 2 LI?
(RC & Trans))
22.5.37
Leader Three (SG, D, Pow)
$8.34
Summit Three (HF Pen, D, Pen)
All Pentosie Threo (HF Pen, D
29.5.37
(Pen), Pen)
12.6.37
Ball-mark Three (SG, D, Pow)
Hall-mark Cadet (D, LF, Pcn(RC) 16.3,35
F. J. Camus's Sliver Souvenir (PF
Pen, D (Pen), Pen) (AU-Wave
13.4.33
Three)
Genet Midget (D, 2 LF (Trans) -. June '33
Cameo Midget Three (D, 2 LP
8.0.35
(Trans))
1936 Sonotone Three-Four (11F
Pen, EF Pen, Westector, Pen) 17.8.35
Battery All-Wave Three (D, 2 LP
(RC))
The Monitor (HF, Pen, D, Pen)
The Tutor Three (HF Pen, D Pen) 21.3.36
The Centaur Three (SG, D, P)
The Gladiator All-Wave Three
.. 29.8.36
(EF Pen, D (Pen), Pen)
F. J. Camus's Record AU-Wave
31.10.36
Pen,
Pen)
Three (HF
D,
The "Colt" All-Wave Three (D
5.12.36
2 LT (itO ,t Trane))
Four-valve Blueprints, is. each.
LP,
1.5.37
P)
Sonotone Four (SG, D,
8.3.37
Fury Four (2 SG, D, Pen)
D,
LP,
Behr Universal Four (SG,

PW31A

:

------

.........

........

-------- -

......

PW7II

PW2

PW34A
PW35
PW37
PWS9
PW41
PW4S

.........

PW5'

-

-

-

-

-

........
Class
Four (SG, D

Nucleon
6.1.34
(5CL LP. Cl. B) ......
Fury Four Super (SG, SG, D, Pen)
Battery Hall-Mark (HF, l'en, D,
Push-Pull)
......
Gamme 'Limit' All-Wave
13

PM1

PW53

PW5I
PW6I

}'\V62
PWO4
PWOO
PWOO

PWT2

PW4
PW11
PW17

PW34B
PW340

4

F. J.
.. 26.9.36
Four (Ht? Pen, D, LF, P)
Mains Operated.
Two-valve Blueprints, is. each.
AC. Twin (D (Pen), Pen)

PW4II

PWS7

:

A.C.-D.G. Two (SG, Pow)
Selectone AC. Radiogram Two

(D,Pow)

........

Three-valve Blueprints, is. each.
Double-Diode-Triode Three (HF
Pen DDT, Pen)
D.C. Ace (SG, D, Pen)
A.C. Three (8G, D, Pen) ....
AC. Leader (RF Pen, D, 3ow)
D.C. Premier (HF Pen, D, Pen)
Ubique (EF Pen, D (Pen), Pen)
Armada Mains Three (HF Pen, D,
Pen)
F. J. Camm's AC. All-Vave Silver
Souvenir Three (Hi' Pesi, D,
Pen)
'WAll-Wave" A.G. Three (1, 2 LP
(RC))
A.C. 1936 Sonotone(HF Pen, H.P.
Pen, Westector, Pen) ....
Mains Record All-Wave 3 (Eli'
Pen, D, Pen) .......
Four-valve Blusprints, is. each.
AC. Fury Four (SG, SG, D, Pen)
A.C. Fury Four Saper (SG, SG, D,
Pen)
A.C. Hall-Mark (EF Pen, D, PushPull)
Universal Hall-Mark (HF Pen, D,
Push-Pull)
8UPERHETS.
Battey Sets Blueprints, Is. each.
£5 Superhet (Three-valve)
T. J. Camina 2-valve Superhet
Two-valve
F. J. damm's £4 Superhet
F. J. amm's "% itesse "All-Waver
(5-valver)
Mains Sets Blueprints, is. each.
A.C. £5 Superhet (Three-valver)
B.C. £5 Superhet (Three-valve)
Universal £5 Superhet (Three
valve)
F. J. Camm'a AC. £4 Superhet 4
F. J. Camm's Universal £4 Super-

-

PW18
PW31
PW1O

:

......

........
........

-

7.4.34
31.3.34
28.7.14

PW23
PW2S
PW29
PW'35C

PW3SB
PW36A

21.5.33

PWSO

17.8.33

PW54

-

PW56
PW7O

:

PW2O

PW3ID
24.7.37

PW45

......

9.2.33

PW47

......

:

-

-

.........

.........

het4

3.6.37

PW4O

13.7.35

-

PWS2
PWSS

27.2.37

PW75

-

PW43
P\V42

31.7.37

PW44

1.12.34

-

f' Qualitone" Universal Four .. 16.1.37
SHORT-WAVE SETS.
Two-valve Blueprint, is.
Midget Short-wave Two (D, Pen)
:

PWO3

13_5_37

PW12

.

-

.

-

-

PW6S

PW74

:

-

-

,

-

Featherweight Portable Four (SG,
D, LP, Cl. D) ........

MISCELLANEOUS.

SW. Converter-Adapter

PWS5
PW77

-

-

........

Four-station Crystal Set

-

1934 Crystal Set
150-mile Crystol Set
STRAIGHT SETS.

1.12.36

-

AW427
AW444
AW450

Battery Operated.
Blueprints, is. each.
One-valve
..
B.B.C. Special Osse-valver
..4W387
Twenty-station
LoudspeaKer
One-v alver (Class B)
AW449
Blueprint, is. each.
Two-valve
Melody Ranger Two (D, Trans)
AWS8S
Full-volume Two (SG dut., Pen)
.AW392
B.B.C. National Two with Lucerne
-.
Coil (D, Trans)
- AW377A
Big-power Melody Two with
Lucerne Coil (SG, Trans)
- AW338A
AV426
Lucerne Minor (D, Pen)
WM409
A Modern Two-valver ..
Three-valve Blueprints, is. each.
Class B Three (D, Trans, Class B)
AWOSG
New Britain's Favourite Three
(D, Trans, Class B) .... 15.7.33
AW304
Rome-built Coil Three (SG, D,
Trans)
AW404
Fan and Family Three (D, Trans,
AW4IO
Class B) ........... 23.11.33
£5 5e. Sle,, 3 (SG, D, Trans)
2.12.33
AW412
1934 Ethe Searcher: Baaeboard
Model (SG, D, Pen) ....
AW41?
1934 Ether Searcher: Chassis
AW419
Model (SG, D, Pen) ....
Lucerne Ranger (SG, D, Trans)
AW422
Cossor Melody Maker with Lucerne
Coils
AW423
Mi.silarcl
Master Three with
Lucerne Coils
AW424
£5 5v. Three: De Luxe Version
(SG, D, Trans)
19.5.34
AW435
Lucerne Straight Three (D, ite,
Trans)
AV437
All-Britain Three(HF,Pen,D,Pen)
AW448
Wireless League Three (HF
Pen, D, Pen) ........ 3.11.34
AW451
Transportable Three (SG, D, Pen)
WM271
£6 Os. B.adlogram (D, RC, Trans)..
WM31S
Simple-tune Three (SG, D, Pen).. June '33
WM327
Economy-Pentode Three (SG, D,
0cl. '33
Pen)
WM337
WIt." 1934 Standard Three
-(SG, D, Pen)
W51351
\VM354
£3 3s. Three (SG, D, Trans) .. Mar. '34
Iron-core Band-pass Three (SG, D,
QP2I)
WMItI2
11)33 £6 Os. Battery Three (SG, D,
WMIT1
Pen)
PTP Three (Pen, D, Pen)
.. June '33 WM389
Certainty Three (SG, D, Pen)
WM393
Minitube Three (SG, D, Trans) .. 0cl. '33
WM39tI
All-wave Winning Three (SG, 3),
Pen)
Dec. '35
WM400
Four-valve Blueprints, is. 6d. each.
AW370
65v. Fbsir (SO, D, RC, Trans)
-

-

.

-

-

........
.

-

-

.........

-

......
......

........

-

........

......

-

-

........
:

-

"A.W."IdealFossr(2SG,D,Pen) 16.9.33
2m? Four (25G, D, Pen)

....

-

-

:

\59

PWGO

PW73
PW3SA

AW4OS

AW421

rusaders'A.V.C.4 (2 HF,D,QP21) 18.8.34
AW445
(Pentode and Class B Outputs for
above: Blueprints, Od. each)
25.8.14 AW44SA
Self-contained Four (SG, D, LF,
VM33t
Class B)
Aug. '33
Lucerne Straight Four (SG, D, LF,
WM350
Trans) ............
WM381
£5 5s. Battery Four (HF, D, 2LF) Feb. '35
W11384
The 11K. Four (SG, SO, D, Pen).. Mar. '35
The Auto Straight Four (112' Pen,
WM404
11F Pen, rIOT, Pen) .... Apri"36
Five-valve Blueprints, is. 6d. each.
Super-quality Five (2HF, O, RC,
WM320
Trans)
May '33
Class B Quadradyne (2 SG, D, LF,
WM344
Class B) .......... Dec. '33
Eew Clave-B Five (2 SG, D, LT,
W11340
Class B)
Nor. '33
Mains Operated.
Two-valve Blueprints, is. each.
AW403
Consoelectric Two (D, Pen) AC.
WM280
Economy AC. Two (II, Trane) AC.
WM394
Unicorn AC-D.C. Two (D Pen) -.
-

........
........

:

;,

ed. Post paid.

..

Cd

-.

is

......

Wireless Maersaiae
-. 1/3
The tdoz letters whirls precede the Blueprint Number
ludiaste the pe,bodieal In asiloS the description appears;

thus PV refers to Fasenear. WIRELESs, AW to Amateur
11'irefcre, rae to Prqc;icul Mechsstoo, W3i to Wfrefeaa
dfoereiae.
Send (prefeoubly) a postal order to rover the cost si Use
blueprint and thy lume (stamps over ed. unacceptable), to
5'EAouseAt,
AND Aramea Wre.xnous Blueprint Dept.,
(leo. Nesneo, Ltd., Touer flouse. Itouthampton Street,
lttmud, W.C.5.

Three-valve Bluepriflts,'is. each.
Home-Lover's New AU-electric
Three (SU, D, Trans)
S.C. Three (SG. D, Pen) AC.
A.C. Triodyne (SG, D Pen) AC. 19.8.33
AC, Pentaquester (HF Pen, D,
Pen) AC.
....... 23.6.34
Mitutovani AC. Three (RE Pen,
D, Pen) A.0
£15 15e. 1936 A.C. Radiogram
(UF, D, Pen)
Jan, '36
Four-valve Blueprints Is. Od. each.
All-Metal Four (2 SG, ñ, Pen)
July 'il
Harris Jubilee Radlogram (PF
May '35
Pen, D, LF, P)
:

AC... -

.

(1 valve)
PW48A
AMATEUR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS MAGAZINE
CRYSTAL SETS.
Blueprints, Bd. each.

........

:

.

Trans)) ...........
7.8.37
The ßaetdspread SW. Three (HF
Pen, D (Pen), Pen)
29.8.36
Tele-Cent'' S.W.3 (SG, D (SG),
Pesi)
.......... 30.1.37
PORTABLES.
Three-valve Blueprints, is. each.
p. j. Camme LLF Three-valve
Portable (PF Pen, D, Pen)
Parvo Flyweight Midget Port-.
able (SG, D, Pen)
19.0.37
Four-valve Blueprints, is.

.

........
......

PWIOA

'

PW38

5.12.30

-

-

:

Pw10

PW49

.

CID)

PW36B

........
........

Blueprints, is. each.
Hxperimenter's Short-Wave Three
((SG, B, Pow)
..
The Prelect 3 (D, 2 LP (RC and

Three-valve

.

..... 9.1.37
PW71
1937 Cryet.'sl Receiver
STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Opera Led.
One-valve Blueprint, is.

out of print.
Issues al Prselieal Wireless
Amates, Wirole,s
Practical Meel'amcs

I

A

.........

......
.

-------

-

SUPE RH ET S.
Battery Sets Blueprints, is. Cd. each.
Modern Super Senior
..

...... ..........
Blueprints,

....

Varsity Four
Od. '35
The Request All-Waver
June '36
1935 Super Five Battery (Superbet)
Mains Sets
is. Bd. each.
1934 AC. Century Super A.C. ..

AC...

Heptode Super Three
WE." itadiogram Super A.C...
1935 A.C. Stenode
-.

....

May '34
-

Api. '35
PORTABLES.
Four-valve Blueprints, is. 6d. each.
Midget Class B Portable (SG, D,
LP, Cleoo B)
20.5.33
Holiday Portable (SG, D, LP,
Class B)
1.7.33

......
........
......
........

AW383
AW390
AWI9O
AW430
WM371
WM1O1

WM326

-

WMIS6
WM375
WM395
WM407
WM379
AW425

WEIb

WM366
WM385

:

Family Portable (HF,
Trans) ..
Two H.P. Portable (2
QP21)

AW389
AW393

D, liC,
SG,

D,

22.9.34

AW447

June'31

WM36S
WM367

Tyers Portable (SG, D, 2 Trans)
SHORT-WAVE SETS-Battery Operated.
One-valve Blueprints, is. each.
8W. One-valver converter (Price Od.).. 23.L37
SW. One-valve for America
..
..
Rome Short-Waver
each.
Two-valve Blueprints, is.
Ultra-short Battery Two (SG det.
YeS. '36
Pen)
Home-made Coil Two (D, Pen) ..
Three-valve Blueprints, is. each.
World-ranger Short-wave 3 (D,

-

AW329
AW429
AW452

-

WM402
AW440

:

........
:

......

RC, Trans)
AW355
Experimenter's 5-metre Set (D,
Trans, Super-regen) .... 30.6.34
AW438
Experimenter's Short-wave (SG,
Jan. 19, '35 AW463
D, Pen)
The Carrier Short-waver (SG, D, P) Julp '35 WM390

........

Four-valve Blueprints, is. Od. each.
A.W. Short-Wavo World-Beater
(HF, Pen D RC. Trans)
..
Empire Slsdrt$Vaver (SO, D, RC,
:

AW436

Trans) ........... Standard Four-valver Short-waver
Mar. '85
SG, D, LF, P)
Superhet Blueprint, Is. Od.
Simplified Short-waver Super .. Nov. '35

......

wmis
WM383

:

Mains Operated.
Two-valve Blueprints, is. each.
Two-valve Mains short-waver (D,

WM397

:

...... ..... -

Pen) AC.

"W.M." Band-epread Short-waver
(D, Pen) AC-D.0
'\V.M. 'Long-wave Converter ..
Three-valve Bleeprint, is.
:

Emigrator (SG, D, Pen) AC.

,.

AW453
WM3OS

WMI8O

-

-

Four-valve Blueprint, is. Od.
Standard Four-valve AC. Short.. Aug. '35
waver (SO, D, RC, Trans)

WM352

:

WM3O1

MISCELLANEOUS.
Power Amplilìer (1/8) June'35

WM387

.......... Nov.
'35
Radio Unit (2v) for WM392

WM392
WM398

puller) (1/-) .........Dec. '35
De-Luae Concert AC.. ElectroMar. '36
gram
Ny Style Short-Wave Adapter

W11399

Enthusiast's
Listeners' 5-watt AC. Ampliller
(1(6)

Harris Electrogram (battery am-

WM403
........
June '35
WM3SS
(1/-)
........
Jan. 5, '35 AW462
Trickle Charger (Gd.)
..

.,

.,
Short-Wave Adapter (1/-)
Superhet Converter (1/-) ..
B.L.D.L.C. Short-wave Converter

Dec. 1,
Dec. 1,

'34 AW456
'34 AW457

........

WM405
WM406

......

WM403

May'36
(1/-)
.. June'36
Wilson Tone Master (1/-)..
The W.M. AC. Short-Wave Converter (1/.)
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Replacing Speaker

QUERIES

"I have an A.C. mains reeiver which
has given good service for over four years.
I have had it overhauled, new valves and
one or two new comoonents ut in. and mv
service man tells m that I would do well
to have a new speaker to complete the
repair. I believe this would be an advantage but should like your confirmation, and
also to know the best type of speaker for
the job. The output is 6 watts and I am
keen on getting better quality than at

-

ng the Short Waves
' I have a Ferranti receiver which only

works on the medium and long waves.
This Is an A.C. model only. I should like
The Quench Valvé
the receiver to work on the short waves,
Would you please explain what .a but I am somewhat confused by the
quench valve is, and a self-quenching "adapter " and " converter " systeme.
detector?
What do these quench valves Could you explain which I should require
do ? Also, what is a regenerative circuit ?
to make this an all-wave receiver ?
-R. G. T. (Mundesley).
D. W. F. (Preston).
REGENERATION is simply another IN your case you would use a converter.
word for reaction, and means that H.F.
This is a single valve unit in the simplest
energy is fed back fr9m the anode to the form, provided with a short-wave tuning
grid circuit of a valve. In the, ordinary
reactine valve there is a limit to the amount
of feedback or regeneration which can be
used, owing to the fact that the circuit
In the super.
bursts into oscillation.
We wish to draw the reader's attention to the
regenerative circuit, the feed-back is perfact that the Queries Service ta intended Only
for the solution of problems or difficulties
mitted to take place until this oscillation
arising from the construction of receivers
occurs, and is carried even further. To
described in Our pages, from articles appearing
enable signals to be received, however, the
in our pagoo or on generai wireless matters.
Weregretthat we cannot, for obvious reasonsoscillation is qisenched, or interrupted, by
means of a further series of oscillations at a
(1) Supply circuit diagrams of Complete
multi-valve receivers.
different -frequency, obtained from another
(2) Suggest alterations or modifications of
valve (the quench valve) or by means of a
receiiers described in our conteSo-

"-

special circuit arrangement in the reacting
valve circuit. The quenching takes place
so that the note produced by the oscillation
is above audibility and the technical term
for this is" supersonic." This is abbreviated
to super and thus the term "superregenerative" is obtained.

D.C. Test. Supply
"1 have a certain amount of service
work to carry out in my district, which is
now A.C. after having been D.C. for a
considerable time. Some of the residents
are flot yet changed over and I flow and
again have D.C. sets to service and find a
certain amount of difficulty in obtaining the
necessary high voltage and high current
required for testing. I want up to 200 watts
so that I can test radiograms, and wonder
If it could be obtained cheaply, as expense
- Is not justified in view of the small amount
of work done in this connection."-G. R.

pOraflee.
(3) suggest alterations or modilications

to

commercial receivers.

(4) Answer queries over the telephone.
(S) Grant Interviews to querists.

stamped addressed envelope must he
enclosed for the reply. All sketches and
drawitigs which dre sent to us should bear
the name and address of the sender.
Iquests for Blueprints must not be enclosed
with queries as they are dealt with by a
A

separate department.

Send pose qseries to Ihe Editor, PRACTICAL Aldi)
AMATEUR WIRELESS, George Newue., Ltd., Tower
Honee, Southampton Street. Strand. London. W.C.2.
The Coupon mnt be encloced w,th everp query.

circuit and so arranged that it functions as
a frequency changer. Consequently, when
connected to your present set, the combination becomes a superhet receiver and
your Ferranti receiver has then to be tuned
to a point on the long-wave band-about
2,000 metres-and all tuning for short
waves then carried out on the separate
(Harrow).
converter unit. We have published several
VERY effective scheme for your designs which you could make up, or you
purpose is récommended by the could purchase a ready-made A.C. conservice department of H.M.V., and consists verter. Some of these are pro7ided with a
of the employment of a discarded AC. switch so that the unit may be left permains transformer and some rectifying manently connected to yur receiver and
valves. The AC. supply is feti to the the switch operated to bring in the shortprimary and one side is also taken out to wave tuning band when required.
the D.C. plug, to which you will connect
your receivers for test. The other side of The Tutor Three
the A.C. supply is joined to one side of a
"I am having trouble in ganging my
4-volt winding on the mains transformer
which feeds the heaters of, say, four condensers with the coils in the Tutor
rectifiers connected in parallel; the two Three. I have re-wired the receiver and
anodes of eaQh rectifier are strapped together find that reception is louder by using the
so that the assembly functions as a heavy- end terminal as well as the aerial connected
current half-wave rectifying unit. The together."-L. G. H. (Hf ord).
anodes are, of course, the negative D.C.
advise you to make quite certain
output feed and a large capacity electrolytic VV that you have the correct type of
condenser should be joined across the D.C. ganged condenser. You require a straight
output to remove the ripple which is left. type of condenser, not a superhet model,
This arrangement permits each rectifier and should confirm this point. When you
to function within its limits, and when a couple the terminals mentioned you are
very large radiogram, for instance, is to cutting out the primary winding of the
be tested, the gramophone section should aerial coil and this will naturally improve
be disconnected and tested separately to signal strength, although it will also reduce
avoid overloading the rectifiers.
selectivity and thus broaden the tuning.

A

\JE
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present."-G.

F. E. (Crewe).

HE replacing of the speaker may not
T
be a simple matter. If the present
model is an ordinary permanent-magnet

speaker, then any good modern P.M.
speaker could be used to replace it provided
that a suitable matching transformer is
fitted so that the correct load for the output
valve could be obtained. If, on the other
hand, an energised model is used, it will be
necessary to find the resistance. of the field
winding, and to obtain an equivalent model
with a similar inductañee value to provide
the correct degree of smoothing. If you
prefer a P.M. model a special L.F. choke
of the same inductance and resistance
could be psed to replace the field winding.

What Wattage?

"I

wish to build a small amplifier for
use in a small dance hail. I am uncertain
regarding the power needed to lili the hall
from gramophone records while the people
are dancing.
There will be about 100
people present and I should like to know
what power you recommend and if you
have a suitable design which I could make
up. The apparatus will be needed per.manently."-F. R. (New Brighton).
YOU do not mention the size of the hail,and we can therefore only give you a
rough indication. When 100 people are
dancing, the background noise will be

quite considerable and will naturally
demand that a larger output is needed
than would be required for addres.sing a
sitting crowd of that size. We suggest
10 to 15 watts, if the hall is of medium
size, although you may find that in a large
hail even more volume than that would
be needed. We shall be publishing details
of a powerful P.A. amplifier in the next
week or two, and think the design there
given (12 watts from a push-pull PX25A
stage) will be adequate for your purpose.

i

Servicing Superheterodynes

"I

am running a small service department
in my shop and find that the majority of
assistants are not sufficiently weil up In
superhet technique to be able to get down
to the job of servicing these sets. What is
the best way to go about it? Is there any
book which will be of assistance in under-

standing the modern complicated superhet,
especially where visual tuning and variableselectivity devices are fitted."-F. G. (York).
AVERY good book for your purpose
has recently been placed on the
English market. Although it deals with the
American receivers (being published in
America and written by an American) the
general treatment is such that it will be of
the greatest use in understanding the
modern superhet. The book is very prac.
tical and is classified into various sections.
It may be obtained from Messrs. Holiday
and Hemmerdinger, of Holmer Works,
Dolefield, Bridge Street, Manchester; price

to every query.
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Miscelaneous Advertisements
Advertisements are accepted for there
columns at the rate of 3d. per word. Words
in black face and/or capital. are charged
double this rata (minimum charge 3/- per
paragraph). Display lines are charged at
6/- per line. All advertisements must be
prepaid. All communications should he
oddresied to the Advertisement Manager,
Wireless,"
Amateur
Practical
and
Tower Heur,. Southampton Street. Strand,
London, W.C.2.

RECEIVERS,

COMPONENTS tND

ACCESSORIES
Surpkis, Clearance or Secondhand, eic.

SHORT-WAVE MANUAL
Packed with short-wave information end circetits of
mains and battery receivers. including straight,
suj,erhet and 5-metre transmitters, modulators, etC.
lulormnatlon on t.raiismltting licences, aerials, Clase li
aunpUflcations, neutralizations, superhet all3nment, etc.
'l'ue most comprehensive manual published, written
by practical engineers, price Od., post free, 7d. including catalogue.
3I)3 Short-wave Catalogue only (3 times calarged)
l'non 15d., pout free.

HOLLOWAY HEAD,
BIRMINGHAM

ADICTIONARY 01 WIRELESS TERMS, ty

PREMIER

il

Ralph Strangèr. A Wireless \Work of Reference
be on the bookshelf of every keen amateUr.
Compiled by a master of lucidity, it gives the meanings
of all Teclutical ternis in general uve. Price ¶s. Od.
froisi all Booksellers and Newagento.-.GeorgcNewiice,
Ltd.. Tower House, Southampton Street, Straimd.
London, W.C..

that should

All goods guaranteed períect carr. paid over 5/under 5/- postage 6d. entra.
ALL POST ORDERS TO JUBILEE WORKS,
167, LOWER CLAPTON RD., LONDON, E.5.
'Phone
Amherst 4723.
CALLERS, AS USUAL, TO 165 & 165a, FLEET
ST., E.C.4 (Next door to Andertoti's hotel),
Central 2833.
Now Branch
50, HIGH ST.,
CLAPHAM, S.W.4 (Macaulay 2381).

Haue you had our GIANT ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE AND VALVE LIST? Send
4d. IN STAMPS FOR THIS flARGAIN
LIST.

RADIOMA

44,

MISCELLANEOUS

1837 I-VALVE SHORT-WAVE RECEIVER 0E ADAPTOR KIT. 1:1 to $5 nietir,, ,,ltl,o,t all noi,rng; Co,oplele
Kit
Circait. 12(5. VALVE GIVEN FREE! DE LUXE
MODEl. 14 to 530 Relus, oaa,plete Kit sill, Chaavis, 4 Coils
all pat,, 171e.

al

.SUPERHET CONVERTER ENT. 125. De Loss Model, 18t.
SW. SUPERHET CONVERTER KIT. tor A.( ,hl,lu, Ileeclrera,
20-. .5.0. Valre ei'eO FREE I

IIEW1937 2-VALVE SW. KIT. 13 to (16 Metres ,,Uhout onu
ehe.nzioj. C,00plete KS ,,d Cl,c,ii$. 19/5. VALVES Dl VEN
FREE. DE LUXE MODEL. 54 to 150 Metre,. en,splete Kit
orni t'tonnlo, 4 Coils and ,,il 5,artn. m;-. VALVES GIVEN FREE.
3-VALVE SW. KIT, 001. Del. ami J'en., 42/-. VALVES

goods previously advertised are standard
lines, still available. l'ost card for iit free.
UTILiTIES, 163a, Strand, WÁJ.2,
Over Denny's. tue Booksellers. Temple Jiasr
VAUXHALL
ÇIONVERSION UNITS for operating D.C. Receivers
from AC. Mains, improved type, 120 watts
output at £211010. Send for our cosimprelmensive list

speakers, resistances and other components.
40, Farringdon Street, London,
WARD,
Telephone: Bolborn 0703.

of

}LC.4.

to Moving Coil Sponkers, Cones and

s

Colis

llttol or rewound. Fields altered. Prices
REPAIRS
euotcd including Elimutinators, Loudspeakers. Re4/-.
L.F. and Speech q'ritnsuijrmers, 4/- pout
Trade Invited. Gusrunteeti. Satisfaction.
Prompt Service. Estimates Free. l,.S. Repair Service,
f,, Bailmam Grove, London, S.W.12. Battersea 1321.

paired,

froc.

SL°EOLtL summer SaIc now proceedIng at our
}lolborn premises. All lines previously adver-

tised still in stock.

CLEARANCE.
W.C.1. Tel. 1101. 4631.
RADIO

63,

HIGH JIOLBORN,

THE largest stock of components In England, over
500 lines, new cataIogo now ready Ild.-J.
liearfleld, 105, Upper Street, London, NJ.

St,au,uilleo
2 6.

55V. receiser eoantnletlan. sotl:dde any tYpe

cIro,t,

COIL FORMENt in Soest pl:,otta nuaterlal,
ribbed, 4.
5.ps 1/- earS.

lln. ocIosa

1641

rn,oiiL. 250 n,n,14.. Nifi.

Condensers

OsoSa

Pornos' EUROPA

3,9;

MAINS VALVES.

Vniverea(. All siamlarel Sopra, 4Ø.
Jtv,,tisera, SS.

4 V.

1.14.

AC.

tal

20

V.

.18

reatado, and F.W.

Simplest Equationl Prcc+Qilality]tadiographie Ltd. Satisfaction guaranteed. Amcrican
alees 3/-. Llnecorda 350 OhMS. Nlidget Speakers,
Electrolytic Condensers, lteuiist.ors, Volutnc Controlo,
ee.--1tadiograp1iic, Ltd.) 66, Osborne Street,
T11E

Glasgow,

CL

4OVIES at Uome. How to make your own Cinema
l'art ic.nlars, stem p.-Mo.olcecope
IVI Projector.
(L), Pear Tree Oreen, L)oddimìghurst,Esscx.
PS

Seo!

OCTOL lause,, 94.

COSMOCORD PICK-UPS, with

10/6 earl,.

CHASSIS

always un Stock.
Neo De,nonsf ration

quuole

possible

tern,,.

THE Ro,,,,,
LONDON-RADIO UPP
uns

1925

Opec,.

COMPANY

''.--oAr LANE'NOBftSTREEFLONDON,(C'2

i

FOYLES
Booksellers

to

the

World.

Special department tar Wirelesi Books.
119-125 CHARING CROSS RD., LONDON, W.C.2
Telephose: Grrrard 51.160 (32 lines).

riaIt

7-WATT ALDO. AMPLIFIER, 3-stage hih-ntin. pool,.
pall OflhlOt. CoopJete kit al port. .111, 5 nlo'rially mut,,hed
stvo,, £44. Completely WirrdondTeat.esl, 65/S'O.

will

Estd.

3-WATT AC. AMPLIFIER, 3.stage foe mIke or pi,,l,.00,
Cemplel,, kit of parta cilla 'J v,d,-es, 40/-. Wl,ed aId Tented,
£2;l5 O.

M.P.R. 6/7

WATT AMPLIFIER

6-VOLTCARBATTERY

-

treme,.. and volante roatrol,

PICK-UP HEADS ant,v, 4/S earl,.

PREMIER MAINS TRANSFORMERS. wired-end tepe will,
n,',-eenvd primaries, tapped 200-900 w.
Centre-lapped
Filamento. Guaranteed one year. H.T. O & S or H.T.1O
with 4 0.4 a, CT. and 1 v.1.. c-r., s s. aso-mo y. 60mO..

350-350v,
120 ma.. 4 y. 1 a., 4 r. 2.., ao,3 I . 4 a., all CT.. 11 -. Any
et these trooslormer, ritt, eneraved panel and N.P. terminals

aap5aiy I, not aeoilable. Complete ompllfivr, with valve. and
volwne contrai, vody loe voimerting to pick-sap, or microphone.
Prien LO Os. 04. net. Senat loe bU particolare..
M.P.R. Eleotelasi Co.. 252. Victoria Road. Romloed, Eases,

MAINS TRANSFORMERS. 230-930 0. 0e 2t111.300 r. at 80
n ..... 't v.5... CT. 4v. la. Tapped Primary 105-000 volt.,
Sill. 450-450 r. at 50 n,.,.. or 200-Still y. 100 Sn... 4 r
4,,.
C.T. 4V. 40.,
4 V. ta. °vryen,'d Prin,arv. Tapped
topas 10(1-930 r.. 1.0(6.
AUTO TRANSFORMERS, atop
,,p or loan. 60 cotta, 7/6 : 150 watt,. 15'-, SMOOTHING
CHOKES 2h re.... OIS t 40 ma., 4f- ; 'io o,.a., 5/6. 1511 na.,

FREE ADVICE BUREAU

10 6.
5 6.

Speaker Replseemenl CI'oke,, 2,3011 ohm.,

OS

SPECIAL OFFER LISSER TWO-GANG SCREENED ALLWAVE COILS. JI to 2.000 metre., complete ritt, to-itching
and ,vlclng dialm,o,, 6,11 pee Ort.

Mato. envrIned. "154,"
cotto, 12/S
'120" Sin. cone
lia, cone,
2.360 obra,,. 17/6; '131 Magna' Sin, cone, 9,500 oh,,,. O
,,tta, 37/6. Mannvon F.M.'o-"'254," lIn, cone, 16/5
"'232," Sia, cone, 22:6.
NOLA latent type l'.Me, 15f-, 000DMAN'S bis. mujo,
ooee;ioe,l, I,eOo ohms eId, 10,6 each.
ITNSEN P.51. Speslrero, 10/6. R. sad A. ovrplund Bpeat.er,
fleld. reatoste Traoafom,er, strongly
7/is. dia,,,et.er. 2,500
f)
2,5101

ob,,,a

-

IThis coupon Is available until Augnt 28th,
11537, and must be attached to all letters contaming queries.
I'll ACTICAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS,

-

COILS.
4

r,'co,s,nemled, 11/0.
Spedol OSer BTR Energisest Moving Coi!, IChos. diom. ISIS
ohios field l'once or rejitaste tranolorruer (state ss'hield,
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS

Ilalti'Ratjo,

COUPON

n.o.,

14,0.

MISCELLANEOUS

-We

I

typen, ed. each.

McCARTHY

*REMEMBER-WRITE
US ABOUT YOUR

NEXT REQUIREMENTS

aATTERY VALVES. 2 voI',. Hie.. LV.. 2/3. Power. Super.
Facer. 2,9, S.C., Vsr.Ma-(1.(l., 4' or 1-pin Fvntodeu.
UF. Pen'., V.o,a.H.F. l'en,, S-, Ctaas B, 5,-.
ness/ne .Snueri,'an HYTRON and
AMERICAN VALVES.
mosSi', oa,sota'c 'II! tyje,
TRiAD ulrnt.rade Valves.
ta stoni. 5/O caeS. SIS od 2511. 9)0 each. .eo SIrtoI.(Ila,'
tie,,aios A,,uer5rao DUOIRON
Valves ii typea. 6 0 e,,,I,.
each.
S'alve l,uidvra mor SS ,ubo,r
Valve,. nl! tepee. 30

MAGNAVOX MOVING

VALVES

WE GUARANTEE COMPLETE SATISFACTION.
PROMPT DELIVERY. All good, caer, paid.
COD. ORDERS delireted by relsrs si po,l.

CASH OR

SW. HF. (Tho(.ra, 5,1.
citi, oteln'l ola,,.
Rrort,a, 33.

,eree,,ed. 1lS.All'Hrasv 5W.
moat/Os, 006415 Tsui(uug.

lißmtvo. 500-SOOv.lSOm.a.4v.2-3a..4e.1.3a..4v.
2.3.... 4 e. l-4 a. alt er., 17/s. SPECIAL OFFER PHILIPS

Bargains. 1,1st free. All new goods.
Decea 1937 6v. AC. superbet s, £6. Ditto, illßANKRUPT
wave, £7. Ditto, l8gn. AU. sureriset rasliogrannt,
12 ono. Burgoync 4v. 5.1/. portable., complete batteries,
62n, 64. 4V. AC/DOE Ameriran table nmtlels, 70s.
1937 Pilot 12 ge. AC. all-waver, £8 lOs. Ditto 14 ge.
A./JAC., £10. Many others. 1.arge stock replacement. valves, components, cte., all keen prices, State
requlrements.-Butli it, 6, Stanford Avenue, Brightost.

ALL THE LATEST
RADIO EQUIPMENT
to be shown at
RADIOLYMPIA
will be available on the
LOWEST EASY TERMS

The 70e,,' "Premier" Shunt Wave CONDENSERS. 04th
Trolitot inlolatioS. Corlified aoperlor lo Cecamre. .2 (('brasa
t.'anstr,,a'tton, JI o,mld.. 1/4 ; 4(1 ,u,,nfd.. 1 7 ; 100 I,,uoId.,

110:

tillS.

PERPLEXITIES and TANTALISE1lS.-" Tiun
Strand Pi-ol,tent Rook" is tite finest rollectmon of
puzzles of all kinds ever assembled, sutatheniatient,
geographiral, lltrrary-arrosticuu and codes, by W. T.
Viillatus (Tantalus) and C. R. Savage. Only 2e. 64.
net trots, uil Booksellers-George Newiieo, Ltd.,
Tower Rouse, Soutlìainptou Street., Strand, London,
W.C.g.

GIVEN FREE.

bl.and, SIS. C,dl, 11.23. 19-4:;, 59-56 ureetrea.

ALT,

Obtainable at all Booksellers and Nrwsrsgeuuts.George Kewnes, Ltd., Tower Rouse, Souttsaitupton
Street, Strand, Lotidon, W.C:2.

NEW

SI1OItT.WAVE COILS, 4. and 6.pla types, 13-26. 22.47,
41./Id. 75.175 mel re,, I S mob, 455 oirru,jt. Spreu,4 net nf
Prrn,,er
:4 55V. i3-jI,' 14.150 metre,, 4'. ort, a-ill, sirestt,

i

FFTY TESTED WIRELESS CIRCUITS, by 1°. .1.
(amm, 2s. fist-This handbook coutume every
circuit eounptete witt, instructions for asaeteblutig, comportent
alsses, and noten ori operutiot.
utodecit

for Power or

Peutod,

2/6

4/0.

TUBVLAR CONDENSERS, non'lndoetive all vol,,eo sp to
oCt., Ost, roel,. i Watt lteol,lore, 60. 4 Watt,, 1/-.
h
Al (toed, prnnioo,ly advertised,., villi ov,,Iloble.

ADVERTISEMENT INDEX

........
,
..........
..............
......
.........
...........
..........
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Belling ond Lee, Ltd
British mol/tute of Engineering Technology
Eleetradix R0d/0,
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MCCÀ

B OKS

WIREL S

IF?

1F III

OUTSTANDING

9-VALVE

FOUR-WAVE SUPERHET

EVE YM

'S

For all-wave reception
at its very best

WI ELESS BOO

By F. J. CAMM
Radio Consultant for the Listener, Expert and Amateur Constructor
explaining the Operation, Upkeep and Overhaul of all types of \Vireles
Receivers, with Special Chapters on the Principles of Radio Telephony,
rInstallation and Systematic Fault-finding.
With 200 Illustrations and Diagrams.

Fo the all-wave enthusiast, this exeeptioal rece!ver
ofler a nuniljer of interesting features, with quite
unusual muge, .and power output. Few receivers at
present on tuo jinirket eau claim so high a standard
ut desieri and performance.

A

..

-

-

(4f post free)

3/6 net

)

I:

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR'S

GNS.
-

ENCYCLOPAEDIA

-

By F. J. CAMM
Wireless terms and definitions stated and explained in concise, clear
language by one of the best-known and most popular designers and writers
on the practical side of wireless construction. Profusely illustrated. A
veritable treasure of wireless knowledge.
(5/S post free) Inland
/- net

,l.

.....
1

-

:. FIÈÏY TESTED WifiELESS
r-

I

=

CIRCUITS

.

By F. J. CAMM
Modern ci rcuitsT pfactically every type from crystal to superhet. Diagrams
and instructions for assembling and wiring. Details of components and
notes on operation.
-

2/6 net

I

OF

W

RELESS

i

J'FHE

A'I'ICJS

OF

By RALPH STRANGER
This brilliant and experienced writer on Wireless has a happy knack of
making even the driest and most abstruse topic interesting-and amusing
He has a characteristic way of handling mathematics which appealsirresistibly
to those to whom previously the subject has seemed both difficult and dull.
!

net

(5/5 pos. free)

GEORGE NEW NES, LIMITED
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

irn,hi,alt
OhnaCts.

Í

trie

swtvut

Finest consrxeeut, atol

DE LUXE MODEL 14 GNS.

additional reSnements-full particulars on
applcation.
Mauiy

Coetmts.-A

ith

feotnee vI

the

,we4ver

le

eoairel. vati

,o,n.r.I

a,ptoe,iaeosttlon
s.eOnnv.
tme emtrol
ioswemnre

the neoher

Itoh loe tnto.r,,tatio, noies
vatS

oî*sattsv

Ñ,I,Io

05 Isoiepnstent

orveneetoas eeitett.

on ,w$io on,i gram.

immediate delivery.
A.CJD.C. modela also in production, aed
A.C. modelo ready for

ssII

be

aibab1 for delivery

IIIEI.4ES

5/-

wavebands
12.8-33, 29-80, 190-550, 800-2(0)
metres. Illuminated thai with principal ,ation
names. Separate coloured lights for each wave-

I

By RALPH STRANGER
Reception
Here is a book which covers the theory and practice of Wireless
"
from A to Z, and makes everything plain even to the most non-technical
reader.
by
step, line upon line, precept upon precept,
WORLD RADIO: "Step
it teaches you everything you want to know about wireless.
8 r6 pages: Lavishly Illustrated.
(9/- post free) inland
8/6 net
'I

valves.)

f2110 P ost free)
's

-

HE OUTLIN
-

(Complete
withSB.VA. j

The pslcm t etisli 7.tCaethp gtmaie are
iovto4e
Moreoci
Roou1to.
Prautre,J and Amateur
Wurms " reads-ru uboahi. ter ihrer own protrctOo. make
that the quoted prao

0JCC.,,IS

rccs',vers supplied complete scitli valyts,

k,sobs, pilos M'cpu,

oreriaths

gooramre.

leads, mains cable and

plug.

12

Deferred terms on application, or
through London Radio Supply Co, Il,
Oat Lane, E.C.2.
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A WONDERFUL WORK FOR ALL ENGINEERS
-

.

¶-r

:1

t

NEWNES'

ENGINEERING.
PRACTICE".:

"

With the publication ol" ENGINEERING
PRACTICE" everypne interested in
engineering matters cn now avail himself
INc
[Yof the experience of 47 PRACTICAL
EXPERTS. These men have written
INVESTMENT
down in simple language the results of
their years of experience, and at a very
nominal cost you can take advantage
of this wonderful collection of expert knowledge.
Hundreds of special photographs, line drawings and diagran'ís
show in detail all kinds of engineering operations, from the
rolling of a locomotive tyre to the packing of a gland, and
to the correct method of fitting a driving pulley on a shaft.

MON

*

*

',

ft

It

/

r

1

f

IBUOkS
1

A-

STANDARD
REFERENCE
WORK
FOR
WORKS ENGINEERS

*

CHARGE ENGINEERS
MOTOR

A

Purchaser writes:
preciate the clear way in which
the processes arc described and
illustrated. It is easy to see that
your contributors arc practical
men who have been through the

'l

t

f

/
I

mill."

MECHANICS

DRAUGHTSMEN
PATTERN MAKERS

IOULDERS
TURNERS, ETC

g

rosi
k

rflhIDflN
UVUI V

HOME LIBRARY BOOK COMPANY

i

Tower House, Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.

TODAY

Please send me. without any obligation to purchase, full
particulars of ENGINEERING PRACTICE and details of
your scheme of Easy Payments with immediate dehvery.

u

I-'...............................................
.

I

FREE

BOOKLET

stronelti
Isoundis
Steel Gre1,
Cloth, and
Lettered

containing full list of
contents, specimen

\

wit h22thcarat

L.:

,.

pages, etc. You aTe
under no obligation

Address

..........................................

i

........................................

.

Ire.

I
I

whatsoever!

j

Nome

If you

do

mentioning

to cut paar copy, send posi card
Practical Wireless to address above.

noi wish

!

Ncwncs, M.
Pub1ishedry

THE NEWNES

Africa

-

CENTIL&L

-

,

reo, T
ous:tnampou Street, Strand, London, W.C.2, and Printed In Engtand
Street, London, W.1O: Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand GOEDON & GOTOR, LTD. South
News AGENCY, LTD. Practical «nd Amateur Wireless can be sent to any part of the World, post free, for 17e. 84. per annum- six
months, Ss. 104. Registered at the General Post 0111cc as a newspaper and for the Canadian Magazine Post.

by QEoioe NCw,rs, Li
I'Eir.soN PRINTING Co., LTD., Exosoor
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"O ACLEAD-Wave
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-

POLAR BAR
-''

Type

Folldwing
methods. of
duction,

Westing

a

reduced

r

e

no

O(tIiIIu

Price 12f-

s

(Alao made in 3-gang

y'

in price.

The complete new
r a u g e of H.T. and
L.T. units w i li b e

POLAR "COMPAX"
Solid dielectric condenser for
tuning or reaction. One hale
fixing.
Complete with kno .
One .00015 required.

'.

ND. 7

j

t.
.-

RADIOLYMPIA,
.

and full details are. given
in the new 1938 edition of
"The All Metal Way."
Geta copyatthe Stand, or
use the attached coupon.

-

-

DRIVE
/

/

-

METAL. RECTIFIERS

COUPON1;
"The

All Metal Way, 1938."

Slow motion wth
vertical moving
pointer. Sca!e calihrated with station
names and degrees.
Moulded escutcheon

Lamp-holders.

6!6

Price

Send 1for fully illustrated Catalogue of
Polar and Polar N. S.F. Components.

Westinghouse Brake & Signal Co. Ltd.,
82, York Road, King's Cross, London, Nl.
of

V.P.

HORIZONTAL

ES-IN G H O'Ü S

meacopy

y

POLAR

.

-

I

1716)

-

exhibited on

ST

Steel frame ensuring
great rigidity. Aluminium vanes.
Low minimum capacity.

u

house Metàl Rec
tifiers

CONDENSER

iìnLj

L
pro

2-GANG

WINGROVE & ROGERS,

send

Name .......................................................... -

188189,

Address

'Phone: Temple Bar

.

ftae. 5a/8/7.
..

.

*

Ltd.

Strand, London, W.C.2.

.

2244.

Works: Old Swan, Liverpool.
:
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Grand Hall
Ground Floor

MANUFACTURED AT

Olympia

The

-

"

'

B 'a r u m

TOTTENHAM, LONDON

j

-' -'

-

TWNGSRA
VA V

STAND No.36

Lt

1'

Fróm the superhet multi-valve to the short-wave oie
-Tungsram have a type for every circuit. All standard
English and American type valves (pin and octal bases)
are included in the Tungsram range. When once you
have fitted Tungsram you can sit back in confideit expectation that they will give you a long life of reliable
working. Remember-Tungsram do everything that a
good valve should do well.
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name behind

valve with the
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¿B. BABY GANG
CONDENSER
Very compact design. Rigid
construction, perfect bearings
and complete screening. Ball.
bearing spindle.
Two-gang. .0005 mfd.
6
Price

,.

-

J.B. STRAIGHT

i.

DRIVE

LINE

Calibrated
As Illustrated.
degrees
and wavelengths.

/

TI-fCA

-

I

-

k4UIO

..

Hair-line cursor and travelling lamp-holder. Black or
brown bakelite escutcheon.
Single ratio 8 to 1.
Type S.L.4 Brice

-The New LB. ALL-WAVE 'LI14ACORE"r=

STRATTON & Co., Ltd., Eddystone Works,
Bromsgrove Street, BIRMINGHAM.

*

for the

I

-

IDfDYSTO*

CAMM

ALL-WORLD
AC
,,

in

-

i'

L_

-

ii

F. J.

The All-Wave version of the ever-popular LB. "Linacore" Tuner Unit,
creator of vivid all-world radio of an entirely new order, will be fully described
in our next week advertisement. Make a note to look out for it. See the
New "Linacore" on Stand 03, Olympia.

ASK FOR 1938 ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

FREE ON REQUEST

JACKSON EROS. (LONDON) LTD.

ST.

TflOMAS

ST..

LÖNDON.

S.F.1.

I
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Look and compare FERRANTI 1937 value, reliability and performance with the corresponding features of any other radio
whatsoever. The Ferranti 837 Receiver has been designed to
be reliable. Rugged, simple construction and new production
methods guarantee a dependability and freedom from failure
never before obtainable. By the use of new and simplified
circuits the general performance has also been made better than
in previous sets costing much more. Examination of the rustproof steel chassis indicates the excellent and - simple construction.
A new multiple valve circuit is used, employing iron cored
coils oti medium and long waves, giving 9 kilocycle selectivity,
the 450 kilocycle I.F. greatly reducing second channel interference on short waves, The performance on short waves from
16.7 to 52 metres is such that whenever short wave programmes may be satisfactorily received on any set the 837
reproduces them well.
A special double concave reflector ensures uniform illumination
of the multi-coloured dial, on which a i8o degree scale is pro-

vided to assist short wave logging.

o

-

.

-

-.

837 Chassis, viewed from above

i

-

--.--

_-._)_

-

\.

.-

-

The Ferranti energized moving coil speaker gives powerful,
good-quality reproduction, heig fed from a compensated
double diode output pentode giving 2 watts undistorted
output, with a maximum of 34- watts.

f

¿
.4

J

-

<s-f

.

\

,-

*r

r;g

''?

-

FERRANTI

ALL
11

-

WAVE
-

ri

SUPERHET.

,,R.
GÑS.
837 Chassis, viewed from below
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ML "HISMASTER'S VÒICE"
1937/38 A11 World Radio

RADIOLYMPIA,Stànds 66 & 76

flat.

65AC

'Model

..

A

ITERV.OICLII

t

Radio, lncorporating revolving bookcas2
and glass-topped table.
Model-b
10 Valve
IO Watts
Wavebands
Output-Fluid Light.
TsvoVernier Scale.
Variable
speed tuning.
Segssrate
selectivIty.
chaR

-

2

't_4

/

-

Valve
Model- 5 Wavebands -io
Watts Output Field Light
Vernier
Scale.
Two-speed tuning.
Variable
selectiinty. Separate Bass and Treble
Tone Controls. 2 speakers.
62 GNS.

MODELS .69

I

660-AC Autoradloaram--10

\Çod&

/
Moijel5SZ
Bureau Autoradlogram.
Vernier
Fluid Llght
Scale Two-speed tuflioz.

.

,

1O

speakers.
36 cis.

AC 4 VALVE

.lij

.

i.
iie

,

-

-

--.-_

-

Radlogram.Two-speedtuning.
Continuous Tone Contro'.
23 tiNS.

4h

J
.

Model

AC

7

469-AC-Receiver.
.

Scale.

VALVE MODEL

WAVEBANDS.

(INS.

,,

.

'°

luldLlglst

Two-speed

Cuflint.

rl

1

Model 490

Receiver. TWO-speed tunin.
Continuous Tone Control.

'

i

'AC/DC

.ÀL,. j'

4

-

Compact autoradio.
gram (oem 01 Model

5

Radlogram. Tlsree position
Tone Control
Two-speed
swung.
26 (INS,

i-a

(INS.

-

...

Fluid Light.
Receiver.
Two-speed
Vernier Scale. Six position
tonloS.
Tone Control.
16 (INS,

Receiser.
Riege
POSItIOn Toan Coz
trot.
Two-speed

ii

'lr

-:
t

.

'

4-

,

172.

All-purpose

Model

194.

Wide

lnbulit Volume Control

Permanent Magnet Loudspeaker mitts

Angle

Inbuilt Volume Control

Sound

ECONOMICAL BATTERY
MODELS
--

DIstribution

3

(INS.

npra(er wills

6-17.6

-

PICK-UP

H.M.V.
with remote volume control and

3,

Model 408

Model 487

.......
.......

Model

131 GNS.

tUning.

479-AC-Radiogram. Fluid
Vernier Scale.
Light.
Two-speed
tuning. Variable selectivity. 33 (INS.
Model

"H.M.V." LOUDSPEAKERS

Model 484

''

Similar to

33

__1»

1"

Model 493

487, WIth automatic

Model 482

L

)-4r

record Changer.

L:

VALVES-3 WAVEBANDS. -

Model 457

Autnt.ìdiogram.

34GNS.

499.

Modc1499

-

Three wave
Five-valve Superhet.
Three
Two-speed tuning.
ranges.
13 (INS.
psIttOn Tone Control.

-

ONie

12FGNS.

Model 166

-s

ssithOut

Light. Two-speed
tuning. Continuous

-

14

[

----=-

Receiver, FluId

i

4

-

-

-

3

Model 494

i-'"

---

Sepa-

Vernier

1.

-

Two-stuuing.

-i

Model 499

Model 492

-

..

Fluiti
Autoradiogram.
Vernier Scale.
Light.

Model48S
Similar mudel
Model 493

........
clgi-_.r

Light. Vernier

p

i

-

Modal 496

Model 495

Model

Fluid

SeparateaassandTrebte
ToueControls. 35GNS.

.

ui_

I

.,,/

.1

Watts Output

LI

Two-speed tuning. Separate Bass
and Treble Tone Controls. 3 speakers.
80 GNS.
Scale.
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Model 582
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Fluid Liebt.
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Receiver

Model 498
i

TwoVernier Scale.
speetituning. Separate
Bass asd Treble Tone
Controls.
19 GNS.

i
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8 VALVES-4 WAVEBANDS
5 WATTS OUTPUT
.

:
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Valve Mcdel-5 Wavebaods-lO
Watts Output. Fluid Light. Veri
flier Scale. Two-speed tuning.
Variable selectivity.
24 GNS.

5w-v

ToueCOntrois.500NS.
Mude1496
Receiver.
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Contrats.
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ANTI-STATIC
ALL-WAVE AERIAL
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-Model 167

-

Three-valve ReceIver.

-

170-580

and 800-2000 mctte. Moving Coil
Loudspeaker,
(INS.

l

'

Model 149

Three-valve Rpceis'er. Three wave
ranges. Two-speed tuning. Twospeed volume.
90

oOdeI 464

Sis-valve Superbet Transportable. 200-550 and 900.2000
metres. Three position Tone
Control.
150 (INS.

-,

.2,200 metres. New Type

-No.
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Loudspeakers as Prizes

Concert from

IN accordance with our usual policy, we
are ceiebTating the Radio Exhibition by
making a presentation of twenty-five of
the latest 1938 W.B. speakers to our readers.
These speakers are awarded to the winners
of an interesting
of such a nature

free-for-all competition,

that every reader stands
an equal chance. Turn

to. page 575 and read the
details now. Remember,
there is nothing to pay
and there are no irksome restrictfons.
The Editor of this
journal will act as judge, in conjunction
with the W.B. Engineers, and the result of
the competition will be published shortly
after the closing date.

Stratosphere Transmitters
To report upon the weather conditions

in the stratosphere, miniature transmitters have been designed which are
capable of being carried by small gas-filled
balloons. The transmitter sends out a
series of dashes at regular intervals, interrupted by means of a special barometrical
device so that the height and speed of
travel may he accurately recorded on the
ground. The balloon bursts at a certain
height and the transmitter descends by
parachute. A reuard is. offered for its safe
return.
.

(Ida, Zara and Anna Nelson) will
CheltenhamTrio
broadcast Trios by Arensky and Beethoven,

TIE Cheltenham Municipal Military
Band, Reginald New (organist) and
Michael North (entertainer), will give a
concert at the Town Hail, Cheltenham, on
August 30th. The Band is conducted by
Arthur Cale, musical director to Cheltenham Corporation. Mr. New, famous for

the

"The

Rocky

Mountaineers"
HALL, of
ANThO
the B.B.C. Variety

WORLD of WIREL SS

responsible for thè production in the Regional
his long series of recitals on cinema organs, programme on August 30th of the Rocky
has frequently been guest organist at Mountaineers in "Swing that Axe," once
Cheltenham. Mr. North is well known for worked in a timber camp in Sweden for a
his original songs at the piano; he wrote year. The new show, written and presented
the music for a number of Midland radio by Bill Campbell, opens, aptly enough, with
shows.
the tremendous crashing of an axe-swinging
competition, after which the characters retire
to the old bunkhouse where the "boys"
Chamber Music
ALEXANDER BOROVSKY will give make music with their fiddles and guitars.
a recital of piano music by Liszt on
September 5th (National>, and on Septem- Satire on "Jerry Building"
OFFICIALLY styled a humorous canber 6th (Regional) Sophie Wyss will sing
tata, "The Builders of England,"
songs by contemporary Swiss composers:
Volkmar Andreae, Pierre I%'laurice and shich is to be broadcast in the Regional
Othnìar Schoeck.
On the same day programme on September 1st, is really a
(National> Edmund Rubbr will play clever satire on "Jerry building." Written
works for the piano by three of Bach's by Hugh E. Wright, the well-known
sons: Carl Philiu Emanuel. Wilhelm actor (who in the radio production will also
Friedrich, and Johann Christian. On play the part of builder's foreman), it tells,
September 7th (National), the Canadian to the music of T. C. Sterndale Bennett, the
story of Jack and Jill and the house
they built.
..... :. ana IaVertisemenr ,jmce,,
........
-na:rortaj

...

i

and Arthur Catterall and John Willa will
be heard on the same day (National) in
Beethoven's Sonata in C minor for Violin
and Pianoforte, and a Ballade by B. J. Dale.

-z'-

-"..
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From Radiolympia

the

August 28th, 1937

WORLD
of WIRELJSS
r____________,_

\JE broadcasts
understand that two further
will be given from the
VV

Radiolympia theatre: one on August 30th
in the Regional programme, and the other
on September 4th in the National.
Each will run for one hour, and each
will include Bobby Howelland his Orchestra,
Paula Green, Louis Levy and his Symphony
with Janet Lind and Gerry Fitzgerald, the
Dagenham Girl Pipers nd Drummers, and
Donald Thorne and Harry Farmer at the
organ.
The earlier show will also bring to the
microphone the Royal Ms stersingers,
Murray and Mooney, Phyllis Robms,
Mr. Flotsam and Mr. Jetsam, and Ethel
Revnell and Grace West who, by the way,
write all their gags in little school copy
books. Among the stars in the second
show
vjll
be the Heron Sisters;
Mamie Soutter; Forsythe, Seamon and

Farrell; Payne and Hilliard; and Leonard

Henry.
The programmes have been devised and
will be produced by Jack Swinburne; and
Sutherland Felce will be the compère:

Noel Coward's Music

' INTERESTING and TOPICAL

I

NEWS and NOTES

!

(Continued)

Finden's Four Indian Love Lyrics. Coombs
made his first concert appearance as a
pianist at the age of six. Later he became
a church organist an4musical director in
various cinemas.

Wireless and the Blind.
Illumnations Broadcast
"\YJIRELESS has increased the appetite
EtCRIPTIVE commentaries by John
VV
for news," says the National
Polwarth on the Sunderland illuminaInstitute for the Blind. Far from affecting tions will be given to Northern listeners on
adversely the circulation of the "Braille August 31st, when the prògramme will
Mail," it has proved itself that journal's also include interludes by Mantovani and

_

friend.

-

r

his Tipica Orchestra from Roker Park.
Sunderland. Unusually
interesting pictures in
lights, which "speak"
as well as move, are a
feature of Sunderland's
illuminations this year.

Midland Band

-

Concert
rJ.HE Leicester Im-

,'Ml:.

t

1

.

I

.

o

k

-

ON September 2nd Reginald Burston
will conduct the Revue Orchestra
and B.B.C: Midland Revue Chorus in a

,

diagonalised programme of Noel Coward'
music from the Midland transmitter. The
broadcast for National listeners will be ori
September ist. Mr. Burston was Music
Director of "Cavalcade" and other
Cochran-Coward productions. Martyn C.
Webster will present the programme.
Marjorie Westbury will be the soprano
soloist.

;

'e

I
S

5*

:

'

.

s

o

,

.

I

.-

,.
o
.

o

penal Band, which
to play a popular

programme on August
30th, had its beginnings
nearly senty years

ø'

.

is

.

u
i

It has

won

numerous prizes at the
Crystal Palace, Belle
Vue and Midland Contests. S. S. H. hufe,
for many y e a r s its
conductor, was a boy
prodigy on cornet and
trumpet. In the interludes John Arnold
will p l'a y pianoforte
solos. He was pianist

on the "Majestic,"
and has broadcast from
New York.

.

I

ago.

-

t

Melody andRhythm

.

M

ARTIWI and his
Music will pro________
..
vide the Melody, and
Florence Desmond, the well-known aclres, wih lier new Mullard Eric Jeffcote and his
Quartet the Rhythm in
M.A.S.8 receiver.
the programme entitled
"
Glamour " from'Weymouth
" Melody and Rhythm," to be broadHARRY BENET will present a Con- east on August 31st from the Midland
gjon
cert Party, " Glamour," from the
Alexandra Gardens, Weymouth,
on
.
September 2nd. The cast will include:
Bunny Doyle- (comedian), Adrienne Brune
[,S%J
Jïj4J
(soprano), Marie Makino (comedienne),
Kepple
(baritone),
Robert
Cecil Frederick
_
(light comedian), Bunty Meadows (souPROBLEM No: 258
Chris
Weede
the
(comedian),
arid
brette),
I
The Cossor 210 VP1 valve in Howard's
Cosmopolitan Band, directed by Cyril
receiver burnt out so he replaced it by a
I

.--

I

t

-

§fl

LS!

:

h

:

Dasvson

i
.

!

Private View

.

SIThfl!IER visitors are never tired of

The new Cossor All-wave

AC.

Model 538.

Mains Radiogram,

complaining about seaside boarding
houses and the shortcomings of their
landladies. Western listeners will hear the
other side óf.tbe question from a randlady
on August 27th.

Organ Recital from Aberdeen
HAROLD COOMBS, the popular Sheffield
RICHARD WASSELL will conduct the
organist, will be heard at the organ
Birmingham City Police Band in a
popular programme on August 31st. of the Capitol Cinema in Aberdeen on
P.C. Lyon will be the oboe soloist, and September 2nd. He will play, among
P.C. Tibbenham flute soloist for the other pieces, a paso doble, Lç Touquet,
"William Tell" overture. The vocalist by Evans ; a selection of Wilfred Sanderson's
popular songs; and Amy Woodfordewill be Margaret Severn (contralto).

!
;

.

Mullard VP2, as he was told that this valve
lias approximately the same current consumption and impedance as the 210 VP1. Why
,vere results unsatisfactory after the substitution liad been made ? Three books wilt
be awarded for the first three correct solutions
opened. Address your solut,ons to the
Editor, PRACTICAa AND AMATEUR WIRELESS,
George Newnes. Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
Envelopes must be marked Problem No. 258
in the top left.-Iïand corner and must be posted
to reach this offire not later than the first post
on Monday, August 30th. 1937.

Police Band Concert

Solution to Problep'i No.

-

257.

The bypass condenser connected across the bias
resistance oÍ tise IF. valve was internally opencircuited.
The following three readers successfully solvedProblem
En. 256, and books are accordingly beìng forwarded to
theni : J. M. Mathers, 18, Stair St., Glasgow, N.W.; J).
Babcock, 2, Bedford Rd., Barrow, Middx.: 0. lt.
Turlington, 44, New Bridge St., Leicester.
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Readers
and hie Trade

to. Our.

By

Gentlemen,
THE history of radio is largely interwoven with Radiolympia, for interlardcd with the best known of all
Exhibitions are the names of those who have been
responsible for its development. Marconi, most famous of
all associated with our inthistry, has passed on. Though
dead, his name will live for ever and the work he so
ably led will go on. Fortunately he lived to see the
consummation of his ideals within the comparatively
short space of 15 yearS. lt is fitting at this time, wien
manufacturers are looking hopefully towards good
sales and good profits during the next season, that we should
pay a menial tribute to the one above all who was
responsible for it. We are a young industry, so young,
in fact, that many changes can be foreshadowed within
the next io years, and to the gentlemen of the industry
I would issue a warning note that progress and long
vision are, not entirely divorced from eventual profits.

Absurd Tuning Scales
I would urge you, therefore, not to be satisfied with
existing designs and not to spend too much time on
titivating cabinets and elaborating the tuning dials.
A little of your time, if I may be allowed to suggest it,
might usefully be employed in ensuring that the set
will receive from any location in England the stations
whose names are so tastefully engraved on those dials.
Many sets there arc which do so, but a number fail to
give satisfaction. Nothing is to be gained by overstating the case. If you smother the dial with station
names, the customer has a right to be discontented if
such stations cannot be received. It is much better
to use fewer names and let the customer discover that he
-

I

-
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THE EDITOR

can receive more than you have shown. I congratulate
you manufacturers on your wise step in increasing the
prices of your products rather than cutting the quality
to maintain the old price level. You had a good case
fòr a greater increase, for the Cost of almost every other
commodity had risen before you decided to increase yours.
I sec that the average increase is about 7 pçr cent.
Prices beforehand had reached a cut-throat stage where
it was impoSsil)le for the prots to allow ample margin
ibr development. The public will not complain, for it is
my opinion that this year's wireless receivers will mark a
vintage year in radio,just as certain cars have vintage years.
Whilst you have concentrated your attention on marketing receivers, once again it is my bitter complaint that
you have neglected the constructor. I am their advocate,
and I wish to advise you on thcir behalf that they are by
no means a noisy minority. The circulation of this
journal, I can assure you, provides tangible evidence of the
fact that interest in home constniction is maintained. It is
-one of those Ièw hobbies, like photography, which will
remain. Each year a new generation springs up which
wishes to learn all about radio. Do not neglect it; it
can provide you with profits, just the same as it did in
the early days when you were only too anxious to use
constructors as the foundation of your businesses. You will
not be unaware of the complaints ofconstructors regarding
deliveries during the past year. I would ask your assurance that you will do better next. I am disappointed
that so many of you have neglected television. In this
I think you show a lack of business acumen, for television
is a.' inevitable a talking pictures.

Sightless Radio
I say that in io years sightless radio will be as obsolete
as silent films are to-day. I also say that it is upon
home constructors that yoù will depend for what I might
term local information, when the chain of television
transmitters is eventually erected throughout the country.
You may imagine that you have the best technical brains
that money can buy, but such is of little avail without
an expert army of testers in the form of amateur constructors. Therefore, I would ask you to produce a
range of television components. It will save you an
enormous amount of costly experiments when you decide
later on to inarket television receivers. We are only
on the fringe of television. It is a local service at preseni.
Eventually colour television must come, and, in fact, it is
easier of production than colour films. You require the
services of the experimenter, and you will not be able to
solve all' of the difficplties in your own laboratories.
I would urge the deal'er not to neglect the constructor
and to stock a reasorable range of components. As
it is, many readers are compelled to purchase direct
through the post, and money which should be spent
locally comes to London. A cycle dealer or a motor
agent does not confine his attention merely to the selling
of bicycles or motor cars; he stocks accessories, and you
must do so if you are to remain in the business. My
564)
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THE TREND OF DESIGN
THE improvement iii the external

appearance òf the 1938 receivers as
compared, with the 1937 models
indicates that the manufacturers are alive
to the fact that the cabinet sells the set in
the majority of cases. It cannot be said
that any firm has drastically altered the
shape of its cabinets, but there has been a
tendency to lower the height in most cases.
A marked improvement is noticeable in the
external finish, however, especially
models priced over £10. For the cheaper
models moulded bakelite is being used by
several firms; it has probably been realised
that a well-designed bakelite cabinet looks
decidedly better than a roughly finished
wooden type.

:

Indicating the -IViain
Improvements !J7hic/i
ff,Tj/1
be Found in the
J 938 Receive is

inBy IDRIS E VAIVS
.

................ ......... ................

..

....................

..

Dials

Tuning dials have gradually increased in

size every year since 1932, and 1938 brings

-

-

-

further worthwhile improvements in dial
design. In fact, it is the improvements in
this direction that are the most noticeable
on this year's receivers. Apart from the
fact that they have been made clearer and
larger on most receivers, dial position has
been altered to advantage in many models.
Several well-known makes of receiver have
the dial above the speaker, sloping inwards
at the top. There is no doubt that this
method of mounting is a step in the tight
direction, as it places the scale at the best
reading level if the set is resting on a table
of the average height. Philips are retaining
the Adaptovisor dial which they ineoruorat.ed in several of their models last year.
With this type the angle of the scale with
respect to the top of the cabinet is variable
from approximately 20 to 80 degrees, so
that the level can be altered to suit the
listener's height or the height of the tablo
on which the set is placed. At least two
manufacturers will be exhibitiñg receivers
with what they term a "disappearing"
dial-the dial protrudes above the cabinet
and can be slid inside the cabinet when the
set is not in use. I cannot say that this type
appeals to me as being an improvement on
the normal sloping type, but it is certainly
an innovation, and as such will probably
creatc. a good deal of interest.

-

.

J

General VIeW

of one of the

in the

latest Cossor receivers

frequency changer coupled by means of a
special intermediate frequency transformer
to a reacting pentode rectifier. This circuit
arrangement was used on the Continent
about two years ago, but did not meet
with a great measure of success. Cossor
seem to have overcome the difficulties
experienced then, however, and their
receivers of this type give a very good
performance.
Output Stage
Last year a large number of superhets
employed a double-diode detector, resistance coupled to a pentode output valve.
It is rather surprising that very few
receivers having this circuit arrangement
are to be found this year-the double-diodetriode takes the place of the double-diode
in most receivers. This modification provides a higher degree of low-frequency
amplification, of course, but necessitates
snore effective decoupling if the quality
of reproduction is to be maintained at
the same level. In most receivers priced
tinder £18 the output valve is a high-slope
pentode or a tetrode-the output tetrode
has recently been introduced by several
valve manufacturers, and it is claimed that
this type provides better quality of reproduction than the pentode. The higherpriced sets use various combinations in
the output stage-pentodes in parallel,
pentodos in .push-pull, triodes in push-pull,
and there is one at least with a double
push-pull output stage using triodes.
Speakers

48 ' series.

The listener who attaches great importatice to quality of reproduction should have
no difficulty in satisfying his needs this
year. The more common use of console
cabinets for their standard chassis has
enabled several manufacturers to fit a
larger sized speaker than is normally used
for table models. This, naturally tends to
improve quality of reproduction, as apart
VISI
from the fact that the large type of speaker
is better able to handle a heavy input, better
bass response is obtained owing to the large
baffle area of the cabinet face. In some of
the R.G.D. models a single twelve inch
Cntro1smanufactrers notably Cossor,
speaker operates into a special sound
pressure balancing chamber. In the most
are introducing side controls this year.'
expensive H.M.V. models, on the other
This method of mounting has probably been
adopted in order to facilitate tuning with to 50 metres, 200 to 550 metres, and 900 to hand, three special elliptical speakers are
Side 2,100 metres. Some of the more expensive used. Dynatron, like R.G.D., favour a
the new "top-of-cabinet" dials.
controls were quite commonly used about types have a fourth band covering approxi- single speaker unit, however, but in their
five years ago, but for some reason have mately 6 to 12 metres, however, and can most expensive model the single unit is
fallen into disuse during the past three or therefore tune to the television transmitter's fitted into a special comer cabinet.
Their readoption cannot be wavelength. A large number
four years.
termed a retrograde step, however-they of all-wave sets were availare at a more natural position for operation able last year, but this year
than the front-of-cabinet type, and if it would seem that the '
recessed they give the cabinet a cleancr two waveband receiver is
appearance. Solo-knob control was intro- definitely in the minorityduced by a few firms two or three years ago, even the lowest priced mains
and is being retained on some of the higher- receivers arc of the threepriced 1938 models. This type is not likely btnd type.
The predetector section
to be universally popular as the average
listener is quite prepared to twiddl« three of most of the 1938 models
ot four knobs, and the service engineer incorporates a standard
certainly prefers to have separate controls, superhet pircuit arrangement
the recessed side control employing a frequency
but as in the
the solo-knob control gives the cabinet a changing valve and an intercleaner appeai-ance, and is likely to appeal mediate frequency amplifier.
Coor have introduced a
to a large percentage of listeners.
circuit
somewhat
novel
Circuit Design
arrangement in this section
The most important improvement in of their low-priced receivers,
They use a
The new Philips 7-valve all-wave super/jet. Model 787.
circuit design this year is probably the however.

universal incorporation of the so-called
all-wave tuner. I say so-called because
most of the all-wave receivers cover only
three wavebands-viz., approximately 16

T°OUR STAND
No.Î0

GROUND FLOOR
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Some of the Home-constructor Component
Parts which will be On View at this Year's Exhibition
By W. J. DELANEY

A Review of

Mains Apparatus
An interesting new item for mains
An all-purpose mains transformer by Wearitc. receivers is a transformer supplied by
Messrs. Wright & Weaire (Wearite). This
This provides output for English or American valves.
has a tapped secondary winding so that it
home-constructor will obviously may be used to provide 250 to 350 volts
wander
round
the
at
Olympia
stands
liT, at 80 mA. The low-voltagè heater
'IUEand study the new
styles of design windings are also tapped so that it is possible
which are being used this year, and note to obtain 4 amps. at 4 volts or 6.3 volts,
points regarding layout, etc. His chief and 2.5 amps. at 4 volts or 5 v@lts. It will
concern, however, will be "What new thus be seen that either English or American
components are available for inc ?" He valves may be used, and with a component
will thus pay particular interest to such of this type the experimenter is welLstands as those of Bulgin, Peto-Scott, equipped to carry out a large number of
Wearite, Telsen, and others who cater for experiments at the minimum of expense.
the home-constructor. This year, Messrs. This comnonent costs 25s.
Bulgin will be showing no fewer than 27
Messrs Bulgin will be showing some new
new lines on their stand, and the other Vibrator Rectifier units and the associated
manufacturers will also be able to show transformers, by means of which high-tension
completely new lines.
No doubt the main item of interest to be
seen on these stands is the all-wave tuning
coil. In the past we hare had various
A
types of screened coil obtainable from
different sources and in various designs to
This
suit. practically any type of circuit.
year, the all-wave feature has resulted in

i

the component manufacturers producing
coils, which, although very little larger
than the present type of coils, will cover
the short waves as well as the normal
broadcast wavelengths. In fact, in one
case, the new coil is smaller than the
ordinary type of dual-range coil.

--

All-wave Coils
The full programme of many firms is not
yet available, but the following have
I
already released details of their all-wave
coils: B.T.S., Varley, and Wearite. Each of
.these incorporates the necessary multicontact wave-change switch, and is avail.
able in a single unit for ganging into various
combinations. In addition to these, Messrs.
Bulgin will be showing their existing 5range coils, for which separate switching has
to be arrangeø. mey are, 01 cOurse, able
This is the useful 46 range Universal Acometer.
to supply the necessary switch and control
rod in various combinations.
may be obtained from a low-ten8ion accumulator. They are also able to supply a comTuning Condensers
battery eliminator utiising this
For use with tuning coils, ganged con. plete
densers may now be obt.aãned with very low principle, designed to deliver 150 volts at
minimum capacities, and owing to the fact 50 mA, with three tappings delivering
that the inductance of coils has now been 120 volts, 75 volts and a variable 0-100 volts.
standardised, it is possible to purchase
tuning dials or scales upon which station Television Parts
The increased interest in television has
names are engraved. Components of this
type may be seen on the stands of Bulgin, resulted in quite a number of television
BT.S., Jackson Bros., Polar, and others. parts being put on the market for the conIt is very important to note the manu- structor, and these range from the necessary
facturer's instructions regarding the use of aerial system to complete kits for the conthe all-wave coil and tuning condenser, as in struction of a television (sound and vision)
some cases the recommendation is made to receiver. Aerials may be seen on the stands
rémove the trimmers on the condenser unit of Belling & Lee, Bulgin, B.T.S., and Telson,
in order to obtain a sufficiently low mini- and in some cases it is possible to obtain a
mum setting on the short-wave tuning special aerial system designed to obviate
interference. In addition, of course, certain
rango.
-

-

firms such as H.M.V. and Marconiphone aro
supplying all-wave aerial kits in which a
section is arranged for the reception of
television. Component parts for the construction of television receivers are to be
seen on tise stands of Bulgin, B.T.S., and
Haynes. B.T.S. are also supplying complete kits of the television receivers as well
as the completed receiver. On the Westinghouse stand will be seen the variou8
types of rectifier which may be used in the
television mains packs. For connection
to tise high-voltage systems needed for
television, Messrs. Bulgin and Belling-Lee
are supplying special connectors and other
insulated components designed to afford
ample protection to the user.

Sundry Items
o lar we have dealt with speciahised
items, but in addition to these will be
found dozens of other items which will
interest the constructor. For instance, on
the Bulgin stand will be founçi some interesting devices known as "liners" used
for lining-up or trimming the superhet
type of receiver. There are, of course,
special oscillators which may be used for
the same purpose, but which are of wider
application. These will he seen on the
stands of the Automatic Coil Winder
company, Bulgin, and many other firms.
Meters, with which no real experimenter
can dispense, will be found in many parts
of the exhibition. There are low-priced
instruments, suitable for rough and ready
tests of LT. and receiver voltages, and highclass moving-coil instruments which may
be used for servicing the most efficient and
elaborate receiver. Such firms as Ayo,
Bulgin, Everett Edgcumbe, Weston and
others can supply these. By using a single
milliammeter it is possible to build up an
all-purpose test instrjiment capable of
carrying out all the tests needed by the
experimenter. To enable it to be used for
measuring A.C. a special rectifier has to be
used, and rectifying instruments suitable
(Co,ii,,ued on page 605)

s.

1.

\

The Westinghouse rectifiers are now available
uncased form, and will simplify cons! wc/ion.
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Outstanding Receivers
Brief Details pf

¿i

Few of the Outstandirg

Exhibits at This Year's Radiolympia

plate. This wheel runs on ball bearings model 1221 in their range is certainly
and spins the tuning indicator across the worthy of especial note. It is an all-wave
scale with the slightest touch. The re- radio-gramophone employing 12 valves and
four-valve superheterodyne, but the manu- ceivers employing the spin-wheel system tuning dowi to 16.5 metres. A resistfacturers have employed a very unique
ance coupled push-pull output
The normal
stage is used, and the massive
method of construction.
chassis has been dispensed with and the
12m. moving.coil speaker feeds.
components are mounted on the sides and
into a special sound pressure
balancing chamber.
bottoni of the cabinet, some of the valves
lying horizontally : and some vertically.
A still more elaborate inBy this means the receiver has been made
strument is the D y n a t r o n
vèry compact for aflve-valver, and at it
Ether Empress. This employs
price óf: 7 guineas the performance is
17 valves and 14 tuned circuits,
exceptionally good.
five wave.bands down to 6.5
metres being covered. A
Unusual Cossor Circuit
special feature of this receiver
u
is the visible tuning system.
The Cossor 48 Series receivers are also
The station name is illuminated
worthy of note in the inexpensive class.
on tuning and is controlled
Recessed side controls are used in these
by the signal. When the
sets and the dial is a good example of the
station is correctly tuned in
large clear type used in most of the 1938
the scale lights are dimmed
niodels. The unusual feature of the 48
and the station name lights
receivers is the circuit arrangementup. A double push.pull
three .valves (plus rectifier) are used, the
output stage is used, giving
1.F: ampflfying valve being .oinitted. The
n
n+.n.,f
4h
-.. nf' 1!
frequency changer is coupled to an HF.
output valves being fed into
pentodo detector by neans of a special
a Voigt loudspeaker housed
roof assembly usai in lbs cbs
tyeof I.F. transformer having a reaction A novel sho:k-p
in a special cabinet.
lafesl range of Cossor receivcTs.
winding.. With the aid of this winding the
Most firms will be exhibiting
deteCtor can he made to oscillate and can be switched on and the tone and television recivers
this year,
course,
tberefore C.W. morse can be received on volume adjusted to the level required by and these are dealt with on pageof596.
the short.wave band. The reaction can the use of one finger.
also be made good use of to improve
Lelectivity and sensitivity on the medium
N the low-priced class the Philips V7
receiver is a very interesting type.
ThoreticalIy this set is a standard

'

:

.-

'.,

Woven Fibre Cabinets

In the mediinn.priced class
the new Texaloom
receivers. These have standard
all - wave chassis housed in
woven fibre cabinets, and it is
probable that this is the first
time that fibre has been used
for this purpose. It is certain
that these receivers will create
a great deal of interest, as,
apart from the fact that a- new
material is used in
making the cabinets,
their design is unique.
For example, there is
a combination sideboard bookcase and
set, a radio cocktail
cabinet, and a radio
we also have

-

,

,

-.

ORDER NEXT WEEK'S
ISSUE NOW!
.

Complete Stand-toStand Show Report

SAME
I ....

PRiCE,

-

s-

....

-

¡

3d.

....

-

,,--

bookcase.

High-priced. Models
This Texaloom receiver has a cabinet of woven
fibre, and is obtainable in various colours.

and long-wave bands. Automatic volume
control is not incorporated in these models,
and volume is manually controlled by means
of a bias voltage potentiometer.

I

L

standing

In the expensive receiver class there are
at least threo out

models this year.

are exhibiting a very
ambitious radiogram at 120
guineas. This incórporates an
all-wave superhet tuning down
to 7 metres, thus covering the
Ekco Spin-wheel Tuning
wavelength of the British
In the £10 to £20 class cabinets and television sound transmitter.
circuits are very similar to the 1937 models, Two PX25 valves are connected
except in one or two cases. Ekco spin- in push-pull in the output stage,
wheel tuning is likely to create 'a good giving an output of 10 watts,
three
deal of interest in this class. This tuning and these feed into
system somewhat resembles the old thumb elliptical cone speakers.
As usual, R.G.D. also have
drive, tuning being effected by spimiing a
milled wheel at the side of the escutcheon several expensive models, and
H.M.V.

--

The new
-

H.M. V. eight-valve

radicgro.rn, model 479, which
incorporates fluid-light tuning.
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O racle A il Wo rid

Th ree

A Most Efficient All-wave 'Receivèr Employing Two Tuned Circuits on the
Three Wavebands.
Highly Selective and Sensitive.
By F. J. CAMM
IT

is appropriate that in a Show Issue
produced at a time which coincides
with the opening of
I should present a design which epitomises
the' spirit of Radiolympia. This year it is
all-world radio which forms the theme of
the Show, but yet I notice that some of the
receivers do not quite live up to the title,
for they do not receive the ultra shortwaves. Neither does the Oracle. and as,
therefore, it seems correct to describe as an
all-wave receiver one which tunes from

'S.

»

H

j

(

-

.----,

''-'

about9to50metreswithagapbetween5o

and 200 metres and 550 and 900 metres
but covers up to 2,100 metres on the longwave band I feel that I am erring in good
conipan' if I do err, in describing the
Oracle as an all-world receiver. Some day
we shall get down to some standard of
definition. What is an all-wave set, and
when it does it cease to be an all-wave set?
What is the difference between an all-wave
set and an all-world set? It is one thing to
design a set for given wavebands, and quite
another to design it so that you actually can
receive those stations.
Whichever way you argue the Oracle is as
good as the best commercial receiver in its
class, and a good deal better than most.
Its wavelength ranges are 19-50 metres,
200-550 metres, and 900-2,000 metres.
These wave-ranges are covered without coil
changing, which latter is a nuisance even
though it may in some cases be more
efficient. You will observe from the circuit
diagram that there are two tuned circuits
controlling the three wavebands-an arrangement which ensures a very high degree
of selectivity ana sensitivity.
The triode detector is coupled to the output pentode by an L.F. transformer, providing a very high degree of amplification
without distortion. The moving-coil speaker
specified perfectly matches the output
valve chosen. It will be seen that the three
valves are: H.F. pentode as HF. amplifier,
a triode as detector, and an L.F. pentode in
the output stage. I can assure my readers
that they cannot buy better than they can
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A simple

and efficient layout characterises t/i simple three-valve r.

attempt at receiver construction I would
point out that the joints or junction points

build, and, of course, this receiver carries
my guarantee.
It will be observed that instead of using
the usual metallised wooden chassis I have
employed metal-covered wood. This gives
a cleaner and more professional appearauice, and does not greatly add to the work
of construction. The receiver is reasonably
cheap, for Kit A costs only £4- 5-O. The
receiver may be built (I carefully timed this)
in four hours. The theoretical circuit and
the wiring diagram together with the illustrations of the receiver, will enable you to
complete it without lengthy description,
but for those who are making this their first

between wires and components must be
soundly made, especially as the receiver is
used for short-wave reception. Badlymade joints may be all right for a time, but
they soon give rise to all sorts of weird
noises, and greatly interfere with the enjoyment which you can obtain from a wellmade receiver. Of course, if you are hble
to solder-and every worth-while constructor should master this simple praciee
-you will make your connections with the
aid of soldering tags and no troubles should
arise. The makers of the coil have gone to
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TO OUR READERS AND THE TRADE
(Co,uioued from page 559)
readers complain of the inordinate amount of time you
take to execute orders, and I am well aware of the spurious
excuses which you give to them. I am abo aware of the
shocking service and apparent ignorance of some of th
so-called service engineers. I would ask the manufacturer
of complete receivers to ensure before passing an agency
that the manaeer of the service nrt of the business is

Family Atmosphere
May I assure my readers that the. policy of this
journal will be continued with energy and enthusiasm
and sincerity throughout the years. Its success is due
to their loyalty and to their enthusiasm, and it is because
there is a family atmosphere hetween Editor, Staff and
Readers that it has so firmly established itself as the
leader in its particular sphere. The fact that it has the
largest net sales and the largest advertisement revenue
of any journal in its class is tangible evidence of the
esteem in which it is held by its readers and of its value
as an advertising medium.
I am, Gentlemen,
Your faithfully,
THE EDITOR.

ejualified to hadk and adjust a ieceiver costing several
pounds. We do not take our watches to the blacksmith
for repair, and yet the average person will entrust an
expensive wireless set to the unskilled mercy of some
draper's assistant who happens to know a terminal from
a transformer and can thus impress the average dealer
who knows even less.
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THE ORACLE ALUWORLD THREE
(co.th,ued from page 563)

a great deal of trouble to make a fool-proof
unit, and have avoided losses in the switching assembiy. Do not, therefore, spoil their
good work by making a haphazard job of
the wiring up.
Next week I will deal at length with tI)e
various points met with in the construction,
and will describe the process of tuning and
operating this simple and efficient receiver.

s.

"

LIST OF COMPONENTS.

0005

e

G

Two sll-wave coils, type Triogen, with ganging
spindle (Wearite).
One two-gang condenser, .0005 mfd. bar type
(Cl, C2) (Polar).
One S.M. drive, V.P. horizontal (Polar).
Five fixed condensers: .0001 mId. (C6),
.005 mfd. (C8), two .1 mId. (C4, CS). .5 mId. ¡
(C7)_tubular (T C.C.).
One reaction condenser, .00015 mId., Compax
(C3) (Polar).
Two resistances: i meg. (R2), 50,000 ohms
(Rl) ( watt) (Erie).
One volume control with swatch, 50,000 ohms
(R3), V.M. 60 (Bulgin).
:
One all-wave HF choke, H.F.15 (Bulgin).
One L.F. transformer 4/1, LF. 37 (Bulgin).
Two component brackets (Peto-Scott).
Three chassis valveholders: two 4-pin, one
i
5-pin (Clix).
Seven wander plugs: H.T.1 H.T.2, H.T3, (BellingH.T.-, G.B.-(-, G.B.-I,
Lee).
i
Two spades: L.T.-, L.T.-f- (Belling-Lee).
Three valves: 210 V.P.T. (4-pin), 210 Det.,
220 H.P.T. (Cossor).
One chassis: Plyma,, 12m. x 8m. x 2in. j
-

05M/L

e

/2

SE

Jt1.ro

C;'p0Fv,

OG
MC.
,

.

-L.S,-+

L
L

-Is,,

-

dB-2

-

(Peto-Scott).
One speaker, Stentorian Junior (W.B).
One fuse-holderwith 60 mA fuse (Microfuse).
Two socket strips, A.E and L.S. (Clix).
120v. 1-LT. battery (Exide).
9v. GB. tnnery (Exide).
2v. L.T. aceumulator (Exide).

ARE WE MAKING PROGRESS?
\/esterday's wonder was television, but

from the basic point of view television
L
means the cathode-ray tube, and as far
back as 1911 Campbell Swindon said in his
presidential address to the Röntgen Society
that in his opinion the cathode-ray tube
offered theonly means ofsuceess in television.
But we can go even further back than
this, because the tube used in the 1870's to
measure the relationship between the mass
and charge of the electron was curiously
similar in principle to the cathode-ray
tube. Although to-day the cathode-ray
tubo is doing some marvellous jobs of
work, it has still successfully baffled every
effort to produce a really worth-while beam
current, the maximum obtainable being
measured in microamps.
It was about 1900 that Professor Fleming
gave to us the valve. Later De Forest
put a grid in it. Since then one or two
other peoplo have put one or two mero
grids, improving them mechanically so that
you can throw them out of aeroplanes (but
who wants to) without damagmg them.

-
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will bring Olympia into your home.
If you do go, it will guide you round
the Show in orderly tashion so that
Another Show
not waste your time.
THOSE of us associated with radio youIn doreply to many kind inquirers,
mark the milestones in our lives
and the
I'

between the cradle and the grave
by the Wireless Exhibition. We are
alJ one year older since the last
show, and I hope wiser as a result of
the passage of 365k days. I am, and
I am sure you must be, for we have
ail had the benefit of perusing 52
issues of this paper since last Radiolympia, issues which have faithfully
reflected the mosaic of scientific
qhange which constitutes our hobby;
issues which have been loaded with
facts and figures and designs and
photographs and news; issues which
are stored for possible reference, and
issues which provide nie with a weekly
platform upon which to address you.
There is something sad yet inspiring
about a birthday. We live according
to ou-r allotted span for only 840
inonths-and when you look at it
]ike that it is a surprisingly short time
in which to do all of the things we
wish to do. I try to crowd into my
life as much interest and as much
occupation as I can, and I try to do
with as little sleep as possible. Life
is too interesting to spend- one-third
I
of it in an unconscious form.
loathe going to bed and nothing can
keep me in it once I am awake.
And so when Olympia opens its
portals this year I shall have been
one of the very first to have trodden the
aisles, to have circumnavigated the
seri ied ranks, and to have inspected
the generalities and the minuti
which constitute an Exhibition.
I
shall not waste time by telling you
what you arc going to sec. You will
undoubtedly go, and on the principle
that no one likes to sit in a theatre
with a friend who persists in telling
you what is coming next I shall
occupy my pew this week in silence.
Elsewhere in this issue is a raluable
digest of all that is interesting at the
Show. If you do not go, this issue
-

-

-

including the pro-croonerites
pro-jazzites, and the rest of that small
minority who disagree with my outspoken views, I shall be there, clothed
and unashamed. I shall see you there,
I hope; and just a reminder that to
anyone who successfully -challenges
me I shall hand a prize voucher. This
is an offer I make annually, but I
am still in possession of the vouchers.

Braille Dials
IAM interested to see that one firm
has introduced atuning dial with
the station names embossed in braille
characters, so that those ]isteners who
are blind, and who more than ordinary
individuals find radio a blessing, can
tune in a particular station without
Inserted in the station
assistance.
windows of the tuning dial the
-braille call-letters can be as easily
"read "by the blind as the customary
printed letters are by those who can
see. This innovation has been introduced by Philco, and because automatic tuning can be thus easily
adapted for use by the blind it is no
longer necessary fòr the sightless to
explore the range of the dial of the
tuning systçm every time a station is
tuned. Although braille raised equipment is not regular equipment, Philco
will gladly furnish such a dial for
any owner of its sets which arc
equipped with the automatic tuning
-

Moving Troubles
ONE of the troubles of removal from
one district to another is that
the set quite often does not function
so well in its new location. It is true
that sometimes it operates better, hut
it is the exception rather than the
rule. This reduction in performance
can be due to several causes; one
reason for the apparent loss of efli
ciency may be that in the old home

the mains were D.C., while in the
new residence they are A.C. Before
removal make sure! In installing the set in the new home the installation
of the aerial and earth prdvidès you
with an opportunity of putting right
the defects which existed in ìhc old
aerial-earth system but which you
could never quite find the time to do.
I suggest, with the popularity of allwave radio, that you should install
one of the special all-wave aerial
systems recently described in this
journal. If it is found that the new
district ìs oñe in whickelectrical interference is pronounced, I recommend
you to get into touch with the local
head post office, whose engineers will
investigate the problem for you.
!

Lead-Acid Batteries
WAS interested in an article in
I

Tite

chloride

chronicle

-

and Exide

Mr. E. C. McKinnon,M.I.E.E., the Chief Engineer to the
Exide people. He says that time and
time again correspondence from battery-users shows a prevailing difficulty
to appreciate the inter-relation of
capacity, voltage, and specific gravity
News by

ind volume of electrolyte.
The rated capacity of any cell is
the amount it will yield on discharge
at -a definite rate, down to a predetermined final voltage. This final
voltage is the difference of potential
between the two electrodes-positive
and negative-each possessing electrical potntial when immersed in
sulphuric acid. No current will pass
unless the sulphuric, acid enters into
combination with the active materials
of the electrodes.
The electrolyte is thus a reservoir
feeding the electrodes with that. means
without which their pent-up energy
cannot be liberated. As with most
power producers, gauges and lowlevel indicators have been devised to
enable the user to check the point
beneath which the cell ought not to
be exhausted. We know the danger
arising from running a boiler dry,
and that to avoid this the low-level
water-line purposely provides a margin of safety. Similar margins are
provided in battery design. The positive electrode is purçoselv designed to
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have less capacity than the negative,
and there is sufficient electrolyte to
ensure that an ample margin of sulphuric acid (indicated by specific
gravity) is still left in the electrolyte
__________ when the cell has yielded its full
rated capacity. If the clectrolyte be L
exhausted first, this is analogous to Short-wave Tuning
running the boiler dry;.
,4OST short-wavc and all-wave receivers using an H.F. .iage llave an
Power Output
aperiodic aerial stage on 1/le 5/ion-wate
FHE power exerted y an auto- band. By using 'a simple coupling qf 1/lis
mobile engine is dependent upon tyPe between 1/le aerial and 1/le first valve,
the extent and rate at which gas is constructional work is simplified and only
admitted to the cylinder. Similarly, a slight loss of sensitiiñly is experienced as
the power exerted by a battery is compared with a tuned coupling. Experidependent upon th rate of flow meufs roie that selectivity can be rcatly
(diffusion) of electrolyte into the iinpror.d by using a tuned aerial circuit;
pores of the activé material.
however, and f a morlern .H.F. udive is
The running of a water-driven employed a definite degree of ampl/îca1ion
turbine has sometimes to be suspended is obtained from hie H.F. stage. If
until the exhausted lake or dam has optimum results are Io he obtained from
lecn refilled with ,enough water to an all-wave set using two or fiore tuned
give the requisite " head." A battery circuits on the short-wave band, the coils
may appear exhausted on discharge, must be very correctly matched and stray
but if then left idle for a short time it capacities must be accvrately balanced,
will give further discharge, because however. T/e 1938 all-wave coil units,
in the meantime the exhausted elec- as used in 'he PRACTICAL AND AMATEÚR
trolyte in contact with the porous WIRELESS Radiolyrnpia sets, therefore
active material of the plates has been incorporate a separate trimmer for each
replenished through diffusion by sul- tuned winding. If these are correctly
phuric acid-bearing.electrolyte. Thus, adjusted correct mnatchin« is obtained ori
a battery will givea higher capacity at all bands and an exceptionally high
intermittènt discharge than on a con- degmee 0/' arnplfication can be obtained
tinuous discharge, particularly at high fromn the N.E. stage provided that the
rates, just on account of this question screening of the H.F. components is
of diffusion.
eflective.
There is sorne argument, therefore,
for giving a cell an interniittent Valve Replacement
rate capacity as distinct from a
is such a variety of naives
capacity on continuous discharge. THERE
available to-day that it is dangerous
It isnot sufficient to have an ample for the home-constructor to effèct replacevolume of electrolyte. The' initial ment without consulting an accurate valve
specific gravity must be high enough guide or considling a reliable radio
to ensure that the final specific gravity engineer.
Until about Iwo years ago
at the end of the discharge is still battery type valves could be intenhauged
high enough to avert the troubles wit/iout fiar of doing any damage, hut
set up if the plates stand in a to-day even these dffèr considerably for
discharged condition in exhausted djfferent makes. Sorne H.F. pentode valves
electrolyte (practically water). This require 120 to 150 volts on the screening
value can be readily determined grid whereas others Only require 6o to 72
because the fall in specific gravity on volts. There are also speciil short-wave
discharge bears a direct relation to valves available having the giid connected
of ampere-hours to the lop cap, and these cannot, of course,
number
the
discharged.
be substituted for the normal type without
The voltage curve of the cell on altering the wiring of the set. A'Iains
discharge will depend on its shape valves are niuth more varied Iliaiz 1/ic
and magnitude, upon the rate ot battery types, however, and it is difficult
discharge in proportion to the num- for the exß eri even to memorise all the
ber, size, thickness and spacing of the d?fferent pin connections.
Some H.F.
plates, the method of separation, the pentodes have the grid connected to the
temperature and the specific gravity top cap and others have the anode joined
of the electrolyte ; in other words, to this point. The same applies lo the outon the cell's internal resistance, which put pentode types, and some triodes are availis affected by so many of those factors. able having a top cap and seven pins
although only four of these pins are
Short-wave Conditions
actually in use!
If one of these is used in place of the
SHORT-WAVE conditions during
the daytime have been a little normal 5-pin type it is necessary to screen
better than during the past weeks, the cap lead.

-
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WXAL

(17.78 mc/s) being received

at useful strength during the afternoon. .W2XE (21.52 mc/s), although
fairly intelligible at this time, has been
affected with rather deep fading.
W2XB, at Hicksville, has returned to
the air again and can he heard testing
on 17.31 mc/s on v'eek-days around
5.0 p.m. Usually this station is much
songer than W3XAL. W2XAD
is a good signal during the evenings,
hut deteriorates towards. ii.o p.m.
W2XAF is heard fairly well about this
time, but is badly interfered with by
DJN and a Soviet station, while
W2XE (11.83 mc/s) provides good
reception of the Columbia Broadcasting System programmes from midnight. If you are able to listen in the
early hours of the morning you should
tune around the 6 me/s hand. At
about 4.0 a.m, you should be able to
receive several American and Mexican
Stations in this band, among them

being W8XAL, W9XF, and
XEUW.

Severe Static
AT this time of the year reception
of the European medium-wave
broadcasting stations is usually
affected by severe static. Good clei
reception of these stations can be
obtained by listening to the shortwave relays of the German, Italian,
and other Eùropean stations. The
programmes of the Prague station,
for instance, are very, fine. Those
who enjoy opera can get the very
thing they appreciate from Rome.
Also, the European short-wave stations
broadcast news in English t regular
intervals so that one can compare the
opinions of foreign Countries with
that of their own.
A very attractive part of the dial
of one's receiver is that which covers
the amateur bands. In the 5.7 and
3.5 mcJs bands local and European
amateurs can be heard conducting
experiments. The me/s band is very
useful also for distances of about 500
For distant amateurs you
miles.
should tune to the 54 me/s band on
which you will hear stations in faroff countries, such as Australia, New
Zealand, and America, etc. These
stations provide much interesting
data, several covering great distances with very low power. The
Radio Amateur Call Book, which can
be obtained from the International
Short-Wave Club, ioo, Adams
Gardens Estate, London, S.E. i6, price
6s., contains the names and addresses
of amateur stations in all parts of the
world, besides much other useful
information for those interested in

transmitting.
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ALL-WAVE SUPERHET RADIO
BRIMFUL of sparkling new features
and ideas, eveyihing is new in the
series 48
new double-floating
new type
chassis that ends microphony
peimeability-balanced l.F. Transformer that
secures lasting efficency- new high Q
coils for maximum sensitiv?ty and selectivily
-new 30 to i full-vision dial, with nearly
fifty stations
new volume control that
automatically increases selectivity on distant stations. Here is the attainment of
new standards of superhef performance
Ask your dealer for details.
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Speciat'48' features

AUTOMATIC

INCREASE OF SELECTIVITY ON DISTANT STATIONS

PERMEABILITY-BALANCED

I.F.

TRANSFORMER

§

FULL-FLOATING ANTI-MICRO-

Ø

SPECIAL HIGH O COILS

PHONIC SUB-CHASSIS

(
-

FULL-VISION SCALE WITH

L

30-1

DOUBLE REDUCTION DRIVE

F

V
see

the

full

range

of

COSSOR RADIO -.
on

STAD6
RADIOLYMPIA

r

I

V

M

E

BATTERY MODEL 483
With Frequency Changer. Regenerative
Pentode 2nd Detector, and Special High

SlopeOutputValve.8'M.C.
Speaker.

(Less Batteries.)

£7 19

BATTERYMODEL485(4 Valves)

163

With Frequency Changer, IF. Amplifier,
Detectorf Amplifier and Q.P.P. Output
Valve. 8' M.C. Speaker. 91
Ci NS.
(Less Batteries.)

-

AC. MAINS MODEL

484

With Frequency Changer. Regenerative
British Made by A. C. COSSOR LTD., Highbury Grove, London, ¡j
Pentode 2nd Detector, Special High Slope
Depots at Birmingham, Bristol, Cardiff, Glasgow, Newcastle, Leeds, Liverpool, Output Valve and Full Wave Rectifier,
Manchester, Nottingham, Plymouth, Be(ost and Dublin.
Energised M. C.
8
9
GNS.
Speaker.

O

D

E

L

D.C./A..C.MAINSMODEL484U
With Frequency Changer, Regenerative
Pentode and Detector, and Special High
Slope Output Valve. Half Wave Reclifier. 8' Energised M.C.
10 GNS.
Speaker.

AC. MAINS de luxe
CONSOLE MODEL 438
Similar to Model 484 but with jo' Concert Grand Energised M.C. Speaker,
and magnificent console
11 GNS.
cabinet.
All Cossor Receivers
are available on Hire Purchase Terms.
Prices do w,taf,ply in the

I.F.S.
27$
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Come to Stand 8i and take one of our catalogues-and an opportunity.
You see, you can study our catalogue, choose the components you'll be
needing for your next set and then inspçct the workmanship on the actual
components on the stand.

Of course, if you're an "old Dubilier user" you won't have to do this-you'Il
-

take our high quality for granted.

The Dithilier Gomponents specified in the Practical Wireless All World Ace are as follows:

Thirten

fixed condensers: two .000i mfd., two
mfd., one .005 mfd., .05 mfd., .01 mfd.,
mfd. (tubular), one 4 ma, two 8 mfd. (wet
electrolytic), two 25 mfd. (25V. dry electroltic),
.002

-.

.

I
DUBILIER .CONDENSER

ÇQ.

(1925)

Eleven fixed resistances: two 500,003 ohms,
one ioo,000 ohms, 2,000 ohms (9), ioo,000
ohms, 5o,000 ohms, 25,000 ohms, xo,oco ohms,
600 ohms, 300 ohms, xo ohms (F.i).

UBILIE
LTD.

DUCON- WORKS,

VICTORIA

ROAD,

NORTH

ÁCTON,

LONDON,

C. R.

-'S

-
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All-World Reception is so Closely Linked with All-wave,
and Particularly Short-wave, Reception that the Terms have
Become Almost Synonymoùs, and the Development of
Short-wave Transmission and Reception forms one of the
Most Fascinating Chapters in the History of Wireless

-

--

By FRANK PRESTON
S

transmissions

can

--

be carried

out with reduced
risk of interfer-

i

ence.

An in-

terestingfactis
t h a t almost
thirty times
-

as mnytramssmissiots can
be "carried"
on the waveband between

as the medium and long-wave bands.
These sets are sure to meet with an even
waì-tiìer welcome than have those described
in the past. One goód reason is that they are
no. more costly to build than are the older
tyies of receiv& designed for two wavebands ont. Anothe is that they will bring
aU-word radio into the homes of those
thousands of constructors who will build

them.

We believe also that they will be a means
of increasing the numbers of home construc-tors. ' The reason is not far to seek;
15
and 5 the sets can be built at a lower cost than
on most commercial receivers of similar
metres
T/s is oar
thatbetween 300 quality, and they bring back the fascination
t 936
Ailan 600 metres, of home construction which was at one
u-ave Gladioby allowina the time showing a tendency to flag due to the
for,
sme frequency f&irly stereotyped design of the receivers
las! year Radio
separation, and of the past few seasons.
)flOW.
thus the same
Amateur Endeavour
THERE can be no doubting the fact freedoni from interference.
It is only right that the constructor
These facts are of interest now that the
that short-wave radio has made the
world smaller. And who can say majority of commercial receivers are of the should be the first to share the advantages
that it has not done more than anything so-called all.wave type, and also because of all.wave, all-world radio, for it
else to create better feeling as between PRACTICAL AD AMATEITR WIRELESS has he who did more than anybody else to
nation and nation ? Nevertheless, the consistently recommended its readers to bring it to its present state of perfection.
ultimate has not been reached, and radio take up short.wave reception for the past The experimenters and amateur transmight well prove a more potent factor for five years. This journal has always catered mitters pioneered short-wave radio from the
peace than a whole army of pacifists and a for short.wave enthusiasts, and has for earliest days. After they had shea-n the
years predicted the popularity of all-wave possibilities of communication on w-aveLeague of Nations could ever be.
It is only a few short years since the radio which now exists. More than this, it lengths around 180 metres, ama'teur trans.
reception of American, Australasiaji and has regularly published constructional mitters were allotted wavelengths on the
Oriental low-iower broadcast transmis. details of all-wave sets: many of these lower band around 80 metres. And thon
sions was looked UOfl as a feat which could appeared long before the public could buy a they were pushed down" to 40 metres ;._be indulged in by only the select few. Yet ready-made all-wave set at a modest price, then 20 mettes; and now 5 metres. They
set the pace, and commercial and governto-day the average listener who has a modem
ment operators 'followed. The amateurs
all-wave receiver-enjoys these privileges ind
are still setting the pace, and will probably
thinks comparatively little of them. With- Easily-made All--wave Sets
In this issue constructional particulars continue to do so for a long time to come.
out the devefoptuent of short-wave techWhen amateur transmitters were given
nique, round-the-world radio would still be are given for three complete receivers-of
impossible, for the medium and long waves types to suit. all requirements and all the wavehand around 5 metres it was
(Co,ßi,lHed o,-,leafl
have a very limited range unless propelled pockets-which tune to short waves, as welL
by a tremendously high power. In fact, it is
probable that if there u-ere but a dozen or so
transmitters in the world, each capable of'
maintaining regular contact on the so-.
'L___.j
'
called broadcast wavelengths, thousands
j
of the older commercial equipments notild
be rendered obsolete. This is because tho
power of the few transmitters would be so
great that interference could be prevented
J
only by employing modern, super-selective
V
1__
receivers.
'r'
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Low

Range-Low Power
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On short waves, a power of 50 w-atts has
proved to be adequate for sending -easilyreceived signals right round the globe.
More than this, amateur transmitters are
frequently in touch with each other over
distances of many thousands of miles n hen
using a power f less than 10 watts, or a
tenth of the power required to feed the
electric-light bulb in the average drawing
rootil.
It is impossible to predict what will be the
future of short-wave radio, but it is certain
that the wave1engths employed will become
lower and lower. As a result, the powr
required at the transmitter will decrease,
besides which, a far greater number of
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-

/
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-

-
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J
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liv ,.'c-quarler frani vkw

of ¡he 1935 Batten,. All-wave Three, sliowin'
the neal and compact arrangement of the components.
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considered that transmissions on such high
frequencies could be sent over "optical"
distances only. Keen experimenters soon
disproved this idea by establishing two-way
working over considerably greater distances.
Although there do not as yet appear to
have been any authentic reports of regular
trans-Atlantic two-way working on the
5-metre band, it is not too much to expect
that this will come. 'When it does, it will
be another

triumph of the amateur's

enterprise. And it is by no means unlikely
that it will be followed by the allocation
and use of still lower wavelengths.
-

The Constructor's Advantages
Again, the constructor will be in a better
position than the owner of a commercial
receiver to take advantage of the new
wavelengths, because it will be an easy
matter to modify an existing home-made
set to tune "down" still further- In the
meantime,' constructors are being well
catered for by the makers of components,
many of whom now make three-ranges
tuners which the
amateur can em-'
ploy with ease and
certainty of obtaining good results.
It might be argued
that time has been
'
<'-,
-.
*
lost in making
this type of tuner
available to the
constructor,
but
this has probably An early All-waver.
been due in part TheFour-rangeSuperto the' fact that Mag which we ¿e..
scribed in 1934.
the keen construetor has not hesitated to make his own
tuner,, or to use an efiieient short-wave
adapter in conjunction with his broadcast
receiver. The time lag has, however,
enabled the manufacturers to see that
an all-wave tuner was in demand, and to
-

stations, of two or more wavelengths. In
some instances two or more wavelengths
are used simultaneously for the same
programme, and in others the wavelength
is changed throughout the day and night.
Generally, wavelengths below 20 metres
have the best range during the middle of
the day, whilst higher wavelengths up to
50 metres are more satisfactory as darkness
falls and deepens. This alone provides
ample scope for research and experiment
by the experimenter and enthusiastic
amateur. It might be that one day a means
will be found of ensuring good reception of
certain short wavelengths at any time;
Choosing the Wavelength
on the other hand, the use of ultra-short
We have learned that certain wavelengths waves might eventually offer a solution to
are more suitable at certain times of the all transmission and reception problems.
Support for this theory is to be found in
the fact that interference and fading are
practicálly unknown on the ultra-shorts.
The silent background comes rather as a
shock to those who have previously been
accustomed only to the higher wavelength
ranges.

ij

-

'i

i

'-

4
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'
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perfect their desigin before offering them
to the public.
In case there aie still afw readers who
think that short-wave reception is of little
entertainment value, t should be explained
that the forms of interference and fading
which once proved deterrents to the moregeneral adoption of sl!ort-wave reception
are now far less in evidence. The design of
new aerial systems, the improvement in
redeiver and component design and the
better understanding of short-wave
problems have all helped enormously to
increase the fascination of short-wave radio.

-

-

uùst

.>-'day and in certain conditions. As a result,
the listener can be almost su re of obtaining
good reception' at any time during the
twenty-four hours by tuning on the most
suitable wave-band. This is facilitated by
the use, by ,many S.W. broadcasting

Real ALL-wave
In the meantime, it remains for the
component manufacturer-and the con-

structor-to produce

a real all-wave tuner. At present, this name is generally wrongly
given to a tuner designed to cover three
ranges of about 16 to 50, 200 to 600 and
900 to 2,000 metres. It seems certain that
we shall sooner or later have togo" below"
16 metres, and experiments lead one to
believe that it might not be a very long time
before we shall be working in centimetres
instead of metres. Who knows? Ten
years ago the regular use of wavelengths
below 10 metres appeared more incredible
than the use of 10 centimetres does to-day.
At any rate we can see that the experimenter who is to keep abreast of his fascinating hobby will have to accustom himself
to the use'of shorter and shorter wavelengths. The process will be gradual, but
evolution will have its way.

eIIeh,et)eue4anetai}oe4)e,el,4Ie4,e,e.eoeoenla,aol,eIegae4)eoe4Ie4,e.)auoeoe4n
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Important Broadcasts' of the

Sheep Fair: interviewilig farmers and
conversations between those who have
taken part in the day's activities.
Thursday, August' 261h.-Concert Party Thursday, August 26th.-Cornish Sports
proqi romnie.
at Camborne, feature programme.
Friday, August 27th..-Music from the Friday, August 27th.-Off the road in
'West: Instrumental concert.
¡Vilishire, feature programme.
Saturday, August 28th-Promenade Con- Saturday, August 281h.-Evening in
cert from the Queen's Hall, London.
Cheddar, feature programme.

NATIONAL

(261.lm.

and 1,500

in.)

lVcdnesday, August 25th.-Radiolympia
Variety programme.

I

REGIONAL (342.1 m.)
IVednesday, August 251 h.-Proinenade
Concert from the Queen's II all, London.
Thuisday, August 26th.-Cornish Sor1s
at Caniborne, feature programme.
Friday, August 27th.-Variety programme,
from the Argyle Theatre, Birkenhead.
Saturday, August 28th.-Evening in
Cheddar, feature programme.
MIDLAND (296.2 n:.)
Wednesday, August 251h.-Baud concert.
Thursday, August 261 h.-Cltoral programme.
Friday, August 27th.- Variety programme,
from the Concert Halt, Bournville.
Saturday, August 2Sth.-English Song
Write?s: C. ¡V. OIT, vocal programme.

WEST OF ENGLAND (285.7 m.)
Wednesday, August 2Sth.-South Motion

-

Week

-

271 h.-Variety programme,
from the Argyle Theatre, Birkenhead.
Saturday, August 28th.-'Cuierna organ

Friday, August

reckd.

.

'

SCOTTISH (391.1 in.)
¡ITednesday, August 25th.-Time Muddles
On, or Making Progres8, by G.. K.
Young and J. ¡Vilfred Tetylor.
Thursday, August 261h.-Visilors to
Variety (fourth batch), a North-East
WELSH (373.1m.)
Novices Night with artiste, who are new
Wednesday, August 2Sth.-1)r. Abernethy,
to the microphone.
a iVelsh play by Alicia Ramsey and
Friday, August 271h.-&lly Season, a
Rudolph de Cordova.
revue of Summertime Follies.
Thursday, August 26th.-A programme by
the Cerdd Dant Society, from the Saturday, August 281h.-Scottish Dance
Music.
Memorial Hall, Harlech.
Friday, August 27th.-Cyngerdd o Faledi:
NORTHERN IRELAND (307.1 m.)
A ballad concert.
Saturday, August 2Sth.-Concert Party Wednesday, August 2Sth.-Light Orchestral programme, from 'l'he Chalet, Craw.
programme, from Catlin's Arcadia,
fords burn.
Liandudno.
Thursday, August 261h.-Concert Party
programme, from the Floral Hall, Belle.
NORTHERN (449.1 m.)
vue, Belfast.
2,5th.-Blackpoo
Wed n&sday,
A ugust
Night's Entertainment, feature pro. Friday, August 27th.-Instrumental pmgramme, from Caproni's Dance Salon,
gramme.
Bangor, County Down.
Thursday, August 26th.-Concert Pary
programe, from the New Pavilion, Saturday, August 28th.-Choral and in.
th-umental programme.
Redcarr
-

L{nnpsleneoeeoetmeefaoek. as en flleaa(flfltflflJ
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'FIDELITY FANS

Plrrnoilcx

FOR NORMAL

T.

RECEIVERS

NEW SPEAKER FOR
'QUALITY SPECIAL'

Modified

-

idest
to 14 hilocvcics-the
range of frequencies yet covered by a speaker
\V.B.
of "domestic" proportions-this new
product covers the hand without departing
more than a few decibels from the daturn,line
anywhere. BUT-you must have a very high
quality special receiver to operate it. Particulars of a suitable set, capable of assembly at
reasonablecost,are included with each speaker.
For those who can only enjoy the sort of radio
hjcli is hailvdistingWshable from a personal
performance, this new speaker and its set will
open up new prospects.

increased

brings

SETS

Stetttoriaii

fidelity

30 cycles

-

The New Stentonan and its
response curve.

-

________ríjiiir'

%

:2aa;

ALL

-

30 cycles
kilocycles

1iVA'V'E

SE S

Althoughnotspecial"onestatioh"receivers
the contrary the' have world-wide
range-their quality of renroduction is well
ahead of normal standaras

-on

Prices are extremely moderate as will be
seen on examination -All-Wave Superhet,
94gns. for A.C. operation; 8gns. for battery
operation (less batteries) Alt-wave A.C.
straight" 4 valve receiver, 8gns. Self.
contained battery sets, 74 gns. and 6
s.
respectively, including full-size batteries,
Attractive H.P. terms are available on all.
:

Shows these and other items
,
-

Advt.

of

Whiteley

.5

Senior

(Type 38S) 42/23/6

(Type
Midget (Type

,'-

HIGH PRAISE FR 0M
\VELL KNOWN EXPERT
Mr. F. J. seout, Ihr ecU-buono ar1eotit. ho. erpreaud the
ib.o7oo:P,.7o;_.,
remejo. The best of its class
only ,,hjt,t there io ,eo other sto,,dord hy eitleS io judy, ji. ¡o the
des,yn of speskers. os fusil srleotifie ,00i-

;'mt

soll either progft., or rrtrogre,.,
-o-e ron not stand stilt. ITS, nteas,,re of
toro, we

i.

''

progression

01?'1'Ç
v1

Stentorian sets to provide stocks for many
good dealers.

COeOnOIe.wi io radio.
Good rod ¿.5 sets
,e,tI be toproreti by ¿t.
ieoportotat
odrosee tu speaker tech oigo,."

.

.........

Co.

Ltd.

(Technical

e

-

the Segare of I,oprore,ornt

teere

Radio

32/6

38M) 17/6

The Senior, Junior and Baby are also available in handsome cabinets; the Senior and
Junior cabinets incorporate distortionless
constant impedance, volume control and push
buttons for' Long Arm" remote switching.
Your dealer will gladly show them.

The makers,in theirdetermination to main.
tain high quality and precision workmanship
are deliberately restricting output irrespectie

Electrical

38J)

Junior

hure sato,ie with the orte 1938 Steutor'

75
.

'

Fidelity and Precision

RADIOLYMPIA STAND

-

Any improvement on the well-known Stentorian's amazing ability to "straighten" a
long range set's output curve has by many
been considered unlikely. This feat has, however, been achieved this year in an unmistakable manner-as a few minutes' listening will
showyou. Pricesremainextremelyreasonable.
Baby (Type 38B)

For listeners who are critical, but have
not time to build the sort of set they like,
this new range of set is marketed.

The new Planoflex speaker for special" local
station" sets vil1 make a stir among techthice ,5 5S,
cians.

i

r

For those iv ho buy
'ready made' radio

tol4

____________________________________

.

orrrth,i93Snsodela,oedthetisteoee
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HE TR JD ENT
s

A Beginner's All-wave Three-valve Battery Operated Receiver-Circuit Description and
Constructional Details

-

HE Trident has been specially de
signed in response to numerous
requests from beginners for a simple
all-wave three-valve receiver. A baseboard has been used in preference to a
chassis as this simplifies the wiring diagram
and the wiring without materially affecting
the efficiency of the finished instrument.
In order to ensure effective earth-line con-

-

"

J

\

..

--

-

-

nection for short-wave reception, however, a
metal covered type has been chosen.

Circuit Arrangement

F

Although the receiver is primarily
intended for beginners, it must not be
imagined that efficiency has been sacrificed
to provide a simple design. The Trident
employs a well-tried straight-three circuit
arrangement, and the specified components
are all of a reliable type. The alt-wave
coil used is sturdily constructed and all the
internat wiring is cempleted by the manufacturers; it is only necessary for the constructor to attach the necessary externa t
leads to the terminal board. The switch
attached to the coil unit has four positionsshort-wave band, medium-wave band, longwave band, and off. In the "off" position
the LT.- lead from the accumulator is
disconnected froñ the valve filaments, so
that no current will be consumed from the
LT. accumulator or from the ITT. battery.
A .0005 mfd. condenser is used for tuning,
and with this capacity in use the wavebands
covered will be approximately 19 to 48
metres, 200 to 550 metres, and 900 to
2,400 metres. The tuned circuit is fed to a
triode detector of the metallised type, and
reaction is -obtained by connecting the
anode of this valve to the reaction winding
of the coil unit.

j

-

J
-

-

--

-

el bird's-eye view

of

die Trident

of the detector valve. It was found that
a resistance of high value connected in
the grid circuit o the- first L.F. valve
served the same purpose-this is the
100,000 ohm resistance R4.
The detector anode circuit is effectively
decouì1ed by means -of the 10,000 ohms
resistance R3, in1- the 1 mfd. condenser

-

OIMfd.

I

1ì

'1

5MÛ
R

C.

0005 Mrd

JiFd

C5

T'
___________________
__________________ _______
_______

_________
________

J

_j_ J
__________
1

is

the theoretical diagram

of

r

)

the circuit employed in the

Ct

I
-4L.7-

-

Here

of

tIe loyout.

with a power triode in this position. It will
be noticed that a 2 mfd. condenser is
connected between the H.T.+2 lead and
the metal covering of the baseboard. This
component is not essential if a new HT.
battery is used, but will prove very helpful
in keeping the receiver stable when the
battery is running down,
-

Trident.

Constructional

Work

The position of all the cornpónents and
wiring is clearly shown on the wiring diagram, and no difficulty whatever should be
experienced with the constructional work.
There are a few points which need emphasising to beginners, however. A block
of wood will be supplied with the baseboard
which should be used to raise the tuning
condenser spindle to the level of the tuning
drive. It will be advisable to remove the
left-hand front leg of the tuning condenser
to ensure exact mounting of the drive, and
the other three legs should then be securely
screwed to the wooden block. It is essential. however, that the franie of the condenser be in contact u ith the metal covering
of the baseboard, therefore a lead must
be taken from one of the back legs to MC.,
as shown on the wiring diagram-M.C. is,
of course, the abbreviation normativ used
for the metal covering of the baseboard.

Battery Connections

c
O5 Mcd,

1lM.

0002Sklíd

jmp!icity

C5.

oupling between the L.F. valve and the
output triode is effected by means of an
L.F. transformer having a ratio of 3.5 to 1.
This ensures adequate amplification in this
Amplifier
L.F.
stage without producing instability. A
The coupling between the detector and pentode could have been used in the output
the first L.F. valve is of the resistance- stage, but better quality is generally
capacity type, the grid leak of the L.F. obtained in a straight three of this type
valve taking the form of a variable potentiometer. This control will be found very
useful, especially when listening on the
short-wave band. By reducing its setting,
HTI2
headphones can comfortably be used in
/0.000 .a
place of a loudspeaker when desirèd.
It will be noted that an HF. choke
OOO2
has not been used in the anode circuit

R,

hç,ws the

-

Another precaution which should be
taken is in connection with the coil unit;
this taust be mounted sufficiently high on
the component bracket to ensure that the
switch tags are well clear of the baseboard.
The bracket itselfmust, however, make good
contact with M.C. as the earth return leads
of the coil are connected to the switch
frame, and if good connection is not made
between the bracket and M.C., the earth
end of the coil windings will not be in cone
tact with the tuning condenser and valve
filaments.
(Continued oirerteaf)
r
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Atter the wiring has been carefully
examined the battery leads shòuld be son.......... :...:.................................................................

G.B.+ lead to th + socket of the 9-volt
OEB. battery and the H.T.- lead to the
-socket of the HT. battery. G.B.-1 is the

-3

-

OF COMPONENTS
Cvi

LIST

.

One all-wave coil, type G (B. T. S.).
.0005 mId., type
i
4

One tuning drive, No. 2,134 (J. B.).
One reaction condenser, .00025 mId.
(B. T. S.).

Four fixed resistances:
(5(4); )V,V(K) ohms
)-watt (Erie).
Six fixed Condensers

2

L

-

(5(2);

iU,000

ohms

's

..

..

valves is, of
course,
very
impcirtant and

-

.

(C2);

.

(RS) (Ene).:
meg. (Rl); iOø,OÖO ohms

Ona volume Control: 500,000 ohms

tory model best results were obtained with
this plug inserted In the 108-volt socket.
H.T.+2 requires the full voltage of the
battery and should therefore be inserted
in the 120-volt socket.
Thç aerial and earth leads may now be
connected to the terminals marked A and
E and the loudspeaker leads to the L..
terminals. The
position of the

bias lead for the L210 valve and
shuld be inserted into the
socket of the G.B. battery. The
-...,.
P215 valve requires a bias
of 9 volts for an anode

-
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.

ç

--

-

(5(5)'

2 mId. (C6); I mid. (CS),:
(type 65) .01 mId. (C7); .005 mId. (Cs)
two .0001 mfd. (CS, C4) (tubular) (T. C. C.).
One L.F. transformer-Niclet 3.5,1 (Varley).
Two terminal brackets with L.S. and A.E. ter.
minais (Belling.Lee).
One fuse holder with 60 mA fuse (Microfuse).
Three valveholders, 4-pin, bseboard type
(B. T. S.).
Six wander plugs H.T.1, H.T.2, H.T.-, G.B.+,

.

'%

4

S

's

-V

xe.

-

s
.

-

L

.--.

P

:

GB-1, GB-2

Two spades;

.

i

-

(Clix).

L.T.-, L.T.±

(Clix).
Three component brackets (Peto.Scott).
One Plymax baseboard (Ihn, by 6m.) v'itli
condenser block (Peto.Scott).
Three valves; D.210, L.210, P.215 (Hivac).
One speaker-Stentorian Junior (W. B.).
One pair headpsones (Ericsson).
120 y. H.T. battery
(Exide).
9 y. G.B. battery
2 y. L.T. accumulator'

-

i

\-

,,

i

.

of

-

S,

reCeLeT
i

-

-

I

'f

nected up. The L.T.- and L.T.+ leads
and +
should, of course, be joined to the
terminals of the 2-volt accumulator, the

tuner,

-

,
vo age o
volts and thereforeC.B.-2
must
he plugged lead
into the
socket of the GB. battery.
-'
The voltage required for H.T.+1 is somewhat critical and the correct socket can
best be found by experiment-in the laborai

seen

Acari

The
the
-

is
Ifl

Trident
e a

¡AIS

-wave

dose-up

.

S

-9

-

therefore care should be taken to insert
these intb the correct sockets in the first
place; the D210 should be placed in the
holder nearest the terminals A and E, the
L210 into the centre holder, and the P215
into the holder next to the L.S. terminals.

WIRING DIAGRAM OF THE TRIDENT

I
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CABINETS
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DIALS
-

Sorne Contrasts

ToBeSeen

L

a
A novelty in tuning

seaies on the

Ultra Mojel

121.

-

RDIOL7IV1PIA

/'\
,,.

An Aerodyne model with

an unusual

i

í-.,

.

k

¡nicIa Model 330,
This is Ultra Model 49

'

IN

A

S

-

doc-Jace dial.

-

ÄÈE S FREE

MPLE FREE-FOR-ALL COMPE ITION!

This year we again give every reader a splendid opportunity of obtaining one of the new W.B Stentorian
speakers entirely FREE OF CHARGE. The c'mpetition
extremely simple, and there is no entrance fee. Every
entrant has an equal chance of winning one 'of the 25
speakers of tHe latest 1938 type, illustrated on page 571
in this issue.

1.

The simple and straightforward rules are as follow:1. On the right is given a list of 5 of the most popular features of Iresent-day
receivers. You are asked to mark, in the space proekted, the order in which you
think these features appeal to the present-lay listener.

3. (a) Self-contained loudspeaker.
(b) Separate loudspeaker.

2. On

the line provided, enter the type of receiver which you would like to

see

described in these pages.

3. After filling in the coupon, complete it with your name and address in block
letters in the space provided, and lost it In a ectuied envelope addressed to The
Editor, I'RAcTCAL AND AMATEUR WiitLEss, (leo. Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,

Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
4. Mark the word COMPETITION in th top left-hand corner of the edvelope.
and lost to reach us not later than September 13th, 193v.

Readers may send in as many attempts as they like in one envelope, provided
is completed on a separate coupon, bearing the full name and
address of the sender.
. The prizes will be awarded to the 25 readers who succeed in placing the most
popularfeatures in theorder aedecided bytlie entries receivedin thiscoinpetition.
7. Only one speaker can be awarded to any one reader.
S. The result will be published in our Issue dated September 2th. 1937.
9. The Ed1tor'slleejslon is final and legally binding, and this Is an ecpress eonditioiî of entry. Ko correspondence of any klatt can be entered into regarding this
competition.
5.

that each attempt

-

A IO-valve Marconiphone receiver, Model 561.

-

W.B. SP

2

with a

fret.

WHAT ARE THE MOST IMPORTANTÌ
FEATURES OF THE MODERN RECEIVER?
(a) All-wave tuning.
(b) Broadcast wavelengths only.

2. (a) Output over 5 watts.
(b) Output below 5 watts.

-

4. (a) Designed for çuality.
(b) Designed for station getting irrespective of

quality.
5.

Minimum number

of

controls.

The set I would like to see described
Amateur Wireless " is

:-

in

"Practical and

Name ..................................................

Address .................................................
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THE ALL-WORLD ACE
Circuit

Details

and

Preliminary

Instructions

()

(

-

or Constructing a
Modern and' Efficient All-wave Fourvalve A.C. Mains Receiver
of 19 to 48 mets es, 200 to 550 metres, 900 to
metres are obtained.

I

j2,100

Y'

.\

--

Detector Circuit

Several types of detector were tried when
experimenting with this design, but it was
found that best results ors the three wavebands were obtained when the specißed
valve (a medium impedance triode) sas
used. It will be noticed that a 600-ohm
resistance and a 25 mfd. condenser aro
connected us the cathode lead of this valve.
On radio these two components have
no effect on reception, but if tise receiver
is to be used in conjunction with a pick-up
for gramophone record reproduction the
600-ohisi resistance biases the detector
valve, thereby converting it into an
efficient LP. amplifier. Tise two pick-up
leads should be connected to the grid
socket of V2 and the M.B. bolt respectively.

-

!-

-

e

j

'The L.F. Amplifier

g-

This is ihe All-World
Ace-a powerful AC.
moins 4-valuer.

/

All-World Ace is an all-wave band than a superhet. Unless the superhet
of ultra-modern design is fitted with special IF. transformers
THEreceiver
which should meet with the require- having a reaction winding, Continuous

The anode circuit of the detector valve
is decoupled by means of the resistance
R8 and the condenser CS-the condenser
has a higher value than is normally used,
but it has been found that a high capacity
is very desirable in this position in an

ments of tite most critical listener as wave morse transmissions cannot be picked
regards sensitivity, selectivity, and quality up. This is, of course, a big drawback
of reproduction. 1938 coils and a special to constructors who wish to use the receiver
low minimum capacity tuning condenser for morse reception. The majority of
are used in Conjunction with specially home-constructor straight receivers dechosen valves and associated components. scribed in the past have used two tuned
circuits on the medium and long-wave
bands with an aperiodic aerial stage on the
The Circuit Arrangement
short-wave band. \Vith this arrangement
A straight Circuit arrangement has been selectivity oit the short waves is somewhat
chosen because, apart from the fact that poor, and therefore it st-as decided to tune
constructors who do not possess a signal both stages on all wa.vebands in the Ace.
cencrator experience more difficulty with a Well-designed all-wave coil units have been
uperhet than with the straight type of set, chosen, and when these arc used in conthe latter type generally provides a better Junction with the specified .0005 mfd.
all-round performance on the short-wave two-gang condenser wavelength coverages
-

ji
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all-mains receiver. As the detector pro.c
vides a reasonably high degree of amplificatAon and the output pentode is of thehigh-sensitivity type it was decided to use
resistance-capacity coupling between these
two valves. The 100,000 ohms resistance
RiO provides an effective barrier for H.F.
currents and obviates the necessity for
incorporating an ILF. choke in the anode
circuit of the detector valve. A straightforward design has been used for the marns
unit, and a permanent magnet moving-coil
speaker has been chosen as many constructors will probably have a speaker of
the specified type on hand. If an energised
model has been used it would have been
necessary to use a more expensive mains
transformer having an output of 350 volts
instead of the specified 250-volt type. It
will be noticed that two low-capacity
condensers are connected across the mainsthese act as a filter and prevent modulation
hum.

attached to the fixed vanes of the gang-

provide the negative connection for these
components and should, therefore, make
effective contact with the chassis metal
surface. When wiring the gang-condenser
the two leads passing through holes 2 and 3
shotld be connected to the bottom tags

WJERING

577

WIRELESS

ondenser sections. These leads cannot be clearly shown on the wiring diagram, but
if the condenser is examined it will be noted
that the top and bottom tags of each sebtion
are joined to the fixed vanes.
-

DIAGRAM OF THE ACE

Construction

All the points tharked M.B. (metallised
baseboard) should make good contact with
the nietal surface of the chassis, and it
should be particularly noted that the
.casings of the electrolytic condensers
-

J.JST OF COMPONENTS

4

T

Two all-wave coils, Triogen, with 2-gang
spindle (Wearite).
One 2-gang condenser .0005 mfd. Bar type
(Ç1, C2) (J.B.).
One Drive No. 2134 (J.B.).
Thirteen fixed condensers: Two .0001 nsfcl. (C4,
C5); Two 002 mfd. (CtS, C16); .005 mfd.
- (C12); .05 nfd. (C9); .1 mfd. (c4); .5 mId, i
(CS). (tubular); 4 mfd. (C8); two 8 mId.
(Cli. C14), (wet electrolytic); two 25 nfd.
(C7, CII), (25v. electrolytic) (Dubilier).
£levenflxedresistances: Two.5 megohms, (R5,
R9); 100,000 ohms (RiO); 2,000 ohms
(Ru), (Fi); 100,000 ohms CR3); 50,000
ohms (R2); 25,000 ohms (R4); 10,000 ohms
(R8); 600 ohms (R6); 300 ohms (R24;
150 ohms (R.12), (Fi) (Dubilier).
One volume control, 10,000 ohms CP1S8 (Rl) i

(Varley).

(B.T.S.).
One I.E. choke DP11 (Varley).
One mains transformer EP2O (Varley).
One Q.M.B. switch S80 (Bulgin).
One fuse-holder and i amp, fuse F17 (Bulgin).
Two socket strips LS, and A.E. (Clix).
Two component brackets (B.T.S.).
Four valveholders: two 7-pin, one 5-pin, one
4-pin (Vi and V2 without terminals) (Clix).
One Plymax chassis 12m. x lOin. x 3m. (Peto.
Scott).
Twa-ft. metal screened lead (Ward and Gold.
stone).
Four
valves;
A.C./VP1
A.C./HLM;
A.C.2/Pen, U.U.3 (Mazda).
One P.M. speaker, Stentorian Senior (W.B.).
-
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flxperirnenters.Uhat
Abt th»NthvRddio Seasoñ
112e

And Discuss Just a Few of the Items iof Constructor.
Interest which will be On View at Olympia
-

,

A LTHOUGH we still have a number of
/-k interesting letters which we. wish
to deal with, weare afraid that they
will hive VO stand over fth a little time.
The fact is that Radiolympia beingalmost
on top of us-as we write, tt rightly claims
our first attention. Will those of our friends
who have been good enough to pas a1ng
their hints and suggestions thercfòre please
excuse the delay this time ?
- -Although the show is not open at the
time of our writing this week's article,
it will be when you read this page. Fortun-

Accurate Matching

-

Transformers

-

The position is not'vry involved when
But we must not let our keen interest
there are only long and medium waves to in coils take our attention from some of the
be considered, but considerable skill- other items which we are simply itching
- ___________________________________
to test. For example, there is a new
output transformer tapped for all ratios
between 120 to i and 10 to I, which has a
constant impedance with primary currents
UI) to 80 mA. This can be used with
push-pull, power or pentode output, and
and not a 1ittl apparatus-is required -will solve many prublems connected with
to make compact short-wave coils with powerful L.F. amplifiers. lt will be very
And .if the convenient for usé in experimental amidentical characteristics.
..
characteristics vary plifiers, and as a standard piece of testit.means either that bench equipment.
separate tuning conAnother similarly-useful compònent for
densers have to be a different purpose is the new,type of mains
used for thé different transformer, costing no more than previous
circuits, or that and less-useful units, with outputs for
enormous efficiency feeding 4.volt, 5-volt and 6.3-volt valver
losses must be con- heaters. Many experimenters will want
The to buy one of these for general use. There
9 tended with.
method which has is another mains transformer that tickles
beenadoptedinover- our fancy, for it is specially made for chassis
comingthistroubleis mounting, and has sub.chassis connections.
jto fit a small-capacity This is going to simplify the wiring of
pre-set condenser chassis-built mains sets, besides avoiding
..
for each coil in the some of those short-circuits which have not
rtuning unit. Thus, been unknown when leads have had to be
The new Wearite all-wave coil.
you can match up the passed through the top of the chassis.
coils for thevarious
ately, we have been able to see in advance wavebands by means of these, and set the Cheaper Mains Sets
some of the proposed exhibits, and we trimmers on the gang condenser to their
Hundreds of constructors have often
have been able to carry out at least a few minimum capacity, or, better still, dis- wished to obtain metal rectifiers without
preliminary tests with some of the more connect these entirely.
metal containing cases. The makers have
interesting of the new components. Our satisfied this demand in the new range,
first impression is that the òoming season
with the result that it has been possible to
is going to be a better and more interesting
reduce prices by a useful margin. This.
one for the constructor and experimenter.
is another of the new season's lines which
Reason: because there are several inter- is going to help to bring down the cost of
new Rulgin
esting new components at remarkably low The
home construction, and to emphasise the
prices, whilst the cost of ready-made output testinj'
advantages in this direction which the
unit using a
receivers is increasing.
home constructor enjoyed until about two
neon tube.
years ago. .
New All- wave Tuners
For car-radio and similar sets receiving
We do not propose to describe thé new
their total input from accumulators, the
iteis in any great detail, since no doubtm
additional range of self-rectifying vibrators
full particulars will be given in another
now available ishelpful. These can now be
The forms of construction differ in detail, obtained for operation from 4-volt, as
part of this issue. But we must tell you
how pleased we are that manufacturers but the idea of using iron-cores for the well as 6-volt and 12-volt accumulators.
have at last introduced all-wave tuners two longer-waveband coils and an air-core The first-mentioned type will enable those
which are no more bulky-and no more- tube for the short-wave coil appears to whose houses are not wired for electricity
expensive-than many previous models have found favour. By this means the to use all-mains-types of receiver without
of two-range coils. What is more, the overall dimensions of complete, screened the need for a 6-volt aecunuilator. These
tuners that we hav examined appeared all-wave tuners have been brought down
(Conii,,ued on page 599.)
to be remarkably well made, and to be of almost to those of ordinary midget coils.
Problems of wave-change switching have
a real precision nature.
In the past the constructor has been also been tackled in a thorough manner b
at a slight disadvantage as compared with fitting reliable, anti-capacity rotary switches
the user of commercial sets, as far as all- inside the coil cans themselves. Two or
wave working is concerned, but that dis- more switches can be operated by the 'J
advantage has now been entirely removed. same knob, since the arms of the switches
As those of you who have tried your are slotted to take a single spindle of
hands at making all-wave coils are fully suitable length. All of the new all-wave
aware, it is by no means a simple job to tuners that we have tested are very well
make a set that can be used successfully made, and we are looking forward to trywith a gang condenser; matching presents ing out a few circuits using them. That
very awkward problems, and stray is a matter on which we hope to be able to
capacities cannot easily be balaúced out. report later. In the meantime we learn
It is all very well to have trimmers on the that some of the new tuners are being
sections of the gang condenser, but these used in new "Show" receivers being
must be adjusted to a setting which affords described on other pages; the Technical
a compromise on the different wavebands Staff tell us that they ari. welj pleased This new Bulgin transformer is arranged for chassis
mounting, and is provided with sí1b-chassis connections.
with theme
covered.
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Ardente apparatus, and the equipment shown on title
stand Will give a good idea ofthe wide range 0f their
activities. We illuatrate one of the alnI,ltfiers froni
Which the ndvel method of providing protection and
screening will be seen. A very comprehennive 48-page
cataloiuie may be obtained on this stand, in which
photographs of the equipment taken on the exact
location where the instruments are installed will ho
found, together with a full technical section.

.

.

.

(Ofllplete 1uicIe
to the Exhibits
In sorno easeodetolls nf eshibit,

L

ARMSTRONG MANUFACTURING CO., 100, King's
Road, Camden Town, N.W.I. Stand No. 220.
specislises in the supply of completo
as distinct fi-0m a finished receiver ist
cabinet, and thus provides the listener with means

bss-e flot bees
reis-a,e1 at ths- rnsrnent of esSig to press
_._

firm
'rifTS
Chassis,

......................

-.,-.

ALL POWER TRANSFORMERS LTD Ba Gladstone
Road, Wimbledon, SW.19.
tand ro. O9.
'J'HE home-constructor will be interested in the wide
range of transformers and chokes exhibited on
this stenti. There are components for all purposes,
from the simple'S stripped modela to tise all-shrouded
items designed to afford full protection from all
points of view. Among the new lines will be two

-

for arrangtng

a form of housing to suit his individual
domestic requirements. Among the chassis on View
will be seen 0-, 7- antI 0-valve models, all superhets.
and covering short waves as well as the normal
broadcast wavelengths. The lowest wavelength
covered is
metres, and push-pull stages are provided
to deliver an outptlt of 12 watts in the ti-valve model.
is interesting to note that Octal
(british) valves are employed in

ii

lt

-

¡

-.---

..-

.

ca a radiograns.

G-?
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ACE RADIO, 2-5, Dingley Place, City Road, E.C.I.
Stand No. 103.

TRE receivers exhibited on this stand eonsit of
three- and four-band superhets and radiooramn.
Probably the most interesting model ta No. AW9I,
which Is a 9-valve receiver covering four wavebauds
f rom 11 metres upwards. The output stage consists
of 2 double triodes in push-pull, delivering a total
undistorted ot1tput of 12 watts. It costs l& guineas
and is also obtainable inn universal matos version, or

'Çgi

..

j

some of these Chassis.

.

-

1
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-

iThis

is eno

AERIALITE,
Cheshire.

the

4cc ,ecdvcr,, male!

LTD., Castls
Stand No. 28.

Works,

AW

THIS
exhibit

of literature relative to

Stadio Hire Purchase, and is therefore mainly of interest to manulecturers and dealers.

f

j

-

AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER AND
ELEC. EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.,
Winder House, Douglas Street,
S.W.I. Stands Nos. 30 and 166.
AMOSI' interesting range of
measuring instruments will ho
shown here, and the popularity
gained in the past for the Avometer
Ayo minor will no doubt lie
shared in the future by the A vo
Capacity Meter and Ayo Valve
Tester. In addition to these devices,
all of which utilise a very highclass meter movement, this firm also
photographic light and ex
and
posure
meters emplolrng the photoOne
service
decade prifleiplO.

'

-supplies

53B.

i.

Etalybridge,

AMONG the many items on this stand will be seen
masticas aerials, aerial wires, batteries and

-

.

Amongst the aerial devices are
those which are designee! to enable the listener to erect
such an essential item without the necessity for
fixing a pole p the ground, and some novel forms have
been developed by thls company. For Ilse on the
short waves the new Coilite Dipole aerial, costing
12s. Od.. is of great interest. The special Porcolite
MT. batteries at,,fis. 6d. for 120 volts are, bound to
interest visitors, and a lower-priced battery is also to
be seen on this stand.
special typos ofacriai.

A handy portable, seen in a car setting, taken from the Aerodyne range,

conversion units from AC. to D.C., one giving an
output 01230 volts at 550 mA., and the other 230 volts
at 273 mA. Vibrator units, LT. chargers, and special
small mains transformera for use its such processes as
welding, soldering, etc, will also be featured,

engineer should make 'a point of

"

,4-.Ç

-

-

C

-

'

t

,

ARDENTE ACOUSTIC LABORATORIES, 309, Oxiord
Street, Wi. Stand No. 2.
14EBS1tS ARDENTE specialise in 'deal-aid and

AERODYNE RADIO, LTD., Aerodyns Works, Tottenpublic-address equipment, and accordingly the
ham, N.17; Stand No. 52.
THE all-wave vecelvers shown on this stand areexhibits on this stand consist of microphones, loudIssny cinemas,
designed to provide high quality, together with speakers, rind amplifiers of nih types.
-. fine examples of the modern cabinet-maker's art.
In churches and other publie buildings are fitted wit!,
addition to superhetmodels, this firm will beiestsiring
straight all-wave models, a 3-valve battery portable, ___________________________________________________
and a 3-valve battery receiver covering the ordinary
Floor Plan appears on page 583.
¡

hroadcastbandsonly, Tiielowestwavehengthcovereel
by the Aerodyne recelversis 13 metres, although certain
models Incorporato two short wavebands extending up
to 170 metres.

TRUST,
ASSURANCE
FINANCE
LTD., Commerce House, 72-SC,
Oxford Street, W.1. Stand'No.219.
stand will he devoted tø an

-

--

-

i

page

585.

"Stand-to-Stand» Report next week..

_______________________________________________________

J

--

J

-

'

'

Bus and other Transport Facilities

-

-

.

One of th

intereshing power amplifiers to 6c seen on the
A,dr,íte Stand, No. Z
-

s.
1
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obtaining details of the range of test equipment,
including the Avo-OscUlator, whilst a new edition of
the pubilcatton " Radio Servicing Suoplified " will
aleo be on sale on this stand.

ments. It will cost 7 guineas and no aerial Is rcuircd.
A canvas eaee and shoulder strap Is also available
at a slight extra charge. Among the other recelvera
to be shown are all-wave portables and radiograma,
and the lowest wavelength covered is 16 metrea.

.

BELLING & LEE, LTD., Cambridge Arterial Road,
Enfield, Middlesex. Stand No. 42.
main portion of tIsl8 exhibit wilt COnsist of
THEinterforeneesuppressing
de-vices, ranging from

.

I

the

Eliminoise anti-interference aerial systeni, to
the small suppressors designed for connection in the
leads ofetectrical apparatus. Other ttems will include

,,

noise measuring instruments, noise locators, television
aerials and valvehoiders, loudspeaker extension plugs

-

s

'

and sockets, the new mag-nickel delay fisse and a full
range of terminals, plugs and other interesting lines
for the home constructor and radio experimenter,
BENJAMIN ELECTRIC, LTD., Brantwood Works,
Tariff Road, Tottenham, N.h. Stand No. Il.
A LARGE number of small itens for the amateur
.twill be shown on this stand, and these include
res1tsnce-fed L.F. transformers, chokes, valve'

-

-

-

-

..

-

fRd -

-

.
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BRITISH BELMONT RADIO, LTD., 4 & 5, Ridgniounl
Street, W.C.1. Stand Na.
JKE receivers which will be79.eiliibited on this stand
Include portables, table models and radiograma.
Model 700, whIch ja illustrated, ja a 7-valve superhet
extending doon to 15.5 metres, and costing 13 gos.
It Is an AC. receiver with Octal 'ealyns and magic eye
tuning. The 9 valve superhet which will be exhibited
tunes down to 62 metres so as to embrace the teIeviion
programnses.
BRITISH G.W.Z. BATTERY CO., LTD., Falmouth
Road, Trading Estate, Slough. Stand No. 82.
HE exhibit on thin stand will jnclude OWl. HT.
batrjes and OB. batteries for wireless recejvers;
refill batteries for pocket lampa and torches over GO
different replacement models for commercial wireless
receivers, a special range of HT. and GB. batterica
for overseas purposes and a special group of heavyduty ET. units with clip terniluals for overseas

T

;

requirements.

BRITISH MECHANICAL PRODUCTIONS, LTD., iSa,
Rochester Row, S.W.1. Stand No. 94.
this stand will be featured the many Clix products which have proved so popular amonghome
constructorssnd manufacturers. These include valveholders, terminal and socket strips, plugs, connectors
and switches. Among the new items to be shown will
be Long Reach plugs, Plug-socket with horizontal
insulator, and a dual-purpose crocodile clip.

()N

course,of
7

An interesting cta,sij selected from the Armstrong range,
Is be icen en Stand No. 220.

-

.

BAIRD TELEVISION LTD., Crystal Palace, Anerley
Road, S.E.19. Stand No. 87.
ilE main feature of this itand will, of
'f be the Baird TelevIsion receivers, In which the

Baird Cathovisor tube, of the allnsagnetic type, is
incorporated. In addition, will be seen special samples
of the equipment which has been used by the company
in Flat installations, together with a complete layout
of a modern block of flats. Vision and sound are
provided on tsp" in any room and technical advice
will be given by the company's experts on ail points
in this connection. Another new development is the
Multiplier Photo-Electric Cell available in two mains
types, eIther for a concentrated light beans or diffused
light. In addition to other televisIon equipment,
working models showing the principles of operation

-

"J'HiSlirmmanufacturesscalesanddislsforannmbcr

-

-

commercIal receivers, together with nameplates, and will exhibit some representative ranges of
their products.
BRITISH PI X CO., LTD., Pio House, 118, Southwark
Street, S.E.l. Stand No. 211.
this stand will be seen the famous Pix Invisible
Aerial, Selectivity Device, metalrised earth
glass lightning arrestor, tubular earth and the aelf
litting outdoor aerial. Many of these items are already
familiar to our reáders, and the novel invisible indoor
aerial has been mentioned on many occasions in our
pages. In addition to these items the Pix valves,
which cost from 2s. Od. upwards, will also be on view.

.

-

,

-

i
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BRITISH METAL ENGRAVING CO.. LTD., St. Margarets Worko,5t. MargareIs, Middlesex. Stand No.
158.

-

--

-

-

.

-

will be on view.

BALCOMBE, A. J., LTD., 52-58, Tabernacle Street,
E.C.2. Stand No. 55.

new Alba resievers seen
AMONG the many the
this stand one of
moot interesting will be the
Armchair model which lodesigued for comfortable tunIng. As will be seen, it has been designed to t close to
an easy chair, Isas sunk controls so that a tray or any
other object may be placed on the top and it incorporates an all-wave superhet. The other modelsincludo
lsattery and mains-operated superhets and straight
circuits and tise lowest wavelength covered is 16.5

metres.

BRITISH RAILWAYS, District Passenger Manager's
Office, Seymour Street, N.W. Stand Nc. 9.

-

A consrn'ehensic,e kit supplid ¿g Bclllng and Lee to cui cot
thc interference which is often picked up ¿y tise aerial ead
mains lewis.

holders, switches, etc. In addition a wide range of
Mssgnavox loudspeakers wUl be shown. These range
from small models for home use to large projection
models for outdoor public address work, and the
Duods model, with the doubie
speech coli is especially worthy
of attention. Tisis model is
available with various field
resistances and costs £5 55.

BRITISH ROLA CO., LTD., Minerva Road, Park Royal,
N.W. Stand No. 41.
fWO now. Rota models are certain to attract otters.
tion thIs year. They are the F742-PM and the
T1050-Pii. The former is a 9in. speaker with a very
high siux density and with an Amico magnet system.
It costs 4OE. Od. The F1O5O-J'M is a slightly larger
model with a lOin, diameter cosse and will handle

exhibit 'will consist of miniature, upright,
'T'"5
grand and player pianos, including the smallest
grand and player pianos which have ever been successfully marketed.
--

-

'-

.

-

BIFURCATED AND TUBULAR
RIVET CO., LTD., do 13-14,
Golden Square, S.W.1. Stand
No. 151.
QN this stand there will be
seen a fufl range ofrlvctss
and eyelets such as are now
generally employed in modern
radio chassis assemblies. By
ilseans of the machinesdesigned
by this firm these eyelets ansi
rivets flay now be inserted in
the most awkward places.

-

_.

.

BARRATT & ROBINSON, LTD., 288-310, York Road,
King's Cross, N.7. Stand No. 201.

-

..

-

-.

-

-

--

-

.
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-

'

-
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BOWMAKER,LTD.,Bewmaksr
House, Lansdowne, Boume-.-.-..
mouth. Stand Ne. 217.
is a Finance corporatien and therefore the
THIS
exhibit will be mainly of interest
to the dealer and shopkeeper.
One of ihn Brus,!, Belmont receieers in which an anassal'
BRIDGER, R. O., & CO., LTD
employed.
No. 4 Factory, Shellerd Place
Church Street,Stoketlewirsgtofl,N.16. Stand No.150.
exhibit consista of a display of seamless
READY!
moulded paper diaphragma for loudspeakers and
THIS
nhicropnones.

-

-

-

'

IJ

-

-

shaPe of

tsning

dial

j,

NOW

-
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Beethoven receiver, to

be seen on

Stand No. 34, the

issue! arrangement of the loads peaker opening is the main

external feature.

RADIO, LTD., Chase Road, North
Acton, N.W.1O. Stand No. 34.
AONG the exhibits on this stand will be what Is
claimed to be the smallest, lightest and most

BEETHOVEN

compact moving-coil loudspeaker battery portable ever
produced. Although very little larger than a box
camera, it is stated to compare With full size instru-

BRITANNIA
Redditch,

BATTERIES,
Worcs.

Stand

LTD.,

Union

Street,

No. 83.

ON this stand will be seen a wide range of batteries
for aU purposes. These are of the Pertrix type
and include not only H.T. and GB. batteries for radio
apparatus, but also cycle lamp, torch and flash-lamp
cells, and special types for use lu police and fire brigade
lamps. Two interesting batteries aro the air depolariser
and the alkaline model, the latter being guaranteed
to lust for eight

years.-

-

WIRELESS COILS, CHOKES
AND TRANSFORMERS, AND
HOW TO MAKE THEM.

2/6, or 2/10 by post from Geo. Newnen,
Lid.,

Tower House, Southampton Street,
Strand, London, W.C.2.
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8watts. Among

.-'..

-

Rota speakers
to be shown is
a 6iin. model

BROWtI BROS., LTD., Gt. Eastern Street, London,
E.C.2. Stand No. T.18.
will be a wholesale exhibit and will feature

.

-

the smaller

'F1115
completo products of many welhknown firms.

t

and cabinet
models of

BULGIN

,

various types,
elesigned for use

at extension
f

.

\

-

listening points
or as separate
sneakers where
the receIver

/

.

.

'.,

'

/

.iI

'

does not Incorpor ate Its
ow n reproduce r. T he

..

.

'

...

giant 012
model, with a
12m. dia-

phrssgm, should This is the Rota Model F.742-P.tví,onc
certainly be in. of the manu novel speaker chassis to Ic

spected.

Stand No. 41.

seen on

BRITISH TELEVISION SUPPLIES, LTD., Faraday
House. 8-10, Charing Cross Read, W.C.2. Stand

No.47
this stand there 'will be the Little Princess
Portable, a Multi-valve superhet chassis for aliQN
wave reception, two amplifiers, and a witte range of
E.T.S. components for short-wave work. in addition,
the B.T.S. television receivers and kits of parts for
home construction will also be exhibited. Tise nnsplitiers will provide outputs of 6 and 14 watts, tise latter
delivered by two triodes in push-pull.

A. F. & CO., LTD., Abbey Road, Barking.

Stand 'No. I.
30 new components will be exhibIted on
ABOUT
the Bulgin stand, which,, as usuaI will be tise

centre of Interest for the home constructor. Among
the many old favourites which this firm will be
exhibiting will be switches, transformers, chokes,
coils and so on. Among the new lines will be a Television Aerial kit lis a simple and a do luxe version;
a square-can ¿serial coil and associated coils; multiratio ontput transformer, sind iseon output measuring
nuit. The separate items are, of course, too numerous
to mention, but every' amateur should make a point of
examining the vast range wlsichiaavallable.

BURNDEPT, LTD., Light Gun Factory, Erith, Kent.
Stand No. 85.
new receiverS are to be shown by BurnSEVERAL
dept, and these will Include portables, table
models and radiograms. Model 259, whIch will be
shown on this stand, Is claimed to be the first British
receiver to employ electron-coupled output valves and
aurai tuning. With this device nothing Is left to the
skill of the operator, the receiver bringing in all

transmissions of programme value absolutely without
sideband distortion, passing silently from one station
to another as the dial is rotated, and automatically
eliminating all stations not of programme value. The
lowest wavelength covered in tise Burndept range
is 13.5 metres.
BUSH RADIO, Ltd., Power Road,
GhÌswick, W4. Stand No. 70.
o. .j\,LL.WAVE receivers will
be seen
on this stand, and nome 1n
teresting features will be seen in the
design of circuits and cabinets. In
addition to the short-wac tuning
ranges, thediala are clearly identified
and novel forms of indication are
adopted in certain of the models,
J

CADISCH, R. & SONS, S-6, Rod Lion
S1siare, W.C.l. Stand T9.
j'xtIS is a tratto exhibit and eon-

j

slats of representative collections

of standard apparatus.

j CELESTION, LTD.,

29 Hith Street,
Hampton Wick,
lngaton - on Thames. Stand No. 26.
exhibit will consist of the
THIS
many popular Cciestion speakers,
ranging from the Junior models
up to the large public-address

The
equipment.
speakers tire avail.
ablein chassis form,

j
-

Celes lion spcokero may bc

,

-4

triodo detector valve with ñon-microphonic structure
-

'S.,,

,4zSo

--

-.

,.

C.

COLE, E. K., LTD., Ekco Works,' Southend-on-Sea,
Essex. Stand No. 69.
0NE of the most interesting features of the
receivers to be shown on this stanti, is the novel

tunliig device. In some of tite Ekco receivers this year
it would appear, at first sight, that ail external tuning,
voiume and tone controls have been diepensed with.
For tuning, a large knob is now used, and this is made

-,

-

or mounted in

cabinets, and all
P.M. models are
supplied without transformers for
use with receivers of i to 5 ohms
impedanceoutpnt. AlternatelY ,they
may be obtained with a
standard universal transtonner. Certain models
incorporate a constant Impedance volume control. In
addition to the speakers
this Srm will a180 be ex-t
bibiting s pick-up which is supplied
complete with volume control, for 20s. Od'

-

-

-

°-'-.----

-

-.

-

-'

i

ta"t

Oli

the Exide "Mass" type LT. cella
incorporating the invisible charge indicator, a
new range of Iiycap accumulators, especially designed
L

-

to meet the demands of high-powered radio receivers
has been produced. These will be exhibited on
Stand No. 32 together with ussspillable fells, wet HT.
batteries aoiil dry batteries of all types. Continuing
the policy of having available a suitable HT. battery
for every radio receiver, Drydex have augmented their
range to cover ali tise latest consisscrcial receivers. aiid
in addition can supply alternative batteries for a
number of popular sete.

CHLORIDE ELECTRICAL STORAGE CO., LTD.,
Exlde Works, Chitan Junction, nr. Manchester.

-

Noie how the onirs1s have heen rna,kcd inihc design of this
new Ekco receiver.
Toning is corned est bit mestas of o fly
wheel device. See ii on Stand No. 69.

Tll

in cabinets for use at extension points.
is one of the modcis,

obtained

BRITISH TUNGSRAM RADIO WORKS, LTD., West
Road, Tottenham, N.h. Stand No. 30.
QEVERAL new Tungsram valves are to he shown
J on this stand at this year's exhibition.
These
include a variable-mu Magic Eye, a special 2-volt

-
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BRITISH WIRELESS FOR THE BLIND FUND, 224,
Great Portland Street, W.1. Stand No. 46.

Collars product.

to follow the contour of the cabinet, rendering it
inconspicuous, end the remaining controls are set in
with this device. The balance of the control is very
lineand-the makers hava applied the term "spinwheel" tuning to the arrassgeneent. Jn addition,
Mystic Eye tuning devices, novel cabinets and a pickme-np portable will also be weil featured.

Batteries of all types mdy be seen an the Chloride
Storage company's siand No. 32.

and s. large magnilisation factor, and a van-alu
Jiexode for use in car radio apparatus.

An automatic record changer which will accommodate oi,cd
sizes of records and is faultless In operation., This is a

COLLARO LIMITED, Culmore Works, Culmore Road,
Pcckham, S.E.15. Stand No. 101.
this stand will be a full rance of gramophonereproducing apparatus, &mongst which will be

(N
This

is one

of the pick-ups mono/adunad

Compang, and

the Cosmocord
form of a
available with a motor in

ii i,

2g,

complote gramophone unit.

WIN A

W.B.

itt

SPEAKER

Turn to page 575.

the Automatic Rccord changer, illustrated on this
page. lt plays eight Pin., lOin, and 12th. rccords
mixed in any order without adjustment. In addition,
tise automatic record-player is available in either
(Continued o page 584)

-

Plano ilcx

Astounding new speakers
______________for QUALITY AMPLIFIERS
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Full List of Exhibitors arranged in Alphabetical
Order, .vith Addresses and Stand Numbers..

'

S

S

-

-

.

1

Ii.

STAND No.

ADDRESS

NAME

NAME

..............
..............
...... .......
ADDRESS

STAND No.

Ace RadIo, 2, Dingley Place, City Road, E.C. iO3 East!ek.&Sous, Ltd.;J. J., ils, Bunhill Row,
Aerialite, Ltd., Castle Works, Stalybridge, Ches
28
ECl
Aerodyne Radio, Ltd., Aerodyue Works Totten.Eavestaff &..Sons, Ltd., W. O. Ashlield Road,
52
ham, NJ7
.Harringay, N.4.All Power Transformers, Ltd., 8, Gladstone
.
.Jcopasjgn Co., Ltd, 92, Victoria Street, S.W.1
Road, Wimbledon, SW
209 EdIson Swan Electric Co., Ltd:, 155, Charing
Ardente(R. H. Dent), 309, Oxford Street,W.l..
2
Cross Road. W.C.2
Armstrong Big. Co., 100, KIng's Road, Camden
Emciency Magaziie, 87, Regènt Street, Wi ..
Town, N.W.1
220 Eli, Ltd., Gordon, lia, ltunourr Square, W.1 ..
Assurance Finance Trust, Ltd., 72-86, Oxford
Ensigsi,Ltd., 88, High liolhc,rn W.Ç.l ....
Rtrèet,w.1
211 Ever-Ready Co. (GB.), Ltd., Hercules Place,
Automptic Coil Winder k Electrical Equipment
Bpljoway, N.7
Co., Ltd., Winder Hoiihe Douglas Streét,
Eserett Edgcumbe & Co., Ltd., Colindale Works,
s.w.i.............................. 30, 166
Jlendon, N.W.9 .............
Baird Television, Ltd., Greener House, 66, HayFerranti, Ltd., Radio Works,
Mostn,

..........
......

s

.........

87

201

Cross, N.7

A.

Beethoven Radio, Ltd., Chase Road, North
ActOn, N.W.l0
Beijing k l.ee, Ltd., Cambridge Arterial Road,
Enlield, Middlesex
Benjamin Electric, Ltd., Brautwood Works,
Tariff Roua, N.15
Bifurcated k Tubular Rivet Co., Ltd., e/o
Exhibitors Service, Ltd., 13-14, Golden Square,

..........
........
........

W.1
Bownsaker, Ltd., 26, St. James's Street,S.W.l
Bridger & Co., Ltd., BO., 4, Shelford Place,

........
..........
........
....
............
..........
..........
........
............
.

British

.............
Belmont Radio, Ltd., 45, Ridgmount

Street, W.C.l

dritish G.W.Z. Battery Co., Ltd., Falmouth
Road, Tradi tig Estate, Slougli,-Jlueka..
Brit ich Mechanical Productions, Ltd., 79.t,
Rochester Bow, S.W.1
British Metal Engraving Co., Ltd., St. Margaret's
.

-

.

55
34
42
17

PortlsntiStreet,W.1

70
62

......

41
47

36
46

............
........

............
..........

101

Cosmocord, Ltd., Cambridge Arterial Road,
.. 48
Enileld
Cossor, Ltd., A. C., Cossor Works, Bighbury
61, 163
Oro"e, N.5
Crypton Equipment, Ltd., North Acton Road,
202
Park Royal, N.W10
.

........
........
Davies (Slough), Ltd., D. M., Trading Estate,
Slough, Bucks ..........
Davis k Timinlus, Ltd., Brook Road, Wood
Groen, N.22
..........
Decr'a Gramophone Co., Ltd., 1-3, Brixton Road,
S.W.9

............

-

¡

-'S-'

iS

..........

............
........

General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kings-

way, W.C.2
54 62
& Co., Ltd., 0., 73, Arundel Street,
Sheffield
T17

Gilbert

Goodmáns Industries, Ltd., Lancelot Road,
Veinbley, Middlesex
Gramophone Co., Ltd., 98, Clerkenwell Road,

43

013,

70

Halcyon Radio, Ltd., Sterling Works, Dagenham,
Essex
35
Harnee Thermionics, Ltd., 233, Shaítesbury
Avenue, W.C.2
3
Harris & Russell, Ltd., Dl, Tottenham Court
Road, W.1
T12
]Taynes Radio, Queensway, Enfleld, Middlesex..
Il
Iieayherd & Co., Ltd., F. 0., 10, Finsbury Street,

............
..........
..........
E.C.2
............
Henleys Telegraph Works, Ltd., Hoiborn Viad act,
E.C.1
............
High Vacuum Valve Co., Ltd., 111, Farnlngdon
ltoad,E.0
..........
llobday Brothers, Ltd., 21, Great Eastern
Street,E.C.2
..........
Hunt,Ltd., A. IL, Rendon Valley, Garratt Lane,
S.W.18
............

25
20
27

Tb

155

58

213

93

71

Works, Victoria Road, N. Acton, W.3 ....
81
Dynnport Radio & Television, Ltd., Portadyne
18
Works, Goret Road, N.W.10
flynatron hastio, Ltd., Perfecta Works, itay Lea
104
Road, htaidenhead
Dyson & Co., Ltd., J., 2, Coleman Street, E.C.2 T14
East London Rubber Co., Ltd., 20, Great Eastern
Tilt
Street, E.C.2

..........

-

!

Invicta Radio, Ltd., lOs, Parkhurnt Road, N.7

..........

........

j

For the Best Books,
Blueprints, Periodicals,
and Reader Service,
viit our Stand, No. 10,
Ground Floor!

Jackson Brothers (London), Ltd., 72, St. Thomas
Street, S.R.l

.

......

37

16

k Co.. Ltd.. Thos., 00, Shernhall
6
Street, Valthamstow, E.17
flew k Co., Ltd., A. J., 33, 1{athhone Piace, W,1 T20
flibben, Ltd., florare, 34, Carlton Crescent,
T8
Southampton
flubilier Condepeer Co, (1925), Ltd., Ducon
De La Rue

14

........

!

Koister-Brandes, Ltd., Cray Works, Sidoup, Rent
L. E. S.

mnton,

Lugton & Co., Ltd., 203, Old Street, li.C.t

......

STAND No

S

Square, E.OE2
..
215
Mica & Micanite Supplies, Ltd., Mica House,
Barnsbury Squdre, N.j ..
154
Mimes Radio Co., Ltd., Church Street, Bingley,
Yorks
88
Mallard Radio Valve Co.. Ltd.. 225. Tottnn-ham Court it.oad, W;1 -.. - ..
:-.
161
.

-

-

............

j

r72,

New Era Publishing Co., Ltd., 12-14, Newton
Street, HOlborn, W.C.2
Ne.w London Electron Works, East Han. E.S
Newnes, Ltd., George; Tower House, Southampton
Street, Strand, W.C.2

..........

........

Olds Discount Co., Ltd., Equitable House,

South Parade, Nottingham

......

Partridge Wilson & Co., Ltd, Evington Valley

8
SO
lo

218

........
......

29

............

OS

Road, Leicester
Practical and Amateur Wireless
l'lìilipsLamps,Ltd., 145, Charing Cross Road,

Pilot Radio, Ltd., 87, Park Royal Road, N.W.1O
Plessey Co., Ltd., Vicaruge Lane, llfbrd, Essex
J'yc, LW., Africa House, Kingsway, W.C.2

....
............
............
..........
..........
..........
........
......
..........
..........

Radio Gramophone Deve!opment Co., Ltd., Globe
Works, Newton Row, Birmingham
Radiometers, Ltd., Eagle flouse, Jeruiyn Street,
S.W.i
Radio Society of (It. Britain, 53, VictorIa Street,
S.W.i
Rawiplug Co., Ltd., Rawiplug house, Cromwell
Road, S.W.7
RecIo (Sound Equipment), Ltd., 97, flampstead
Road, N.W.1
Mists Wires & Cables, Ltd., Freemantle Road,
Lowestol t
Rose (Electrical) Ltd., Norman, 94, Tottenham
Court Road, \V.1

-

lo

84
22
60
67

i6
214
91
24

159
207

Salford Electrical Instruments, Ltd., Magnet
House, Klngsway, W.C.2
168
Scott Insulated Vire co. Queensland Works,
flolloway, N.7
150
Selecta Gramophones, Ltd., 81, Southwark
Street, S.E.1
T13
Shaftesbury Microphones, Ltd., 24, Aldersgate
Street, ECl
..
92
Siemens Electric Lamps & Supplies, Ltd., 39,
Upper Thames Street, E.C.4
31
Sound Sales, Ltd., Marlborough Road, Upper
holloway, N.19
89
Steatite & l'orcelalu Products, Ltd., Stourporton-Severn
152
Stoning Batteries, Ltd., Sterling Works Dagen-.'
nani, e.ssex
a
Stratton & Co., Ltd., Brouisgrove Street, Brminghain
23
-

........
......

............
..........

..........
..........
Tannoy Products, Canterbury Grove, West Norsrood, SE
..........
Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd., Wales Farm
......

Road, North Acton, liV.3
Telsen Electric (1935), Ltd., Fltzgeorgc Street,
Manchester
Tcxaloom Radio, Ltd., 806, High Road, Tottenham, N.17
Thompson, Diamond & Buteher, 34, Fnrringdon

..........
............

80
38
90

15

ltoad, RC.

The 362 Radio Valve Co., Ltd., 324, Liverpool
Road, N.7
210
Tucker Eyelet Co., Ltd., George, Cuckoo Road,
]llrminghans. 7
102

..........
..........

Ultra Electric, Ltd., Western Avenue, Acton,
65

Distributors Ltd., 15, Alfred Place,

LIsse,LW.,

ADDRESS

NAME

Mercantile-Credit Co., Ltd., 39-45, Flnsbúry

\N.C.2

Gambrell Electrical Equipment Co., Ltd., 3,
St. James's Square, S.W.1
..
(larrard Engineering & Mfg. Co., Ltd., Newcastle
Street, Swindon, Wilts

94

Brown Brothers, Ltd., Great Eastern Street,
E.C.2
FiS
]3ulgin & Co., Ltd., Â. F., Abbey Road, Barking,
................ i
Essex
Burndept,Lt.l., Light Gun Factory, Erith, Rent 85
Bush Radio, Ltd., Power Rond, Chiswiek, W.4.
70
Cadisch & Sons, R., 5-6, Red Lion Square, W.C.i TO
Criestion, Ltd., London Road, Kingston-onThames
26
Chloride Electrical Storage Co.,Ltd.,231, Shaftes32
bury Avenue, W.C.2
Cole, Ltd., E. K., Ekco Works, Southend-on-Sea 69
Collaro, lAd., Cuimoro Works, Culmoro Road,

SEIS

164

.........
..........

83

.......

Faraday House,
8-10, Citaring Cross Road, W.C.2
British Tungsram Radio Works, Ltd., West itoad,
Tottenham, N.17
British VIreleas for the Rilad Fund, 224, Great

58

151
217

Works, St. Margarets, Middles
158
British Pix Co., Ltd., 11$, Southwark Street,
211
S.E.1
British Railays, District Passenger Manager
9
0111cc, Seymour Street,
British Boia Vo., Ltd., Minerva Road, Park

Royal, NW
British Television Supplies, Ltd.,

TIf)

Manchester
21, 74
Film lndustrles,Ltd.,60,PaddingtonStreet,W.1
4
Filnders (Wholesale), Ltd., 14-20, St. Peter's
Street, Ipswfeh
Ti
Fuller Accumulator Co. (1926), Ltd., Woodland
W'orks, Chadwell Heath, Essex
100

150
CliurchStreet,N.16
Britannia Batteries, Ltd.,lJnlonStreet, Redditch,

Worcs

7

221

...........

...........
Ilolcombe, Ltd.,
J., 52, Tabernacle Street,

market,S.W...

Barrattk Robinson, Ltd.,288,York Road, Rings

204
222

-

..........

'

T3

V.3

...........

.-

Varley (Oliver Peli Control, Ltd.), Cambridge
Place, Burrage Road, SElS ..
..
..
'idor, Ltd., West Street, Erith, Kent ..

63

99

Webber k, Co., Ltd., J. M., 39, Great Eastern

.. TiS

Manufacturers' Accessories Co. (1928), Ltd., 85,
Great Eastern Street, R.C.2 ....... T4
Slarooniphone Co., Ltd., 210, Tottenham Court
53, 64
Road, W.1
May & Baker, Ltd., 42-43, St. Paul's Church
157
yard, E.C.4
?i1ci1ichaei Radio, Ltd., Wexham Road, Slough
Ducks

........

..........
..............

ree

................
......

Westinghouse Brake & Signai Co., Ltd. 52,
York Road, King's Cross, N.j
Weston Electric.sI Instrument Co., Ltd., Kingston
By-Pass Surbiton, Surrey
.......
Whiteley Electrical Radio Co., Ltd., Victoria
Street, Mansfield, Notte
Wingrove k Rogers, Ltd., 188-89, Strand, W.C.2
Wright & Weaire, Ltd., 740, HIgh Road, Tottenham, N.17
,
..

.......

-

Tu

-.

77

167
75
44
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"Practical and Amateur Wireless," the Leading Wireless
Journal with the Largest Net Sales, is on sale at Stand No.
10, Ground Floor, with its stable companions, "Practical
Mechanics" (6d. monthly), "Practical Motorist" (3d.
every Friday), and "The Cyclist" (2d. every Wednesday).
Full range of our standard works on Wireless, Blueprints,

/

rie

/
/

4

F/7

f

/
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/

/
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etc., are also on sale.
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LJ

chassis or cabinet form. Magnetic and crystal picklips will also be shown, together with rthdiogrsus units
embodying A.C. and universal motors, combined with
l)icl-ul,s on rectangular unit plates with fully-auto-

I

The receivers are of the all-wave and superhet types,
and the lowest wavelength covered is 16 metres.
Several battery receIvers will be seen, and these alao
embrace the all-wave feature. The popular Melody
Maker receis'ers will be seen in their 1938 form, and
the cathode-ray oscillographa will attract considerable
attention. The television receiver will also be on
view and may be seen working in the special television
sectIon.
CRYPTON EQUIPMENT, LTD., North Acton Road,
Park Royal, N.W.1O. Stand No. 202.
QN this stand sslll be seen a full range of charging

DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925), LTD., Ducen
Works, Victoria Road, North Acton, W.3. Stand
No. 81.

HERE will be seen a most comprehensive ra'ge of
condensers, including small mica dielectric
componenta,svlre-end tubulars, metal-cased oil-dielcctric

-

equipment suitable for the radio dealer, service
engineer and car-owner. For the latter, a full 6-amp.
automatic charger for 6- or 12-volt batteries may be
obtained. and this requires no charging resistanres,
no barretter lamps and no adjustments.

,n.W

"C'

-

-

)

I'

7;

DAVIES D. M., (SLOUGH), LTD., Trading Estate,
Slough. Stand No. 16.
DAVIS & TIMMINS, LTD., Brook Road, Wood Groan,
N.22.Stand No. 213.

j

DECCA GRAMOPHONE CO., LTDV
S.W.9. Stand No. 71.

L

A

l-3, Bridon Road,

MONG the réceivers to be shown on this stand are

table models, radIograma and a novel portal.le.
This is illustrated ou this page and is known as the
Fortrola receive
It Is a superliet for either AC. or

--¡n

dial has
i-

been

this Portudyae receiver o
rather nove! form of timing
Incorporated and great!,, facilitates tuning.

I

and electrolytic condensers of all
types.
In addition, to the many
popular Items which have already
been placed on the snariset, there
will be a number of new lines, many
of whiCh aro of the high-voltage
type designed for use in televisjon
other high-voltage Circuits.
Blocks of condensera, incorporating
several condensers with common
connect-ions,
to reduce internal
circuit nsirt,ìg, will also be shown.

-

-

s

_-

ro çi1Ros:
4-..

Thh illssi 'olios show, how the variablese!eclivi!y device has
bee,,

into the 1F. transformers

filled

of time

-

Coasor receivers.

matie start-and-stop mechanisni. Double and
spring motors will also be exhibited.

single-s

-

'-and

q

"

DYNAPORT RADIO & rELEVISIOÑ,
LTD., Portadyne WorkS, 18-19, Gorst
Road, N.W.1O. Stand No. 18.
N this stand will be seen various
model receivers, incorporating
malus and bauery-operated modele.
The latest release is an nil-wave

-

COSMOCORD, LTD., Cambridge Arterial Road, Enlield,
Middlesex. Stand No, 48.
ONE of the main Items to be featured: on this stand
will be t.lte nos-el playing desk, available - in
different liatterns. lt consista of a motor, turntable
and pick-up built into a small cabinet so that lt may
be added to an existing table model receiver. lt is

"

n

-

o

also obtainable with a record-storing cabinet beneath.
,'
In addition fo this, there will be motors and pick-ups
on view, one of which is shown on page 581. The
portable playing desk will also be pronhln'cntiy
I/ic Port rola,a Doces Portfeatured. This costa £4 58., and is available for This is radio-gramophone
which
Universal (AC. or D.C.) use without alteration, as t1
ma be seen, with t/se other Ltecca
well as for AC. use,
rccewers, on Stand No. 7!.COSSOR. A. C., LTD., Cosser House, Hlghbury Grove,
DC. supplies, and covers three wavebands. An
London, N.5. Stand Nos. 61 and 163.
ON the Cossor stands the exhibits will consist of internalaerialisftttedandabigh.ßdelityp.Mspeaker.
radio receivers, radiograma, valves, cathode-ray lt weighs 271bs. and costs 16 guineas. Tise lowest
tubes, measuring devices and telovislon receivers, wavelength covered In the Decca range is 12 metres.

-DE

-

LA RUE, T., & CO., LTO.,90, Shernhall Street,
E.l7. Stand No. 6.
THIS exhibit will show the
advance which has been
nisde In moulded plastic technIque as applied to radio.

'-

-

-s-.

'
I

P1W & CO., LID.,
33, Rathbono Place,
Stand No. T.20.

A. J.,

-

-

superhet for AC. operation with
triple-tuned 450 kc/s intermediate
ftequency transformers. The lowest
wavelength oovered le 16.5 metres.
A novel feature Is the Rotoinatle"
tuning scale which turns with the
wave-change switch and thus only
exposes the appropriate tuning scale,
thus avoiding confusion.

-

o

-

-

DYNATRON RADIO, LTD., Perfecta Works, Ray Lea
Road, Maidenliead, Stand No. 104.

feature underlying the Dynatron receivers'FREis main
the incorporatIon of the highest possible
quality, and receivers will be found on this stand rang-

SS

-_

'

u

W.l.

*

i
-

'

-

One

of

fhe new Porladyne receivers io be seen on Siand No. 18.
Note the large doc/nace liming did.

T

a

DIBBEN, H., LTD., 34,Cartton
Crescent,Southampton. Stand
No. Ta.
'T'HIS isa trade exhibit and
1

will consequently consist

of representative apparatus.

h
Three nl the variable controls from the Dubilier range.
The centre component
Fadovcr "designed for changing over from rodio io gramophone repros/oct ¿on.
is

o"

S

Cil ØJ

jff

REC VERS
I

for Critical
listeners

4
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These are
built solely for the music-lover, radio enthusiast, and
those seeking to obtain the very best, and whO are
prepared to pay a little moie for that purpose. Allwave reception is incorporated, and there are 5 wavebands going down to 6. metres. A novel tuning
systemisiittroduced in which, when correctly tuned ii,
the scale lights are dimmed asad the station conio
lights up. The chassis of all the Dynatron receivers
may be obtained separately if desired,
Ing inprice from 35 gnJneas to 155 cilineas.

DYSON, J., & CO., LTD., 2, Coleman Street, E.G,2.
Stand No. T.14.

fIlS

Is a

trade exhibit.

.

EVERETT, EDGCU M BE & CO., LTDw Colindalo Works,
Hendon, N.W.9. Stand No. 164.
N addition to the "Ali Purpose Tester," the double
pointer multi-range AC. and D.C. moving-coii
meter, and the Service Valve Tester, which was intro'
duceS Isst season, two new lines will be seen on this
stand. These are the Valve (lange, asiniple emission
and mutual conductance tester, handling all types 01
valve, ami au All-Wave Oscillator witl a continuous
range froto 10 to 3 000 metres. The Visual valve tester
has been mortified' to includo a onore elaborate power
pack asid voltage stabilisation. In addition a wide
range of dwarf testing isistrilmeists will be shown,.
together with power Output metrea oint other radio

585
units. The 10 volt ItT. accumulator units are available
in various capacities ranging in price from 5e. Pd.,
and HT. drybatteries are availablefrom 3s.for60voits.
Fuller batteries are siso available for use in torches.
ilasbiamps, cycle iamps and other devices and a special
range of portobie units is to be shown.

,............

equipment.

FERRANTI, LTD., Radio Works, Mostout, Manchester.
Stand NOs. 21 and 74.
QN these two stands Messrs. Ferranti will be
showing their new range of nh-wave receivers
and aleo thsir new Television rece1er. Fnll,details
have not yet been released regarding
these items, but tise all-ivave feature is
obviously to be incorporated, and _to
facilitate tuning on the short-waves a
nOvel projection dial is fitted. This gives
.-'an equivalent of abolit 81t. of tuning
scale and renders the short-wave tossing as
simple as the ordinary broadcast tuning.

«.

of B.

_

s

lossdspeabers.

ses

A

very

siclo!

-

ramohene

motor 05d

p.ckIm seen o,,

ob te
the Garrard

I

''

land.

L

ELF, GORDON, LID., 172, Hanover Square, W.l.
Stand Ne. 95.

'

ENSIGN, LTD,
Ne. T.19.
Is a

88,

High

A new idea its cabinet design and colóur schemes, to be seen in
the new G.E.C. range of receioers.

FILM INDUSTRIES; LTD., 60, Paddington Street,
W.1. Stand No. 4.
UBLIC Address loudspeakers and microphones will
he featured on tisis stand and the latest addition
lsthotypeL.S.8,lourls1ieakerunit. Tliishas a consider..

P

abtyltnproveddtaphragm

-

-'

_.)

amoumst

of
l/me

essembly and will handle
35/40 watte speech power
when heed in conjunction
with the company's 70111.
exponential
horn. The
.-_.MI moving-collI microsvili
also
phono
hO
featured with some ampilfers ranging from 3}
watts upwards. In the
domestic speaker range a point of interest is the
patented parallel action centring device which lias
tite nieritof completely sealing the air gap.
ELINDERS (WHOLESALE), LTD., 14-20, St. Peter's
Street, Ipswich. Stand No. T.7.
is a trade exhibit.
'J'1115

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., LTD., MagnOt House,
Kingsway, W.C.2. Stands No,. 54 and 62.
ON these two stando will be displayed siot only the
latest G.E.C. receivers, but also the raimge of
batterIes and Osrom valves. The receivers will lie elioplayed on stand No. 62, and is claimed to be tite mimost
comprehensive rangeS yet brosiglitouit by the U.E.C.,
including botti battery ami mains apparatus. Prices
range from 7b guineas to 80 guIneas for an autoradiogram with a 10-watt output stage. In dditlon to the
Osram valves and fIT. batteries the televisiot, receivers
will undoubtedly be a great attraction. Tito tnstrtsmonta provide pictures lOin, by 8m. ansi delails are
given in our special television review this week.
GILBERT, C.,&CO.,LTD.,73,Arundel Street, Sheffield.
stand No. 1.17.
is a tiade exhIbit.

TElS

G000MANS INDUSTRI ES,

LTD., Lascetot Road,
Wembley, Middlesex. Stand No. 43.
Ihis stand will be seen some interesting PA.
loudspeakers, an illustration of one being given
on this page. In. addition Messrs. Goodniaii will be
showing a new volume control designed to meet the
demand lOr n loudspeaker enntrol.which does not
materially altet the load reflected back to the primary
ofthe transformer. lt elinthiates distortion uSual with
'

-

'fillS
EVER READY CO. (01. BRITAIN), LTD., Hercuiet
Place, Holloway, N.7. Stand No. 58.
IN addition to the Ever Ready batteries and valves
to be seen here, there will be a
range of receivers. These include a neat portable
which lias a hinged speaker fitting in the lower portion.
unlike the usual scheme of including it in the lid. When
the lid is raised the speaker is lifted at an angle and is

-

-

-

I

Foe esverin o large area a lOUd
speaker fissi nf 1/ii, lube í very
desirable.
Thi, made! may be seen
on the Goodman Stand Ns. 43.

I
I

I

comprehensive-

thus in a suitable position to give good sound distribution. The lowest wavelength covered in the Rver
Ready sets is 13 metres.

-

______________________________

Helbern, W.C.1. Stand

trade exhibit.

-

.

type BACO is illustrated on this page.

EDISON liWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD., 155, Chancit
Cross Road, W.C.2. Stand No. 57.
QN this stand will be shown many interesting B.T.1l.

j_.

-,

I

-

-

GARRARD ENGINEERING & MGF. CO., LTD.,
Swindon, Wilts
Stand NO. 37.
THE main feature on this stand will be the R.C.4
record chs.mnger unit. In addition, an improved
lt.C.1 record changer si-ill be on view and this will be
available for either A.C. or .A .0/D.C. use. It is designed,
to play batches of eight 10lit. or l2ist. recormls in any
combination. In adulitiosi various other miramoplsone
motors anti gramophone units will be on view, cud tite

ECONASIGN CO., LTD., 92, Victoria Street, S.W.1.
Stand No. 222.

/

i,

GAMBRELL ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.,
3, St. James's Square, S.W.1. Stand NO. 14.

EAVESTAFF, W. G., & SONS, LTD., Ashfield Road,
Finsbury Park, 5.4. Stand No. 204.
tisis sland will be shosvsi the miniature pianos
QNasid other products of this firm. Titeas include
a new upright and the "illiulgralsd."

221.-

Tisis

of lime heodpi,one
sel, which ore mml.mtoirr
aim/c in a speciol lightPoltern for
weight
those who do a consise

listening through
phones.

-

Stand No.

-.

f
-

No. 57 are smirk-ups,

tim/crab/c

sliosims.

EFFICIENCY MAGAZINE, 87, Relent Street, W.1.

-

Da/oes, together with

'

EASTICK, J. J., & SONS, LTD., 118, Bunhill Row,
E.C.1. Stand Nu. T.3.
ON this stand, which Is a trade exhibit, representative receivers and apparatus will be

shown..

the rance
comtmonenls

head-phones a,,.!

(s'se

components, such as pIck-ups and loudspeakers,
scellas the full range of Mazda valves and television
accessories. These include new types of valve and the
cntlsesle-raytubes. rite PezoLectric pIck-up is oils of
the outstanding items in tIme remiinlng rangea, and
Clin 1938 iiiodel reaches a high stsndard of elliciency
in Ilse reproduction of modern records. In addition osi tisis stood, the 'Eisssgar Radio Battery
chargers and the "xtra-Lifo' accumulators will
be
.

in

rH.

which ore exhibited on
the Ediswat,- stand

\.

ros ge lä lie seen on the
Edison Swat, s(asd.
EAST LONDON RUBBER CO., LTD., 29, Great
Eastern Street, E.C.2. Stand No. T.16.
'J'fuS also Is a trade exhibit.
This is on, of Ihr pic!cuts from

L

..
Included

,rn'1

j

-'

FULLER ACCUMULATORCo. (1926), LTD.. Woodland
Works, Chadwell Heath. Essex. Stand No. lOO.
AMONd the many new accumulators and H.T.
batteries to be seen oil this stand ars jelly
'asid free-acid unspillable types and high capacity

1'

some types ol loudspeaker volume rontrOl.

It costs

A very Interesting domestic speaker is tlìq
model which incorporates au elliptical diaphragm,
occupying only the space taken by a Cm. speaker,
but giving reproduction equal to a lOin. unit.

7s. Cd.

!tM

JIIJ
-

I
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çi
GRAMOPHONE CO.,

LTD., 98, Cierkenweil Road,
Stands Nos. 66 and 76.
of these stands will be displayed 22 all(J world radio receivers sind rsdiogsasus, tinit on
tise other the new Television receivers, together seil Ii a
series of exhibits showing how closely the world famous
II.MX. trade mark has been linked with tise developE.C,1

one

the lowest wavelength covered ¡s 10.5 metres. Television receivers >Ciii also be showus, and these include
one model in which an all-ware radio chassiistuilt,
whilst another model receives television sond sitt
vision only. This will cost 55 gus.
HARRIES THERMIONICS, LTD., Britannia House,
233, Shattesbury Avenue, W.C.2.
Stand No. 3.

ares,

ILE exhibits here show valves
and receivers covered by
patents under which licences
granted by the company. The
newly released Hivac Marries all-

'f
J

I

/

I

s

rectifier chassis using ail-stage
valves will also lee shown. Jfl
addition there will lie au exhibit
showing the patent history of
receivers and valves and a silent
demonstration of tise power handhug capabilities of tise new Bivac
Marries Ag/Q critical distance 00

*

-

-

el
.

'-

t

°
tu

watt tetrodes.

One of the Hasues

IIARRIS & RUSSELL, Ltd.,
Tottenham

Court
Stand Na. T.12.

Road,

191,

be seen

W.1.

::5a0.

¡linror,or-

ates a 5-valve 2 H.F. circuit and is Jilted will,
separate valves ¡or L.F. and A.V.C. Tlsere are ¡sise
tuned circuits and a variable sensitivity contro!.

and vision plus gramophone reception, aivl 10usdspeakers, microphone, amid various waïsistrauisformers
asid chokes are also to be seen.
1-ISAYBERD, F. C. & CO., 10, Flflsbury Street,
E.C.2.

Stand No. 25.

makers of moins equipment of all types tIsis
exhibit will consist mainly of i runsforiners.
cluskcs and associated apparatus. In addition biere
will be several battery chargers and rectifying
equipment. These includethe neat little Tons Tlssumni,
charger illustrated on this page which is steal tor
charging 2-volt accumulators at 4 snap. ILo-cests
only Ils. Od., and io only Ihn, long by 2in. n-ide.
Ist additioft there will be a full range of battery
chargers suitable for radio service stationS.
S

-

-

..
-

-

-

-

An ingenious nsidgef charger to
This useful Piece

stand.
A novel idea is

this H.M.V. Armchair
incorporated
receiver. The mirror on the wall reflects the 0lire, side of
tise cabinet and shows the arrangement of the controls.

HALCYON RADIO, LTD., Sterling Works, Dagenham
Essex. Stand No. 35.
ACOMPLETE range of receivers will ire seen on

this stand, including battery and mains nsotleto.
The all-wave feature is, of course, incorporated, asid

-

Olynspia and linked to
the Main Hall by a private covered
ADJOINTRG
waya the huge garage which was
opened recently will provide ideal car
parking facilities for visitors to Radiolympia. There is parking accommodation
for 1,200 cars.
5HEPHERDS

-

eU5.I

OLYMPIASI

-

OFFICIAL

I

GARAGE]

\\
\\
\-\

)o

lee seen on the Heasbord
apparatus costs only I2s. 6J.

IIAYNES
RADIO,
LTD.
Queensway
Enfield, Middlesex.

ils

ment of the uceensful system of television operated
by the B.B.C. The radio receivers range in price from
h grnrseas and in some models provision s ricade for tice
reception of the television sonad programmes. Otherwise, the lowest wavelength covered is 11 metres.

of

N

1d

-.

--

be seen ohssni
Q receivers
designed on
stiri
isorel lines

Strii ht

il.

.

's.f

-

srilI

ia'n1ci

HENLEY'S T.YRE & RUBBER CO., LTD.,
Hohborfl Viaduct, E.C.1. Stand No. 20.

-:

________

..rn omit- --.'.'-.,
Fot soldering
ward Places ihrs Solon iron,

with lhc

Pencil point bit will prove of the utmost value to the
tycircuits,emploving H.Fccssstrcictor. See it on Stand No. 20.
amplification asid diode
rectifiers, and special amplifiers esnsploying the
I)uopliare circuit.will also be oen, and tice stinkers are
N this stand the popular Solon soldering irons
also able to sui.iply vitriolic pieces 0f television appar.
will be displayed together with radio wires of all
atiic. There io a "'i iceiver, giving complete sound
types. Among the many patterns olSolon irontise most
-

-

r.

-

........................................................................................

YOUR CAR
-

¡

......

Each of the

ten parking floors ja

andthe

whole building
of six storeys is served by two internal
5piril roadways, one
8erving as an entrance
100 yards long

and the other as an exit. This enables
visitors to reach or leave any part of the
garage wIth a mininiuns of delay, and
Metropolis Garages, Ltd., who are running
the garage, state that it is possible to empty
all floors in under twenty minutes.
The lower ground floor houses a workshop
specially equipped for rapid service. Open
day and night, charges are from is. a car.

\\N
\

i

-.

IJLU

\

.
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operate4 portable liistrunient covering a frequency
range of 30 megacycles to 104) kilocyclen in five tanda.

It
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.._.._.,.

OLYMPIA

NATIONAL

$

.kaixtlihandovering2Oto00rnegacycIesisobtaiiiabIe

-

by utlllsíiig the seçond harmonic l band 5, a useful
range for the alignment of television receivers.

EXHISITIOW

INVICTA RADIO, LTD., 79a, Parkhurst Road,

RAILWAY

v METROPOLITAN

Stand

No. 56.

SIX

HOBDAY BROS., LTD., 21, Gt. Eastern Street, E.C.2.
postslar, front the point of view of tise Isonse conatrsictor is tise pencil point model, unsere tle vorki,sgStand No. Tb.
'1I1IS is su trade
surface is iii the l'orn, of a long thin bit which easily
exhibit.
reaches down luto otlses'wise inaccessih,lo lointa of a
ra'hio reeetvcr ssi,sl enables repairs to he carried out
easily. Them are several new models, and one in
ihhsietristed on page 581$.
Tin5 i, She WoeHlGH VACUUM VALVE CO., LTD., 113-117, Farring- forer Major pocha/sic
.

-

-

-.

don Road, E.C.1. Stand No. 27.
year Hivac are able to show something excluEACIT
give, sud tisis year tine new Harnee All-stage
valve in its commercial form will be featured. Tisis
valse is capable of lseing inserted
into any stage in a receiver, oven
."
'-a sssperl,et, and removes tise need

lo
-

&

on

se

Sian!

NL

ssli-wave superhets (one a radlogram), three
standard broasJcast sets and a television receiver
comprise t?,e new progrsssntsse of the Invicta company,
and will be seen on this atasid. Tise lowest wssvelength covered Is 6.5 issetres, in a six-band de-luxe

-

-

receiver ushicis tunes from that paint Isp to t,000
metres will, only a small gap between 550 and 800
metres. In tine popular receivers the lowest suavelength is 16.5 metres, Details are not released eoncensing tise teleu'lsjo,, receiver at th,&ttme of going to
press.

-

No. 27.
-

-

,,

.

-

for siillerent valve typos Other
exh,iI,lts will be a rss,ige of special
2-volt short-wave valves ans! a
complete range of battery and s'

-

s

-

-

I

i

-

-

I

valves. There will also be
models of tine W'aylisrer portable t'i
receivers which are now marketed
by ilirac.
1
snails

s

i

I

I

.

nl

A novel penol/e
is te seen on She

".-,..
r

(Hivac).

T/ssu

us

the

WoW/aTe,
Grand, and ihn

fusing panel
a/sown Insel.,

is

-'

-

a
,

.

-

-'

,

-

-

I

-

-

.

:À
r--'

-

.

.

?'

,

'

:,
,

NEW

-

HUNT, A. H., LTD., Renden Valley, Garratt Lane,
Wandsworth, S.W.18. Stand No. 155.
N tisis gtssnd tise makers will display condensers
and service test eqssipiusent. 'line latfer consists
of su Capacitor Analyzer, ssssd ssn All-wave Signal
Generator. This is s compact soltconthined battery-

This i, the 22
Jnvicha super/sei radiograns
which house, a 4 wave/sand
receiver. See is os, Stand
N0. 56.

;

SETFOWARD
-

.,.-.--S

S

_%

__,..,_._..L,__.
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JACKSON BROS. (LONDON), LTD., 72, St. Thomas
Street, S.E.1. Stand No. 93.
IN addition to the range of standard precision cornposeida which are already so fasielliar to the
house constructor, Messrs. Jackson !ti-o. will he
showing a new all-wave version of tise popular Linacore
Tsuscr Uiiit., with
constructors kit for an all-wave
receiver enshodyisig the Liniscore.

or auto-rodiogranis, one a console,
mains table grands, ono
and three
battery table grams.
Seven of
these receivers are designed to tune
in tise television sound transmission.
Only two of tise receivers (battery
mostela) liare no short-wave tuning
range. 'JIse all-wave receivers tune
dowse in some cases tos4.85 metres
asid the only gape, which are gatto
seven

-battery transportable,

s

--

_____________

-

August 28th, 1937

'r

-

-

snsall,

are between 107 and 10
metres.
The television apisaratiss
is described in our special tele-

-

vision section.

MAY & BAKER, LTD., Dagenham,
London. Stand No. 157.
THE exhibit here will consist of a
display of articles made frons
Rhodoid. This is a cellulose acetate
material available in various furias
aisd ta used

cilnio, etc.

for making radio scales,
a povder forni it- is

lii

-

lisjected into mostids for such heins
os -001ml knobs, and small hisulatioss paris.

-

.

w

A rather coed control
panel and tuning acate design is
incorporated in ¡lijo Liasen receiver.

.,---

MERCANTILE CREDIT CO., LTD., 39-45, Finabury
Square, E.C.2. Stand No. 215.

-

trade exhibit and deals with hire-purchase
agreements and isuilur hitcilities.

FILS Is a

rIcA &

MICANITE SUPPLIES, LTD., Mica House,
Barosbury Square, 5.1. Stand No. 154.
exhibit wili consist of various mica, micacita
asid bakelite parts as used in iusodern radio
I,HIS
Such itenas as condenser plates, valve
Sulilsnratssa.
Irislgen, st.ampisigs, formera, commutator ringo sud
siuusilar items will be displayed.

i

In this Ko!5 ter Brandes receiver a large apes sede i proáided
and the control knobs have bees toned to provide an unasual

,

aPPearance.

.

KOLSTER-BRANDES, LTD., Cray Works, SIdcup,
Kent. Stand No. 65.
1tANIE of all-wave receivers la to be seen on this
r-i, stand, and tise lowest wavelength covered is
16.a metres. The receivers isirlude battery and
mains-operated models, and niai»' are provided with
facilIties for tise use oh a Rejeetorstst aerial system.

-

A

-

-

L.E.S. DISTRIBUTORS, LTD., 15, Alfred Piace,
Tottenham Court Road, Wi. Stand No. T6.
'JKIS is a trade exhibit.

i

n

.

.

I

'I

LISSES, LTD., Angel Road, Edmonton, 5.18.

Stand

.

-

No. 73.

I7i addition to the Liasen short-wave components
to be shown on tisis stenti there will lie a range of
receivers. These include battery such sisaiiss-oiwrssted
models and tise lowest wavelength covered is 19
metres. An interesting model is the four-valve

Picnic' portable with built-Ia frame aerial
and peutode output stage.
battery

MILN ES RADIO CO., LTD., Victoria Works, Bingley,
Yorks. Stand No. 88.
N lW range of receivers will be displayed on tisis'
J\ sh4uid, consisting of all-wave models for battery
¡lisiS
siatiss operation. The lowest wavelength covered
L?.5 metres. A novelty included in the Onyx rereixor
is is single control which, in one knob, combines tone
'osstroh, variable selectivity, noise suppression, correct
t si,iiig device, and dial tamis ewiteh. lu ioldition, Ilse
l,ulslslar Mimes R.T. unit will be shown.

MULLARD RADIO VALVE CO., LTD., 225, Tottenham
--

-

" 5-vale, battery superhet receive,
view on stand Na. 88.

This is ¡he Mimes ' Onyx
which

is

an

Court Road, W.1. Stand Nos, 72 and loi.
S these standsyou will see the complete range of
(I) Mollard receivers, valves,and associated aJsparatus. Among rite, receivers some, novel eaninet aesiglis
and controls will be featured, .whilst the range of
Mullard valves is augmented by soute interesting new
types.
NEW ERA PUBLISHING COi, LTD., 12.14, Newton
Street, W.C.2. Stand No. T2.

The ?makers of Thfs receiver,
Philips. had the cabinet
first, and then
srreanged for a receiver chassis

-

desitned
to

-

be

incorporated.

A,

a

,,salt the receiver is built on
three separole chassis in this
particular model.

MCMtCHAEL
RADIO,
LTD., Wexham Road,
Stand
Slough, Bucks.
No. 59.

LUGTON & CO., LTD., 203, Old Stree', E.C.1.
No. T15.

'J'HlS

io a

Stand

trade exhibit.

tion

MANUFACTURERS ACCESSORIES CO. (1928), LTD.,
85, Gt. Eaitern Street, E.C.2. Stand No. T4.

'J'HIS

is n trade

exhibit.

MARCONIPHONE CO., LTD., 210-212. Tottenham
Court Road, W.1. Stand Noi. 53 and 64.
these stands receivers and television apparatus
'..J will he displayel. There are 2 modela (excluding
are radiograma
(lie television apparatus) of which

ÇN

li

/

this stand there are six table
models, fivefloor models, and two
portables. High quality of reproduc.
ON

is one of the keynotes of the
HeMlchael receivers, and it will be naked
that dual loudspeakers play a large part
in their design. As a result, two loud.
speakeropeningsare provided on certain
models. Another Interesting feature Is
the new eelf-tiitlng Giant Dial showing
station names three times theIr usual size. McMichael
are also featuring Polychrome Fh'ingTiiningthroughont the range. The lowet wa'elengtb covered in the
nil-wave rccciv'era Is 10.5 metres.

ij

A dislinci departure ¡ron,
stando rd practice. Titi, i,

-.

563.8.
.

one of 'the latest Marconi'
phone receiver,. Model

It i,

em

tenvak'n all-wave

auto-radiog ran,
tuning from 4.85 ¡o 2,000
superhet

metres.
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Our I9th Season Heralded with, Wonderful Range of I 938Quatity Radio
We feature here

DELIVERY

of

few o? the new season's Peto-Scott productions. Post Coupon for complete Catalogue. We also give IMMEDIATE
EVERYTHING at OLYMPIA-Receivers, Components and Accessories-for- CASH1 C.O.D. or H.P. Quotations for
any item on request.

a

"DOURLE 2"

-Peio-Sctt

S.W. Kit

e

I'f

T

ros.
-

's

£2:19:6

-

Cash

-

or

-

"'

('

readrdrtlled risoni,

sind
paran. drawings sand in-

struettons,

l,iai

lese
l'aisr
£2

Volve,.
10 1.

-

D..

C. O.

.

parka,

InClusliun

1:17:6

.

Cash orC.O.O.

KIT

Author', Kit of Viert Speellled sarto, inludiog Pelo-Scott Plvna.rx
cImento, lees valves zart speaker.

kott

Waverangee 10-52
Peto-Scott
distance reception S
space condensers.
40/80 cycles.

K IT

"

Liai Fuina

A

i

drilled toe

metres.
Wonderful new World-wide
Duplex Epicyclíc tuning simplifies long9 : i and 80 : 1 Slow motion dial e AirFor A.C. Mains, 200-250 volts,

Wavebands

K IT "A"
Or

6/-

200-550,

18-52,

KIT

1

building.

-

'

OarPrice

aa/i/o.

.

i

J

f.

.

-

£2:5:O

'_

S

the

4h

____________________________________________________________-

Peto-Scott
AGAIN o.

Fortter
MODEL 28S (illustrated).
improvement on the lainons WO.
Senior 173. Nose higher flux density
3licrolode
Increased svnsritivity.
device for matching any receiver.
Cash or (10.0. Care. Pd. £212,0 or 2/6
dosais ansI 11 monthly payment.o oC 4)-.
MIDGET MODEL 35M.
A new
thoroughly efficient permanent nisagnet
moving-coil speaker In extremely
Completo
with
3-rutio
compact formai.
tranelormer. Cash oc COD. Care. Pd.
17/8 or 2/6 down and 7 monthly
payments oi 2/6.

-

W.B. "ELLIPSIS" MODEL. WItI elliptical
cone for receivers where height of speaker openng eveteineest, Nipermag magnet, Whitney
speecin roil. Microlode onlvrcsal matching
teclee, cools or COD. Cure. Pd. £212 Sor 2/6
down and 11 monthly paysisroan of 4/-.

°1'

-FREE!-

)-

and

a

W.B. Chssis, Pedestal and Cabinet
Modelo o,s si,emilar Easy Ternas.

____________________________________________________________

:0

3

Carriage Paid
6/O.

As Kit 'A," hut oil Is set si specified calven.
Casts er COD. Curetage Paid. £3f18i9 nc 7/8
down and 11 monthly payments ed 73.

il'

g 6' g

1

........... 3/-

.................. 12/6

.................

.

.

.

...

.

.

15/-

....................... £h/12/6

...................... 7)6

ORACLE"ALL-WAVE3
I"T
flU

CashørC.O.D.
Carriage Paid
Or 72 monthly payments

of.

7/9

Authors Kit el First SpoeiOrd Parts, tnniuding reto-scott I'lysssau
Chassis, tris Valve, und speaker.

'A,'

As Kit
but with set of ,peeillesl
valve,.
Cash or C.O.D., Caer.
Pd..
83/11/9, er 12 monthly payments of 10/3.

o

Peto-Senil Specified Plyssman Ctcaenie, 13 by Ir, with 4 3f io. wood
runner,, special thickness toe iront runner, drilled tor 3 valve'

holder,,
(4)6.
W.B. tsutor Speaker, Model

foe siluetees, 3-ears past, Peto-Seott hers,Idr onother neve radio season with
ompetienotsoAll-Wove Kilo
of ;rpparataO cor erina the needs of every type of listener. No satter whether you require sr
All-Wave Chassis
email condenser or a 'J Volse All-Wave Superhet Iteceiver, reto.Scott vilI srspply you by pout, either foe
All-Wnse Recovers
Cash, LO.D., Or OU OOO tartas, at aetonttlsrngly loo perces, tirade potssble caly by tirio dsrect-to-vustooarer
All-Wove Aersul

385.

. ,.

....

Li/IB/e.

'FREE!-

Deal Aids

ONCE
rano-

'a

2

A Brief Outline of the Contents:

CATALOGUE

Every tieso lu this ness rouser of qualIty apparato-, Including the Kits featured above, lu deseritresi
and illustrated in a lA-lince, two-colour art cataloe,se sent free to alt ,rho putt the Coupon. The following
nro lut s few of the items rieolt with in this usaSsI little hook,
complete radio shop in itself," eonbltug
you to choose your radio lrrlrelsaoee from the coarlort of your armrhatr.

ALL-WAVE

Pelo-Scott Specified Plynsax Baselucorsl
liT.8. All-Wave Coil, Type G, as opealeed
Erisssnn Headphones
W.B. JunIor Speaker, Slosle
Peto-Scott LIghtweight Headphones

K IT

neme

TELEVISION

:

Cash or C.OD.

TWO INVALUABLE ILLUSTRATED BOOKS

RADIO

£2

iia,rbssurd, lens valvec and speaker.

cud
/

read
led elansi,
nod insteostlous, Icen volver

......................

Author, KIt of First Sprained parte, including Peto-Scott Pirroax

SPEAKERS

900-2000

_J

volve-boldo-,.

down and 11 monthly payments of

1938 Ste

metres.
Entirely new design for the DX Fan
located more than 50 miles from the main broadcasting station. 3-valve efficiency as never before
Ready-3ssenibled all-wave tuner with double
bank coil unit facilitates

4

TRIDENT

I

3

tanp'meots of 1719.

A.C.4 Kit

Peto-Scott
STRAICIIT 3 ALL-WAVE

12 smoothly

W.B. Aessior Speaker, Model 189

All ports, Including resdg.drilled steel cho,t,, nnjtohed
coil, drawIngs and Inst, natIonS, less valves.
Cash or .O. D. or 7/Il down und 11
Our Psice4 : 10 :
monthly paposnut. 01 8/3.

£61010.

Kit "A," toit o-iiI, set al epeotfied valoro,
Cash or COt). Casertoge Paid,

:13 :0 or

PETO-SCOTT Mpeeilled Plymav Chaesia JI' a pa' os-11h
4 lin. ourd runners, Iront, specIal thickness, ready.

znentoff/B:

circuit

as

CC

K'T
¿9

SHORT WAVE

.7.fl

C'arringo Paid
.
Or 12/6 down and 11 monthly payments of 13/6.

Ccsbor

r6t1

KITS

ALL-WORLD ACE

Uitrs-Short-Wroe Circuit.

flU All

AUTHOR

'ILÖT

Very latest 3-vais.

missions

grady-drilled panel and cbsreols,
tour 6-pis izad (our 4-irin
volle, dran tasas and inotruotiosie, Itou vaivre,
lais?
'pbonrs, cabinet.
Polsi,. lii 1:4. OurPrtoe

r

Kit

Receives Alexandra
Wanerange 4,75 to 7,7 metres
t'alare leleniain voond pengrcznmes with amazing quality
amateur
station,
Many
operaie ou ib, 5-metre band I bis
wonderful kit will enable you to
pick op these interesting trans-

e

KIT "A"

ULTRA-SHORT WAVE 3

Pejo-Scoji

fsm ,.iag new cia-cuit, obtaining 4-valve performance from
Waxerascge 0-90 metres
Bandapread tuning
only 2
nimp!ilea world-wide reception
Easy to build, will being
you hours of thrilling entertainmeut.

Eliminators
Extension Speaker System
Otamophone Motors
O0000idsone Pork-ui,,
Mrcropboae
Portable Receiver

Eroadcaat Krl
Components
Chargers

Pick-ups
Eadiogram-Converler Unit
Short-Wave Pee-Selector
Teissiniost Kiln
Spenkers

Trsrhle-Cbnrger
Valse,

"THE SHORT-WAVE- tXPERIMENTER1OONOI.
P1110-SCOTT'S lasnostu Short-Wave Esperte Imps worked together and prosured lire PILOT
24 psge't, illustrating sitd deoesibing a range of pine I PETO-SCOTT CO.. LTD., 77 lPr. W. IO). City Road, LondOn,
Itacts ut these riralgun ls,rosporsstos a ,taa,lomd rt,aaalo
ECl. or flit çPe. W.491, Righ Rolboest, London, W.C.i.
0,54 privet.
Commencing with a modest hut e,rper-rllirient 1-valve Adapter-Converter, you may.
ranO Ren
me
..
. ..
wkessrver you please; boul thlo up, ass Use rame chants, luto varymg fotmo Of 1, 2. 3, and 4-Valvr
I
Short- Was's Iteceteera, complete ¡n steel cabInet. No ekort-wave Irrst essai afford to odas Ilse laseiaotlng
Cash/H.P. Deposit.
tor whlelr I enclose £
hours tirio booklet still bring him, Poet the Coapon. for your Irre copy of this lid, booklet.
Please send also tirs Peto-Scott Radio and Television Catalogue
I
and the Pilot "Short-Wave Enperimealeri' I enclose ild.
(,tamtms> to cover portage.

Start-tiere £.rpes'i,oerrler," a booklet al
'otiderlul ursa PILOT tilsort-W.s'v Kits.
'
-

.'

-

........... *

...................

s

L

a,
J

J,

I

PILOt 4-valve SHORT-WAVE RECEIVER MODEL 464
One al ihr tssper-elhicieot svorld-vslde receIvers described in tire "Shoot-Wove En.
perimesster." Enmploy*vc 4- nasi t-pin coils in sr wosrderfsrl nrw cirrast decian. 4'
a
Ust l'rlce L3/h26.
covering SItO 97 metres. KIT
Our Ptirr

(illrtotratrdt.

/

"A"

'

I

I

NAME

............... * . _. -. ._ ........ . ........
...........................................
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The General Electric Co.

ENGLAND

Ltd,

A1agiez House, Kín'sway,

where you will see the complete
range of Valves for broadcast
reception on all wavelengths, the
most up-to-date Valves for Television,Tuning Devices, and Valves
for Commercial and Industrial
purposes of every description.
t

Lo,,d;, W.C.z.
I
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WORKS, LTD., East high-note response. In the large floor models special
deflector plates are included in the speaker opening to
LTHOUGH the majority of the exhibits ost thugive snore even radiation of the musical scale. Monostand consist of various wires, there will he some knob control is also a prominent feature of the new
novel aerial devices. These include tise Globe aerial, Philips receivers. The isesy projection-type telcvisiost
in which acopper ball is suspended fEom à bracket feceiver, utilising a scrçeii 2015. by 6iu., will be one
with a leading-out wire from the lower part. Another of theisigh-lights of the-JIxhibition, and it is fully
interesting product to be seen here is the "Simple- described in our special television article this week.
NEW LONDON ELECTRON
Ham, E.6. Stand No. 80.

591
--

-

'

A

-

--

-

.

PILOT RADIO. LTD., 87, Park Royal
Road, N.W.10. Stand No. 84.
of table idodeis and
radiograsns will he exhibited
NWsrBH1t
on this stand, and the main fêathrc
in these receivers is tise short-wave
performance.
The makers have
aimed at.obtainlng ajeally good
short-wave oction, and in some of
the receivers four separate bands are.
provided. Tise lowest wavelength
covered is 16 metres, and an im-,
portant feature of certain models
is tise selective dial lighting which
is operated with tise wavechange
switch.

.

-

-

-

-

-/

-

--'

:

-.

-

s

PLESSEY
CO.,
LTD.,
Vicarage
Lane, Ilford, Essex. Stand No. 22.

will

exhibit

manufacturer's
THIS

-

.

--

strip," a perforated copper strip for wirin, purposes.
An earth mat, a variable-selectivity device ("Variai"),
ansi an al1-wav aerial kit will also be shown,

e

LTD.; Africa HouseY Kingsway, W.C.2. Stanfi No. 60.
ON this stand there will be a
complete range of receivers
including portables, and tise allwavefeature is prominently displayed.

R.G.D. Stand No.67. Hieb qoalstg of retsroduci ion

I'm
-.
-..

masn feature of these

AVERY high standard
is set in tise R.G.D.
receivers to be seen On
this stand, Stereoscopically

--

ansi

niitter, frequency nsetres, and other apparatus
publications of interest to transmitters and
members of tIse society.

i

"Wireless
Ch

tayou

I

PRACTICAL

AND

AMATEUR

is the

rcctieers.

RADIO SOCIETY OF GT. BRITAIN, 53, VictorIa
Street, S.W.l. Stand No. 214,
HIS cihibit will consist 01 a special crystal trans-

-

¡

io be seen on the

rece(segrs

,,

Raflin- nPAMAPIIANF
flFVFIAPMFt,IT
-. -. ---------.
- -. . tn

.

-

Messrs. Pye will also be exhibiting
their new television receiver, but
fili details of the complete remezo
bave not yet been released.

GEORGE

,,ESS1tS. GEORGE NEWBES, Ltd., probIVI ably publish snore technical wireless
handbooks, blueprints, and wireless and
television periodicals than any other publisher.
On this stand, therefore, you are bound to
lind a book or a periodical which appeals

s,

-

Globe Werks, Newton Row, Birmingham. Stand
No. 67.
-

NEWNES, LTD., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
Stand No. 10, Ground Floor.

-

I'VE,

-'

and presents s mesi attractive appearanCe.

.

and

components as well ascoisspletely
assembled radio units.

¡s this Mollard receioer-sn all-wave mains SUPeN
hei-an isteresling cabiset design has
been incorporated. This cabinel is moulded

-.

--

of

consist

chassis

-

.

.

e

Coils,

s, Trans-

formers and How to
Make Them," 2/6,
by post 2/lo, from

WIRELESS,

Practical Mee/sanies, Practical Motorist, asid t
Tise Cyclist aro but a few of the leading i
journals ou show here. A full range of blueprints - of wireless receivers ranging from
cryital sete to multi-valve superheto will be
on sale, as well as a full range of technical t
books, including "Tise Wireless Constructor's I
Encyclopoedia," 'Everynsau Wireless look,"
"Television and Short-Wave Eandbook,"
The Practical Motorist's Encyclopsedia,"
"The Borne Mechanic's Encyclopadia," i
"ltnlssh Stranger's Wireless Library." You i
will also be able to InspeCt Teir. tamm's new
serles of receivers described In the present
issue of PRACTICAn AND A5L.TEjJR WIIIELESS,5
Mr. F. J. Cucew and the technical staff
will be available Io answer readers' queries
free of charge. Cal and see us.

o k

George

Newnes,
Ltd., Tower House,
-Southampton St,,

e

Strand,

Ong of the psbiic addres, loud, peoker, to be
in She Res/o ronce of public address
equipment on Stand N& 24.

seca

lumlnatesldialsandaspeclai sound-preesurebalanelng
chamber
the lowlapeaker are two of the interesting
features worth examining,
and the lowest wavelength
covered in these receivers is
-lfi.5 metres.

lr

-

-

.

.

London,

W.C.2.

-

--

,

.

si

¿
-

i ........

--........ ........

,-.-- .... .-..--,--.-.. .... s.. ....

LDS DISCOUNT CO., LTD., Equitable House, South
Parade, Nottingham. Stand No. 218.

PARTRIDGE, WILSON & CO., LTD., Davenset Works,
Evington Valley Road, Leicester. Stand No. 29.
fS firm' will be exhIbiting their full range of
Davenset accumulator charging apparatus. This
includes large units for service stations, together with
associated accessories for this (ype of service,
PHILIPS !LAMPS, LTD. Philips House, 145, Charing
Cross Road, W.C,2. Stand No. 68.
the new receivers to be exhibited on this stand, the
IN main feature which tise makers have incorporated
is known by them as "New Listening." To achieve
tisis end cabinet design has been modified and novel

circuits and components are incorporated. In the
table models the cabinet baa been made long and
shallow, to help to avoid absnet resonance, and the
speakers which are fitted are designed to provide better

ÑEW

.

RADIOMETERS, LTD., Eagle
House, Jermyn Street, S.W.1.
Stand No. 162.

1'IIE

'j

-

-0

high light

on

this

I

stand is the Ideal Valve
Tester, which enables both
emission and mutual conductance of British or American
valves (including A.C./D.C. and
Side Contact types) to be
checked against standards
published by the makers. it
is aleo

possible

to cisec

.

j
i

i

-

4

k

p
inter-electrode Insu lati on,
An adapter panel is aleo avail.
able for uae to accommodate
tise O cta I t y p e of valve. in hie Pilai receivers, a large clock'._.
Some further valuable testing face scale ,,hilised for tuning, and ibis
instruments will also be on ja illuminated in sections, the iight being controlled by lb. wave-chango switch.
show on this stand.
Tuning is thus greatly simplified.
.

'

'

is

SIculorian speaker-

New

.

.

High

Fidelity from

-

normal recever
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RAWLPLUG CO., LTD., RaIpIug House, Cromwell
Road, SW.?. Stand No. Si.
QN this stand a number Dt interesting accessories,
such as the popular Rawlplugs, beat.prooi ad'
liesises and bO on, will be edilblted.
eESLO (SOUND EQUIPMENT). LTD., 97, Hanipsteai
Road, N.W.1. Stand No. 24.

a
meter, and " L" meter and other measuridg apparatuS. 'I'he
nieter measures direct the
1,4
factor iunil freqhency,- whilst the
meter is
iuitended for rapid measurement of inductauce. Tise
L' " meter is simIlarly designed for the measuring of
Capacities and is mains operated.

with

AJ)YNAMIC mIcrophone, and special loudspeakers,
se-ill be abosen ou this stand, together with other
associated apparatus. Tisis esilI include nsirroptcone
stands, loudspeaker horns, and other typeo.of microjihono.

"Q"

"Q"

"L"

SHAFTESBURY MICROPHONES, LTD., 24, Alderugato
Street,

E.C.1.

Stand

Na. 92.

¡CLUDED lu' the range of public address

equipment
exhibited on this stand is what is clainuoci to
be the largest horn speaker es-er show-u at Olympia.

j

to

Os:

of'

tse

WIRE CO., LTD., Queansland
Stand No. 156.
be desIgned to display a complete

SCOTT INSULATED

Works, Holloway, N.7.

"["RIS stand will

i

range of wires of ail types, including lice special
Is nose' used for coil ss-iudieig wiLere
cid
mliflca(ion ¡s required. les
esdditioij, single conductora subI resistance wIres sviti
¡tIno be sieowu, amongst which is a sinople of wire
'twothirds of the dtametcf of the average hiunan
hair." This is insulated with tern separato itisulatlons.
enamel acid silk, and in tise finished product ta very
lit-t-le thicker than the human issir. One 1,01ml of Lids
e"eire has a length of twenty'four miles.

Lite wire which
high selectIvIty

cc

SELECTA GRAMOPHONES, LTD.,
Street, S.E.i. Stand NG. T.13.

81,

Sosthwark

/

tus new' aIIwave t,va-ganO tuner unii s
being produced b5 Meurs. Varleg.

which

is

In addition- there will
tyl.es,

a

seIiu-ontaineci

h'csI.,hic-adtlreso

.4

D5nomie Microphone io i'e seen in the range of
address equipnsent on Res/o Stand No. 2,4.

SIEMENS ELECTRIC LAMPS & SUPPLIES, LTD.,
36-39, Upper Thames Street, E.C.4. Stand Pio. 31.
ACOMPLETE range, of tise well-known Siemens
batteries will ice seems ois tisis stand, the extsitsit
comprising types asid sizes saltable for practically
every inake of battery.operated receiver, Thsess,
include the Cadet (glees designed for ais emissioss front
(ito 7 usA, tice Saler types for lt to 10 mA, and tice
Triple Capacity types for 12 to 15 mA. in additIon,
tl,ere are special models for receIvers utllisingClass 11
or Q.P.P. circuits. 'forcIt and other batteries, together
critIc special ccccumula(ors, seUl also be shown.

pui.lic

RIST'S WIRES & CABLES, LTD., Waveney Works,
Lowestott. Stand No. 159.
this stand the makers will be displaying "Super
ON Range" aerIals, 7/2' aerials, twiii flat extension
cord tor loudspeakers, leading-in wires, flexible and
connecting wires, and other similar lines.

SALES, LIÒ.. Marlborough
Holloway, N.19. Stand No. 89.

SOUND

ROSE NORMAN (ELECTRICAL), LTD. 94, Totlenham
Court Road, W.1. Stand No. 207.
ARÂNE of test equipment will 1* ohossis on thiS
stand, including tise ''Onenlsectioei " Vais-e
in
1,n,isoinn 'l'ester, an Arc,sls'ser 5usd similar items.

ACOMPLETE range (.f mInIature voltmeters isd
ammeters will Lie shown ou tub stand, together

Road,

U?per

STEATITE & PORCELAIN PRODUCTS, LTD., Stoui'port-on-Severn, Worcester. Stand No. 152.
HERE will be seen a display of the various ceramic
mouldings'nsesl in modern radio apparatus. As
amy be gathered from tise lllustration ou tisis page,
this will include insulators for aerials, condenser aiscers,
terminal strips, bushes, and so on. Most exhibits are
in material kisÓwn as Freqiseistite. although a material
known na Faradex will also be shown.

addition n .range of cles4rohtc condensers wilt t'e
shown, together wit li cartridge fuses and similar
components of interest to the sers'lce man.
ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS, LTD.,
SALFORD
Magnet House, Kingsway, W.C.2. Stand No. 168.

Ice seen mlcrophone.s of all
g'rtsble equipment and e'ecriOus

amplifiers.

An orieh.al cabinet in the Texoloom range. Thi, i, can'
strocted frais woven 6re and is obtainable in various
colour whrm,a.

.

'S

Worki,

9

,

/

STERLING BATTERIES, LTD., Sterling
Dagenhano, Essex. Stand No. 5,

S

-

, .

s.
S.
A

group

of

condenoers

from

the T.C.C. ronge.
Stand No. 3,

-

..

'

C

..
Exam

¿ne

these

on

Some idea of the various mou1dins produced ¿y the Steolite and Porcelain Producto Company.
and exhibited on Stand Ne. 152.
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As a matter of fact, they're called

1t7

"temple blocks." They make the rattle in West
Indiân music.

If they sound as

weird on your radio as they look

in this picture, it's high time you changed to an Exide.

BATTERIES.

ß4

-

RADIO

r

FOR.

}j9q
j,

L

MJ)

'S'till

the

T1I

-

keep 'going when

rest

have stopped'

k

EXUDE 'HYCAP' BATTERY (High Capacity L.T. Battery)
For modern multi-valve sets-lasts longer on one charge. For small sets use the
Exide 'D'Type. Both have the Exide Charge Indicator. Your dealer will tell you

TI
:

which

to use.

For High Tension use Drydex.

-

I

From reputable dealers and Exide Service Stations.
Exide Service Stations give service oz every »inka of battery.
ride Batteries, Exide Works,
Clifton
Junction,
near Manchester. Also at London, Manchester, Birmingham, Bristol,
-.
.
Glasgow, Dublin and Belfast.
-

-

s

.

-
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AN
OMERS WflCH HAVE
WAYS BEEN THE
ANSFORME S

A

Ferranti have been making good transformers since 1832.
The pioneering work of Ferranti in transformers for all
purposes has never been surpassed. Thousands and
thousands o? Ferranti audio transformers are still providing
NEßRLY PERFECT REPRODUCTION after ten to fifteen
years of continuous use.

DEPENDABLE
--:

:-

i

4.1

Ferranti transformers and components are used by The
BJ3.C., the Post Office, the War Office, the Admiralty, the
National Grid Scheme, in Relay Services, in Public Address
Systems, on board Ship and overseas in all climates and are
specñed by radio designers and used by engineers for any
apparatus where rst class performance and freedom troni
breakdown are essential.
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TRANSFORMERS
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CONÔENSERS
Electrolytic and Paper

RESI STAN

ES
ETC..

C

.

VALVES

--

-

-

.

-

iMPORTANT

-.

.

.-

Ask for latest literature.
If any difficulty in obtaining supplies do not hesitate to write
.

--

.

PUBLICATION-

-

--

-

direct.

W

rks, MOSTON,
FERRANTI LTD., Radio
MANCHESTER, IO

Valves "and "Comntnents"
will be sent for 3o. post free. " Electrolytic Condensers " is
or Radio Engineers, designers and other executives, to whom
it will be sent post free on receipt of business card. To students
and others it costs is. post free. All these are also obtainable
at Stand 74 Radiolympia.

STAND
Don't torget to
Car Radio.

see the néw
-

-

Ferranti
-

i.

' /,
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-

-
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RIE
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-

-
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-

YMP

R

-
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-

-

.

-
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Ferrnti's new booklets, "Radio

-

.

Superhets3
-

Teevisrs
:

BYA'N
and

AUTHORITY
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LTFATTON & CO., LTD., Eddystone Works, Brorngrove Street, Birmingham, 5. Stand No. 23.
in tuo iRony vpeclal short-wave cornjonents to be shown on this sthnd arc oiiìe itew
transmitting coiideiìsers, low-loss frequentite valseJioldero, a new control Knob and a two-piece metal
eI,jftet. AI! of the Elldystone products have been
lesigned especially for high efficiency on the lower
waelengtlis and sorne complete receis'ers wt1t these
components incorporated will be on viele.
.

f
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THOMPSON, DIAMOND & BUTCHER, 34, Farringdori
Road, E.C. Stand No. T5.

j'R1S

s

O

.-

trade exhibit.

r

THE 362 RADIO VALVE CO., LTD., 324/6, Liverpool
Road, Highbury, N.7. Stand No. 210.
valves to be s!Iowa on this stand vill range
iront trananeitting to nblic-aeldress and similar
1ktgI1powerel
Among tite new types will he
tito SIL2, a 2-volt .3 amp. super-regenerative battery
valve, tise Sit.4, an indirectly-heated AC. mama
version of titis valve, suet an MP.4 which is an
indirectly heated top-grid tetrotic. Titis 1-alce has a
split anode and tite connections are taken to a sevenpin base so that it cuit alternatively be used as a
single iliade tetrode, double diode triode, or a split
anode magnetron.
TUCXER EYELET CO., LTD., Cuckoo Road, Birming-

[E

:

ty1.

ham 7.

-

-

'

-

.

.

-

Stand No. 102.

II

-

I

tisis stand there sviii be an exhibit of metal
QN pLeas wares, iiwluding eyelets; solder taOs, etc.
Tite erhibit is prhnariiy of interest to manufacturers,
ULTR", ELECTRIC, LTD., Weotera AsenuO, Actos,
W.3. Stand NO. f3.
A COMPLETE rango of all-wave receivers, mains
L\ and battery-operated, is tobe shown oit this
stand, together with tltree new television receivers.
One of these is a television sound and visite reeeivir
only, whilst tite others both include a radio section.
Tite lowest wavelength covered iii tite receivers is
10.8 metres.
VARLEY (OLIVER PELL), LTD., Cambridge Place, On the left ¡s a new Var/ct, IF. iransíorsnc, and se the
right a pedestal loudspeaker produced be WB. This is a novel
Burrage Road, S.E.i 8. Stand No. 99.
interesting range of components for tite honte- idea atad no doubt s'ti! be found Very useful under mano
conditions.
AN constructor will he shown oit this stami. hittludto serve as a ijanis for television testing gear. Many
sig some of the new all-wave coils. There will also ho
ilistrnnlettta will be desmeasuring
.._.oUter
it;terestiihgconte IF. transfornsers, an 1.i. suppressor, asiti some
played on tisis stand.
Ittitifls equipment.

-

j

S

-

-

-

l,

-

VIDOR, LTD., West Street, Erith, Kent. Stand No. 33.
A RAN(IE 4'all-wave, battery and mains-operatesi
receivers, viii be shown on this stand, inclndiig
a tese 3-valve battery all-wave superhet listed at t.) gns.

WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO CO., LTD.,

tt
-

.

lVhsieley Electrical are now producing compie/e receivers,
and titis is one of the new models. lt may be seen on Stand
No. 75.

public'

TAuFIOY PRODUCTS, Canterbury Grove, West Normoot, S.E. Stand No. 8G.
HERE will be seen st comprehensive range of
acidi-eco equipment, including amplifiers anti

loudspeakers for all

requirements.

-,

-

-

.*

mela!
manufactured

'1

i

J

rectifiers
b

the

Westinghouse Competei
are now supplied withperforated
out
the
metal cases, and thus
are
prices
reduced.
This is one of the L.T.
models.

___

-o.

e.

:

-

Mans-

Stand No. 75.

.
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.
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.

'

.

.

.

,
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/
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.

Fitz5eOrge Sired,
TELSEN .ELECTRIC (1935), LTD
Manchester. Stand No. 90.
A1'PROX1IATELY 36 stew lines will he shown nit
titis athssd, isscludisig Universal receivers,

:.',Qi

-

,. J/
f

TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO., LTD., Wales Farm
asad, N. Acton. Stand No. 38.
mHE T.C.C. exhibit will coossist of varied ranges
of all types of flaira and paper fixed condensers,
including nou-iuductive palier lubular, together with
special types for uso uisder tropical conditions tinti for
car radio work. iii addition electrolytic eosidestscrs
stnd suouldvd tisica condensers will be showis, with traitsniittissg and other high-voltage typos.

valve teeters, output meter, signal generator. analvsrrs,
meters asid other apparatus of use to tise expennseister
asisi servire niais. A ratine nf stiort-wve plug-its colis
and a dipole aertai kit will complete this exisiisit..
TEXALOOrI RADIO, LTD.,806, High Road, Tottenham,
No. 17. Stand No. 15.
NOVELTY is introduced on this stand isv the
cabinet designs carried out in woven fibre. Sonic
original designs srili be seen and it will be noticed that
various items of domestic furniture linee been .
curporated in the cabinet designs.

.

-

-

NOtis.

L1'ROUGJ{ the.ntain items oct this stassd will be
A- the W B speakers titis year there will be several
cotnlete receivers. V.II. lowe now entered this market
nial accordingly will lie ohowisig a represenixtive rango
sal' tise receivers they intend to produce. An improved
extensioss speater will be seen, together with tite Lont
Arm remote controldevice. The Sterstorian speakers will
lie seen ist vssrious.styles, both as chassis models asj
complete in Oabinets.

.

.

.

-

-

Analyser from flic ronge of Weston measuringrnslri,ments tobe seen on Stand sV0. 167. Tisis Itas bren
designed sa that t may lie osrd for television servicing iii
addition lo ordinary radio PurPoses.
A compre!ienssve

neat portable will nino be seen on this stand and tite
lowest wavelength covered in-the all-wave models is
it. metres.
WEBBER, J. M. & CO., LTD., 39, Gt. Eastern Street,
E.C.2. Stand No. Tu.
'fills is a trade exhibit.
A

-

-

-

-

b
Tb;5

15

- -

the ingenious Long Arm remote Control unit supplied
by W.B. for disjant-listening purposes,

-

WINGROVE & ROGERS, LTD., 188-189, Strand,
W.C.2. Stand No. 44.
'J'11E well-known Polar products will be shown on
titis stand, in company with the NS.F. com-

ponenty. The Polar gang condensers will Include Bar
2 and 3-gang types, together with a Midget 4-gang
.niodI, all available as straight or superhet types for
465 or 110 kc/s IF. A new Micro Horizontal Drive has
been produced having dual ratlos of 50 to i and 10 to
WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SIGNAL CO., LTD., 82,
1, antI in marked witit station naines, wavelengths astil
York Road, Kings Cross, N. 1. Stand No. 77.
degrees. There will alio be seen trimmers, drives,
ON this stand soute of the new coisstructor-l.ypevolume controle, resistors, tubular, and electrolytic
UT. metal rectifiers will be seen. These are now condensers, and short-wave components.
available without the metal casing and consequently WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD., 740, High Road, Tottcn1,rices are lower. On the LT. side five new units are
ham, N.17. Stand No.165.
introduced giving outputs from 2 volts .5 tuliPS lip to
tite litany contpoiients shown on this stand
12 volts lamps. A full r.unge_of" Westeclors "and the
A5t0NG
new Triogen 3-range tinting coilis one of the
htgh voltage (television) type rectifiers will aleo tse on most the
interesting. We lime already ituentioned this
vIew. Complete charging equipment will uilo be illscoil and it is also referred to ors other linges O thfs issue.
lilayed.
lis addition to this, there is ail ill-purpose mains transWISTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUrgII-JT CO., LTD., former which renders it-a siusple matter to une any
Kingston By-Pass, Surbiton, Surrey. Stand No. 167. typesofvalve ist areceiver, includIng those ofArnericisn
A NEW super sensitive Analyser will be seen on titis 'characteristics. A new series of test equipment will
t% stand, and it has been designed to meet. not only .jilso be seen asid these iiiclnde an all-wave oscillator,
the complex requirements of radio sers'iciitg but also valve testing unit, and a condenser analyser.
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Details of Some of the Latest Apparatus, With Especial Reference
By W. J. DELANEY
to the New Projection Receiver.
pleasingsepiatonéisadopted bytliemakers,
whilst in the remaining examples an attempt
for sale are not exhibiting at this is made to obtain a black and white picture.
year's radio exhibition, it would appear that
there will be 14 firms showing new models at Tube Types
Olympia. These are Baird, Cossor, Ediswan,
The colour is, of course, due to the tube
Ekco, Ferranti, G.E.C., Halcyon, H.M.V.,
is employed, and in the case of some
K.B., Marconiphone, Philips, Pye, R.G.D., ofhieb
the exhibits the tubes
not made by
and Ultra. With the exçeption of two of the rnalers ofthe receiver. are
Thus the picture
these, all make use of a large cathode-ray to will be that given by
receivers
tube and the picture is viewed upon the end which are made by the makersthe
of the tube,
of this-either dirëct oT by reflection in a and it will be noticed
that in one or two
mirror. In the two exceptional cases, one cases an extremely vivid
white tone is
fìrm-Ekco---will be showing a projection obtained due to the use of a blue
tone in the
..
darker parts of the picture. The term
" electric white " has been applied to this
particular example. Unfortunately, certain
appear reluctant to release
j manufacturers
information before the exhibition opens,
and thus we are only able to judge from
Irevious demonstrations which we have
attended, and from the details which are
already available.
The Marconiphone
H.M.V., and G.E.C. receivers are more or
less the same as last year, with the exception of improvements in the
details of the finished picture.
Other receivers have been
modifiedeonsiderablysincethe
-.-, last exhibition, and a study of
the specifications which are
already available show that
,there ha been a rather marked
._: -change in the method of
obtaining the picture and line
deflection. Last year, the
majority of receivers were
provided with electrostatic
deflection systems, whilst this
year it would appear that a
all of the firms
A LTHOTJGH
J-s.
manufacturing television
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ihe new Ultra television receivers.

of

O

Picture

Sizes

Ai analysis of the specifications so far
received shows that the average picture
size is lOiii. by 8m. This is obtained in most
cases by utilising a 12m. cathode-ray tube,
although in one case a slightly smaller
tube is employed and a lens magnifies the
image for reflection inside the lid. In the
case of the Philips receivers, however, a
picture approximately 20m. by 16m is
obtained on a glass screen, and by removing
this screen, and placing the receiver near a
wall a picture up to 3ft. square may be
obtained.
This is probably the most
interesting receiver which will be on view,
.

-

(Co,izd

O

E

.

to

O

O

.

.

O

O

.

O
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Th! Very latest

in

changeover to electro-magnetio
deflection has taken place.
The advantage of this is that
the apparatus s not restricted
to the make-up of the tube,
and the deflecting magnet
systems may be adjusted to
provide the correct picture
area and shape. Where rehance has to be placed upon
the electrostatic system, it is
not possible to counteract any
slight malalignment of the
deflector-plate assembly inside
the tube. In other words,
additional controls are avail.
able so that the best may be
obtained from the tube.

ieleviion receivers. Here the
image is projected on to a large screen as
shown in the diagram below.
type apparatus in which an optical-mechani- Cabinet Sizes
One important point regarding the new
ea! scheme is utilised, whilst the otherPhilips-will show a receiver in which a models seems to be the reduction in the
small cathode-ray tube is used to project size.of the cabinet. Previously the cabinets
an image through a lens system so as to were all rather on the large side, but
provide a large picture on a. glass screen. It is improved layouts and methods of assembly
not known, at the time of going to press, have enabled the makers in sorne cases to
-

on pase 598)
O

.

whetherthese two examples wilibe exhibited mabe a reduction in the size of the finished
in the special television demonstration instrument, and this is very noticeable in
theatre, although all of the other models one particular case. Other makers have
may be seen there and the differences endeavoured to make the television receiver
judged. One of the first points which will a complete source of entertainment, cornstrike the observer i the difference in the bining in one cabinet an automatic record
colour of the picture. In two cases a rather changer and a record-storage cupboard.
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This diagram shows the main lines upon which
She Philips receiver

is

designed.
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PRESS!

For months we

at,

Selected and Specified for thé

TRIDENT

ar1e

SHORTWAVE

have been working at
top pressure turning
out 'more and more of

-

our popular componente'(radio people a1wáis

have liked Varley
products) so we haven't
had time to write

really

'a

--

clever adver-

tiseinent.

However

we ext end

pur usua].

cordial invitation to

No wonder the designers of the
Trident Short Wave 3 [featured
in this issUe chose Ericsson Tele-

-

phones as indispensable. They
are simply perfect for the 100 per
cent. functioning of this set.

-

the public and the
trade to inspect our
new 1937/38coinponeflta

-

Wonderfully sensitive, comfortable- in wear and very pure in
tone, they have come to be regarded as standard for the keen
short-wave enthusiast's equipment.
Use them with your TRIDENT
SHORT WAVE 3 or any set on
which you are using hêadphones
and want. the very ultimate in
results.
-

on Stand 99.

If you

can't possibly

cozn
-

along do send for our
=

new catalogue.

At all good radio dealers.
rf you have any difficulty in
procuring, write drect to:

e

4,000

oms.

15!

TELEPHONES

ERICSSON
Head Office

:

22

Lincoln's

H

/

SUPER

VARLEY (Oliver. Peli Control Ltd.)
Bloomfield Rd., Wootwich, S.E.18.

LTD.,

Inn Fields, W.C.2

SENSITIVE
TELEPHONES

(Tel: Woolwich 2345.)

-
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THE LATEST TELEVISION

noticed. Only when a blank screen is
produced, such as when no transmission is
being received, were the lines clearly picked
(Continued from page 596)
and represents the latest development in out. To prevent damage to the reflecting
and screen of this new Phillips
modern television reception. The receiver mirror
receiver a novel automatic lid mechanism
is illustrated on page 596 and it will be seen has been fitted.
When finished with, the
that the screen is attached to the front, edge lid is started on its downward journey and
of the lid. When the lid is raised the screen it completes the act of closing automatically
is lifted with it, and a mirror affixed to the in very slow time-actually taking nearly a
inside of the lid directs on to the back of minute to become completely shut. The
the screen an image thrown on to it by a screen folds under the lid and it is impossible
lens mounted over a small cathode-ray to force the lid or drop it down and break
either mirror or screen.
-

RECEIVERS

"
-

-

SPECIFIED
for the
I

August 28th, 1937

TRIDENT ALL-WAVE 3

Uhra Receivers

Messrs. Ultra Electric are making
three different models, one a television
receiver only, and the other two both
incorporati ng al I-wave sound receiver
chassis. One of these is housed in a
radiogram cabinet, whilst the two remaining models are made in much
smaller dimensions than those previously available. In the television
B.T.S. ALL-WAVE COIL
A highly-efficient 3-band tuner unit
receiver only, which is illustrated on
incorporating rotary switch with
page 596, it will be noted that the
silver-plated contacta. Type G
design has been reduced to the utmost
i B.T.S. Solid Dielectric Reaction Condenser,
2/6
.00025 mId.
simplicity. The cathode-ray tube
3 B.T.S. 4-plu Valve-holders, baseboard type,
which is employed has been specially
Rach 6d.
produced for Messrs. Ultra and provides a picture measuring only fl ins.
ALL-WORLD
by 61 ins., and it is black and white.
i B.T.S. Solid theleeB.T.S.
Component
2
This tube is unusually short, and
Condenser,
tic
fl.i
Brackets
mid.
this assists in keeping down the cabinet
Per pair .: ou.
2f6
size. Full magnetic deflection is employed
the Haynee "Viceit'er."
From All Dealers. lt any difficulty, send cash
in these receivers. In two of the receivers
direct with name of nearest dealer.
tube on the bottom of the cabinet. A cloth the end of the tube is viewed direct, whilst
See the NEW B.T.S. PRODUCTS
mask is interposed to cut off extraneous in the larger model a mirror is fitted inside
light and render the image sharp and clear. the cabinet lid and the picture is viewed
at OLYMPIA Stand
A diagram has been prepared by our artist by reflection.
,.
Mnnv lstereetingne B.T5.
to show the general arrangement, and one
An important point in regard to the new
product, arr about to be
releaseS Write for free folder couof the most important features about this season's television receivers is the reduction
os
tubing fully dreariptiee trotl,ts
system, apart from the enlarged image, is the in the number of external controls.
SITS.
NIGH-FIDELITY SPEAHERI
absence of a peculiar fornì of distortion Whereas in last year's models the4makers
ALL-WAVE CHASSIS
seen in other receivers. The end of the provided a certain number of controls on
7usd 14 waft PA. AMPLIFIERS
cathode-ray tube is slightly curved and the panel, it has now been found possible
?I AMPLIFYING (PA.) SYSTEMS
High-Fidelity MICROPHONE
thus when a picture is made to fill tile end in many cases to make certain adjustments
"Little Prince,," PORTABLE
RADIO COMPONENTS
of the tube it must be viewed from a in the laboratory, and, consequently, a
position direct in front in order
BRiTISH TELEVISION SUPPLIES, Ltd.
to appear flat. If viewed from
Faraday House, 10, Charing Cross Rd., London.
rone
side or the other, the edges,
W.C.2
TemIe Rae 0/34.
due to the convexity, provide a distorted picture. In addition,
the sweep of -the electron beam
is defocussed slightly due to tile
shape, although in certain
J
cases correcting circuits are
Our advertisements that have appeared employed to retain the focus.
In the Philips receiver a
In PRACTICAL AND AMATELR WIRHLESS since
No. 1, comprise topical selections from our 4m, tube is employed, but the
picture is allowed to occupy
extensive stock of bargains.
only a small space in the centre
These arc only a
of the tube, and this is, to all
few of tite tIsousintents and purposes, quite flat.
and different
Stems In our stock.
Consequently the mange on the
and would tato
il
screen is free from any "curvathe whole of these
ture" distortion and a large
pages to describe.'
Send us your mcrowd may view the screen
H.T. DYNAMO, 22/6.
quince. Prompt
without any difficulty in arrangdelivery I.e any part of the world.
lt will pay you to post us at once a stamped ing the seating accommodation.
addressed envelope for our 1?-page, 100 illustrations One suggested drawback to the
Sale List 'N," tree.
suggested enlargement of a picture on the end of a cathode
ray tube was that the lines
218, UPPCF Thames Street, Lon don, E.C.4
would become very noticeable,
Phone.' Central 46111
but in a demonstration of the
Philips receiver which we attended the lines were no more
A de-luxe television receiver and aulo-rcdiogram by
prominent than in the ordinary
Marconiphone.
Tisis is known as the ' Maslergram."
arrangement. One reason for
this appears to be that with the
ordinary tube one has to sit rather closer "pre-set" control suffices for these adjustBooksellers to the World.
Spciat dspartment for WireTes Books.
than is needed when a large picture is ments. This has led to the removal of
119-125, CHARING CROSS RD., LONDON, W.C.2
produced, and thus at tile increased distance certain controls and those which have
Telephone: Gerrard 5660 (12 lInes).
from which we viewed the screen, the to be pi-e-set are now in most cases covered
picture detail is such that the lines are not by a small, hinged flap on the cabinet.
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THE EXPERIMENTERS CHAT ABOUT
THE NEW RADIO SEASON
(co,sinued from pagc 57.5)
-

vibrators must, of course, be used in conjunction with a transformer to step up
the AC. voltage produced by the first
vibrator to a figure suitable for H.T. use,
and appropriate transformers for the various
patterns of vibrator unit are available.

12-94
me reo

-

I

i

'

-

->
Pesstoule

See You There
We must leave any further chatter about
new components until we have had an

opportunity of looking round the stands at
Olympia. During coming weeks we will
keep you informed of our tests and experiments with the new apparatus, and let
you know of anything which has a particularly strong appeal. In the meantime
we are looking forward to the Show just
as much as you are, for we are certain that
it is going to herald a new era in home construction and give every keen experimenter
ample food for thought.
No doubt we shall have the pleasure of
meeting many of you. at R.adiolympia,
even if we retain our anonymity. After
you have looked round the stands we hope
that you will give us your views, so that
we can exchange notes in this feature.
A pleasant visit to Radiolympia and
good experimentin'.

li

'7ff

12-94 metres

-

\

'sdar
OrcuiL
Inning
Slow-motion
buodnureud
WORLD RECEPTION!
SIMPLIFIES
Air-spaced hnndspread
reaction condenser.
O LGx.tos,candelsuesl.
SPECIAL ANTI-BLIND SPOT
and tank
t scales calibrated In degrees.
CONDENSER.
Tb, N.TS. 3-in-1 ' Short-Wave Kit i, entirely uulq.,e
in hort-serie, ts4tnique. Thi, ,na.rt,oi cominnesi Adaptoronvcrter-Recelrer o ortend you or the tiret tin
at un antoartohiiogly loso pirre.
compeices every part, including S
KIT
4-pin cotl, wiring and' aonernt.ly instructions.
ltss val'-, only. Canil or CO.». Gier. Frl.
25f., or 2 6 down und 10 monthly payment, 2/6.
Kit "2 "-WIth 2-volt volve, LI 99, or 26
S
down and 11 monthly payments 2/9.

NEW DEStGN! WONDERFUL PERFORMANCE!
I' The lateot Sandepreart vorist-seiste tonIng nyatem
paroLed into an ultra-modern :tpeiirone aerial hort-ware

"1"

ieomptiov every poet, including 6-pin coil,.
s'iriug and assembly inutnietlono. leas volves
COD. 37/6, or 2,6 dowu arad li monthly

payments 36. KIT li 2."-Wttls
nr 12 monthly prsynreutu 5/-.

3

British volves, 22/15/0,

£5
4 SHORT-WAVE KIT
D X FANS' A.C.
ENTIRELY NEW
12-94
giving UNIQUE ALL-WAVE BARGAI N
WORLD-WIDE RECEPTION
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21a
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Post Coupon
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Free Booklet describing above Kits in detail.

distributed

casare accurate

With 4

post coupon for lre ETtI. Catalogue.
4.pio 116-plo 1/6
Type
CONDENSER.
011. - LieS rota, 2f-.
Bargain 1/-, Ea.
presoly designed to overcome -- bOcalsputa
aissays present in ordinary aerial
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Type 4/10
.000010. 1.1,1 salue 4/9.
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JJ7 7
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f
circuito. Breis, vanee und spindle and
ss. ceramic compound end-plate. Eaten.
dril spindle for ganging. Foe minuto
/s.l
accuracy and efficiency an sliwt-o ave
tuning alsays tice N.T.S, condensera.
SLOW - MOTION DIAL. List Velue 2/8. Bue.
gaie 19.
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sill
spindle condensera, 'tItis bracket ter
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LIST PRICE £6

efficient.
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EACH
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Low-loss material
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LIST VALUE 37/6 BARGAIN
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metres

KIT

u Adaptor-Converter-Recewer
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WAVE

"3.in.1" SHORT
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.
LP. Aperiodic Aerial (Ir'
Output.
Siow-matinn biodsread toning
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Entirely NEW!

Something

BANDSPREAD

3-valve

SIMPLIFIES WORLD RECEPTION!
Efficient reaction
condenser.
Air-spaced bandaprend asid tank condensers.
SPECIAL ANTILIND SPOT CONDENSER.S
SCALES
calibrated tu degrees,
.

only.

Turning to components in general, it is
of particular interest that many of them
are following the trend which has been
sponsored by RACrrIcAi. AND AMAThUR
WLBELESS-thcy are being made more
and more compact. This means that the
construction of efficient portables is being
simplified.
Besides, the smaller components in many cases lead to greater
efficiency in receivers of the "fixed"
type, because thcy permit of more compact
assembly and shorter connecting leads, as
well-as smaller -external fields, which increase any tendency towards instability
and feed-back.
It seems that 465 kc/s IF. transformers
Ware becoming still more popular at the
expense of 110 kc/s, but most makers continue to make both types, so there will be
no need to sacrifice the advantages of the
lower intarmediate frequency which were
set out in a recent article which was
published in these pages.

a

LIST VALUE £3 BARGAIN J
Z

asid

SPECIAL
colibealcil in
i comprlees es-cry port. tnelssstlnyl 4-pto rotta,
Il IT ti
airing and aenesastsly joel cuir tian,, lesa valves
unIv. Cnh or t'OD. Cart. Pd. 32/6. or 2,6 down .t
nuonlluly
pnvmehts SI.. Est "2." With 2 BritIsh Voleen, £I,1f5, or
41- sloan and 11 iioatbly paysoscota 3110.
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circuit, Power Output.
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KIT

As,esastdect in aso
this wonderful receiver, of entirely slew and unique
wIlt luring you sIttetlose 01 taerinatlog shortuai-e entertainment.
Detector and Transtornoer coupled
Delivery tram Stock.

desin.

Comparing Signal Outputs

Compact Design

bARG INS!1.:

New 2.vaIve.BANDSPREAO
evening,

'a

All experimenters have for a long time
wanted a simple type of measuring instru.
ment for comparing outputs from a receiver.
This is a practical essential when ganging
and trimming many types of receiver, for
aural comparisons of output are insuftioiently accurate. Some time ago we described the construction of a unit of this
type employing a miniature neon tube in
conjuncVion with a potentiometer and small
transformer. It is now possible to obtain
the essential components assembled
together in a neat unit suitable for connction to any type of receiver. The idea
i; that the signal output from the set is
applied to the potentiometer, fed through
a step-down transformer, and the potentiometer feeds the neon. If the potentiometer is set so that there is only a short
glow in the tube, any adjustment of the
set which results in greater output (such as
cuore accurate adjustment of trimmers)
causes he length of the glow to increase.
The new unit is quite inexpcnsi'e and
capable of many applications.

-
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I
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THAT DODGE OF YOURS!
A Novel Illuminated Map
HE accompanying illustration shows a
simple but attractive method of
making an illuminated map with provision
for variation in colouring for medium and
long-wave bands.
The two illumination
tubes "X" and "Y" were fashioned
from sheet tin by moulding round a broom
Jmndle and allowing sufficient lap for the
ianges. Prior to this moulding operation,
and after the size of tin, per tube, has been
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Every Reader of "PRACTICAL AND
AMATEUR
WIRELESS" must has's
originated some little dodge which would
interest other readers. Why not pass it on
to us? We pay Li-10-O for the best wrinkle
¡ submitted, and for every other item published
I on this page we will pay half-a-guinea. Turn
that idea of yours to account by sending It
in to u, addressed to the Editor. "PRAC.
TXCAL AND AMATEUR WIRELESS."
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower Hou,e, Southompton Street, Strand, W.C.2. Put your naine
and address on every item. Please note
that every notion sent in must be origin5'.
z
Mark envelopes "Radio Wrinkles." DO
LNOT enclose Queries with your wrinkles.
¡

way, I obtained a supply of low-tension
current-which lasted several hours.E. C. ADAMS (Rhydyfelin).

Fixing Chassis - mounting
'holders

Valve-

ASIMPLE but very efficient method
of fixing chassis-mounting valveholders-particularly the midget type-

screwed five of them to a; wooden bobbin,
arranging them as shown in the sketch.
Around each screw I also fixed a loop of
18 SW.G. tinned copper wire for soldering
connections to other components. I then
fixed this to a small square of plywood by
screwing them together from below. This
formed a socket over which I could easily
plug the coils. These we're made as
described in PRACTICAL AND AM4TEuR
%VIRELss (December 12th, 1936), only that
the ends were brought down the inside of
the former, pulle. ticlit and turned up on the
L
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A method

of

making an illuminated map wit/s
lightin'.
stereoscopic

ascertained, a hole-sufficient to aceómmodate a large cork into which has been
fitted a 2.5v. bulb (for 4v. heater circuit)is drilled in each tube. The next part of
the assembly is a little difficult; it constitutes the drilling of four holes to take
4 BA screws. Marks were made with the
countersinking bit, then small drills were
used increasing up to 4 BA. The operation
was then repeated.
I used white paint (applied with a nib)
when drawing the map, and the various
stations were indicated with red ink which,
when dry, left a greenish tint around each
station. I painted-this time with a fine
brush-a white circumference, and the
station names were finally printed on strips
of paper and stuck down with glue.-T. C.
lIENTWORTH (Sheffield).
Coils

for

A novel arrangement

COIL

the

Simplest Short-waver

IHAVE noticed that several readers are
anxious to extend the range of the
The accom"Simplest Short-waver."
panying sketch shows how I solved the

problem without any expense. An old va iveholder was taken of the type which had
side cont,acts instead of pin sockets. I
stripped off these contacts, bent the part
for the bolt in the opposite direction; and
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of an

improvised accumulator

may be accomplished in the manner
indicated in the accompanying sketch. It
will be seen that the only materials required
for a nupiber of similar fitments consist of
a length of strip brass-for the midget type,
as shown, 4m, by drin, by un-and a
number of 6 BA nuts and bolts, together
with a few large brass washers.
The resilience of the assembly illustrated
obviates possible damage to electrodes by
jarring the apparatus.-A. R. W.
(Durham).

Jos

Interchangeable coils for tile simplest short-waver.

ra

outside. This was then pressed firmly into
the cardboard with pliers. When the coil
was pushed on top of the bobbin the wire3
on the inside (at the foot of the former)
made firm contact with the valve contacts
on the bobbin. The former I used was
Jin. diam.-Fa&cis HARMON (Glasgow).

An Improvised Accumulator
WHEN testing out some new circuits
recently my low-tension supply
suddenly gave out. As it was too late to
visit a charging station I adopted the
following dodge.
Ali I needed was an old accumulator
which I located in my shed. I removed the
negative plates and in their place I put a
few sheets of tinplatc, about the same size,
and cut from an old can. Then I connected

the improvised accumulator to the AC.
mains in series with a load consisting of a
small electric fire and a large electric lamp.
After about ten minutes' charging in this
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Fixing chassis-mounting valve/soMers lo avoid
the effects of vibration.
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Feature programmes and topical talks,
the object of which, it is stated, is to
"bring the world to the clasroom," will
again he broadcast every Friday afternoon.
Some of these will be outside broadcasts,
others programmes of recorded material.
The topical talks will deal with inventions,
discoveries, films and anything.else that is
-in the news.
Modern History will be dealt with week
by week in the "History in the Making"
series. These talks te!! schoolchildren of
the big events of the day in relation to
similar events in history.
Listeners to Senior English will hear talks

B ROADCASTS

TO SCHOOLS
IT

-

revealed that a year ago there were
4,415 schools in England, Wales and
Northern Ireland on the B.B.C.'s
register. To-day this figure has increased
to 6,466. Much of this increase is due to
iii

the lively interest of education authorities,
most of which wire their new schools for

r

reception.
The use of school broadcasting is defined
as the drawing into service by the teacher
of something which is part of the average
child's norma! home life. Youngsters
trained'in classroom listening will be able
to listen critically and selectively when
they grow up. They may, for instance,
join Listening Groups; and Mr. A. C.
Cameron, Secretary of the Central Council
for School Broadcasting, was lately appointed Secretary to the Central Committee
for Group Listening.
Altogether twenty-seven courses will be
broadcaat to schools during the coming
year. These range from a course iii Music
and Movement for the very young children
to talks for Sixth Forms which have in the
past been given by such speakers as J. B. S.
Haldasie, Sir Richard Livingstone, Dame
Rachel Crowdy, and T. S. Eliot.
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by post.

" Wireless Coils, Chokes and Transformer.s," with "Everyman's Wireless Book,"
the "Wireless C'on.structor's Encyclopedia,"
"Television and Short- Wave Handbook,"
and "50 Tested Wireless Circuits" form
a complete technical library on the practical
and theoretical sides of radio.

____________________________________
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HANDBOOK!

2s.

-

on books, on speech and language, on poets
and poetry, and on words. Dramatic
readings will also be broadcast. Professor
A. Lloyd James, Mr. Desmond MacCarthy
\ and Mr. S. P. B. Mais are among broadin this series.
casters
Full particulars of the coriplete syllabus
for the season are given in the recently
J
published Annual Programme of School
J
for the year 1937-8. The
Broadcasting
book . may be obtained free on personal
annlication to the RBfl Publications
liepartment, 35, High Street, Marylebone,
Radiolyinpia, who was selected out of London, Wi, or to any B.B.C. provincial
applicants to be this years Radis Queen. office. Applications by post should be
See her at Olympia. accompanied by a three-halfpenny stamp.

A NEW "PRACTICAL
AND AMATEUR WIRELESS"

An important new Handbook of great
interest to every home constructor and, in
fact, to jnyone interested in radio, has just
been published from the offices of this journal.
It is entitled " Wireless Coils. Chokes, and
Transformers: And How To Make Them."
It fills a gap in technscal literature which
lias existed from the earliest days of home
construction. For as far as we are aware
a book has not yet been published which
gives complete practical information on the
making of every type of coil. This handbook
is not a mele theoretical tre,atise on the
principles of induction and capacity,1
although these subjects are dealt with as
introductory to the practical iide of the
boo/c.
lt contains chapters dealing with
coil types and principles ; resistance inductance and capacity; choice and use of
coils;
a simple- tubular coil; screened
coils; materials and construction ; circuits;
a band-pass unit; ganging and switching;
superhet coils; short-wave coils; adjusting
and testing coils; coil troubles and remedies;
I.F. transformers; an alt-wave tuner; coil
winders and how to make them, selectivity;
aerial and earth systems; breakthrough and
its prevention; making HF. chokes;
L.F. and smoothing chokes; low-frequency
transformers; making mains transformers;
coil data and formule; symbols; abbreviatiese; the R Code; di-eleàtric constants;
wavelength conversion table; coil-winding
tables; wire and sheet metal gauges;
copper wire data; metric equivalents;
useful formule, etc. etc.
The book contains 180 pages, is doth
bound with attractive jacket, illustrated by
nearly 150 diagrams, and costs 2e. 6d., or

-
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"Thanks to your excellent training,
valuable introductions and good advice,
¡am now getting twice as much as when
I enrolled only six months ago."

'-

That is an extract from just one of the hundreds of
grateful letters from successful students, and here are just
a few of the reasons why T.C.R.C. training is so
R. ¡leal h Bradley;

Peincipal

successful
The T.C.R.C. Specialises in RADIO. All its energies are
concentrated on helping its students to become successful
Radio Engineers.
The T.C.R.C. Courses are prepared by practical experts
who have proved their ability in the radio world. The
Courses are praised by leading manufacturers and the
Technical Press.
Every T.C.R.0 student is under my personal supervision and is given individual help in obtaining weilpaid spare-time work or full-time employment.
The T.C.R.C. offers indisputable proof that its students
can and do get well-paid posts solely as a result of their

of T.C.R.C.

Training is conducted by
correspondence. You study in your orn
borne, at yoUr own pace. You need not
know anything about radio or mathematics; a T.C.R.C. Course ssill take you
from the elementary theory to advanced
practice by easy stages. T.C.R.C. Courses
do not waste your time with a lot of useless and out-of-date subjects
you enjoy
studying and make rapid progress.
All T.C.R.C.

training.-

TELEVISION

The T.C.R.C. can help you as it has helped others. Take
the first step to success and better pay by sending at once
for free copy of book entitled RADIO AS A CAREER.
Post coupon below.

New and "up-to-the-minute" Courses
now ready on Modern Television, ShortWaves and Ultra-Short Waves.
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in
Radio a T.C.R C. Course will
help you to qualify for promotion and better pay.
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(Phone: Holborn 745).)
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COLLEGE,

Fairlea Rcu,e. High Hoftor,,, Loadan, W.C1.
Pin,, ,e,,d, IN PLAIN ENVELOPE. Free Copy o! "Radio

os

Career,"

tU, 'ne howl ca,, quolily loe wall-paid rydo rmp(oymect or prc0tob!e
sr.arc-t,me work. NO CANVASSERS.
which

NAME
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RADIO CLUBS
ANDSOCIE lES

LEGISLATION
ISONTHEWAY
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flepots should flot excecd 200 word, jo lençth
shoId he ,eceired First Post euch Monday
nlorning for publication in the fottowiny teethe issue.
Club
sud

INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION

Ealing and District Short-wave DXers'
Club

It is anticipated that legislation. wi!l soon be introduced to compel
owners of electrical appliances (domestic and commercial) to fit
Interference Suppressors to their offending appliances.

ASHORT-WAVE
heading is now being formed, and all

club under the above

applications for membership, etc., should be
ruade to the hon. secretary. It has beeu
proposed to hold meetings once a month,
and these will take the form of lectures,
etc. The secretary would be glad to hear
from anyone who would care to give a
lecture or demonstration .-Hon. Sec., W. J.
Colclough, 31, Lancaster Gardens, W.
Ealing, %V.13.

The noise-reduction effected will ensure comparative freedom from
interference on local stations, provided your set is equipped with a
raasonably effìéient outdoor aerial and earth system. For a mains
receiver you may have to fit to the set a special filter: the All-Wave
Set Lead Suppressor No. 300. Price 25s.

Proposed Club for Finchley
\YJILL any redcrs interested in the

VV
formation of a short-wave and
television society in the Finchley district
please communicate with E. C. Cusack,
2,
Victoria Grove, Friern Park, North
Finchley.

T0 enjoy the full capabilities of your set in picking up distant stations,
it will perhaps be found necessary to fit thé "Eliminoise" (trade
mark) All-Wave Anti-Interference Aerial. Price 37s. 6d. and Is.
per yard for screened down lead.

-

The Eastbank Research Society

informative

For

F R E E,

booklet,
send

tamo.
Address.
L:J
;E...UNG& LEE, LTD.,
Cambridge Arterial Rd., Enfleld, Mddx.
Please send, free, 8-pp. booklet, "Electrical

r

couion.
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Short-wave

Improved
reception
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used in

Laboratories.
Leaflet post
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¡f you

CHARGE

YOUR lleayberd
OWN BATTERY!
Tout Thumb
Battery
can charge your own low.ten,Ion
amp. tor len, than ld. per week!
Think of It, with the
Tom Thumb" you can
charge your own batterieo the whole year round
for 2F2d. I Simply conocct the battery to the
charger, end innert the mamo lead into the
fleurent llght. or power point. All metal partoNo Voltee-No inconaenlcnce-Guaranteed for 22
months.

Vjttt the
Charger you

battery at

ERI.tI.D
Anti-static
All-wave Aerial
System

free.

Prioe

-...

-:

12'6

Radio Gramophone Development Co. Ltd.,
Globe Works (Section B), Birmingham, 6.

ii,

above society is interested in serious

THEÑseareh work, in so far as an artificial

aerial licence pernits, and will welcome the
collaboration of any experienced amateurs
in the district. Readers interested aro
invited to communicate with the secretary,
James P. Blaekwood, 23, Braidfauld
Street, Tolcross, Glasgow, E.2.
-

Duiwich Radio Club

all readers who are interested in
\JILL
VV

joining the Dulwich Radio Club
please communicate with the organiser,
C. E. Newton, 105, Underhill Road, S.E.22.
The club has a large room for practical
work where more advanced members will
be in attendance on certain evenings.
The club is running outings to places of
interest, also social events such as swimming,
football, etc. The clubroom is situated at
the rear of 55, Upland Road, S.E.22 (near
Barry Road).-Hon. Sec., Eric Wells.

The Hackney and District Wireless
Club.

AMEETING of the above club was held
on Monday, the 9th inst., at 226,
Graham Road, when tho secretary read
a letter received from the Radio Signal
Survey League. All members present weie
interested in a local chapter being formed.
Full particulars of the club may be liad
from Mr. E. Penrose, 2, Coopersale Road,
Homerton, E.9.

You cao ore thfo midget boflery charger os

Stand
25 ai Itadisiys,pio.
ALL THE LATEST
Lnt
REPLIES IN BRIEF
"Tom
RADIO EQUIPMENT
following repines to quer/co are giren
F.C. HEAYBERD & Co.,
atrhrevjal form either
to be shown at
Tile
or because the point raised trot
Jwith
general interest.
RADIOLYMPIA
will be available on the
bearing
V. P. P. (Liskoard). There are many
LOWEST EASY TERMS HOME SOUND RECORDING the
description you give in your letter and connections
local radio dealer nia,
are
not
8tandarillsed.
good
at low cost
pad.
Mg.

Send now for

No. 996.
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drneriblog Menyberd componente
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beeaoroe
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Dear tecleo,
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non-rom pi/asce
io
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WE GUARANTEE COMPLETE SATISPAC'r1026.
PROMPT DMLIVERY. AU gooda arr.
CASH OH COD. ORDERS delivered by return oS poni.

*REMEMBER-WRiTE
US ABOUT YOUR
NEXT REQUIREMENTS
-We »11 quote ¿he
best

possible terms.

THE

MCCARTHY
CHASSIS

always in Stock.
Nen, Demon'trat,o,
Room now oree,.

ÜT
COMPANY

Estd. 1925

LONDON RADIÒ
flOAT

LANENO8LE STREETLONDONEC-2
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Pick-up and
Tonc.or,n Pitad diamond,
O
For enpeelmentero
ru.
r
mdring gear only. iena Pick-op
end Tone-arm, thin in 21/P. Diamood cotter Needlee. fit oli
1aeh-op, 716. Blank Binen, 4/ dorne. Completo Jrcoo,tio Soto
de I,ue, 18!- t No. 2. 20/6; Jonlor type, 5/6 carob complete.
,nraoi .Slooqe foe ¡tcailo-fl?ral,*ol Sr,eotilte Ilmo. Liaf 'R ' Free.
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ELECTRADIX RADIOS,

218, UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.
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-

ThS,pharna e CerdeaS
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be able to trace them out for you.

D. S. (Rochdale). A valve fault can give risa to the
trouble, or a defectivo grid resistance in the bY.
steges. Test each anode circuit In turn with a good
inilliammeter.
P. K. (Slough). A back number may be obt.'rincd
from this ornee, price 4d.
We regret there is no bluoprint
a. o. (Watlord).
for the receiver referred to,
G. A. T. (Godalming). You can use the parts but
It would be better to build to a published diagram tinI!
use parts which have been tested and follow details

closely.
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Panama Tries Out

a New Channel
City, previously
HPSi, Panama
reported on 31.22 m. (9.61 mcfs), is
now to be found on 25.63 m. (11.7
,nc/s), or slightly above HP5L, David,
Chiriqui, also in the Republic of Panama.
The call given out in Spanish includes the
slogan: La Voz de Panama, but announcements are made both in that language and
in English. Schedule-Weekdays: G.M.T.
16.45-18.15; and midnight to 03.30; on
Sundays from G.M.T. 15.30-18.15; 20.0021.00 and the later concert. Address: La
Voz de Panama (HP5J), Apartado Postal
867, Panama City (Republic of Panama).

Speca1 Transmission from Curacao
Advice has been received that PCJ1,

Vilhelmstad (Curaçao), will broadcast a
special programme for listeners abroad
between G.M.T. 00.35-01.35, on 50.59 m.
(5.93 me/s). The channel usually adopted
by this station is 31.67 m. (9.475 mc/s).

New Cuban Station
I am informed that a new transmitter
giving the call-sign COBZ, and announcing
its location at Havana (Cuba), has been
logged when broadcasting a concert in the
early morning hours. As the call letters
are not found in the official lists it is possible
that, it has been confused with COBC,
previously logged on 32.22 ni. (9.31 mc/e).
The address given is: P.O. Box 132,
Havana (Cuba).

!

YOU ACCEPT WITHOUTI
QUESTION

RUTH MASCH WITZ

Navarre
AVARRE, the "Prince of Mimics," was for years an opera singer,
and his career as an impersonator j
began quite by chance. At a party one
he gave an imitation of one or two
worn-out opera singers which amused the
jnight
guests so much that lie got the idea of
¡ doing impressions of world-famous singers. IAn agent heard him and got him an
j audition at Broadcasting House. After doing two impersonations of Tauber and
Chaliapine, Navarre was asked to wait

....

NUMBER ONE
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C)f course, the idea is

.
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-
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all wrong, and has beén
proved a mete misconception. Fortunately
whether you accept the idea or not no penalty
results, but when it's a question of condensers, to
imagine one is as good as another can lead to
endless trouble. Condenser design and manufacture is a specialised job. So it's wiser to Ignore
hearsay and tó rely on established fact.

APROVED
CONDENSER FACT

Vienna Programme Schedule

I.C.C.
CONDENSERS
ARE
THE
OER2, on 25.42 m. (11.801 mc/a), is now
ACCEPTED
.STANDARD
CONDENSER
OF
on the ir every Monday and Friday from
G.M.T. 14.00-22.00, and on Saturdays from
EFFICIENCY-THE NATURAL OUTCOME
(IM.T. 14.00.23.00. The power is 1.5
kilowatts. It is on most occasions a good
OF 30
YEARS' SPECIALISATION
medium through which to capture some
officials
from
other
departments
excellent concerts from the Austrian capital jwhilst
called in to listen. He repeated the
and which, owing to interference, are not so - were
See the complete range on
and producers from St.
easy to tune in on the medium.wave performance
George's
Hall
were
summoned.
His
flrst
j
channel.
broadcast followed almost immediately,
I when many listeners refused to believe j
Another Mystery Station
Listeners report having heard broadcasts that gramophone records were not being
by a French communist station announcing used.
Navarre was: born in Australia about
itself as Radio Liberté, Paris. It is stated
ri. (t;. Radiolymp,'a
to be giving a simultaneous transmission 100 miles from Melbourne. His family
were all enthusiastic amateur musicians.
on 31.5 m. (9.523 mc/a), and 40.65 m. (7.38
but he received no training whatsoever.
mc/s). The programmes consist of gramo.
'1
His first stage appearance was in "The1)hone recorde and short talks in French and
Italian, but no definite address is given for Maid of the Mountains,' and he was later lengaged to sing the part of Figaro in$
obvious reasons.
q
The Barber of Seville." He then joined
Broadcasts from the Norniandic
1a concert party as a.ssisting artist to a world.famous prima donna and toured
On the occasion of the Paris 1937 International Exhibition the French liner Australia until 1927. On his first visit to Norma ndie is carrying out test transmissions
Paris he met Dame Nellie Melba, who
I
of music with the National Broadcastina j introduced him to the great mystery man j
of Europe, Sir Basil Zaharoff. The latter,
Jomiiany of America with a view to the
establishment of a regular service of radio after hearing Navarre sing, consented to
programmes in the near future. Trans- finance his studies for training on the
missions from the liner can be logged at Continent. He worked for a year in Milan
odd times on 66 m. (4.546 me/s); 34 m. and sang in many of the principal cities f
Ita1y in leading operatic tenor rôles.
(8.824 mc/s); and 22.6 m. (13.275 mc/s).
j
'
He first came to England in 1933 and
Radio Programmes from Hawaii
sang in concerts for six months then
ALL-BRITISH
KKP, Klo, and KKH, Kahuku, on 18.71 j went to Paris, and ret'urned in 193'4 when
m. (16.03 mc/s), 25.68 m. (11.68 mc/s), and ¡ he appeared in the non-stop prixiuction
39.89 iii. (7.52 mc/s) respectively, are relay- !at the Prince of Wales.
One of Navarre's most treasured posing almost nightly musical programmes from
the medium-wave station in Hawaii for the i sessions is an Egyptian rin» many hun- l7ie Telegraph Condenser Co. Ltd., Wales Faim &od,
N. Acton, W.3.
benefit of listeners in the United States. dreds of years old.
They are heard working until G.M.T. 06.00. e__,_,
5j

e

STAND

_:$

j
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Fils fr,e,,d 5a;d,
Dear mc,
Yo,s'veno FLUXITE,

Isee;
Yos'l!bcluchy;o

ERS

gel

you-In the
house-garage-svorkshop-ssherevet speedy
See thatFLUXtTE is always by

soldering is needed. Uted for 30 yeari in
governmeit worki and by leading engineeri
and miuifactuters. Of Ironmongers-in tina,
4d.,8d.,I/4 and 2/8.
Ask. to see the FLUXITE SMALL-SPACE
SOLDERING SET-compact but sub.tantial
-complete with juli instruction., 1/6.
Writ, for .Free Book on the art of "soft"
jolderiug' a'nd ask for Leaflet on CASEHARDENING STEEL and: TEMPERING
-

...............
wheels will NOT
Your
keep round and true, nie,, the spokes are tied
o'ith the fine wire of the cros,ino' AND SOLThis makes a mach stronjrr
DERfD.
wheel. 11', ,impia-'with FLUXITE-bui

TO CYCLISTS,
-

IMPORTANT..

i

GUN

'THE FLUXITE
is aiwaysready to put'
FIsastp on the solder- lob"aststañtly. A
ing

-

charging lasts for ages,
Price 1/6w

-

ALL MECHANICS lWLt'HAVZ\

F.TÜXITÉ
iiiMLIFIES:
ALL'SÓ1DERING

-

YLUXITE LÏI).(i)ept. wi'.) DRAGON WORKS,
BEBJaONDSEY STREET. SEl.
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The Valve .with the
real guarantee
Write for

feilt

details.

VALVE CO.
CHAMPION
13. City Road. London. E.C.1.
Tel. NAT. 4756. 4372

NOW

IN A

THIRD EDITION

THE

SUPE R H ETE R OD Y1E
R ECEI;V E R
ALFRED T. WITTS, A.M.I.E.E.
"Gives all tito information necessary for a
complete understanding of tite supertteteroBy

dyne receiver."-Praciical Wireless.
"A comprehensive manual,
thoroughly up.todate."-'ire-

less Trader.

net.
192 pp.
post free from

l'ram a bookseller, or 3/9
PITMAN, Parker St., Kingsway, W.C.2.

The Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by his correspondeits.
All letters must be accompanied by the name, and address of the sender (not necessarily
for publication.
have a capacity meter which works on
An Interesting Broadcast
SIR,-While searching the short waves on 230 y., and I have damaged it twice owing
the 12th inst. about 10.20 B.S.T., I to insulation breakdown at 230 v-J. H.
came across an English voice emanating
from W3XAL, Bound Brook, New Jersey,
which proved to be a well-known correspondent of a London daily paper giving his
views on Tommy Farr and the World's
Heavy-weight Championship. Then came
the', representative of a 'London evening
paper, together with the donor of the £800
belt to the winner, giving their opinions.

writing to Advertilers

p'ease mention
'Practical and Amateur Wrekss"

SIR,-I

agree with the suggestion made
by H. E. Chamberlain with regard to
a valve4sting panel. But why only a
sacias valve-testing panel? If you supply
one type that is successful, some of us
would clamour for one to test battery
valves; and why not, unless you can uggest
After that we heard the other side-some of a universal test-panel, which I think would
the' greatest sports writers in America satisfy the majority. Hoping yòu have
expounding to us everything about Joe sufficient letters on this subject to justify
Louis and the coming battle. Then Joe you publishing details in PRACrICAL AND
WIRxLESS.-P.
WATKINS
Louis himself informed us how he was going AMATEUR
to win. To finish this very interesting (Wolverhampton).
broadcast Louis' cook stated that his
charge keeps "in the pink" all the time Station CR7AA
by eating lots of ce crearn.-G. LANE QIR,-In your issue of July 10th, 1937,
-) page 399, you state that CR7AA.
(Combe St. Nicholas, Somerset).
Lourenço Marques, has changed its waveA Receiver for Overseas
length to 25.6 ni. It has actually started
SIR,-! read with great interest Mr. using this as an additional wavelength
Wiggill's letter in your issue of July for CR7BH, the formér 48.88 m. pro3rd. I must say that he has hit the nail on gramme being S.B. with the call CR7AA.
the .head when he talks about a battery- In capetown we listen to the 25 in. trans.
operated 6-volt short-wave receiver. I, for mission during the daytime and the 49 rn
one, would greatly appreciate to see in your at night, when the other has faded out.
You may be interested in tlie transfine paper an article which would describe
a receiver of this kind. I note he does not mission equipment-a Collins' type 300
say whether he would prefer a receiver of B.A. The power is 250 watts, crystal
the straight or superhet type, but I should
like to suggest that a receiver of the
straight variety would be preferable, with
CUT THIS OUT EACH WEEK
plug-in coils, as I have found that they
eliminate dead-spots. I am situated in a
very bad locality so am looking for a really
HOT receiver.-J. C. INNES (Lusaka,
Northern Rhodesia).

Portuguese Station Veri
SIR,-With reference to the unknown
Portuguese Station "Radio Renas-

cenca," mentioned in the Leaves from a
Short-wave Log in a recent issue of your
paper, I have received a verification from
this station which gives the following data
Frequ., 5.977 me/s; Power, 200 watts;
Schedule, Daily 20.30-22.30; and address
5, Rua Capelo, Lisbon.
The station has apparently not obtained
any call-letters yet, but during the intervals
the announcement: Emissnra Catolica de
Lisboa. Portugal, is given, and the station
designates itself oflicially as: Emissora
Catolica
Portugesa.-K. E. CLARE
(Wimbledon).

A Valve-testing Panel
Q IR,-As a reu1ar reader of

PRACTICAL

in AMATEUR WIRELESS J would like
to endorse Mr. Chamberlain's request for

\hen

OLDROYD (Sale, M/C.).

a val ve-tting
J should like

panel-mains driven-but

it to be able to test more than

half a dozen types.
Also, after that, I should like to see
published a condenser tester, one that will
test condensers under a high voltage, as I

-THAT

as the dipole aerial gives improved results!
waveband a multi-dipole aerial is a
valuable -accessory to all-wave listening.
-THAT to enabli experiments to be carried out
with transmitting apparatus without interference,
an artificial aerial system is employed.
-THAT a licence for an artificial aerial is less i
expensive than for a full outside aerial.
-THAT an ordinary flash-lamp bulb will not
i always provide protection when used as a fuse In a
battery receiver.
-THAT care is required when using long leads for;
4 a
distant listening point with a low-resistance
speaker.
-THAT fixed l.F. transformers may be converted
¡ to obtain a variable-selectivity effect by joining a
small variable condenser between the primary and j

¡ on a given

secondary winding..

The Editor uilt be pleased to consider ari irles of s
practical nature suitable for publissilion in PnAcTICLI
Such art irles should be
LND AIIATF.IJIt \VIItvLESS.
writ/en on on, aide of 1h, paper only, awl should co,iPai.
the name a,id address of I/u sender. Jr/titel the Edito,
does not ito/tI himself responsible for mamsocripla, every
effort will b made Io return them if a otan rped and
addressed enielope is enclosed.
Alt correspondence
in/ended for the Editor should be addressed: The Editor.
PISAC'rICAJ. sliD AMATEUR W IRELESS. Grorse Remes.
Ltd., Tower ib,.,, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
Owing to the rapid progress in the design of wireless
apparatus and to our efforts to keep our readers in touch
wi/h the latest developuwnis, we give no warranty I/tat
apparatus described in our columns is no! lite aubjed of
let/era patent.
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Half-wave
Zepp
aerial
Times of transmission are:
weekdays (G.M.T.)-5.15 to 6 am., 9.30
to 11.30 n.m., 2.30 to 4 n.m., and 5.30 to
9 p.m.; Sundays-JO am. to 12 noon,
3 to 5.30 p.m., and 7 to 9 p.sn.-'A. H. C.
NICKLIN (South Africa).

controlled.

I

(6,137 kc/s).

UÄLDíYOUTS

¡

I

i

There is a woner1ul satisfaction in the knowledge
that those numerous contact components essential
to all radio and television apparatus can be relied
upon to give you perfect and lasting contact.

s!

I.F.S. National Radio Society
recently been appointed

SIR,-Having
IFS. representative of the National
Hadio Society, I shall be pleased to get in

touch with any person in the Irish Free
State who is interested, with a view to
forming an IFS. Section.
Any communications to the address
below would be much appreciated.-.J. G.
WHITE, 18, St. David's Terrace, NC. Rd.,
Dublin.

() :jJ

The successful progress of CLIX

(Continued from page

56!.)

Fixed Condensers
On the Dubilier stand will be found
dozens of fbced condensers, suitable for
practically any type of receiver or amplifier.
These will include many of the old existing

types already familiar to the experimenter,
buthis year a number of new lines are to
be shown. Many of these are of the oilimmersed type, designed for tise in television equipment or in high-powered
amplifiers, where a really high degree of
insulation is required. Electrolytic condensers are also to be found on this stand,
and are being used more frequently in
modern apparatus. On the Telegraph
Condenser Company's stand (T.C.C.) similar
ranges of components will be found, and
the small wire-ended components designed
for inclusion in the actual wiring of a
receiver greatly reduce the constructional
work and in many cases give increased
efficiency owing to the reduction in the
number of joints and the shortening of
the connecting leads.
It is, of course, impossible to deal with
every item and every manufacturer in an
article of this nature, but the above details
give ome indicatioit of the many facilities
which are available to the home constructor, and it will be found that there is
no lack of components for the construction
of modern radio receivers, radiograms, and
television equipment.

r-

Amt.

We illustrate a few of the 36 Clix perfect contact
components shown in our New Components
Folder. Another Clix Folder describes our Fange
of Valveholaers and Connection Strips. Free on
request

....

PLUG SOCKET.

pose master plug
36.

A

dual-pur.

21d.

.........

COIL PIN. Power type for moins

'work

A.E. work

34, LONG REACH PLUGS for
recessed A an E sockets. lin, insu¡ator 3d. 2m, insulator 4d.

79

¡in. insulator,,
well.known sets

30. WALL

4th

I

Edition LJV

net.

Wireless Construction, Terms,
and Definitions explained and
illustrated in concise, clear

Used in certain

..

2d.
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RADIOLYMPIA
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Every type of modern
component for Allwave Sets Televi'-ion
and Scientific Servicing,
is illustrated and described in this compact
volume.
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From all Booksellers, or by post 5/6 from
George Newnes, Lid., Tower House, Southampton Street. Strand, London, W.C.2

3d.

STAND 94
RADIOLYMPIA

PLUG. Type M,5amps. Gd.

LU £f

ROW L

ROCHESTER

Muster Plug for

.

-rn.nw,
PRODUCTIONS

\::'..

CAMM

.

MECHANICAL

BRITISH

41d.

'33. MASTER PLUG. With special

(30)

STAND 94
RADIOLYMPIA

short-

......

HEAVY DUTY.

2.

3d.

CONSTRUCTOR'S
F. J.

.

32. CROCODILE CLIP. For
wave and service work ..

THE WIRELESS

(Editor 01 "Practical
and A mateur 14"ireless")

-.
I

.

(Z)

35.

(

By

-

Ì

-

ENCYCLOPAEDIA

(32)

is the result oi
many years' experience devoted to the design and
production of "Quality" contact components.

COMPONENTS AT OLYMPIA
for different meters will be found on the
Westinghouse stand. They are designed for
use with 1, 5 or 10 mA meters. Messrs.
Westinghouse can also supply mains
rectifiers for the construction of HT.
units and battery chargers, whilst Messrs.
Heayberd can supply transformers specially
designed for use with these rectifiers, and
complete kits of parts for the purpose.
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Date of Iesue.
CRYSTAL SETS

No, of
L'tuepi-sist.

........
......
......
........

-

......

-

......

-

------

,

--------

-

-

-

....
-

:

-

-

-

dB) ........

-

------

e

9.i.31
fSfil T,F Cl. Bi
Fury "otsr Super (SG, SG, D, Pen)
4(1113',
Pen,
D,
»attery Hall-Mark
Push-Pull)
F. J. amm's "Llmlt" AU-Wave
.. 209,35
Four (HF Pen, D; LT, P)

......

-

Maine Operated.
Two-valve Blueprints, le. each.
(Pen),
Pen)
AC. Twin (D
AC-D.C. Two (SG, Pow)
Selectone AC. Radiogram Two
:

........

(D,Pow)

Three-valve Blueprints, is. each.
Double-Diode-Triode 'flsree (Uil'
Pen, DDT, Pen)
D.C. Ace (SG, D, Pen) ..
A.C. Three (SG, D, Pen) ....
AC. Leader (11F Pen, D, Pow)
D.C. Premier (HF Pen, D, Pen)
Ubique (11F Pen, D (Pen), Pen)
Armada Mains Three (HF Pen, D,
Pen
F. J. Camm's AC. All-Wave Silver
Souvenir Three (11F Pon, D,
Pen)
"All-Wave" AC. Three (D, 2 LT
(RC))
A.C. 1936 Sonotone (HF Pen, HF.
Pen, Westector, Pen) ....
Maine Becord All-Wave 3 (11F
Pen, D, Pen)
Four-valve Blueprints, is. each.
AC. Fury Four (SG, SG, D, Pen)
AC. Fury Four Super (SG, SG, D,
Pen)
A.C. Hall-Mark (HF Pen, D, PushPull)
Universal Hall-Mark (HF Pen, D,
Push-Pull)
SUPERHETS.
Baìtey Sets Blueprints, is. each.
£5 Superhet (Three-valve)
1". J. Camm's 2-valve Superhet
Two-valve
13'. J. Camm's £4 Superhet

......

..........
........
........
......
........
.........
:

......

.......

-

PW31B

F\'31C
PW4G

Ï'W'07

PW1S
PW31
PW19

-

7.4.34
31.3.34
28.7.34

PW2S

PWISC
PW85B
L'W3GA

PW3O
-

11.5.33

PWSO

17.8.33

PWI1

-

FW50

5.12.33

PW7O

-

PW2O

P%V3D

24.7.37

J'W43

9.2.33

PWII

5.9.37

PW4O

13.7.35

J'\V59
PWSS

il'.J.CammsVitesae "All-Waver
27.2.37
(5-valver)
Mains Sets Blueprints, is. each.

PW75

.......
.

-

-

A.C. £5 Superhet (Three-vslver)
1.12.34
LIC. £5 Superhet (Three-valve)
(Three
Universal £5 Superhet
valve)
31.7.37
F. J. Camm's A.C. £4 Superhet 4
13'. J. Camm's Universal £l Super:

........
het4
........
"Qualltone" Universal Four .,

-

10.1.37
SHORT-WAVE SETS.
Two-valve Blueprint, is.
Midget Short-wave Two (D, Pen)

PW43
P\V42
PW44

Pwsu
PW6O

PW73

--------

PW3SA

PW63

........
-

X'W68

-

PW74

PWG5

....
-

-

------

PW77
-

.

D, LT, Cl.

33)

15_5_57

-

PW12

MISCELLANEOUS.
PW4SA
SW. Converter-Admq,ter (1 valve)
AMATEUR WIRELESS ANO WIRELESS MAGAZINE
CRYSTAL SETS.
Blueprints, 64. each.
Four-station Crystal Set
12.12.39
A W427
AW444
1934 Crystal Set
150-milo Crystal Set
AW450
STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operated.
Blueprints, is. each.
One-valv4
-.
B.B.C. Special One-valvcr
AW387

-

....

......

:

Twenty-station

Loudspeaker

-

-

One-valver (Class B) ---Blueprint, is. each.
Two-valve
Melody Itanger Two (D, Trans)..
Full-volume Two (SG det., Pen)
B.B.C. National Two with Lucerne
Coil (D, Trans)
Big-power Melody Two with
..
Lucerne Coil (SG, Trans)
..
Lucerne Minor (D, Pen)
A Modern Two-valver ....
Three-valve Blueprints, is, each.
Class B Three (D, Trans, Class B)
New Britain's Favourite Three
(D, Trans, Class B) ..
15.7.33
Borne-built Coil Three (SG, D,
:

.

-

........

........

Trans)
Fan and Family Three (D, Trans,

-

Class B)
25.11.33
£5 Is. SG. 3 (SG, D, Trans)
2.12.33
Ether
Searcher:
Baseboard
1934
Model (SG, D, Pep)
Chassis
1934 ither Searcher
Model (SC, D, Pen)
Lucerne Ranger (SG, D, Trans).
Cossor Melody Maker with Lucerne
Coils
-

.

-

-

-

-

---.

-

.........
Master Three with

Mullard
Lsicerne Coils
De Luxe Version
£5 5e. Three
(SG, D, Trans)
Lucerne Straight Three (D, lIC,

......

......
........
......

.

AW449
AW388
AW392
AW37TA

AW338A
AW426
W5l400
AW386
AW394
AW4OI

AW4IO
AW412
AW447

AW439
AW422

_

AW424

19.5.34

AW435

........
.

-

.

AW451
WM271
WMIO8
WM327
WM337

......

WM351
W11354

..........

WM302

1935 £9 68. Battery Three (SG, D,
........
Pen)
PTP Three (Pen, D, Pen)
.. June '35
Certainty Tlsree (SG, D, Pen)..
QP-2L)

AW437
AW448

'

.........

Islinitube Three (SO, D, Trans) .. Oct. '35
All-wave Winning Three (SG, D,
Dec. '33
Pen)

WM371
WM389
WM393
WM'J96

WM400
Four-valve Blueprints is. Gd. each.
Trans)
-.
AW370
(SG,
RC,
D,
Four
A W402
"A. W." Ideal Four (2 SU, D, Pen) 16.9.33
AW421
2H13' Four (25G, D, Pen) ....
AW445
Crusaders'A.V.C.4 (2 H13',D,QP21) 18.8.34
(Pentode and Class B Outputs for
above: Blueprints, Gd. each) .. 25.8.04 AW44SA
Self-contained Pour (SG, D, LF,
Aug. '33
WIllSt
Clsss II)
Lucerne Straight Four (SG, D, LT,
WM3SO
Trans)
WM381
£5 5e. Battery Four (HF, D, 2LF) Feb. '35
TheH.X.Four(SG,SG,LI,Pen),. Mar. '35 WM3SC
Straight
(HF
Pen,
Tour
The Auto
April'36 WM404
HF Pen, fIST, Pen)
Five-valve Blueprints, is. 6d. each.
Super-quality Five (211F, D, RC,
May 33
WMS2O
Trans)
Class B Quadradyne (25G, D, LI",
W11344
'33
Dee.
Class B)
New Class-B Five (2 SG, D, LT,
'33
WM340
Not'.
Clsss B)
Mains Operated.
Two-valve Blueprints, is. each.
AW403
Coneocleetric Two (D, Pen) AC.
WM2811
EcononivA.C. Two(D,Trssnv)A.C.
W11394
Unicorn AC-D.C. Two (D,Pen)..
:

-

........
........

-

....

........
.........
........

:

-

-

.

-

Three-valve Blueprints, is. each.
Morue-Loyers New All-electric
Three (SG, D, Trans)
SG. Three (SG, D, Pen) AC.
AC. Triodyne (SG, D, Pen) AC. 19.8.33
AC. Pentuquester (HF Pen, D,
Pen) AC.
23.6.34
Mantovani AC. Three (HF Pen,
D, Pen) A.0
£15 15v, 1936 AC. Radiogram
(BI', D, Pen)
Jan. '36
Four-valve Blueprints, is. 64. each.
All-Metal Four (2 SG, D, Pen) -. July '33
Harris Jubilee Rsdiogram (HF
Pen, D, Li", P)
May '35

AC... -

AW383
AW390

-

-----.......
------

.

AIS 399

AW439

-

WM374
WM4OI

......
......

:

WM3!6
WM3S6

..

.WM375

........

WM37'J

AC...

AW425
WM3III

SUPE RH ET S.

Battery Sets Blueprints, is. Od. each.
Modern Super Senior
..
.

-

Oc?.. 35
Varsity Four
Tise Request All-Waver
June '36
1935 Super Five Battery (Superhot)
Mama Sets Blueprints, is. Sd. each.
3934 AV. Century Super AC. -.
Heptode Super Three
May34
W.M." Jtadiogram Super AC..
Apt. '35
1935 AC. Stenode

WM3US

WM4OI

......
......
........

W1s1369

-

W5l385

PORTABLES.
Four-valve Blueprints, is. 6d. each,
Midget Class 33 Portable (SU, D,
LT, Class B)
20.5.33
Holiday Portable (SO, D, LT,
Class B)
1_7.33
lansily Portable (11F, D, RC,
Trans)
22.9.34
Two HF. Portable (2 SG, D,
QP2I)
Jsseie'34
Tyers Portable (SO, D, 2 Trans)
SHORT-WAVE SETS-Battery Operated.
One-valve Blueprints, Is. each.
S.W. Oue-valver converter (PrIce 6d.)SW. One-valve for America
21.1.37

AW389
s

AV393

---------

AW447

--------

WM363
WM367

:

W329
AW429
AW4Ii2
A

Short-Waver
Two-valve Blueprints, is. each.
Ultra-short Battery Two (SG det.,
J'en)
Feb. ':36
Boisse-maele Coil Two (D, Pen)
Three-valve Blueprints, s. each.
World-ranger Short-wavo 3 (D,
RC, Trans)
ExperImenter's 5-metre Set (D,
Trans, Super-regen)
30.0.34
Experimenter's Short-wave (SG,
.

AW423

:

'I'rans)
Tbree(Hi! Pcn,D,Pen)
All-BrItain
., Wireless League
Three (HF
Pen, D, Pen)
3.11.34
Transportable Three (SG, D, l'en)
£6 6e. Radiograsn (D, RC, Trans)
Simple-tune Three (SO, D, Pen)., June '33
Econonsy-Peatode Three (SG, D,
Oct. '33
Pen)
"W.M." 1934 Standard Three
(SG, LI, Pen)
£3 3e. Three (SG, D, Trans) .. Mar. '34
Iron-core Band-pass Three (SG, D,

4d. Post paid.
-. 4d .....
Praeiiesl Neel'suie,
.. 75,5.,,,,
Wirelesa Msgsziae
113
Plia lade,, letlees which precede the Blueprint Number
in,Iieute the periodical Is which the description appears;
thus PlY refers lo PRACTICAL IViastoas. AIV to A,,,,, frue
iWlwiss, PM to ¡','au-his,ol dlechasie,, %VM to Wirehss
J!soscisw.
Send IPretembly) s posit onIce to eovvr tise cost 0e tIse
blueprint and tisa Issue (stamp, over Od. msaceeptablel. to
l'aaeszcar, Loo AMarnos Wsexs.s'o Blueprint Dept..
Oeo. Nevisco, LIA., To,,er House, Southampton Street,
SOsssl. W.C.'2.

.

Featherweight Portable Four (SG,

-

:

issues ol Pruetieal Wireless
Arnsleor Wireless

I'W3OA

-

(55s.

:

-

Blueprints, is. each.
Experimenter's Short-Wave Three
(SO, D, Pow)
-.
The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LI' (lIC and
Trans))
7.8.37
Tise Bandspread SW. Three (HF
Pen, D (Pen), Pen) ..
29.8.36
"Tele-Cent' S.W.3 (SG, D (SG),
Pen)
50_3_37
PORTABLES.
Threv-valve Blueprints, is. each.
F. J. Camm's ELF Three-valve
Portable (HF Pen, D, Pen)
Parvo Flyweight Midget Port¶16.37
able (SG, D, Pen)
Bluepnnts, is.
Four-valve

out of pnni.

Three-valve

'

PW2I
P,125

these sets ran in sorno taies be supplied at the following
prices, o.51r1, see u'MImiev,sl to she es.1 o' mss t',,epelol. A
5,050e,, the Blueprint Number IndIcato, that the Is,s,v Is

SJ
-

..
9.1.37
PW7L
1037 Orystesl Receiver ..
STRAIGHT SETS. Battery Operaitail.
One-valve Blueprint, is.
PW31A
All-Wave Unipess (Pentode)
Two-valve Blueprints, is. each.
Four-range Super Mag Two (D,
PW3O1i
11.8.34
Pen)
PW'76
Tise Signet Two
29.8.36
Three-valve Blueprints, is. each.
Expresa
Three
The Long-Range
X'W2
24.4.37
(SG, 1), Peu)
Selectone Battery Three (D, 2 LT
PW10
(Trans))
Sixty Shilling Three (D, 2 LT
X'W34A
(RC & Trans))
PW35
22.5.37
Leader Three (SG, D, Pow)
X'W37
8.8.34
Summit Three (HF Pen, D, Pen)
All Pentode Three (HF Pen, D
PW3O
29.5.37
(Pen), Pen)
PW4I
Hall-mark Three (SG, D, Pow) -. 12.6.37
PW48
Hall-mark Cadet (D. LT, Pen(RC)) 16.3.35
(11F
i? J. Camm's Silver Souvesslr
Pen, D (Pen), Pen) (All-Wave
PW49
.. 13.4.85
'l'liiee)
P111
Genet Midget (D, 2 LF (Trans)). Ju,se '35
Cameo Midget Three (D, 2 LT
PW51
8.G.35
(Trans))
1930 Sonotone Three-Four (11F
X'W33
Pen, MF Pen, Westector, Pen) 17.8.35
Battery All- ave Tlsree (D, 2 LP
Pw35
(RC))
PW61
The Monitor (HF Pen, D, Peni
PWO2
The Tutor Three(HFPen,D,Pen) 21.5.30
PWÖI
'l'he Centaur Three (SG, D, P)
'lise Gladiator All-Wave Three
PW66
-.
29.8.39
(11F Pen, D (Pesi), Pen)
F. J. Camina Record AU-Wave
PWO8
31.10.39
Three (11F Pen, D, Pen)
The "Colt" All-Wave Three (D
X'W 72
5.12.39
2 LT (RC & Trasss))
Four-valve Blueprints, is. each.
Pw 4
L5.37
Sonotone Four (SG, D, LT, P)
PW11
8.5.37
Fury Four (2 SG, D, Pen)
lieta Universal Four (SG, D, LT,
PW17
Nucleon Class B Tour (SG, D
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,Vireless

JNIi

PSJ
Blueprint, 64.
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ANDA

.

Rosase

:

.........
.

WM402
AW41u

.

i

:

....

AW355

-

AW438

........

Jan. 19, '35AW403
D, Pen)
The Carrier Short-waver (SG, D, P) July '35 WM39U
Four-valve :' Blueprints, is. 6d. each.

Short-Wave World-Reuter
(HF Pen D, RC, Trans)
Enspire Short-Waver (SG, D, RC,
Trans)
Standard Four.valver Short-waver
iJar. '35
(SO D, LF, P)
Superhet Blueprint, is. 6d.
Simplified Short-waver Super .. Nov. '35
A.W..

.

'

AW4BI

.

........

W11313

.......

WM383

:

WM397

Mains Operated.
Twa-valve Blueprints, is. each,
Two-valve Stains short-waver (D,

.....

...... -

Pen) AC
\V.M." Band-spread Short'waver

AW453

-

(D, Pen-) AC-D.0
WI!." Long-wave Converter
Three-valve Blueprint, Le.
Emlgrator (SG, D, Pen) AC, ..
Fsur-valve Blueprint, is. 6d.
Standard FOur-valve AC. Short.. AUg. '35
waver (SG, D, RC, Trans)
MISCELLANEOUS.
-

-

Wil1368

:

WMS5I

:

Enthusiast's PoserAmplifier(l/6)
Listeners' 5-watt AC. Amplitier
(1/6)
-.
Radio Unit (2v) for WM392
Harris Electrograin (battery am-

WM391

June'35

\VMIS7

........ Nov.
'35

WM392
WHIPS

.......
........
........
....
........
....

Dee, '35
plifier) (1/-)
De-Luxe Concert AC. ElectroMar.'36
gram
New Style Short-Wave Adapter
June'35
(1/-)
-. Jais. 5, '35
Trickle Charger (Gd.)
.. Dcc. 1, '34
Short-Wave Adapter (1f-)
Dec. 1, '34
Superliet Converter (1/-)
B.L.D.L.C. Short-wave Converter
.11fay'.6
(1/.)
June 6
Wilson Tone Master (1 1-)
The w.M. AC. Short-Wave Converter (1/-)
-

......

-

-

-

-'-'-----------

WM399
W51401

WMI8S
AV4(%2

AW456
A 51457

WM105
WM4UI!

WMIOS

.......
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fed to the speaker

T'AT/i ¡lID ILJ

Y4jIIIIiJLJ

design.

O!L

The back should be as open as
po'sible prefesably enclosed only by thin
Q9ME designers prefer the push pull fabric to keep out dust The depth fiom
-.
stage on account of the freedom from front to back should be made as small as
- -hum and the absence of second harmonic possible, and you may find that in your
distortion, whilst others prefer .the single case you will be able to cut quite a large
A Permanent Detector
valye owing to the quality which that amount of wood away to obtain this end.
"Can you please tell me which type of delivers.
mount the speaker about lin.
It really a matter of personal Finally,
crystal I should require to make a per- choice, as theis various forms
of distortion behind the front, inserting thick rubber
manent crystal receiver, and where I could are not all discernible by every
listener in washers between the front of the cabinet
obtain same? "-E. M. (Kidderminster)
and the speaker chassis.
the same degree. Furthermore, there
ERE is no crystal combination which the question of cost. Smoothing circuits
'fil may be regarded definitely as per- may certainly be less ambitious in a push- Alt-wave Tuner Conversion
"I have a well-known dual-range tuner
manent, but there are certain crystals pull circuit, but there are two valves to
which will retain their sensitivity over a obtain, arid in the event of an accident combined with condenser on a base-plate.
long period when placed together or used there may be two valves to replace. Against I am anxious to get the short waves and
in conjunction with a. metal. For instance, this, the single high-voltage type of valve although I have used a short-wave converter
carborundum, with a plate of steel pressing may cost almost as much, but wIll take up I should prefer to use the single set for all
Would it be feasible to add
on it, and with a small applied potential, less space on the chassis and is not so critical purposes.
will not require adjustment over a very regarding the selection of associated com- standard short-wavè tuning coils to the
present dual-range coils with some form
long period. t)n the other hand, zincite ponents.
of switch to cut oùt the latter so that I
in conjunction with tellurium gives in
could use all-wave tuning ? Also, could I
many cases a louder signal and the readjust.
get a station-named dial to g6 with the
nient simply consists in moving one crystal
We wish to draw the reader's attention to the
combination? "-G. F. (Exeter).
slightly. This combination is obtainable
only
is
Intended
Service
Queries
the
fact
that
IT should be possible to add good shortready assembled in a dust-proof cartridge I for the solution of problems or tiitticulties
wave coils in the manner outlined but
under several different trade names. and I arisinc troni the construction of receivers
described in our pages, from articles appearing
the switching may present some difficulty.
we recommended an article known
the
in our pages, or on general wireless matters.
It might prove preferable to disconnect the
Red Diamond for our 1937 Crystal receiver.
We regretthat we cannot, for obviousreason
dual-range coils and to replace them by
It may be obtained from the Jewel Peu
(1)Supply circuit diagrams Of complete
modern three-range coils which are supplied
Company of 21, Gt. Sutton Street, E.C.1,
multi-valve receivers.
(2) Suggest alterations or modifications of
with a self-contained -wavechange switch.
price 2s. 6d.
contemIn
our
receivers described
Modern dials may be obtained engraved
poraries.
with station names, but they are only
(3) Suggest alterations or modifications to
Flat-tuned Coils
commercial receivers.
of use when used with a condenser designed
"I am preparing to make a television
telephone.
queries
over
the
(4) Answer
on modern lisses and used with coils having
receiver from details recently giveji in
(5) Orant Interviews to querlsts.
an inductance of 157 u/H on medium waves
your pages, but am at a loss regarding one
A stamped addressed envelope must be
and 2,200 u/H on the long waves.
enclosed for the reply. All sketches and
point. I know that I require a flatly-tuned
drawings which are sent to us should bear
I.F. stage, but am not certain how to get
the name and address of tise gender.
Radio-gram. Switching
the selectivity and other features.
The
Requests for Blisepri uts must not be enclosed
"1 am going to fit a change-over switch
with queries as they are desit with by a
superhet will ensure the selectivity, no
separate department.
to go from radio to gram. I believe it i
doubt, but how do I arrange for the flatlySend year cursi,, -to the Editor. PRACTICAL AND
possible to make this gradual or to fade
tuned I.F. transformers ? I would rather
AMATEUR WIRELESS. George New000. Ltd.. Tower
out and should like to know the simplest
Houer. Sosthsmpteo Street. IlesaS. LesSon. W.C.2.
buy these, but they do not appear to be on
Th. Coupon muet be enclosed wth every query.
way to do this. I do not want to buy a
the market."-}l. T. F. (Dalston).
lot of components and alter the set too
COILS for your purpose are now on the
much. Perhaps you can suggest a simple
Resonance
Cabinet
market and are supplied by two or
way of doing the job."-J. O. (Carlisle).
recently
built
mains
I
four-valver
three firms. The method generally adopted
ASPECIAL control may be obtained
a
with
pentode
output
stage.
was
fairly
I
for obtaining the flatness of tuning, or
for the purpose mentioned by you.
broad peak required, is to wind the trans- satisfied s'ith the reproduction when used
former or coil with resistance wire, or to with a %V.B. speaker standing on the table, This is known as a fader, and in the
connect a resistance across a component but.theie was not much bass. A friend who Dubilier range it is called a Fadover.
wound with ordinary wire. We cannot helped me in the building said that was due Three connections are made to one side
give you constructional details, as you to the fact that no baffle was being used. and a singlo connection to the othor, correhave not supplied a Circuit and give no I therefore made a table model cabinet and sponding.with a centre-tap on the resistance
indication of the lines upon which you allowed ample baffle area, but now find element. The centre terminal on the other
that it Is too boomy. Is there any way sido is joined to the grid of the L.F. valve
have decided to work.
(which may be the defector in some circuits)
1 can cure this without making another
and the other two contacts are joined to
cabinet P "-F. W. (Aldenham).
The Output Stage
pick-up and radio, with the centre (single)
I am proposing to build a power amis hardly likely that the boomy repro- contact to
G.B. or earth. Thus, it is
plifier for use with our band, and should like
duction is due to wrong component
some hints oh design. Is it desirable to values, as this would havobeen distinguish- possible to fade out either radio or gramouse push-pull in order to obtailt the high able when coupled to the speaker in the phone and build up the other reproduction.
volume and quality, or do you recommend first place. It is, therefore, safe to assume
a single power valve of the high-voltage that the trouble arises from the cabinet
type, say one taking 500 volts and giving design and layout of the chassis. Two
must be attached to every query.
10 watts output? What are theadvantages facts must be considered.
Firstly, the
of these two systems.? "-G. E. (Rhl).
speaker may be so arranged that the sound

-

-

-

-

J
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RADIO

isceIIaneous Advertisements
Advertisements are accepted for the,.
columns at th, rate of 3d. per word. Words
ja black fare and/or capitale are charged
double thu rate (minimum charge 3/- per
paragraph). Display lines are charged at
6/- per line. All adveltasernents must be
prepaid. All communications 5h0ld be
addressed to the Advertisement Manager.
Wirele,s,"
Amateur
Practical
and
Tower Houai. Southampton Street, Strand.
London. W.C2.

RECEIVERS, COMPONENTS AND
ACCESSORIES
Surplus, Clearance-or Secondhand, etc.

RADIOMA
SHORT-WAVE MANUAL
Packed with short-wave information and circuits of
malts and battery receivers, including straight,
stiperhot and 5-metre transmitters, modulators, etc.
Itiforinatiotu on transmitting licences, aerials, Class B
artiplificatlons, noutrauizations, superhet alignment, etc.
Tite most gomprebensive manual published, written
by practical engineers, price 6d., post fixe, 7d. in.
cludina catalotrue.
1/137 Short-wave Catalogue only (3 Urnes enlarged)
price i G., poet free.

HOLLOWAY HEAD,

44,

BIRMINGHAM

i

UNITS for operating 1)0. Ilecrlvers
CONVERSION
from AC. Malas, Improved type, 120 watts
£211010. Senti for our comprehensive list
of speakers, resistances aiLci other oinponeitta.
ARO, 46, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

Telephone:Holborn

9703.

to Moving Coil Speakers, Cones und Coils
rewound. Fields altered. Prices
Quoted Including Eliminators, Loudepekers, Repaired, 4/-. L.F. and Speech Transformers, 4/- post
Guaranteed. Satisfaction.
free.
Trade invited.
Prompt Service. Estiusates Free. LS. Repair Service,
Li, Ballam Grove, London, S.\V.12. Battersea 1321.
'T'RE largest stock of consl,olsefttu in England, over
500 lines, new catalogue now ready )3d.-J.
earfield, 105. Upper Street, Loud ou, Nl.
A LL goods previously advertised are standard
Post card or list free.
.f-\ lines, still available;
VAUXHALL UTILITIES, 103a, Strand, W.C.2,
Over Denny's the Booksellers. 'renipte Bar
0335.
n
BANKItUPT Bargains. List free. All new goods.
Continuai advertiser since 3929. Write for alt
radio requirements. Followii,g are some of my
bargains, Pleasey 3v AC/D.C. chassis, Mallards,
Ditto battery
MC. speakers, latest models lOs.
models 3v superhet £4. Decca 1/137 8v s.C. superheta
AmerIcan 4v collsolette
£6. Ditto all-wave £7.
AC/D.C. 70s. Triiphonie 1937 3v AC/D.C. stiperhet
£0. Ditto all-wave £7. Latest Ferguson and TnIphOISic
1938 all-wave superhets in stock. 1937 lötgn. }'ergusoII
all-waver 11 valve complete lOgos. 1937 l4gn. A.C./
D.C. Pilot complete £10. Halcyon short-wave converters AC. with valve 20s. Orniond 3v AC. superhet,
list ligna., for £5 5o. Large stock components, replacement valves, speakers, etc, Whatever you require

fitted or
WAU/S

j

write-Butlin,

6, Stanford ',venue, Brighton.

RAI)IO turned Itadiograin;

ElectrIc motor, 25s,;
Pick-up, 9& ; Pickup-Head, 4s. 3d.; 5,000 spring
motors, 48. Oti.,dozen, 3Os. ; Pedestal radio Anexagram,
Gramophones from 12s.;
£,S, Ditto table, 68s.;
Cabinets, Horns, tonearnis, soundboxes, needles
springs, gears, accessorIes, cabinet fittings, violIns,
cheapest. EstablIshed 1903, Trade supplied. Catalogue
free.-ltegeutam, 120, Old Street, London, ECl.

LOUDSPEAKER REPAIRS
LOUDSPEAKEH repaIrs, British, American, any
make, 24-hour service; moderate prices.-Slnelair
Speakers, 'Alma Grove, Copenhagen Street, London,

RADIO BARGAINS

PPLY STORES

S

Ali goods guarantesd princt ; carr. paid over 5/under 5/. postage Gd. extra.
ALL POST ORDERS TO JUBILEE WORKS,

15/lid. i Valve Battery Kit, complete with Valve.
22/lid. 2 Valve Battery Kit, complete with Valves.
37/Sd.
3 Valve Battery Kit, complete with Valves.
22/lid. 1 Valve AC/DC Kit., complete with Valve.
42/6d.
3 Valve Battery Kit, complete with Valves.
42/Sd
3 Valve AC. Kit, complete with Valves.
Orders for the above Kits must be accompanIed by i/-

LOWER CLAPTOTI RD., LONDON, E.5.
'Phone
Amherst 4723.
CALLERS, AS USUAL, TO 165 & 165a, FLEET
ST., E.C.4 (Next door to Anderton's flotel),
Central 2833.
New Branch : 50, HIGH ST.,
CLAPIIAM, S.W.4 (Macaulay 2381).
Rae. you had our GIANT ILLUSTRATED

167,

.

part payment. for postage.
LIMITED QUANTITY.
ALBA UNIVERSAL ALL-WAVE AC/DC RECEIVER.
OrIginally listed at 17 gns. This Receiver representa
as

CATALOGUE AND VALVE LIST? Send
4d. IN STAMPS FOR TRIS BAI?GAIN
LIST.

tite best in mottera Superhet design. Wavebands
ivered, Short Wave 19-411 metres, Medium 20(1 to 550
metres, Long Waves 800 to 2,000 metres. 2 Speed
Drive is incorporated, First-Class Visual Tuning, fitted
Otte side Of the Main Tatting Dial, tite Other aide of the
dial is balanced by an illuminated Viudow showing the
various positions of the switch, i.e., Short W ave,
Mediuni Wave, Long Wave and -grant, Combined
Volume Control and Mains On/Off Switch, Provision
for Extension Loud-speaker and, of course, Pick-up
which as explained above is switched
Malos Aerial
etc'., Valve combination as follows: URIC, Cl, Pen
36(, 2 1)130, VP13C, VPIIt', FCI3C. Here is your
chance to buy a firat-clasi All-Wave, All Mains Receiver

.NEW 1937 1-VALVE SHORT-WAVE RECEIVER OR DAPTOR KIT, 13 to 841 metre, ,,ithoot coil dmsstug. Complete
KiÇ cod Cirruit, 1219. VALVE GIVEN FREE! DE LUXE
MODEL 14 to 134) Mrtre,, complete Kit ulttt Clr,mi. 4 Coils
owl aU p.rIo, 17/6.
SUPERHET CONVERTER KIT. 12/9. Do Luso Motivi. 1518.
8W. SUPERRET CONVERTER KIT, for AC. Mains Iteeeivero,
251-. A.C. Valve gicea FREE

.

I

NEW 1931 2-VALVE SW. KIT. 13 to 6 Metres withoot ott
elmugiul. Uomplete Kit end Ciresit, 19)8. VALVES GIVEN
FREE. DE LUXE MODEL. 14 to 150 Metres, eomplet, Kit
md Ct/oasis. 4 Coils and all porto. 25,-. VALVES GIVEN FREE.
3-VALVE SW, KIT. 9.0. Det. end Pen., 42/-. VALVES
GIVEN FREE.

-

4- asd
G-pin types, 13.76, 27-47.
metres, 1,9 each. with rimait. Specht art of
SW. Colle, I S-129 metres, 4f- ret, with etreniL Premier
SimplIfies
3-bond, 0.5V. CotI. II-29, 53.43, 38.55 metree.
5W. receiver couatraotien, onkable say type circuit. 2/fl.

COIL FORMERS in i/nest plastic nsutertel,
ribbed, 4- or t-pin, 1/- catis.

low-los.

Ills.

Sew "Premier" Short Were CONDENSERS. n tb
.kll.Ismos
i nsntstion. Certittod s000rier io CeramIc.
Conetructioo. 4f) mn,fd., 1 7; 150 nsmld., 1;10; 100 osatI.,
256 mmfd., 2/e; Donl,le Spaced 13 mmid. 2/9; 40 amfst.
eereenrd. 1/S. AIl-Brase 05V.
10. 8W. 11.?. Chokes, 94.
Condensers with Interpol bw-motten. 00013 T,mlng. 3/9:
The

-

-

Trviiiul

.110015

Rcactloss,

33.

S'amonu EUROPA MAINS VALVES.

Universal. All standard typen,
1/notifiers, 5/8.

BAITERY VALVES,

Q

colts.

H.P..

4 V.
1.51.

4/lI.

L.i'..

AC. un,1 IO e. .18
Pentodos sod I\V.
212..

Pswcr Super-

5.0., Var-Ms-SG.. 4- or r,.pt,s Fenlodee, 16F.
Pene., V-nsu.ILF. reno, /-. Class B. 5,-.

Power, 2/9.

Com,lno An,erlçan HY'rItOii ornI

VALVES.

AMERICAN

TRIAD, 5r,t-geode Vol ea.3n,Ontl,, g,,arantee. Alt IYIS"
la tock, 5/6 each, 2ll urol 2541. 6r6 esh. Ne,, Metui-UIia,a
Valve, all type,, 616 earS. (Se,s,,lne Ao,erie,,n 000TRON
V.,l,'e holders for uIl above
Vale-es. all type,. 1/6 each.
types, Ud. each. OCTOL baue,, Sd. earl,.
3-WATT AC. AMPLIFIER. 2-stags for mike sr pIck-np.
Complete kit of ports s'itt S -ea/vea, 40/-. Wired sad Tooled.
£2115/s.
a,

7-WATT AC/D.C. AMPLIFIER. 3-otuge l,lh'csls. psshpull output. Oo,oplete kit of p.urtu cItI, 5 npeclnliy n,atel,eU
volves, 14 4, Completely Wired soul Te,ted, 15/5/O,

uith toare-ns und volasse control,
PICK-VP HEADS only, 4/0 each.

COSMOCORD PICK-UPS.
10 6 rovI,.

PREMIER MAINS TRANSFORMERS. wlred'end type ilh
ocreenal pvimorirs, lapped 200.250 r. Centre-topped
Filament,. Ooarooteed one yes r, HT. 0 & 5 or H.T10
n,-itb

4 n-.

45. CT. sod

4

e'.

in.

CT,.

8 5.

252-250

V.

60 ms..

4e.ls,,4v,2a,,and4v,4u,,ollC,T,,5,6, 350-330e.
da.. CT., 11F-. Any
120 ma., 4 y. la,, 4V. '2a., euS
y,

oil

el these tvao,loemers with eoir,Ved panel and N.y. tennlnals

lIB Cotes. 500-500 y. 150 ma, 4 e, 2-3 o., 4 y. il-3 a,. 4 n'.
2.3 u., 4 y, 3.4 o, oIl CT.. 17/6. SPECIAL OFFER PHILIPS
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. 020.236 V, OC 500.300 y. nl 80
so., 4 y, O o,, CT, 4 a, I Tapped relmary 100-250 volt.,
s/ll, 430-420 r. at 150 ois., er 500-500 V. 100 m.o. 4 y,
4 a. CT. 4 y. 4 , and 4 y. 3a. &'reeoenl Prin,cry. Tapped
AUTO TRANSFORMERS. tep
Input 100-255 V., 12/6.
np or donen, 00 watte. 716; 100 sotte, 10/-. SMOOTHING
CHOKES 25mo., 2 9; 40 mn.. 4/-; tO ma.. 5/0. 130 50.,
Chokes, 0,300 eloe,. GO ma.,
Replaoemanl
10/6. Speskec
5/0.
SPECIAL OSPER LISSEN TWO-GANG SCREEI1ED

WAVE COILS. 11h to 2,000 melee,. ,.'o,oplete
and alvinO diagramu, 0/li per soL

n

ill,

ALL-

snitehing

' 155."
OAsis, eserciard.
MAGNAVOX MOVING COILS.
152" Sin. von,'
71a. cone, 2,550 olmo, 4 ,,'atta.
5,500 ohms, 17/6, " 162 Msnn," i)),,. con-, 7,5041 ohm, 6
satt,, 37)6. Msvo,vos P.M.',-" 251.' ¡la. cose, 16 5;
2-SI," lila, cose, 22fb.

12l6;"

VALVES

Special

THE Simplest Equation. Price+Qtiality =Radiocrap/ale Ltd Satisfaction guaranteed. American
valves, 3/-. Llnecords 350 OHMS. Midget Speakers,
Electrolytic Condensers, Res/otees, Volume Controls,
cte.-Rad lographic, Ltd., (Ni, Osborne Street,
Glasgow, (.1.

a reasonable price.
To clear, £7 12s. 6G. Carr. Paid.
FEW ONLY, BUSH A.C.23. 4-Valve AC. Mains Iland
Pass Receiver, fitted in a Handsome cotbitset finished
Dark 11'alnut Thiv lIttle ileceiver is selectise and
provides ¡slesty of Volume front many stations Our
price to clear 4 gno.,' Carriage Paid.
BRYCE MAINS TRANSFORMERS ANO CHOKES,
standard for tise season. These Transformera are
British made aiid are fully guaranteed for fi months.
% contpreheuats'e reloge ofall types ;tre carried Insloci;.
250-0-250, 80 ma., 2-0-2 volts, 2.5 amp, 2-0-2 volta,
4 amp S 6.
3so-o-35&' 120 ns.a', 2-0-2 volts,2.. amp., 2-0-2 voltg,
4 atop, 10/6.
350-0-350, 150 ma., 2-0-2 volts, 2.5 amp., 2-0-2 saLts,
4 snIp. e202 volts;2 smp., 11/li.
500-0-500, 150 ma. 2-0-2 volts, 2.5 imp., 2-0-2 volts,
damp., 2-0-2 volts 2arp, 2-0-2 volta, 2 amp, i 6(6.
H.T.O TRANSFORMER, 200 volts, GOma., 2-O-2 volts,
4 sitp, 8/6.
BRYCE MAINS CHOKES.
44f ISIS., 30 Hys, 500 Obtus, 3/6.
tIf) ma. 40 Hys, 500 0/uns, 5/-.
110 ma., 80 Hys, 2,500 Ohms, for Speaker replacement.

at

tItORT-WAVE COILS.

MOLA

7/6.

4631.

We thank all our past customers for their support
during the last season. Once again we are offering
Brand New and Surplus goods at very keen prices.
We are the sale agents tor the American Constructrad
Co., of New York, and this season we are offering Short
Wave Kits, complete with valves, at prices that defy
competition. These Kits cover a wavelength from
15-600 metres by means ot 6 Interchangeable, Plug-in
Coils. The Kits are easily assemIled and are sent out
sealed as tram the makers. They incorporate a stamped
metal chassis, metal panel, and all necessary parts
to make up a successful Short Wave Receiver.

PREMIR.

ALCO ELIMINATORS AND ChARGERS. Standard outputs, 18/-. With charger, 25/-. Charger,
Year's guarantee. Petada free.-P. and D.
RadIo, 1, Goodiuge Road, N.7.

1t

CLEARANCE
Holborn

63, 141Cl-I HOLBORN, W.C.1.

41.94, 78.120

output at

August 28th, 1937

F.M?s 12/-. 0000MAN'S Sin, mala,
ono,, field, 10/6 ect,.

hstst typo

enorgised,

1,051.)

R. and A. energised Spooler. 71m. dL',orcter. 2.500 ohm fehL
Fentode Tranalornuer, ,troagly revom,uended, 11/6.

02er

SF51 Easrglaed lAscio,, CoSo 1Ohin. diam. 1.050

oliato seid Fewer or
14/6.

rettete trati,lormer

(stato which),

oln'PU'r FRANAFO2MPRS for Power or Peatode. 2/fi:
aluhti-ttstio, 4.6.
All Goods prerkatdy adverihoed, ettI) nvahla6lo,

p

el,'., 5/3.
and 5-pitt Chassis mounting \'aln'eholders, first-class
make, 3d. each.
7-pIn ditto Gd. each.
4 und 5-pin Chassis or Baseboard mounting type
Valvebolders, 3d. each.
7-pin Ditto, 3d. each,
Large quantity of POLAR .1 TUBULAR CONDENSERS,
3/- a Dozen. 41003 HIc;, DIelectric Re,,ctloii Condensers Od. each, (Cosoor.)
Weariio AlI-Wavc Chokes, l2-,O00 metres, rua Cored,
listed 6/8,1/- each.
SIseen S-1 Driver Transforniers, 1'- each.
Lisse,, 126 K/C, 1.1. 'rransli,r;ners, fully scrseue.i,
1/3 each.
4

I

LIMITED QUANTITY OF CENTRALAB VOLUME
CONTROLS, in the following sizes: (Medium size
500,000; 1 meg; and 100,001), Sd. muli.
Twin Centratab Pots, 5,004) and 100,000, 1/6 each.
Liasen R.C.C. Units, boxed, Brand New, 6d. roch.
Lissen HF. By-past Unhis, Brand New, Boe,l, Cd. cadi.
Universal Chassis fitted 'Itti 2 coils (Aeriuul apd HF,),
2 7-pIn Valveholders and 2 S'pits Valvel,oldars,
H.}'. Choke, Aerial and Earth Strip, Bains terlal
Strip, 3/6 each.
)
ltun(ly Size, Met-al Chassis, Drilled for \';ulveh,olders,
01,104/e)

-.

etc., Sd. eu,ch.
Sjocial clearance of Brycs Transformers, ex. large
manufacturer's order. 31)0-0-300. 180 151.2., 4 volt,
4 amp, C/f, 4 volt 2 antp, Mains itiput 200-250,
Adjustable. 6/- each.
PLESSEY 2,500 Ohms Field, Energied Speaker, fitted
Pentode Transformer,, 7 Cone, splenllill job, 46 each.
Rota P.M. Moving Coil Speaker, latest type, Circular
Magnet, 10 Cone, fitted Power or Pcu,tode Trattoformer, 21/W.8.Manufacturer's type, P.M. Moving Coil Speaker,
70 Cone, Pentosje Transformer, 11/6.
Limited QuantIty of American Valves. Types available,
12Z3, 6B7, 6F7. To Clear, 1/- each.
Enquiries 1d. stamp if reply expected.
Hours of business, 9 ant, to 7 p.m., Saturdays, 9a.m.
lo 1 p.m.
All orders 5/- or over, Post Free, orders under fis, must
l,e accompanied by a reasotsable amount for postage.
COD. orders under Sa. cannot he accepted.
Orders from Ireland Sand Special parts of Scotland are
suhjecl. to cerlatn increased postage rates and cuato.
ufers arc advised to apply for detallo of postage before
or,leritig.
RADIO CLEARANCE, 63, HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.I.
HOLBORN 4631.
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STANDARD WIRELESS
BOOKS

u9

OF

THE OUTLINE

MCCÀ

WIRELESS
By RALPH STRANGER
8/6 net (9/-)
A book which covers the theory and practice
of Reception from A to Z.

WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR'S
ENCYCLOPflDIA

VALVES

11?1F lilY

MISCELLANEOUS

OUTSTANDING 9- VALVE

FOUR-WAVE SUPERHET
For all-Wave reception
at

its

REVOLUTIONARY principles and circuits, revolutionising existing ideas and apparatus-Book
Is. ld.-D'Arcy Ford, Gandy Street, Exeter.

-'j

IDENTIFICATION

very best

Tohe

nil-wave enthusiast, this exceptional receiver
number Of issteresting features, with quite
offers
umisual range, arid power output. Few receivers at
present on the market rari claim so high a standard
of design and performance.

¡MA"s7
a

c.0

.'

,s,,
-

-

4
I

THE MATHEMATICS

12

k

,

S

s

ls,,

-.'

-

t

GNS.

OF WIRELESS;

i

::

By RALPH STRANGER
/- net (5/5)
A simple introduction to arithmetic, algebra5

.
I

-

,\,

t,'

.

4,'

geometry, trigonometry and calculus as théy
256 pages.
affect wireless calculations.
Ful/y Illustrated.

of amateur wireless transmitters can be found in

the RADIO AMATEUR
CALLBOOK. This book
is essential to owners of
'short-wave or all-wave
sets.
Çontains complete
lists ot amateur tians-

R dio

s

By F. J. CAMM
/- net (5/3)
The whole field of wireless construction is
covered, in description and diagram, in this
book.

mjtters with names and
addresses) from Alaska to
Zanribar. also short-wave
commercial stations, lists
of International Abbreviations (the "Q" code),
International Prefixes,e!c,
Price /- per copy, post
free. Send for lists of
other books dealing with
amateur transrnrtting.

G5KA (Dept. PW). 41, Kinfauns Rd.,
Goodmayes. Ilford. Essex.
-

\T

M.P.R. 3-WATT BATTERY PUSH-PULL AMPLIFIER
For Cate.. Dances, Social,. etc. Amaal..g volmne, wit!, excellent
qsallty. Supplied complet, with British V4ive,. asid Volases
Control, ready for ccii'
n

"NEWNES TELEVISION
AND SHORT-WAVE
HANDBOOK'

:5ç
se5

Matched
-

rse loti
nodel. 120/-.

Sensi

3/6 net (4/-)

By F. J. CAMM

VALVES DIR ECL-$ave 50%; 2-voIt, H2, L2,
Buy2s. 3d.; power, 3s.; i.reen-grids, 4s. od. ; fl. K
and LF. Pentodes, 5e. od.; AC. M&ns, 4-volt, general
purpose, 4e. Gd.; power trlode, (Is. Gd.; screen-grids,
BY. and L.F. pentodes, Ga. lid.; full-wave rectifiers,
4s. liti.; postage Sd..one valve, 44. two, titi, three and
over.-Luminous Electric Appliances, Ltd. (Dept. 8),
Phoenix Works, Tyburn E4. Erdington, Birmingham.

-'
detatle. n],o AC,

2e- cetra.

i

7-witt s,n,lrl.

'Phase

.

'

102/.,

540

Speak

Car Porta!,!,

itotnfor't ils.

The first really complete and authoritative
work on this subject.
(Complete

EVERYMAN'S

,;

WIRELESS BOOK
ByF. j. CAMM

3/6

THE ELEMENTS
WIRELESS

net (4/-)

OF

By RALPH STRANGER

3/6 net (/zi)
The whole working of wireless receivers
made clear to all.

svith9B.V.A.
valves.)

t,

.4.-

wavebands
12.8..33, 29-80, 190-550, 800-2000
metres. Illuminated dial with principal station
names.
Circuit iii BrieL-Aeriál input to pre-selector circuit.,
radio frequency amplifier, latest type triode-hexode
frequency changer
baud-pass I.1e.T. coupled IF.
amplifiera, double diodo detector, LP. amplifier,
parafeesi transformer-coupled push-pull triodo output
giving (I watts.
ileavy cadmium-plated steel chassis. Finest components and workmanship throughout.
DE LUXE MODEL 14 GNS.
Many csdd,tional refinements-full particulars on
4

-

application.

the number of isdependent
control, tItled. ,aahwg it extremely interertiosc in operose. Three

Cor4rols.-A features) the receiver

FIFTY TESTED
WIRELESS CIRCUITS
By

F. J.

CAMM

2/6 net (2/Io)

inoisde soultvIty vontCsl (vorging bio, on ltjF tore). ti/n.Y.C.
eUh manso! wuting.000trol. ol esit5h for hnter-rtatlsn noire
5-icraitioss v.ave-nimrge and genaropifonc u. lieb.
uoppeeorio.
Progressive variable tone control npet-atioe on radio and g,am.

AC. models ready for immediate delivery.

A.C./D.C. models also iso production, and will be
available for delivery shortly.

DEFERRED TERMS__-

DICIIONARY OF'
WIRELESS TERMS
By.

RALPH STRANGER

Obtainable from aft booksellers or send a P.O.
for the amount indicated in brackets aftcr each
price and the book will be delivered to you pot
free . . . write to Wireless Book Department,
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

GEORGE

on

application or through otte City Agents
LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO.,
11.

NEWNES,

LTD.

Oat Lane, E.C.2.

Demonstrations daily.

216 net (2/Io)

A valuable synopsis of technical terms that
everybody can understand.

is

sit,

s-aires,
.4(1 Mccarthy receivers supplied complete
knobs, pilo: ¡anti,,, leads, main, cables and Plug. 12

moni/ss' guarantee.

at which McCarthy Receivers
ore advertised include Marconi

The prices

Royalties.

ji,,
o,, 7 da,,' app,oval.
;lI,,st rated catalog 55e of conspi ele range of all McCarthy
Casi,

Will,

crie,

receiver,.

14cCL1LJ!' 1)/ti)

t)
LI).
44a,WestbourneGrove,Lonclon,W.2
er

32OI/2-

-_-

COUPON
available until September 4th,

coupon is

$Titis
1037f and must be attached to all lettera con-

taming queries.
PRACTICAL AND AMATEUR WILUgLESS,

ADVERTISEMENT INDEX

.............
-----------.......
......
...........
..........
...........

/Votornatic Coil Win,irr sod Electrical Equipment
Co.. Ltd
Selling ond Lar. Lin

Page
572
6.02

Br.tish Institute of Engineerine Technology Bock Croen.
(sOS
British Mechanical Productions. Ltd
598
British Televrsion Supplies. Ltd
605
Bulgin. A. F.. and Co., Ltd
604
Champion Valve C0
567
Covsor. A. C., Ltd.'
5613
Dubiliec Condenser Co. (1925). Ltd
558 and 602
Eleotradix Radios
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After months of intensive effort and research, we are
pleased to announcethat the 1937 edition of our Handbook, "ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES," is now
'out of the publishers' hands and ready for frei distribution.
Containing 268 pages of practical guidance, this book is,
beyond argument, the finest and most ¿omplete handbook on Successful Engineering Careers ever compiled.
It is a book that should be on the bookshelf of every
person interested in engineering, whatever his age,
position or experience. .
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Handbook contains,
interesting matter, details
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DEFINITELY GUARANTEE

."NOPASS- NOFEE.

-

you are earning less than £10 per week you
cannot afford to iniss reading " ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES." In your own interests,
we advise you to send for your copy of this
enlightening guide to well-paid posts by filling
in and posting the coupon NOW. There is
no cost or obligation of any kind.
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BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
-

ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
409A, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE,
17, 18 & 19,

STRATFORD PLACE, LONDON, W.1
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-
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of

etc., and outlines the unique advantages
Employment Department.
r

.

:

intensely

B.Sc., A.M.I.C.E.,
A.M.I.A.E.,
A.M.I.E.E.,
A.M.LMech,E.,
A.M.I.W.T., A;M.I.RE., CIVIL SERVRSE, and
other important Engineering Examinations: outlines
courses in all branches of CIVIL, MECHANICAL,
ELECTRICAL, AUTOMOBILE; RADIO, TELEVISION and AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING,
BUILDING, GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT,
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among other
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